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OVERVIEW

This book is an attempt to report on the activities of many persons

as they have attempted to teach severely handicapped students in the

Madison Metropolitan School District. There is little one can do to

express accurately the frustrations, joys, failures and successes exper

ienced as we discover more and more about what severely handicapped students

can learn Each year we sense increased excitement as staff and parents

-discover ways to enhance the functioning levels of even the most handicapped

of our students.-

As our ability to program for students expands across persons, settings

and materials, we are learning more and more about the ability of

severely handicapped students to perform competently in complex c_ _unity

environments. We have learned that the severely handicapped students in

precarious health with minimal motoric abilities can be taught to locomote

and communicate; we have learned that severely handicapped young adults will

ultimately function effectively in competitive jobs; and we have learned

that expectations once held only for mildly handicapped students can now

be held for severely handicapped students.

In the process of learning about our students we have also learned a

great deal about ourselves. Mo-t importantly, we have learned to work

cooperatively in spite of different training and disciplinary missions

and we have learned that we cannot rely on any one instructional or organ

izational "model" to generate our strategies.

In an attempt to meet the specific needs of our readers, ATE Volume VI

has been organized into the following three parts:



Part _1:

Madison's Alternative for Zero Exclusion:
P- ers rams Related to Public School Service

Part

dison's Alternative
e s and Pro _ems Rel

Zero Exclusion
ed to Teachin

Handicapped t s
Readin

Part

Madispn's Alternative_for Zero Exclusion:
Toward an Trite rated Thera Model for Teachin

Motor Trackin and Scannin kills to Severel Handica Studen

Skills

We hope that this information will be helpful as you continue to work

toward improved educational services for severely handicapped students.

L.B.

N.C.

K.B.

T.C.



The Criterion of Ultimate Functioning and PUblic School
Services for Severely Handicapped Students1

Lou Brown, John Nietupski, and Susan Hamro-Nietupski
University of Wisconsin andMadison RUblic Schools2

Part I
Positions- and ASsurptions

Not too long ago there were few, if any, educational services for mildly
retarded or mildly handicapped students in American public school systems.
Self Contained schools and self contained classes within regular schools were
generated and proliferated soon thereafter. ;FOr years self contained schools
and self contained classes within regular schools were considered the most
efficacious models in which to provide educational services to mildly handl-
capped'atadents.

La 1968 Dunn published his now famous article, "Special Education for
the Mildly Retarded -- Is Much of it Justifiable?.". There ounn crystalized
the judgements, suspicions, and feelings of many parsons in and out of special
education -- namely, that the placement of mildly handicapped Students into
self contained schools and self contained classes was unduly restricting
their general development and not preparing them to function adaptively in-
complex, intearated, community based postschool environments

In the past the predominant educational service delivery 'models generated
for the majority of severely handicapped students in this country were (a) place-
ment in large self contained residential facilities (institiltions), (b) place -

ment in self contained schools, (c) maintenance at home, and (d) the use of
private facilities such as churches or facilities supported by private
associations concerned with providing services for retarded citizens. .

Within the past 5 years, due to encouraging judicial, executive, and
legislative reactions to the advocacy 'cactivitios of many enlightened partnts'
and other persons and groups, formerly rejected severely handicapped students
are now being served in community based public schools. thfortunately, it

seems that the overwhelming majority of severly handicapped students now in
public schools are being served in self contained facilities. Self contained
facilities will ultimately be rejected for the samo reasons that self contain-
ed programo-within regular schools for mildly handicapped students have

been and are being rejected.

1

This chapter was supported in part by Grant Na. OEG-0-7 -6137 to the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Madison from the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
Division of Personnel Preparation, Washington, D.C., and in part by-funds from
Federal contract No. OEC-0474-7993 to the Madison Public Schools.

This paper is a chapter that will appear in a hook enti.led, Hey,_don't for-

-tabout me: .NeW directions for_serving the severely handicappl. Reston,

VA: Council for Exceptional Children. In press. Duplication of or refer-

euce to the contents of this chapter, must be approved,by the Council for

exceptional Children.
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There is no doubt that the spirit of the times requires that severely
handicapped students be allowed to grow within the least restrictive develop-
mental environments. Placement in large multipurpose institutions, sustained
maintenance at home, and/or sustained placement in self contained classes
within segregated schools is generally restrictvc. The community must create
other more educationally tenable developmental environments.

Severely handicapped students should be placed in self contained classes
in regular schools. Severely handicapped students should eat, recreate,
assemble, travel, ambulate or be aMbulatod, play, read, study, and learn with
students of '5441, developmental functioning levels. Why? Because severely han-
dicapped_studerois will no-longer be locked up in isolated dehumanizing insti-
tutionS; they will no longor be hidden in hows; they will no longer be re-
jected from pUblic schools; they will no longer be sheltered from society.
They have the right to bo visible, functioning citizens integrated into the
overyday life of complex public communities.

The

One of the most pervasive, and in )ur view question-11e, philosophic
assumptions in our society is that homogeneity is a generally posi-tive ob-
jective that should be approximated if not realized. This general quest to
cluster according to similarities, to stratify on the basis of differences,
and to realize un form compositions is referred to hero as the logic of
homogeneity.

Discernible ma ifestations of the logic of homogeneity are prevalent in
many aspects of our society. Predetermined efforts have been made to group
according to skin color, family heritage, verbal accent, sox, religious
affiliation, military rank, professional or paraprofessional status, wealth,
and academic degree ,to name only a few. These manifestations are often based
on such assumptions as (n) people do bettor and are happier if they are with
their own kind! (1:) people who aro different than us do not liXe us, (c) our
cultures are too different, (d) if God wanted us to be together, She would
have arranged it, And (e) overcoming the communication prOblem is not worth
the effort.

In education generally there have been many manifestations of the logic
of homogeneity. For example, students have been "tracked" within and between
schools and classes, males and females aave been stratified in "health" and
physical education classes, and parochial schools and athletic leagues are
prevalent.

In special education, the logic of homogeneity abounds to the point of
absurdity. Special educators have established self contained classes, self
contained schools, groupings for the orthopedically handicapped, the blind,
the mildly retarded, the emotionally disturbed, and the trainable mentally
retarded, and on and on ad infinitum. By affording credence to the presumed
positive properties of the logic of homogeneity within educational systems,
educators have systematically, although inadvertently, impeded many handicap-
pod and nonhandicappod students from acquiring the skills, values, and atti-
tudes necessary to function in heterogeneous multifaceted and interpersonally
complex adult environments.

Many persons concornod with providing dovelopruntal services to mildly
handicapped students have rejected, or are now in the process of rejecting,
the basic tenets of the logic of homogeneity. Those persons concerned with



providing the best possible educational services to severely handicappe4 etu-
dents should do the same. However, it should be noted and emphasized that
certain kinds ofhomogeneous goupings in selected settings for selected pur-
poses may be educationally, medically, and socially tenable. That is, to re-
ject the logic of homogeneity completely is probably as irrational as to
absorb it completely. The point is that the logic of homogeneity as it re-
lates to the provision of educational services fer severely haadicapped stu-
dents is _enerally nog tive. Homogeneity must be scrutinized carefully and
rejected in favor of heterogeneity whenever possible.

Heterogeneity

The logic of heterogeneity leads to the posi tian that persons of differ-
enceS or dissimilarities in almost all aspects of existence should interact.
Most postschool community based domestic, vocational, and recreational envir-
onments,are fundamentally heterogeneous in nature. If neverely handicapped
students are to be expected to function effectively in heterogeneous carfliaunit
environments, as many preceding developmental experiences as possible should
represent that heteregeneity. Every time edueaters mek:.. 1 decision affectin
the longitudinal development of a severely handieepped student, they must see
manifestations of the logic of heterogeneity.

If educators had ascribed to the logic of heterogeneity in the past, they
would not now be confronted with ways in which te dismentle "state schools",
self contained public echools, and other furms of segregated instructional
settings. At this time it appears that one of the most realistic manifestations
of the logic ef heterogeneity would be to encourage comprehensive and longi-
tudinal involvement with nonhandicapped personS in a diversity of constantly
changing community environments.

ees of Instructienal ftfrena

Most teachers assume varying degrees cf instructional inference when
relating to students, regardless of their functioning levels. Generally, the
less handicapped the stuke the higher the degree of inference regarding the
performance of that student. :F.): example, teachers of nonhandicapped stu-
dents often teach the rational counting of wooden pegs. After a student has
performel at criterion oe this task, it is usually inferred that the student
can also rationally count eating utensils, money, and completed work units.
This, of ceurse, represents I relatively h gh deeree of instructional infer-
ence. Implicit in relatively high degrees of instruction inference is the
assumption that from specific training on circumscribed or core tasks, stu-
dents will abstract the critical factors, strategies, rules and concepts
from the trainingeeneireement,and apply them in new end varied environments.

At this stage in the ovAution -_ instructional technology, critical fac-
tor strategies can be afforded little educational credence. That is, to our
knowledge, it has not been empirically demonstrated that the teaching of a
few critical skills has resulted in substantial increases in the general
developmental functioning levels of many severely henlicapped students.
Thus, teachers of severely handireipped students cae rarely, if ever, infer
that because a student performs a particular eleile_ia an artificial setting he
or she can aIse perform ehet skill in other more naeural settings.

Unfortunately, it may be nec ssary to teach severely handicapped student
all the skills, concepts, actions and rosponSes required for adaptive perfor-
mance in all the postscheol eavironments to which timy will bo expngod such

10
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an instructional possibility is rpferred to here as a zero degree inferenceeee-
That is, no inferences are made .lt tr,iniag to _ criteriOn on

any task An one situation will result in erierien performance in similar but
different situations requiring similar or slightly different actions. Each
time a situation changes for a severely handicapped student, it will be nec-
essary to empirically verify that he or she can perform the skills required
by that new situation.

Occasionally it has been demonstrated that severely handicapped students
can acquire relatively complex skills. However, rarely have severely handi-
capped students, taught to perform complex skills in artifical instructional
settings, been able to perform relevant versions of those skills in natural
community settings. Thus, until such time that critical factor strategies are
demonstrated empirically effective in developing the skills necessary for
severely handicapped students to perform a variety of skills in a variety of
community settings, with a variety of persons, language cues, and materials,
t appears that approximations of zero degree inference strategies offer

higher probabilities that students will be able to perform acceptably in less
restrictive environments as adults.

E:Dacritional Servico _ haracteristjcs

As large numbers of severely handicapped students enter o less and
loss restricting community environments, the currant performance differences
between them and their nenhandicapped age peers will be quite dramatic. Ini-
tially such dramatic lifferences will engender fear, frustration, rejection,
and hopelessness in many sincere and well meaning individuals, both in and
out of the human services mevement. In time, the initial negative emotional
reactions will abate ind the collective consciousness Ind energies of the
community will be redirected toward providing the best possible developmental
services.

In some school districts at.__pts will be male te maintain as much phys-
ical distance as possible between severely handicapped and nonhandicapped citi-
zens: Old school buildings will be opened or renovated and only severely
handicapped students will be assigned to them.; new school buildings will be
constructed under the guise that the students of concern are in need of "spec-
ial A, 9, or C". However, as educators realized when they attempted to pro-
vide specialized services teemilllyhendicapped students, segregating proce-
dures impede achievable approximations of human potential.

At least one majer question should be addressed: Over long periods of
educational time, what are some of the fundamental characteristics of the
most creditable educatienll services based upon the best available information?
The posj_tion takan here is _let in additieito the cenntant quest to realize
the criterion of ultimate ,unctioning and to manifest the logic of heterogen-
eity, there are at least three additional factors that must be considered
basic characteristics of educational services for seeerely handicapped studente.

First, specialized educational services should be provided as Soon after
birth as possible. The reasons for early educatianel interventio as it re-
lates to the involvement, acceptance, and training of parents, arid longitu-
dinal human development ere ebvious. The point of emphasis here is that if
any child is identified as, or is at risk of becoming, severely handicapped
on Monday and a public sc. al contrect is not maCe until Wednesday, it is one
day too late.

1 1
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Second, educational services for severely_ indicapped students must be
cOmprehensivo and coordinated toward educational development. Severely handi-
caPped students manifest a varie,ty of developmental delays and require ,t
least the expertise of physical, occupational, language, and medical thera-
piAts, persons caPablq of providing visurti -and auditory assessment and habilj
tation, as well as the general resourcs of the educational community. On

the other hand, it is also Jwious that, although the multidisciplinary
team is a "sound good" phrase, such a c,,ncept rarely produces coordinated and
emPirically verified educational outcomes. Indood, a challenge educators
must confront ana me,_t is the design of nystelas to both srticulate and harvest
the contributions of varied persons and disciplines and filter the perskYns'
and/or disciplines that detract from the levelepm)nt of empirically tenable
educational services.

Third, the seryics that aro pr:,vided fo _-ely handicapped students
must be longitudinal as lpposed to episdic. An episodic intervention refers
to the brief involvement of aprofesional in the dov,lopmontal lifestyle of an
individual. There aro thousands )6 instoacos when episodic interventions aro
empirically tenable, particularly when noshandicap',ed porsons are the recip-
ients of such intervontions, For example, if an I ndiviiu ii contracts an in

fcti n, heir she can soon] a few minutes with 1 ph sic,ian, receive an in-
jection ion is salved. f a musclo arun'l an eye contracts, ono
can visit an optometrist anl hrioff examinatin and a change of glass-
es, the problem is a lvd. Tho availahilit" al' functional validity of epi-
sodic interventins are perhaps sme of tho ci it --aitivo aspects of this

society.

Thu g_norn1 functinal lnvali itv f epinJic interyzn ions is a criti-
cal source of frustrati-n r parents and prof --Ls who relate to severe-

ly handicapped students. Parents can take their severely handicapped child
for a viSion examinatin, but in fact tho professional may not be able to
provide a valid diagnosis and an empirically verifiable nrescription. As

a result, many severoly hanJicppa students functi:_)n with uncorrected vi

ual prOblems. A longitudinal approach to the prc:blem, although requiring
more time and money, obviesly is warranted. The sustained coordination and
ingenuity of many persons will he required before the most effective visual
prescription can be empirically determined.

A similar situation exists vhn parents _ilko their severely handicaprel
children to the standard multidiscirlinsry tc-am experts. About 2,000

professionals reprosonting 1,400 lisciplines at an orirmous cost spend from
30 tG 37 minutes ea,:fn with a severely handicappel student. After this series
of episodic interventins, ftc.grammatic ro-2ommendations are then made to

parents and teachers. Centrally, Liv f[ an efforts aro -,ipted to 3s-

certain tho empirical valuo uf the rec=m( ,ntionh rin-Vcr to suggest changes

in precjrorrumlng b.SSo c the progress chill, Tho educational outcomes

are un.fortuntely prolic- hie.

The prltrri ,3f Ultimzte *linctioning_

Largi _nultifailurc residential facilities nz_l other segregated facilities

far adult saverely handicapped citizons will be r..,placed by complex, inte-

grated, developmentally facilitative community molels. Thousands of severely
handicappod citizens will attend church, shop, wait in the offices of physi
cians, ride public busos, wash dishes, attend movies, use restrooms, cross
streets, and choer ;,-tt fo,,tball games with less handicapped and nonhnndicapped

citizons. If severely has licapped adult r,iri(T function electively

12
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Second, educational services for sverelyhandieapped students must be
comprehensive and coordinated toward educational development. Severely handi-
capped students manifest a varity pf developmental delays and require at
least the expertise of physical, occupational, language, and medical thera-
piAts, persons cipablq of providing visual and auditory assessment and hbili
tation, as well as the general resurc..s of the educational community. On
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can visit an optometrist anl after a 'brief examinati:,n and a change of glass-

es, the problem is lved. The availahility an:: functional validity of epi-
sodic interventis are perhaps sme of the ,st pesitive aspects of this

society.

The general functi falLiitv sedic interventions is a criti-

cal source of frustration r parents and n fesninsl:s who relate to severe-

ly handacappt-A students. Parents can take their severely handicapped child
for a vision uxaminatin, but in fact the pr:fesnfnrmi may not be able to
provide a valij, diagnosis and an empirically verifiable prescription. As

a result, many severuly hanlicapped students function with uncorrected vi -
ual prOblems. A longitudinal approach to the prc:blem, although requiring
more time and money, obviously is warranta. The sustained coordination and
ingenuity of many persons will be required before the most effective visual
prescription can be empirically determined.

A similar situation exists when parents take their severely handicapped
children to the standar,1 multidiscip ary team experts. About 2,000
professiona s ruprcs,;nting 1,400 lisciplines at an onrmous cost spend from
30 tG 37 minutes eabh with n svorely handicappel student. After this seri s

of episocib interventi=ns, roqremrrotic re-ommoratirms are then made to

parents and teachers. Generally, f,7e,! f[ in efforts are empted to as,-

certain the empiricll valuu uf the rec=m( ,ations an-Vcr to suggest changes

in programming basel Qn the progress f the chill, Tho educ rional outcomes

arc unfcrtunatelY Prulictahle.

The_ Critnri,lm,6 *linctioning

Lnrqc -iltifailure residential facilities nzl '-jr segregated facilitie

far adult saverely han-,Ticappod citizns will be r_placed by complex, inte-
grated, developmentally facilitative community miels. Thousands of severely
handicapped citizens will attend church, sh9p, wait in the °Meet) of physi
cians, ride public buses, wash dishes, attend movies, use restrooms, cross
streets, and cheer at fo,,tball games with less handicapped and nonhandicapped

citizens. If severely harm licapped ault function effectively
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in heterogeneous community environmentS, both handicapped and nonhandicapped
citizens will require longitudinal and comprehensive exposure to one another.
Such exposure will enhance the probability that the skills, attitudes, and
values so necessary for tolerance, understanding, and absorption will be
realized.

The criterion of ultimate functioning refers to the aver changing, ex-
-panding, localized, and personalized cluster of factors that each person must
possess in order to function as productively and independently as possible_
in socially, vocationally, and domestically integrated adult community environ-
ments. Since severely handicapped citizens will ultimately function in setting !
which contain less handicapped and nonhandicapped citizens, the majority of the
developmental environments to which most eeverely handicapped citizens are now
exposed will require substantial changes. Longitudinal segregation, whether
manifested in residential institutions or self contained schools, homes or
classes will not culminate in the realization of the critr,rion of ultimate
functioning.

The position taken here is that the requirements of the criterion of
ultimate functioning shoull be the standards by which educational activities
are judged as they relate to severely handicapped students. Any activity,
how ver epie,Aie 01 apparently inconsequential, must be related to the cri-
ter on of ultimate functioning, or that activity should be term nated. Thus
prior to the initiation of any interaction with the severely handicapp
students we must at least ask the following questions:

Why should we engage in this ivity?
is this activity necessary to prepare students to ultima -ly func-
tion in complex heterogeneous community settings?

3. Could students function as adults if they did not acquire the skill?
4. Is there a different activity that will allow students to approxi-

mate realization of the criterion of ultimate functioning more
quickly and more efficiently?

5. will this activity impede,restrict, or reduce the probability that
students will ultimately function in community settings?

6. Are the skills, materials, tasks, and criteria of concern sim lar
to those encountered in adult life?

In the following pages attempts will be made to communicate the idea that
many educational assumptions and practices currently in operation or in pro-
posal, although appearing educationally sound and expedient, actually inter-
fere with the realization of the criterion of ultimate functioning.

Ins

P

ctional P ac 'ces

For the past several years we have made attempts to develop instructional
programs for severely handicapped students in community based public school
zero exclusion educational settings. In addition, we have had the opportunity
to visit many similar educational programs around the nation in an attempt
to both provide and receive technical assistance. As a result of our exper-
iences we have modified many of our attitudes, techniques, assumptions, and
instructional practices aS they relate to educational strategies that are
typically used or advocated for use with severely handicapped students.
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A- w tried to relate many of our instructional practices to the standards
uf the criterion of ultimate functioning, many iradeguacies and failures
surfaced. In this section we will describe some of the instructional prac-
tices We formerly recommended for general use, some of the difficulties we
have encountered with those practices, and some of the adaptations we are
currently entertaining.

The Relative Value of One Instructicnl Arrangements

It has often been propcsed that severely handica-ADed students need one
to one instruction. Und)Ubtedly, one to one instruction has educational val-
idity; In fact, all- children, whether er not they are handicapped, are pro-
bably in need of, and should receive, the undivided attention of an adult
during some portion of their school day. The salient issue here is related
to the proportion of the school day that should be consumed with one to
one instructional interactions as opposed to larger ratio interactions.

It is generally assumed that the more one to one instruction a student
receives, the more educational advancement can be expected in tho long run.
However, after a considerable number of failure experiences over a long per-
iod of time, we have rejected that assumption. It now seems reasonable to
provide fewer one to ono instructional arrangements and more_arrangements
that involve (a) goep. instruction, (b) clustered individualized instruction
in which one teacher engages in individualized interactions with a cluster
of three, four, or five students, and (c) instruction that generates adap-
tive interstudent interactions in the absence of the direct involvement of
persons in authority.

Obviously, one to one instruction is enormously expensive in terms of
per )nnel, time, and money. If the only issue was expense and not education-

al development, educators would he morally bound to provide such instruCtion.
However, in addition to expense there are other more significant educational
reasons for minimization of one to one instructional arrangments.

First, one to one instructional arrangements typically include a tea-
cher providing a cue to which a student is required to respond. When the

criterion of ultimate functioning is considered, extensive longitudinal use
of teacher cue/Student response paradigms prevents or interferes with the
acquisition of self initiation skills. Educators have inadvertently develop-
ed students who will porform well if d specific teacher provides certain
cues but who fail to perform in other settings, with other cues ar other
persons. Thus, one potentially negative outgrowth of the extensive use of.-one
to one instruction in which teachers provide cues to act is that students
become too :;timulus bound to the cues provided by their teachers. Instruction
utilizing additional arrangements may function to prevent such problems and
thus assist students prepare to function in a variety of adult environments.

Second, one tc_ one instruction where teachers provide cues to students
and where students become bound to those cues iMpelas,the development of
adaptive interstudent interactions. Time and time again situations are
reported in which students play a game effectively with a particular teacher,
parent, ur university student in training, but cannot or will not play with

an age or developmental peer. This, of course, is a developmentally unSound
outcome in that the student is supposedly preparing to ultimately function

in aft environment where a substantial amount of his life will be spent re-
lating to, enjoying, and learning from and with a variety of age and develop-

mental peers.
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Third, it is often hypothesized that a particular student is "not ready:
for group instruction" due to a variety of medical, behavioral, andeduca-
tional deficiencies. Thus, teachers often enter into one to one instructional
arrangments assuming that the skills the student develops in one to one set-
tings are necessary for, and will culminate in, adaptive performance in group
settings. In a large number of situations this has proved to be a false
assumption. Indeed, just as teachers'learn to function in one to one
instructional settings and malfunction in group instructional settings, so do
students. The strategies that we are attempting to develop currently require
that all students, no. matter that their level_pf functionine, receive some
instruction in group inStructional arrangememts.

There seem to be at least two addit_onal difficulties that might arise
fromthe overuse of misuse of one to one instructional arrangements. First,
teachers who develop one to one instructional skills often do so at the ex-
pense of the development of group instructional skills. In the past, when
attempting to train teachers to work with severely handicapped students, we
would begin the training sequence by placing university students in one to
one situations on the wards of a residential institution. Often this was an
ineffective training experience even'though many trainees became qaite_dffec-
tive teaching one child to perform one skill. Many of the teaching skills
necessary to do so ere incompatible with the clustered individualized teach-
ing of groups of 3,4 or 5 students in pdblic school classrooms who manifested
varying degrees of behavior management problems and who required different
instructional materials, interaction styles, and response consequences.

Second in many eduational settings in which one to one instruction is
emphasized, the situation ultimately arises in which (a) there are more
students than teachers and (b) the students do not have'appropriate self
regulated play, work, or social skills. Thus, an unfortunately typical
Scene iS tO witness a teacher, an aide, a parent, and a practice teacher
working in one to one instructional drrangements with four students on one
side of the room, while the remaining students are restrained to chairs, roll
on floors, self stimulate, or self mutilate in other parts of the room or
"watch TV".

Obviously there are a substantial number of technical problems relaed
to larger ratio instructional arrangements. However, it appears more devel-
opmentally tenable tc? this point to attempt to generate instructional pro-
cedures that solve the problems that accrue from larger ratio arrangements
rather than to revert to an inordinate use of one to one instruction.

Group instruction, as the term is used here, refers to a teacher
attempting to teach more than one student at a given time in the same manner
using the-saMe-Words, materials, and so on. In our experience, group instruc-
tional arrangements are often inefficient in that (a) teachers tend to teach
to the more responsive students in the group, (b) it is extremely difficult
to evalUate individual progress in that it ia quite cumbersome to verify that
each student is performing the skills of concern, and (c) it is the rare
group of severely handicapped students who progress through educational curri-
cula at the same pace. On the other hand, the limited and carefully selected
use of group instructional arrangements has enormous longitudinal practical
value.. Sustained attempts must be madeto insure that students acquire the
skills necessary to secure information from goup arrangements.

In surmary, the criterion of ultimate functioning requires that individ-
ua s perform in complex community settings which demand multiple person coop-
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erative and interactive skills. Extensive une of one to one inst_uctional
arrangements ever long periods of time results in few of these skills. Thus,
whore we once recommeded the extensive use of one to one instruction, we aro
now recommending that students =Use receive a substantial amount of in-
struction in group and elustered individuelized arrangements and in arrange-
ments that allow them to teach and learn from each ether. The amounts of time
allocated per day to each arrangement, ef course, should determined empiri-
cally.

The Use D '_-'eStrate

Rppeated practice strategies aro teaching strategic, that gene
large numbers of direct instructional trials in relatively short periods of
time. As severely handicapped students typically require relatively large
nuMbers ef direct instruetional.trials in relatively short periods of time
in order to attain criterion performance on many tasks: repeated practice
atrntegies are of enormous practical value and their preliferate use is under-
standable.

There aro probably thousands of tesks that have been taught through
repeated practice strategiesto handicapped and nonhenlicnpped students .

ving simple mathematical equatioas, ictecenntine lifforentiating colors,
recognizing polar opposites, and verbally labeling flaoh cards are but a
few exqWes. Repeateef: prapticestrategimight be most useful when it is
importat for a particular skill to he taught, but therc2 is an insufficient
amount -.4af naturally eccurring instructional trials during the scheol day.
For exaMple, assume that a teacher intends to teach n student to put on and
remove eold weather gloves. Under natural instructional conditions, the
teache= may be able to provide the child with thrc e. or foUr teaching trials
per day However, under artificial training conditions the teacher might
arrange for 20 or 30 repented practice teaching trials per day until the
child reaches criterion in the task in the repeated practice arrangement.
Subse nently, the student con be taught to perform the skill under natural
life don 'itiens. In this situation, and in many similar Situations, ther
are 4latively few differences between the actions taught under repeated
practi(ee arraneemnts,and the actions reauired in the natural environent.

i

.epeated practice stretegies have been and will continue to be used
to te4ch many valuable nkills to severely handicepped students. However,
aighogh there is little that is inherently questionable about repuated
practice strategies, the proliferate use and subsequent teacher reliance
upon Such strategics tends to foster the use of artificel instructional
materials, tasks, and settings and the formulation of questionable educa-
tional objectives and performance criteria.

i

1

41 an attempt to minimize or avoid the potentially deleterious effects
aesocOted with the sustained overuse of repeated practice strategies, at
leastithree alternatives seem reasonable. First, teachers can include a
subst ntial nuyber of functional, as opposed to artificial, tasks in the
currinilum. Second, teachers initially can utilize nrtifical tasks and
crite:-ia and then teach students to perform the develeped skills in natural

e
settings. For example, teuehing polar opposites as they are presented via.

1

a teaching machine can be considered tenable only if criterion performance
on thilt artificial task is followed by empirical demenstrations of the
functional use of polar eppesites in natural settings. Third, teachers
can idlcrease the number of single person and multiple person peer game skills.
Games are crucial educational vehicles in that they aro generally more intrin-
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sically in _esting than two dimensional two choice discrimination tasks
requiring responses. They can be used to develop and maintain valuable
interstudent language, reading, math, and social skilis Finally, they
can enhance the probability of performance across placep, persons, and
materials in that students-can readily engage in games in settings away
from school. Again, the point here is that criterion performance of a
skill as a result of a repeated practice strategy in an artificial setting
does not often result in the acceptable performance of that skill in natural
environments.

Consistent Inconsistency or System&tic Ve ietion

Teachers have often been confronted with a student who does well in-
acting with one adult, but does not interact with others. For example,
Johnny may perform for Ms. Jones, but net for anyone else. It might be
argued that since it is crucial for Johnny to perform, Ms. Jones should be
encouraged to work with him until some time in the future. However, when
this strategy is referenced against the standards of the criterion of ul-
timate functioning, the potential deleterious effects become readily appar-
ent. In heterogeneous adult environments, citizens are requ red to respond
to, and in the presence of, a wide variety of persons. By arranging such
circumscribed actions and reactions, a teacher is systematically impeding
the development of the skills...necessary for independent survival in hetero-
geneous adult Communities. In an attempt to minimize the development of
such circumscribed interactions, many strategies are no doubt possible.
However, there are several strategies that seem to effer reasonable promise.

Each time a student is taught a functional skill or game, it might
be required that the skill ee performed (a) in reaction to, or in the pre-
sence of, at least three different persons, (h) in at least three different
natural settings, (c) in response to at least three different sets of in-
structional materials, and (d) to at least three different appropriate la
uage cues. To illustrate, assume that a student is taught to play a game
with a ball in a classroom. The teacher then must either teach the student
to, or empirically verify that the student can, play ball (a) at the play-
greund, (b) at home with a peer, a parent, and a sibling, (c) in reeponse
to such verbal language cues as "throw it", "hit me", "zip it over here",
and (d) with basketballs, baseballs, and colored plastic balls.

The verbal language cue component of any strategy is particularly
crucial in that teachers often inform parents that a student reached criterion
pn a specific teak. Parents often attempt to induce the performance of that
skill at home, but fail. Further analysis often reveals that the teacher use
one verbal language cue (e.g. "Go find your") and the parents used another
(e.g. "Get me"). Attempts to standardiee the vethal language cues so that
both the teacher and the parents use exactly the same words are longitudinally
questionable in that in heterogeneous adult community environments differ-
ent people use many verbal language cues that require the same response.
The .standerdization of variation on the other hand, may enhance performance
across verbal language cues. Thus, when a student is taught to perform
specific s:ills in response to a particular verbal language cue, the task
should not be considered mastered until the student performs the task in
response to the other verbal language cues in his natural environment that
r.quire the same reeponse.

It seems that teachers have severalavailableoptions to insure that
students perform accurately and consistently to varying cues. For example,
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assume that four verbal language cues are used in the natural environment in
relation to a particular,-skill. A teacher could use a consecutive strategy
and teach appropriate responding to the first, second, third and fourth ver-
bal language cues respectively until the students respond appropriately to
all four cues when they are presented randomly. A teacher could use a con-
current strategy in which students receive training on all four cues at the
same time until they respond appropriately to all four cues when they are
presented randomly. A teacher could used a combined or a different strategy.
Regardless of the particular strategy, students must be prepared to perform
in complex natural environments that are constantly varying and evolving.
Thus, rather than support the orientation that the instructional environ-
ments of severely handicapped students should be standardized, we are sug-
'sting that their instructional environments should be "consistently incon-

sistent" or systematically varied.

d Naturalized Curricula and Sch els with Small _Permeable Walls

The instructional materials, tasks, consequences, objectives, and
criteria to which severely handicapped students are cqosed in educational
setting_ should resemble thoso that students will c c unter and need in
cummunity dumestic, social, leisure, and vocational settings. However cum-
bersome, tine cansuming,inc,nv,:niont or exnensive it may be to do so, the
oegs, felt squares, pictures of money, tokens, pictures, edible consequences
and manv, if nut all, I the commercially availalc %its and irrelevant
paper and pencil tasks should be faded out. Real money, real streets and
cars, real people, real stores, real sounds and smells, real tools and obj c_

-real group homes, rool world settings, real appliances and utensils, real
motor skills, and real ridicule, rejection, and disappointment must replace
them. An empirically verifiable naturalized life space curriculum designed
to teach the skills required in heterogeneous community environments is the
order of the lay.

There are at least three major reasons why curricula for severely
handicapped students should be naturalized. First, artificial materials and
settings seldom provide students with the information needed to solve prac-
tical problem in natural settings. Because a severely handicapped student
can solve the problem "2+ =4" on a commercial worksheet in a class000m,
it does not necessarily follow that he will be able te respond correctly
to the problem in which four people will be eating dinner And there are only
twO chairs at the table. Crucial information contained in the latter func-
tional task is not prosent in the former artificial pape-- and pencil task.

Second, the -actions and criteria required by many of the most populat
ificial tasks and materials are often not the crucial actions required

in more functional environments. Artificial tasks and materials often re-
quire touching, marking, and verbally labeling-mctions. Functional tasks,
materials, and criteria, on the other hand, require picking up, getting,
showing, assembling, distributing, responding motorically to printed sti uli
at community accepted rates, latencies, and durAtions. Certainly there are
situations in which it is feasible to start with rudimentary movements,
limited to isolated instructional sequences, and artificial materials, but
education should never step there. It should nut stop until the teacher
has demonstrated empirically that these students can function as independent-
ly as possible in the mast open, positive, and actualizing environments imag-
inable.

Third, since We ire preparing s udents t' function in heterogeneous adult
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environments, most of the necesaary training experiences should be conducted
in extra-school building environments. The school as manifested by a buil-
ding may be necessary, but it is not sufficient as the major or only facility
needed to prepare severely handicapped students to reach the criterion of
ultimate functioning. These students need schools with small permeable walls.
Instead of bringing sheltered workshop tasks into a school workshop, instruc-
tors should disband the school workshop and teach the students the required
skills at real workshops. Instead of using a"home economics room" in a public
School, teachers should use real natural homes, foster homes, and group homes
as the locations for the development of crucial self help, grooming, social
and domastic maintenance skills. Similarly, other vocational, shopping, ser-
vice procurements, and leisure skills should be taught during and after tra-
ditional school hours at real bowling alleys, theatres, stores, restaurants,
swimming pools, office buildings, laundries, and motels.

Perhaps it is appropriate here to relate to the relative merits of simu-
lated training experiences. There is no doubt that criterion performance on
siMulated tasks can be a valuable adjunct to the development 0f many crucial
developmental skills. In fact, under certain circumstances it may be con-
strued as almost Mandatory that simulated experiences be utilized (bus riding
and street crossing seem reasonable examples). However, severely handicapped
students do not allow the degree of inference necessary to assume that cri-
terion performance on a simulated task guarantees criterion performance in
the environment in which the skill will ultimately be required. There can
be no substitute for empirical verification of the performance of a skill
in the natural environments in which the skill is required.

If we now hadavailebla to use the most tolerant of all possible commu-
nities, an unlimited budget, 'he collective use of the best professionals in
existence, all necessary enabling legislation, the most advanced serv1ce
delivery models, ideal parents, and excellent medical carea we still would
not be able to provide severelyhandicappea students all needed services.
The skills of our students are limited by the information we have within our
grasp. The information we have within our grasp is tragically meager. If
substantial improvements in services to severely handicapped students are to
accrue, new information, must be generated. As educators we must realize
that we are infants in this area, that most if not all of our pet theories
must be revised, and that we need to expose our ideas and practices to the
scrutiny of all. We must now confront our weaknesses, failures, and insecuri-
ties and set about the long hard task of demonstrating, rather than inferring,
the best possible services for a most deserving group of citizens.

Dunn, L.M. Special education for the mildly retarded -- Is much of it justifi-
able? Excaptional Children, 1968, 35, 5-22
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Level Educational Service Delive- Models
ed Students in the Madison Public Schools
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..twenty years of schoolin' and they put you on the
day shift, look out kid, they keep it all hid..."
B. Dylan, Subterranean Homesick Blues, 1965, BAT.

During the past ten years there has been a dramatic increase in public

school educational services for severely handicapped students. Educational

service delivery models are being devised, longitudinal curricular sequences

are being a--empted and instructional programs focusing upon a wide range of

traditional academic and non-academic skills are being developed. Most of

these laudable efforts are, however, oriented t-ward severely handicapped

students fro_ infancy through late elementary school age. Unfortunately,

relatively little effort of a longitudinal, systematic and comprehensive

'nature has been devoted toward creating specialized educational services

for secondary age (or level) severely handicapped students. At the present

time a dire need exists for viable secondary educational service delivery

and curricular models for severely handicapped late adolescent and young

adult students.

Chronological age is only one criterion for determining appropriate

delivery models for educational services. Many essen ial components of
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service and curriculum models generated for younger severely handicapped stu-

dent-are applicable to older severely handicapped students. In addition, the

problems of providing educational services to secondary-age severely handi-

capped students may be similar to those confronted in regular secondary edu-

cation. Educational service deliVery problems do, however, differ between

younger and older severely handicapped students and between severely handi-

capped and non-handicapped secondary students. Generally these differences

relate primarily to distinctions in the choice of tasks and instructional

settings rather than in differences in the skill clusters that need to be

acquired. For exaMple, regardless of age, many severely handicapped stu-

dents will need to learn to track moving objects or scan stationary arrays.

For younger severely handicapped students, visually tracking the movement of

a ball within a play situation might.be an appropriate task. For secondary-

age severely handicepped students needing to acquire age-appropriate leisure

skills it might be more relevant and functional to teach visual tracking

skills while following the movement of a ball when learning to operate a

pinball machine. The,objective of teaching visual tracking skills remIns

the same, but the task changes for many practical reasons. In regular sec-

ondary classrooms non-handicapped students are taught the equivalence between

various amounts of money and purchasable goods and services. Teachers then

infer that students will use those "in-school skills" in natural settings.

Rarely would one expect to see a teacher instructing students from a r..-gUlar

high school on the fine points of grocery shopping at an actual community

supermarket. With secondary-age severely handicapped students, teaching or

verifying purchasing skills within natural co Amity contexts is mandatory.

This paper provides a cursory review of several parameters of secon-

dary education models for severely handicapped students that have been used
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in -the past and are currently in operation within the Madison Public Schools.

Although Madison is a small urban community of approximately 180-000 resi-

dents, the pos ibility exists that the essential issues and information pre-

sented will be of benefit to other school systems of different size. Other

school systems addressing the issue of secondary education for severely

handicapped students may, therefore, find such a review relevant.

For organizational purposes three, non-mutually exclusive, secondary

service delivery models will be presented on a historical continuum. The

first (Phase I) focuses on the earliest model employed, a totally self-

contained eleMentary school mode14. The second (Phase II) relate- to a

traditional secondary level departmentalized model and the third (Phase III).

is concerned with the components of a current model which can be described

as an interactive public school-community model. A fourth model (Phase IV)

Is just beginning. It is concerned _ith an interactive public school-

community approach that utilizes self contained classrooms . ithin regular

middleand senior high ichools. Space does not permit an explanation of the

four models in their intricate entirety. Thus, three models will be

described in reference to what in retrospect appears to have been their

more salient potential advantages and disadvantages from student, parent,

teacher and administrative perspectives. Tbe fourth model will be described

only briefly.

Phase I

Self-contained classes within a_self-contained school:
The_single teacher-singlf_lass model.

In -he fall of 1969, the Madison Public Schools entered int- a relation-

4
By self-contained school the authors are referring to a school whose

sole function is to serve only one of the many possible populations of
students. In this case, the population was almost totally severely handi-
capped.
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ship with the University of Wisconsin in an attempt to develop Systematic

and comprehensive educational services for severely handicapped students.

This relationship was manifested primarily at Sunnyside School a self-

contained, two story school for severely handicapped students. Sunnyside

school was endowed with most of the trappings of educational services for

the severely handicapped of the time, including its optimistic name, and a

building previously rejected for other uses by the school administra ion.

A traditional elementary school service delivery model was adopted in

that all students were assigned to self-contained classes within this self-

contained school. Within each self-contained class, a single teacher was

responsible forthe total educational programming of the students. The

following is a presentation of selected presumed or potential advantages

that were expected to accrue from utilizing the self-contained classes within

a self- ontained school model.

Selected_ presumed or potential adyanlages of_ self7con ained _classes

contained schools.

Fewer students Er_eacher etrjtly. Since the -tudents to be served

executed few educationally relevant skills reliably, and were considered to

acquire new skills at exceedingly low rates, a need for as close an approx-

imation of individualized instruction as possible was considered essential.

If teachers dealt with only a few students each day for the entire day, it

was argued that teaching time could be more easily adapted to the acquisition

rates and styles of each student, i.e., with few (8-10) students per day it

was expected that teachers would have more flexibility in arranging and

carrying out instruction than if they were required to relate to either

larger groups of students or to larger total numbers of students which

would occur if instruction was departmentalized as in the general secondary

education model. 2 3



Working with fewe- students per day was supposed to make it easier for

the teacher to spend more
.

e with each student. These one to one inter-

actions were consequently supposed to increase the effectiveness of indi-

vidualization by placing teachers in situations in which they could adapt

to idiosyncratic acquisition styles. Including fewer students in each class

also reflected recognition of the paucity of available info _ation regarding

what and how to teach severely handicapped students. Having fewer students

would presuMably provide the teacher with more freedom to create. Teachers

were, therefore, to be given an opportunity to determine the "what" and

"how" by experimenting "on line" in the class QOM.

instructIonal materials icr class. Most, if not all, commercially

available -aterials were determined to be of little direct instructional

value. These materials assumed prerequisite skills that had not yet been

acquired by the severely handicapped students. Due to this large discrep-

anet,between required and existing prerequis te -kills the materials also

were difficult to adapt to individual student needs. Thus, teachers not

only had to determine what and how to teach, but also had to devise appro-

priate in-troctional materials. As a result catalogs from hardware stores

became more conmonplace in classrooms than those from educational materials

companies. With fewer students per day teachers had at least the opportunity

to develop individualized instructional materials..

Fewer -arents per teacher. Most of the skills taught to severely handi-

capped secondary age students presumably were targeted for u e in ho

other community environements. Therefore, parents needed to be appraised

of the skills their children ware acquiring and how they might be able to

facilitate the performance of those skills in non-school settings. As all

teachers are aware interaction with many parents effectively on a continuing

basis is a very time-consuming task. For teachers of the severely handicapped,
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the task is compounded by the time demands associated with instructional ma-

terial and program development. With fewer parents to relate to, home visits

by teachers, classroom visits by parents, and other forms of direct parent-

teacher contact were easier to schedule. With more direct contact, the chance

for effective two-way communication was Improved, and parents were provided

with an opportunity to express their concerns and objectives regarding the

education of their children. In addition, the concentration of parents in

ona school and the visibility of that school in the community enhanced the

probability of effective parental actions in the political arena.

Intimate knowle4ze of a small group of_EefE!. Working together in small

groups was expected to increase the opportunities for socialization and sus-

tained interaction with other students, especially since many students p

viously had not experienced close interactive contact with peers. It was

expected that the exclusive association with a peer group that could be

achieved in the self-contained classroom would produce a less threatening

environment which was devoid of unequal competition. The arrangement of such

an environment was considered a potential facilitator of social development.

In addition, it was believed that a self-contained class in a self-contained

school was a less punitive atmosphere than placement in a self-contained class

within a regular public school where non-handicapped peers and adults might

be less accommodating and more critical of the appearance and actions of se-

verely handicapped secondary age students. Secondary age severely handi-

capped students, having outgrown much of their childhood "cuteness", were

considered prime targets for ridicule in a regular public school.

These severely handicapped students were therefore in somewhat of a

"Catch-22" position. If they were placed according to functioning level,

they would end up in an elementary school where the parents of non-handi-

capped students might lobby for their exclusion based upon irrational fears
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that their own children's development might be jeopardized, On the other

hand, parents of severely handicapped students might present the same

argurmrtagainst an age appropriate regular senior high school placement,

focusing the same prejudices against the non-handicapped high school stu-

dents. For at least these peer group related reasons a self-contained

school was viewed as an advantageous educational environment.

Student- learn to work well -ith at-lealt one adult. Another presumed

advantage associated with a self-contained class was the close interaction

that could be achieved with an adult authority figure. Learning t- respond

to reasonable demands made by authority figures is a crucial community

living skill. It was argued that if the students could learn to respond

to at least one authority figure, this skill would then generalize to other

authority figures in other community settings.

Teachers can work in a variet of curriculum omains. In a self-con-

tained class, one teacher is responsible for providing instruction across all

curricular domains in which students need to acquire skills. Thus, each sec-

ondary teacher was required to teach at least reading, mathematics, language,

self-help and community functioning skills. Therefore, it was presumed that

the teacher could pace the emphasis given to separate curricular areas on the

basis of the students educational needs and could also integrate the learning

experience across curricular domains.

Sim lified administrar. n. A self-contained school, and to a lesser ex-

tent, self-contained classes, present an aura of efficient cost-effectiveness

ratios and reductions in physical management problems. Resource persons ( g.,

speech, occupational, physical and psychological therapists) essential to the

edncation of severely handicapped students can be centrally located. The

amount of time available fot providing direct supportive services would

therefore be increased, since travelling from building to building, as in
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decentralized models, is eliminated. A principal presenting a request for a

physical therapist to a school board might b_ _o e successful if he/she could

maintain that the majority of the therapist's time would be spent providing

direct se vices to students. Instructional materials and especially

equipmant could be shared across a number of classrooms, resulting in less

duplication than might be necessary in decentralized models.

From an administrative point of vie- it also seemed that the principal

could deal with staff problems and needs more effectively because the staff

housed in the same building. A principal who had direct knowledge of

the problems and needs of the staff members would have an essential part of

the information necessary to insure appropriate program development and

would have a better understanding of the administrative support required to

facilitate programmatic changes.

gelativaly_eastmle?iLmirliegtqu. The Madison Public

School system has for many years assumed the responsibility of providing

practicum experiences for University of Wisconsin students preparing to be

teachers. A self-contained school simplified much of the difficulty fre-

quently encountered in providing adequate supervisory time for teachers in

training in that a supervisor had only one site to visit. In one school day

all university students at a self-contained school preparing to work with se-

verely handicapped children could be observed. Since the supervisor did not

have t- travel to different schools, more time could be scheduled for critical

feedback regarding c.lassroom performance..

Self-contained classes required that student-teachers learn to teach only

one group of severely handicapped students. Additionally, as student-teachers

working with severely handicapped students must learn to solve an unus _1 array
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of behavior management problems while they are teaching other sk lls,a self-

contained school with self-contained classes was believed to present them

with a more manageable setting in which to learn.

Homogeneouping_ feasible. In self-contained classes within self-

contained schools students could be easily grouped for instruction on the

basis of the skills they had acquired and how those skills were to be used.

A small number of students in each class.made it easier for teachers to make

such homogenizing determinations. It was assumed that homogeneous groupit

would make instruction more efficient by allowing the teacher to individu-

alize programming without eliminating group instructional arrangements. In-

dividualization was supposed to decrease the time necessary to acquire a

skill while group arrangements reduced the personnel costs associated with

totally individualized inst uction.

Trite eache corn unication feasible. A self-contained school not only

allows for homogeneous student groupings, but it also clusters teachers in

a homogeneous fashion. Teachers in self-contained schools are usually

trained in special education and possess a common reference base of theo-

ries, jargon and techniques. With such a common base it was presumed to be

easier for teachers to communicate effectively with one another. In addi-

tion, placing people together who had similar professional training vas ex-

pected to c i situatioti in which teachers would be interested in learn-

ing about the successes and failures of each other.

1_ wa

teacher i

assumed that major benefits would result from increased inte

actions. First, instruction could be improved by learning

how someone le had already solved an instructional problem and time could

be saved by capitalizing on someone else's efforts. If the teachers used

each other as "sounding boards" for their ideas, instruction might-be im-

proved by receiving feedback regarding the feasibility and c _pleteness of

:2 8
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the sequences planned. Second, teachers of similar professional backgrounds

who faced similar problems daily might more readily develop relationships

that could improve or maintain staff morale by providing built-in empathy,

encouragement and support. When one teacher walked up to another teacher

and said, "Maria looked at me today for 10 seconds," the significance would

be understood immediately.

Instructional pplglyls are not se:uented across time and d_ ain. As

self-contained classes required each teacher to teach skills in many cur-

riculum domains, it was assumed that teachers would have first-hand knowledge

of each student in each domain. Thus, they would be in a unique position to

insure general curriculum continuity. Teachers, for example would have the

information needed to require verbal responses during reading and math which

were either the same as, or one step behind, those acquired in verbal lan-

guage instruction. Skills that were acquired in math (e.g., one to one

correspondence, time telling, etc.) could then be incorporated and/or ex-

panded upon in the community work skills curriculum domain.

Flexible a 'n elated to individual needs s feasIble. Since

students would remainIn one class for the majority of the school day,

teachers would not have to rigidly adhere to prearranged schedules but

could adjust them to individual educational needs. If students were demon-

stratiag a high degree of interest in a particular task, teachers could con-

tinue instruction. If major instructional goals were being accomplished,

such factors as the time of day in which a skill was taught, the number of

occasions a student was given to respond, and the exact materials being used

could be varied.

Sagarl2.112illty leads to increased accountability. Accountability

for student achievement, a major consideration in education, is becoming an

20
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22!tql.ly salient issue as educational institutions are receiving more and

more community scrutiny. Public school administrators have the responsibil-

ity of insuring that students are provided wIth the opportunities to allow

for educational growth. Teachers have the responsibility to utilize their

skills to maximize the chances that student progress actually occu s. It

was assumed that since student progress in self-contained classes was the

responsibility of one teacher accountability could be assessed. It was

also assumed that having sole responsibility for student growth might pro-

vide exura motivation to teachers continue, no matter how small or slow

the progless since with severely handicapped students the number of

teaching failures often outnum ers successes.

In the fall of 1969 the Madison Public Schools considered these assump-

tions about the potential advantages of the self-contained school and self-

contained class model. Based on this reasoning they chose this model as

an initial approach for providing educational services to severely handl--

capped students within the public schools.

Selected esumed disadvan self-contained classes in self-con a ned

schools.

In the considered judgment of many,the student ga ns expected to accrue

from the self-contained school and class model were not realized. In prac-

tice this model had many disadvantages. The following is a presentation of

some of the more salient of these disadvantages.

No involvement with nonhandARa2pd_2!!La. The students in the self-

contained school had no exposure to nonhandicapped Peers during the school

day. As a result they did not have the opportunity to witness and experience

normal age appropriate skills. Teachers, continually confronted with

students whose interpersonal, dress and groomIng habits were inconsistent
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with those of normal students, began to adapt to and tolerate such di er-

ences.

Typical adolescent concerns regarding cloth ng, hair style,

current slang, etc. were virtually nonexistent. In short, the environment

created by the self-contained school did little to reduce the severely handi-

capped appearance of the students.

Constricted in-- actions with adults. The assumption that if students

learned to function well with one adult, they would concommitantly develop

the skills necessary to function with other adults did not seem to hold in

practice. In retrospect it seems entirely possible that in many cases the

teacher-student interactions fostered in self-contained classes resulted in

students performing only in -he presence of his/her teacher. Self-contained

classes rarely allow for the systematic performance of skills across a num-

ber of persons. Traditionally structured self-contained classes may, there-

fore, inadvertently teach students to perform in the presence of one adult

and not in the presence of others. Research w th handicapped students that

has varied the number of adults involved in instruction seems to support

this hypothesis (Barrett & McCormack, 1973; Certo & Vincent, 1976; Corte,

Wolf & Locke, 1971; Garcia, 1974; Johnson & Johnson, 1972; Kale, Whelan &

Hopkins, 1966; Martin, 1975; Stokes, Baer & Jackson, 1974).

Homogeneous gronping misrepresents the heterogeneity of the post-school

world. While selfcontained classes do not need to be comprised of students

who share similar skills or cha acteristies, they often are. The logic of

homogeneity (Brown, Nietupski & Hamre-Nietupski, 1976), which forms the

basis for the formation of many self-contained schools, generally filte s

into policy decisions regarding the composition of individual classes.

Homogenized classes provide a relatively consistent environment in
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which severely handicapped students can function. The community provides

a diverse, changing, heterogeneous enviro--ent in which individuals are re-

quired to function. The self-contained service delivery model may prepare

severelY handicapped students to become dependent on consistency when in

reality they need to learn how to adapt to inconsistency. Severely handi-

capped students need to learn that at times they should respond differently

to similar situations; that some people allow interruptions in their con-

versations, but some people expect you to wait; that some stores stock one

brand of milk while other stores stock anothe and that in some parts of

city bus stops have'signs with printed words, but in other parts international

symbols are used.

If severely handicapped students learned to generalize from one situa-

tion, material, language cue and person to others, homogeneous groupings

would not necessarily impede community functioning. However, severely

handicapped students often manifest only rudimentary generalization skills.

One of the major goals of education for severely handicapped students is

preparation for co- unity living. Therefore, a heterogeneous model which

systematically introduces variation in persons, sit--tions, etc., will

probably facilitate this goal.

Limited exeriencesincommunitsettIns. The quest for a consistent

environment, and the unwarranted inference that well developed generaliza-

tion skills existeel, interacted with other factors to produce a sItuation

in which criterion performance in a simulated school setting was accepted

in lieu of empirically verified criterion performance in community settings.

On the rare occasions when students were taken into town the skills performed

in the simulated school settings were either quantitatively deficient (e.g.,

.they counted money too slowly at a check out counter in a grocery ore) or
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they were not performed at all. Gradually, it became clear that instruction

conducted only in school was inadequate- if the fi- l goal was acceptable

unity performance.

Teachers' skills become circumscribed. When teachers work only with

homogeneous groups of students the teachers often only learn how to teach

students who function within a restricted skill range. In a field where

federal and state legislation, executive and judicial rulings, economic in-

security, variable funding patterns and movement of teachers from one school

to another are comm__, a service delivery system that prepares teachers to

adapt to diversity is needed. Stated another way, self-contained schools

and classes breed self-contained teachers.

Teachers skills and interests are tint eaual across curriculum domains.

It was unrealistic to expect teachers to be sufficiently knowledgeable or

interested in each content area that needed to be taught. It was also un-

realistic to expect that each teacher would possess a repertoire of teach-

ing styles diverse enough to motivate and pace all students. Self-contained

schools and classrooms do not easily provide the flexibility necessary to

link teacher knowledge and interests with subject areas or student motiva-

tional needs with particular teaching StyleS.

nimization of interteacher interactions. Simply plc.cing teachers

f similar training in the same building does not necessarily engender edu7

cationally productive communication. In retrospect, it seems that having

self-contained classes reduced the need to interact in that no two teachers

had responsibility for the same students.

Because of these disadvantages of self-contained

classes and schools, the Madison Public Schools began to evaluate available

options. An alternative model appeared to be the use of self-contained
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classes within a self-contained school using a departmentalized model. This

option appeared to offer some advantages over the previous model.

_Phase II

The self-contained school:
A de artmentalized model.

Many of the difficulties emanating from self-contained service delivery

models can be organized into two main clusters. One cluster of problems

relates to issues pertaining to the generalization of skills across adul

peers, situations, language cues and materials. These generalization prob-

lems seem directly related to such issues as the obvious fact that one

teacher can not be all things to all students; that inter-teacher communi-

cation is often lacking; and that the model did not adequately prepare

prospective teachers to adapt to diversity of student populations. In the

fall of 1971 a revised service delivery model was implemented for secondary

level severely handicapped students within the Madison Public Schools. A

traditional departmentalized secondary model was chosen. This model in-

volved giving the responsibility for specific curriculum domains to five

different teachers. That is, Teacher A would teach Reading to all severely

handicapped secondary students; Teacher B would teach Vocational skills to

all severely handicapped secondary students; and Teachers C, D, and E would

teach Math, Domestic Living and Community Functioning skills respectively.

Coinciding with the change in service delivery model was a change in

schools. Sunnyside School was officially retired from the public school

roster. It was replaced by Badger School. Like Sunnyside, Badger was a

self-contained school, but it had a small gym so that indoor recreational

programming' could be expanded. Initially, Badger School provided more space

for approximately the same number of -tudents, and the extra space was to
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be used to simulate vocational and domestic settings.

The advantages provided by the change to the new school bu iding and

the change to the departmental model were conside ed promising in that the

changes_seemed to provide a means to eliminate or attenuate at lea t some

of the disadvantages of the self-contained classroom model. The follo ing

is a presentation of several of the presumed advantages of the self-contained

school-departmentalized model.

Selected sed advanta es of the se school-de'artmentalized

model.

Stude- s learn to functionyith a variety of adults anti in_a_ILaElati

of places. Perhaps the most distressing problem encountered with the

totally self-contained class model was the failure of students to perform

skills across persons, situations, etc. The departmentalized model was de-

signed to insure that students would have the opportunity to perform across

persons since each curriculum do ain was taught by a different teacher.

Then,too, it was assumed that the ability to perform across settings would

be improved because the students were required to perform skills in at

least five different instructional settings within the school.

Teachers can focua ex ertise on secific curriculum domains. The de-

partmentalized model provided an opportunity to capitalize upon the teach-

ing skills and interests that had developed during Phase I. Many teachers

had indicated definite interests in and had developed effective strategies

for teaching skills in a particular curriculum domain. Additionally, as

some of the teachers did not have the interest or skills necessary to teach

across the various secondary skill areas, the departmental approach seemed

to offer a reasonable 'alternative. That is, it could lead to an improved

learning environment for students, and an improved work environment for

teachers. 35
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hi ecialized materials. Development of

Specific expertise in a curriculum domain was expected to facilitate con-

tinued improvement in the instructional materials that were being construct d

Or adapted by a teacher. A shift to a focus upon one curriculum domain

allo ed a teacher to spend the necessary time treating, refining and em-

pirically verifying crucially important instructional materials.

Teachers learn to a skills across a va et of functionin evels.

By teaching skills in one curricular area to all the secondary severely

handicapped,teachers could not only capitalize upon their interests, but also

could expand their.knowledge within a curricular domain and absorb and accom-

modate students who exhibited varying levels of prerequisite skills. The

teacher was not solely confined to devising, for example, vocational tasks

for students using only an artificial matCh-to-sample presentation for ac-

quisition. The teacher also could work with students who could learn the

task from a variety of different strategies. This, of course, increases the

individualization skills of teachers. .A secondary gain anticipated from such

varied teacher-student interactions was an appreciation for reasonable longi-

tudinal curriculum sequences. Teachers could also be expected to have a more

concrete conceptualization of which auxiliary skills a particular student

needed to learn before being exposed to a more complex task. It appeared

that suppressed student development due to limited teacher expectations

might be avoided or minimized with this model..

In summary, it was anticipated that the general advances that have been

realized from departmentalized models for normally functioning students would

accrue for severely handicapped students as well.

Selected esumed d sadvant of a self7contained school7departmentalized

model.

It vas the considered judgment of almo-- all who were directly involved
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the change from a self- ontained class in a self-contained school model

to a self-contained school-departmentalized model gene-ally resulted in

atively improved educational services. However, in addition to the

disadvantages of the self-contained school model of Phase I, there seemed

to he disadvantages that were particular to the departmentalized model.

The following is a presentation of some of the major disadvantages of the

self-contained school-departmentalized model.

li.Iy_communication between teacher- was often uestionable.

simple movement from room to room reduced the amount of time available for

direct teaching. Reductions in the amount of total instructional time made

it difficult for teachers to introduce the flexibility necessary to address

individual student needs. From a broader perspective, teache did not have

or did not take the time to discuss student progress in other curricular

domains. As a result there was a lack of co_ inuity in the Skills students

were acquiring across various curricular domains and in some cases a decrease

in student progress within a domain due to the reduction of individualization.

Distributing instruction across five teachers divided the responsibility

for student change. This divided responsibility made it more difficult to

clearly delineate the accountability of individual teachers. A departmentalized

model does not by its struc ure necessarily lead-to such a result, but as the

model discussed here was organized, time -a_ lot set aside for teachers to

meet as a team to decide upon general program goals. For example, Teacher A

often complained that Teacher B was not effective and that the skills Teacher

B was supposed to produce were not present. Thus, the progress of Teacher A

was retarded. In addition, the principal was approached by teachers demanding

more teaching time for their curricular domain. Common arguments centered

around the issue Chat some curricular domains were more important than others

3 7
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and, therefore, shotIld be fliven more instructional t

between teacher

This controversy
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learnteg.
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tionahle. In the de
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ed Or Vas tb

with the teach er od

the same skills were alway's performed
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teacher were not belrig per_ ed with other persons and in other settings.

Generalization wee' theefc)te, still a problem. If

dealt with, a servie

across persona and pa.

Related to the

a lack of involvement
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still not being tauaht to

Since it had been dettoo

inferred

course

a model whto.

events be 0agn

ery model which required

generalization was to be

performance of skills

hin and between curricular domains was mandatory.

izatioa Problems, homogeneous groupings of students,

tonband apped peers, and infrequent interaetions
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the diversity of the post-school world.
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orporated heterogeneous interactions as a daily
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Phase III

A self-contained school combined with couIt settin
Inte a in simulation in school with demon ratin and

S te e nitysetting s,

The criterion of ultimate functioning refers to the ever-
changing, expanding, localized and personalized cluster of factors
that each person must possess in order to function as productively
and independently as possible in socially, vocationally, and do-
mestically integrated adult community environments. Since severely
handicapped citizens will ultimately function in settings which con-
tain less handicapped and nonhandicapped citizens, the majority of
the developmental environments to which most severely handicapped
itizens are now exposed will have to be changed substantially.

Longitudinal segregation, whether manifested in residential insti-
tutions or self-contained schools, homes or classes will not cul-
minate in the realization of the criterion of ultimate functioning
(Brown, Nietupski, 4 Hamre-Nietupski, in press).

In reference to the realization of this criterion Brown, Nietupski

and Hamre-Nietupski further state:

...(eventually) severely handicapped citizens will attend church,
shop, wait in the offices of physicians, ride public buses, wash
dishes, attend movies, use restrooms, cross streets, and cheer
at football games with less handicapped and nonhandicapped citi-
zens.

It should be readily apparentthatwben the generalskill levels of mo

severely handicapped adults are considered, that significant training efforts

will be required if younger severely handicapped students are to learn to

perform in accordance with their capacity. As new training efforts are de-

signed there is no doubt that traditional public school service models will

need to be changed. For example, the concept of a school must be expanded

to include regular involvement in communIty environments. For far'too long

the programs that have been designed and implemented for severely handicapped

students have insured that such students would not learn to function as in-

dependently as possible in integrated adult public communities.

The current secondary age educational service delivery model for severely
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handicapped students in the Madison Public Schools represents a _igni icant

departure from the models described in Phases I and II. This departure re-

flects a commitment to graduate students with more independent community

functioning skills than those who have graduated in the past. The service

delivery models of the past did not include consistent instruction in commu-

nity settings and were not designed so that criterion performance on tasks

taught in a school building could be empirically verified in co unity

settings. Model III is designed to provide systematic instruction that

would clearly demonstrate the existence of the required skills prior to

raduation. Students who had graduated would, therefore, possess the nec-

essary skills to function in heterogeneous adult communities.

The educational service delivery model presently operating in the

Madison Public Schools includes systematic attempts to combine teaching

severely handicapped students in public school Classrooms with teaching

them in local co_ unity settings. In addition, if skills are taught in

simulation in school, attempts are made to empirically verify criterion

performance in actual community settings.

Selected otential advanta es of a school-communit- model.

Students were tau h erform skills_within and_between curricular

domains and across ersons laces materialsge cues. A school-

community instructional model reduces the probability that severely handi-

capped students will bec me "stimulus bound" to the circumscribed consistent

characteristics of self-contained classrooms or schools. Such a model allows

the teaching of a set of skills in one setting by one person using a partic-

ular set of materials and language cues,and then verification that these same

skills are performed in community settings in reaction to different adults

and to more "natural" mteri&Js and language cues. For example, in a school-

community model a severely handicapped student can be taught a set of voca-

4 0
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tlonal skills by a classroom teacher, a vocational teacher, and ultimately

by an actual work supervisor, yet all three trainers would probably use

different language cues and the settings -_uld differ. In addition, :ithin

a school-comaunity model a __udent may be required to perform skills in a

school at a simulated work station, and ultimately at an actual job site.

In effect, a school-community model forces the student to learn appropriate

reactions to con inuous environmental changes.

The development of functional ostsohool skills was enhanced. In the

past post-school environments available to severely handicapped adults in

Madison have been yelatively limited in that graduates have had few resi-

dence and employment options. Graduates could reside at home, in a limited

number of group homes, or in an institution. Vocational options were al-

most exclusively of the sheltered variety an ARC daycare program and a non-

profit sheltered workshop.

More recently, however, there has been a concerted effort on the part

of parents and professio___ls to improve and expand the post-school environ-

ments available to severely handicapped citizens. Residential opportunities

still include living in natural homes and in institutions. These options

are, however, exercised by fewer and fewer persons. Graduates now also live

in group homes and s mi-sheltered apartments that involve only minimal super-

vision. Post-school vocational options also have been expanded to range from

placement in highly supervised sheltered workshops to competitive work.

One of the primary rea ons for developing a school-c- Amity'service

delivery model is to attempt to produce a closer alignment between the train-
,

ing a student receives in school and the skills needed to function as inde-

!endently as possible in adulthood. Thus, home living skills are now taught

schoolbut also at home and in group homes. Vocational skills are taught



at school, in simulated job settings and at act al job sites. The goal is

to teach individual severely handicapped students post-school skills that

reflect places and situations where the students are currently functioning

and those places where the students may ultimately function.

The between school and communi as reduced. When students

started to receive systematic instruction in natural co -unity settings the

dichotomy between school and community seemed to become more nebulous. Con-

sistently teaching skills In natural settings has had a pronounced effect

upon the content covered in various school programs. For example teachers

are no longer satisfied with simply teaching students to count coins. In-

stead they are imbedding coin counting within a purchasing format (Certo &

Swetlik, in press). In the past teachers were content to teach students to

prepare meals at school. Meal preparation is now taught in group homes and

natural homes as well. In addition, the scope of meal preparation has been

expanded to include purchasing necessary items at a supermarket (Nietupski,

Certo, Pumpian and Belmore, in kess). Motor skills, math skills, purchasing

skills, transportation skills and social skills are no longer viewed as

separate entities. A beginning has also been made toward viewing the broad

spectrum of community leisure facilities as ideal vehicles for providing ex-

tra training for the development of academic, pre-academic and functional

academic skills.

Closing the gap between school and community creates the potential to

increase the,time available for developing skills needed to functiOn effec-

tively in the community without sacrificing academic skill development be-

cause the academic skills that are taught will by necessity more closely

' incide with those needed in community environments. There are many ways,

some attempted, some planned and some unavoidable, to reduce the gap between

4 2



school and community that are a natural outgrowth of a.school-community

service delivery model.

E osure to non-i ndlcaed.eers and adults

creased-At this writing sow students are based in a self-contained school,

not even directly connected to a public bus line. Thus, it is difficult to

provide consistent.exposure to and interaction with no-1 handicapped peers

and adults. Unfortunately, the fears and concerns of many parents further

reduce the number and kind of interactions with non-handicapped individuals.

However, many severely handicapped students are able to interact with non-

handicapped peers. Almost all secondary age students have been exposed to

and interacted with normal peers and adults on public buses and in public

libra ies and restaurants. Admittedly, too few sustained interactions have

occurred, but severely handicapped students did request food, learned

avoid pushing and shoving in line, learned to function quietly because other

people were reading and learned to sit down in an empty

seat on a public hus. These interac ions produced many positive social gains

in the absence of systematic direct -raining. The choice of more age and

style appropriate clothing during days when the students were to travel about

town, or the student occasionally combing his hair after removing a hat upon

entering a public building are but a,few examples. In addition, many stu-

dents successfully sustained interactions with store clerks, librarians,

waitresses, and other service-providing persons. Finally, least 15 secon-

dary age, severely handicapped students successfully maintained relatively

complex interactions with non-handicapped peers who were fellow employees

and with Citizen Advocates (persons who volunteer to spend after-school hours

with handicapped citizens under supervision of the local ARC).

Palenrs beca e more directl involved S ice the
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school-community service delivery model was a novel approach locally and one

that involved a cer ain amount of risk on the part of both students and

teachers, most parents requested information pertaining to the nature of

conununity activities and the degree to which their sons and daughters would

be exposed to potentially hazardous, embarrassing, or punishing situations.

When initial parent meetings were held many parents thought that the new

community oriented program simply meant more "field trips." However, as some

students began to learn to work in competitive job settings, make purchases

at real grocery stores and perform other newly acquired skills at home par-

ents became better informed about the goals and potential benefits of the

model. As the school year progressed the content of parental questions began

to focus upon gaining information about exactly what thei son/daughter had

learned and was learning and toward requesting extensions of the skills that

were being taught. A shift into community instruction generated a situation

in which both parents and teachers found increased communication both nec-

essary and natural.

Students ma adait to ne a ive affect reection and ridicule. If

severely handicapped students are to venture into heterogeneous adult commu-

nity environments daily, it can be expected that they will eventually experi-

ence forms of negative affect, rejection and ridicule. Unfortunately, there

are members of our society who feel the need to fear, physically harm, ignore,

ridicule, harass, and attempt to confuse our students. There is no doubt

that severely handicapped students will find it necessary to cope with other

peoples' prejudices when away from the protective scrutiny of parents, teachers

and schools. The position offered here is that __ i- beneficial to allow such

situations to occur, but under circumstances where a teacher can intervene for

reasons of protection and training. One strategy that seems to have merit is,

for example, when teaching public bus skills, to arrange for an adult volunteer,
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whom the severely handicapped students have never met, to ride the, buses

without the student's knowledge. In this way many difficulties can be

dealt with as they happen, providing a means to teach students how to adapt

to real problem situations.

5tudents were expected yljperform as non-handicapped citizens.. One way

to effectively deal with the problems of ridicule, harassment or indiffer-

ence might be to minimize individual characteristics which secure unnecessary

attention. For example, in the domain of self-help skills, students should

be taught not only how to dress, but to wear age and style appropriate

clothing. Although'a more age appropriate appearance will probably help,

other crucial skills must be developed before general community acceptance

is realized. In the past, when students rode public buses or shopped at

grocery stores, inconsistencies in bus stop signs or arbitrary separations

of similar food items

implicit expectations

the needs of severely

on shelves proved frustrating. Teachers often voiced

that society should be reorganized to accommodate to

handicapped individuals. Such ekpectationsmay pro-

vide a pleasant cathartic experience, but will do little in the way of in-

creasing community acceptance of severely handicapped adults. As profes-

sionals, we can no longer be satisfied with skill acquisition, if the skill

is performed in an

dependent manner.

which already make

unreasonably slow, impolite, inconsistent and adult-

Such performance will only maintain the social barriers

the community inaccessible for many severely handicapped

citizens. Only when performance begins to approximate, that of non-handicapped

indiViduals can we expect to see needed changes in co unity acceptance.

Attenuation of community and_professional expectancy_stereptypes.

Stereotypic expectations can not only result in harassment, but can also

place limitations upon the kinds of interactions severely handicapped stu-

dents might have in the community. For example, when bus riding skills were
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initially taught, actual bus riding was delayed by two months of classroom

instruction. One major reason was skepticism about the ability of the stu-

dents to adapt to the demands of public bus riding. When the students

finally started to ride public buses they were taught to always get on or

off the bus at a particular bus stop to minimize the chance that they would

get lost. Of course, the inevitable happened one afternoon; a bus arrived

without a. student. The student left the bus at a different bus stop by

accident, but easily found his way to the pre-arranged destination. By

bringing the severely handicapped students into the eh- unity, actions that

were believed "beyond" their skill repertoires continually surfaced.

Changes in expectations have occurred in persons after regular inter-

action with severely handicapped students. Three employers, eachof whom

reluctantly rewarded perseverative phone calls with competitive employment

for one student are now ready to employ more students than are currently

available. One supermarket manager who initially allowed his store to be

used as a training site simply because the school maintained an active charge

account, now offers suggestions on how to efficiently teach severely handi-

capped students to use the facility. The shift to a school-community model

has not only surfaced unexpected skills, but has also shown that the presence

of severely handicapped individuals in a store, on a bus or on a job does

not necessarily equal bizarre disruptive actions.

Lon 4tudinal inTuarli_tcels de salient. The shift to a school-community

model has fortunately surfaced student skills of which teachers are unaware,

and has made salient several important shortcomings of excldsive classroom

instruction. These shortcomings are generally expressed in two ways. First,

when a community functioning skill,such as reading a restaurant menu and

ordering food, is taught solely in the classroom; the skill rarely, if ever,
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transfers to natural settings. A longitudinal program objective for res-

taurant skills could only be met when a student visited an actual restaurant,

and -ithout a teacher present, read the menu and ordered food appropriately.

Second, there are ancillary skills related to every isolated skill that

is taught in a school that are 'crucial to effective functioning in a natural

setting. When severely handicapped students were placed in remumerative

jobs it was determined that simulated job training had not included many

necessary, though supplemental skills. Although students had been taught

to tell time, they had _ot been taught to keep appointments. Therefore,

before it could he expected that these students Would arrive on time for

work, additional training was necessary. Many students involved in voca--

tional preparation had been taught to respond to diverse language cues during

a number of years of language instruction. However, they had not been taught

to respond to commands that were frequently issued by their actual job super-

visors (e.g., "We need a picker "). In short, the content of the school

based,language training had not included idiomatic and/or idiosyncratic

language content common in actual vocational settings. Obviously, excur-

sions into the community have initiated a realignment of classroom goals

and curriculum content.

Students_learned to perform_without_teachers_as supervisors. In service

delivery models for severely handicapped students where most instruction

occurs in schools, teachers, student teachers, and aides serve as primary

supervisors= When teaching personnel serve as primary supervisdrs on a

regular basis; se-erely handicapped students often became dependent upon

them to provide cues that indicate when and how to perform a skill. Until

supervision is eliminated and skills are performed in natural settings in

reaction to naturally occurring context cues, it cannot be assumed that a
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skiUhas acquired functional significance. Many community related skills

such as cooking, shopping, riding buses, and janitorial job responsibilities

serve as clear reminders to the teaching staff that self-initiated student

performance of crucial skills is mandatory.

_Stud nt develo ment was afunct±onofteachersandnonteachers.
When

severely handicapped students receive a significant amount of their instruc-

tion outside the classroo_ they will inevitably interact With non-teaching per-

sons. Unfortunately, these non-teaching persons have often had little, if any,

previous dealings with severely handicapped students. In effect, severely

handicapped students must perform skills for coununity persons who consequate

'actions in a manner often different from teachers. These mniwii persons offtaidouse eon-

s and are not particularly infoleed of -he rights and unique needs

of severely handicapped citizens.

Although the vocatIonal training component of the school-community

model Involves extensive use of on-the-job instruction, the ultimate super-

visors of a severely handicapped worker will almost always be non-teaching

persons whose foremost concerns revolve around the operation of a profitable

business. Fortunately, work supervisors primarily concerned with the pro-

duction skills manifested by severely handicapped employees often become

facilitators of student growth.

more demandin test of_ teacher accountabili_ The criterion of longi-

tudinal program success for severely handicapped students includes the empir-

ical verification of functional skill performance in natural setting's, without

teache s present. These parameters of skill verification are certainly more

demanding for teachers than the more limited verification possible in schools.

For example, when a vocational teacher removes him/herself completely from

instructing a severely handicapped worker on an actual job, her/his ability
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to teach work skills is evaluated by the level of success or failure demon-

strated by the student. In addition, when a teacher suggests to severely

handicapped students and to their parents that the students can and should

perform, in many way as non-handicapped persons, the responsibility to

provide the skills necessary for success is placed upon the teacher.

Im ved staff and student morale. It is the judgment of almost all

persons involved in tbe school-community model that when students become

aware that they will have opportunities to perform school learned tasks

in real life situations, excite exit, morale and interest increases dramat-

lly. In addition, the reaction of teachers to the school-community model

has been enthusiastic to say the least. When the model was initially ample-

mented,teachers had a number of well-founded reservations and several of

these reservations axe presented below as potential disadvantages. However,

after several basic proble s ware resolved, teacher reservations were

placed with cautious optimism. At this point there is not one teacher who

would return to the departmentalized model. Indeed, the teachers ars

tively planning more and more commirnity involvement for the fu ure.

Selected otential disadvanta es of the scho -co± un model.

Despite the overriding advantages of the school-community service de-

livery model for eecondary level severely handicapped students, it would be

unrealistic to project the model withot4 delineating several of the more

pronounced disadvantages. Thus, in the following section some of these

disadvantages will be presented.

Before the school-community service delivery model was put into opera-

tion, teachers and parents raised a number of reasonable reservations. Some

of these reservations ere:

1. Since systematic community instruction is a relatively new concept
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locally, why should severely handicapped students be used as

experimental subjects to determine the validity of such pro-

gramming?

2. What sort of community progra -ing would be most effective with

lower functioning students of secondary age? Would these stu-

dents have to wait until they had a number of prerequisite skills

before they could be involved in co -unity programming?

3. How will scheduling be arranged and who will be ultimately respon-

sible for the students when they are out of the building?

4. Will tdministrative support for the program be there when

needed?

5. How many students can be served realistically in an effective

school-community program.'

6. Will there be enough community support and tolerance when the

students are taken into community set ings?

7. What about student transportat 7

In the remainder of this section issues related to the above questions

will be presented.

Minimum wage lAw_problems. A c ucial component of the school-comm nity

service delivery model relates to vocational training. The goal of vocational

training is actual employment in the most competitive jobs possible. If severely

handicapped students are to leave school with marketable vocational skills,

-it is crucial that training be conducted in real work settings. In order

to receive permission to use actual work settings for training purposes it

was often necessary to convince e ployers that the training would supplement

rather than interfere with actual production. However, according to at least

one interpretation of recent labor laws, anyone who performs a service
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or produces a product which is ultimately marketed must be compensated.

As a result it was necessary to arrange and tolerate simulationaof com-,

plex job skills that required relatively long training periods. In an

attempt to avoid many of the pitfalls of the past work sites within the

Madison Public School System were chosen, industrial equipment at a

high school cafeteria was used to teach dishwashing skills. Considering

that the educational statutes of Wisconsin clearly refer to education for

handicapped students in terms of individual needs, and that the vocational

settings were sanctioned by school administrators and within public school

facilities, state labor officials were satisfied that the vocational train-

ing was "educational" and did not require compensation. When emplo'yment

opportunities arose during the school year that allowed for payment, students

performed the work for payment at actual worksites rather than in school

facilities.

Liability Whenever a teacher, an aide or a student

teacher instructs one or more students, liability insurance is requir-d.

However, liability insurance coverage does not alWays include instruction

outside school facilities. Students and teachers involved in community

training could be covered by liability insurance only when the sfudents

were in the charge of certified teachers. Thus, aides, student teachers,

psychologi etc., could not instruct students at community settings un7

less a certified teacher was present. In many ways these insurance related

problems limited the scope of community training. For example, it could not

---- bet verified that a severely handicapped student could use a public grocery

store unless a certified teacher looked on from a distance.

Traditional ublic school m dels had to be revIsed. The school-commu-

nity model defies the scheduling simplicity of self-conta ned and depart-
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instructional arrangem__ts. The eventual goal of most if not all educa-

tional skills is the self-initiated performance of those skills in natural

settings. Transitioning a severely handicapped student toward independence,

especially when that student has a long history of adult dependence, is a

time consuming and often frustrating task. For example, teachers must learn

to do more observing than interacting. With direct teacher intervention re-

duced, the probability that the student will encounter failure increases.

Initially, teachers might have to accept qualitatively lower perfo_ ance,

if it is self-initiated.

.1shILIg roles bave to be exp2add. As a result of the school-community

m del, it has been necessary to expand teacher roles, especially in the areas

of teaching hours and the locations in which instruction takes place. If a

teacher is arranging fo_ the eventual independent performance of a set of

leisure skills (e.g., movie attendance and viewing) at least two assumptions

can be made. First, Criterion verification of movie attendance and viewing

will take place in real movie theatres and a significant number of teaching

trials must be attempted in real facilities. Second, empirical verifica-

tion of acceptable movie skills should probably take place during typical

recreation time periods and not only during the school day. The working

hours of teachers will change, and teachers will be working in community

facilitie- as well as in schools. Needless to say, some of the difficulties

resultingfrom necessary changes in the teaching day and in teaching loca-

tions are unsettling to some Classroom-oriented teachers and to some extent

to teachers in training who are unprepared for community ins-_:uction.

More ex ensive in short run. Obviously, the cost of transporting and

instructing students at community sites is more expensive than conducting
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elasses in school rooms. Some of the factors -hat contribute to the in

creased costs of schoolcommunity programs are listed below.

1. Reduced student teacher ratios are needed.

2. Transportation costs which include public bus, private bus

rental, public taxi, and teacher reimbursement for private

auto use are vital.

3. The consumable instructional materials needed for community

programming (e.g., coins/bills, food items, work clothing and

safety items, etc.) are increased.

4. The basic cost of liability insurance is increased.

5. Miscellaneous rental fees (e.g., rental of bowling allcyn,

bowling shoes, archery equipment, etc.) increase.

However, despite the short term expenses incurred from a school

community model, it is argued that the potential for long term gains out

weigh the initial financial investment. Listed below are selected long term

gains that seem reasonable:

1. Increases in independent functional skills lead to re

in the costs : supervision;

2. Competitive employment reduces government welfare and disability

payments;

3. Increased independent home living skills reduces the need for

low ratio adult maintenance care;

4. Competitive employment skills reduce the supervision costs in

curred in subsidized sheltered workshops;

5. Independent shopping and trans ortation skills reduce domestic

supervision costs.

Ind vidualization re uires staff increases. In order to verify empiri-
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cally that individual., severely handicapped students can perfo:- a series

of independent adult skills in natural settings students are required to

perform many skills alone in a LTI-kty of natural s ttings. In addition,

it appears that acquisition is smoothest when the student-teacher ratios

for most community programs approximates 4:1. Obviously, the quality of

any community-based program will be a direct function of the number of

teachers available. On the other hand, it should be noted that the school-

community model was able to provide community instruction to approximately

53 secondary aged severely handicapped students by adding only two teachers

to a staff of seven. While staff increases are required by a school-community

model; hopefully, such increases can b- kept to a minimum through efficient

scheduling.

Parent conce ns and fears made salient. Parental fears surfaced as

soon as the school-community model was discussed. There are many valid

reasons why parents severely handicapped students should be concerned about

the independent functioning of their children in community s_ttings.

In years past many secondary age severely handicapped citizens were denied

public school education. From a parent perspective, past exclusionary

arguments and professional descriptions have probably shaped many fears con-

cerning the inability of their children to function independently. Many

parents and educators are skeptical concerning the overall skill performance

of severely handicapped students. In effect many parents will continue to be

conceyned until their children can demonstrate adult skills across several

domains.

fsnEetition_for :obs resented. One of the goals of the school-commu-

n ty model was to demonstrate that some severely handicapped students could

maintain themselves in competitive employment. In order to reach this goal
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potential,jobs were selected that were frequently considered to be of low

status in the community, specifically -ishwashing and janitorial jobs.

However, it was quickly determined that preconceived notions of job status

were irrelevant when severely handicapped students competed for jobs pre-

viously handled exclusively,by nonhandicapped workers. For the most part,

nonhandicapped workers resented the possibility that their job could be

handled satisfactorily by a severely handicapped worker. Thus, it became

necessary to reduce the visibility of handicapping conditions and to :teach

as many work skills as possible before severely handicapped students applied

for competitive jobs.

Time regilired_per task difficult to arrange.. One of the most important

factors of all instructional programs for severely handicapped students is

the need for the repeated practice of clusters of skills. Without repeated

practice across extended time periods, it is difficult to acquire community

acceptable performance criteria. School exclusive models are ideal arrange-

ments for providing repeated practice opportunities. However, the school-

community model presents problems in this regard in that it i- often diffi-

cult to arrange for sufficient practice. Practice trials are limited by the

length of time that can be spent at a site and by the non-functional nature

of repeated training trials. For example, in one community program students

were taught to dine in a cafeteria and one specific skill involved the proper

use of trash receptacles. During visits to various cafeterias there was not

time to practice using trash receptacles more than t-ice. In addition,

teaching the students to use the trash container (e.g., 20 times during one

cafeteria visit) would have been non-functional and qui-- unrealistic. One

solution was to afford repeated practice in simulation at school and then

to extend the skill to other community settings.

Program conCipui_y_problems. The overall logistical problems encountered
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daily are possibly the most difficult aspects of a school-community model.

The constant need to rearrange schedules, transport students, and plan for

new community sites requires inordinate amounts of time. Program continuity

problems can be resolved only when efficient scheduling and inter-teacher

cooperation are operating. If a small cluster of students is to receive

instruction at a public grocery st: e during the same interval that another

cluster of students is to receive vocational training in a laundry, several

logistical problems arise. Obviously, it is crucial to find appropriate

community training s_ es. These sites can only be found by teachers with

adequate time designated for this purpose. Each student's daily routine

must be organized in a consistent manner so thdt the schedule is

predictable for the student, parents and classroom teachers. Scheduling

should be arranged so that whenever feasible each student receives community-

instruction across all major curricular areas.

Summar of school-commupity_service delivery model.

Before leaving this rather cursory discussion -f the school-community

model, it seems appropriate to summarize several of the major issues related

t_ such a model. First, it seems reasonable that teaching independent commu-

nity functioning skills is best accomplished when the skills are taught in

both school and community settings. Thus, decisions as to the skill clusters

that can be taught best In school as opposed to those that are best acquired

in natural community environments are crucial.

Second, in the past when teaching students selected skills, the instruc-

tors chose to teach all the school componen : before teaching functional com-

ponents in community settings. Many times such a clearcut dichotomy between

school and community is unnecessary. For example, severely handicapped stu-

dents acquiring bus riding skills probably should have p acticed rudimentary

forms of actual bus riding concurrent with related instruction in school



(Certo, Schwartz and Brown, 1975).

Third, it is imperative that skills taught in schools be verified em-

pirically in natural community settings with community accep -d perfor ance

criteria. It cannot be inferred that a student who can make grocery pur-

chases in a simulated school store will be able to make similar purchases

in real supermarkets. There are innumerable characteris ics of supermarkets,

indeed, almost any natural conAunity setting, that can never be simulated in

schools.

Fourth, in a school-community service delivery model realistic student

teacher ratios are crucial- The protective boundaries of a classroom or of

a simulated street :rossing in the school gym are not present in natural

community settings. The option of having four students working on Task A

--
and four students working on Task B is untenable when one teacher takes 8

severely handicapped students to a public market place. Student-teacher

ratios of three or four to one -ill probably be required for training in

natural settings.

Fifth, there are thousands of sub-skills, attitudes and values that

contribute to the successful performance of almost any skill necessary for

independent community functioning. Unfortunately few, if any, generally

acceptable instruments that allow for the precise assessment -f com -ity

functioning skills exist at this time. Thus, it is necessary for the teacher

to arbit-arily generate non-inclusive clusters of skills thnt are presumably

necessary for severely handicapped students to independently shop, recreate,

ride buses, etc. (Nietupski, a in press; Belmore & Brown,

in press; Schwar:- in pre s; Certo, Schwartz & Brown, 1975).

Finally, instruction in community settings requires the degree of pro-

gram precision and preparation similar to that employed daily in classrooms.
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Community instruction for severely handicapped students should not imply

that a group of students are embarking on a "field-trip." Rather, such

instruction should imply that the school in which functional skills are

taught has been moved to more natural settings; that the walls of the

school have been decreased and that t,ose walls are permeable.

Phase IV

Self-contained_classes_within re ular_middle and
senior hi-h schools and coMmunity_Ling:

Trite ratin simulation in school with demonstratin and
systematically performance in_community settg.

At the start of the 1976-77 school year only 10 severely handicapped

students of secondary age will be placed in self-contained classes in a

self-contained school; 22 severely handicapped students will he placed in

two different regular middle schools; and 18 severely handicapped students

will be placed in two regular senior high schools. It is intended that

self-contained schools will not be a component of the service delivery model

for handicapped students of any age and any functioning level in the Madison

Public School system by the start of the 1977-78 school year.

Since the majority of secondary age severely handicapped students will

served in regular middle and senior high schools, it is anticipated that the

school co unity model described J._ Phase III will be expanded to allow for

more community involvement and more realistic social-emotional development.

That is, it is intended that severely handicapped students of all function-

ing levels from birth through young adulthood -ill interac h non-handi-

capped students throughout their school yea s.

There is no doubt that placing severely handicapped s uden s in regular

middle and senior high schools has the potential of creating both real and
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irrational problems. How ver, the advanta::: that can be realized from

extensive exposure to nonhandicapped peers, more realistic involvement in

complex social and emotional environments, more assessible age appropriate

leisure activities and more sophis-icated performance expectations will

result in longitudinal gains that could never be realized from confinement

in sel -contained schools.

Throughout the past seven years the Madison Public Schools have been

engaged in the task of developing increasingly comprehensive educational

services to secondary-age severely handicapped students. These services

were imbedded within the context of educational service delivery models

comprising a chronologically increa_ ng continuum: Phase I, totally self-

contained; Phase II, departmentalized' and Phase III, combin ng the self-

contained school and community set-ings. The g adual transition in service

models to the present model, Phase TV, which integrates self-contained

classes in regular schools within the community was primarily the result

of continued problems in the generalization or transfer of skills acquired

in school to the community environments in which these skills were functional.

Although the shift to school-co unity instruction has increased administra-

tive complexity, it is the general belief in the Madison Public Schools that

the potential benefit to the students will eventually supersede the p _blems

created.
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PHASE I OF THE SEX EDUCATION
AND SOCIAL SKILLS CURRICULUM

A. Introduction

1. Rationale

Severelihandicapped students are now being expected to function as

appropriately and normally as possible in increasingly less restrictive

living environments. This means that they are expected to reliably and

consistently display a wide variety of appropriate social behaviors in-

cluding appropriate sexual behaviors. Appropriate sexual behavior skills

are an integral part of a vast array of social skills necessary to

approximate appropriate and normal adult functioning rather than an iso-

lated skill which merely involves learning about how babies are made.

The description of a sex education and social skills curriculum presented

here encompasses bodily diostinc ions, self-care, family relationships,

social interactions, social manners, growth distinctions and reproduction.

The curriculum has been in process for three years and has been under

continuous revision and development in response to student performance

data.

The initial students were 12 to 16 years of age with IQ scores ranging

from 35-51. Behavio al observations and reports from parents, teachers,

and administrators indicated that the students were engaging in inappro-

priate social and physical interactions with themselves, peers, and adults

(e.g., public masturbation, indiscriminant touching of .others, and public

display of underclothing and body parts). The students were also experi-

encing physical growth related to puberty and often attempted to verbally

and/or physically report changes in their bodies, but did not have a

suitable vocabulary. The occdtrence of inappropriate behaviors, the lack



of an appropriate vocabulary led to the development of the sex education

and social skills curriculum. The intent of the curriculum was to elim-

inate the problem behaviors by teaching the students appropriate behavioral

alternatives. Participation of the students' parents was an essential

component of the program because they provided the educat onal staff with

the support necessary to implement the program and facilitated the trans-

fer of skills taught at school to the home.

The sex education and social skills curriculum was implemented in two

phases. 1- the firSt two years of programming (Phase I) five component

programs were taught: bodily distinctions, self-c_ e -kills, family re-

lationships, social interactions and social manners. In the third year

of programming (Phase II) the original curriculum was extended to include

an additional component program: growth distinctions and reproduction.

Each of the component programs had its own hierarchies of objectives.

Interrelationships did exist among component programs however, .e.,

students were required to demonstrate the ability to discriminate se-

lected body parts (body parts program) before they were taught self-care

skills which required discrimination of body parts (self-care program).

Methodology and Phase I of the Curriculum will b- briefly reviewed

Phase II which is not repo--ed elsewhere will be described in more deta 1.

a. -nts

In the three years since the introduction of the sex education and

social skills curriculum, three differ t teachers and classrooms have

1
Due to the curriculum being designed and implemented over a period of

three years, component programs of the curriculum are found in Harare and
Williams (1974) and Williams, Pumpian, McDaniel, liamre-Nietupski and
Wheeler (1975).
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been involved in the project. Table 1 depicts information concerning the

ages and functioning levels of students who have been involved in tho

project.

CA's and

Table

Students Involved in the Sex Education Curriculum

Number o
Classes

Number of
Students CA CA Range IQ Range_

3 20 14-9 12-10 to 17-6 44.3 35-54

b. Instructional Procedures

Two basic teaching and measurement designs were used: a model-test-

teach design and a test-teach design. The model-test-teach design con-

sisted of two segments. In the first segment the teacher modeled the

correct responses for the students and had the students practice them;

the required responses varied from verbal to physical. In the second

segment, the teacher presented a verbal response cue. If students re-

-sponded c_ -ectly they were praised. Tf they responded incorrectly, they

were taught the correct response through either a modeling procedure (the

teacher modeled the response and had the student imitate), or a priming

procedure (the teacher physically guided the student through the correct

response). For students who initially responded incorrectly, the models

or pr' es were faded until the students could perform the correct response

unassisted. Models were faded by presenting a successively shorter seg-

ment of the modeled response. Primes were faded by gradually lessening

the amount of guidance. The test-teach design consisted of implementing

only segment two of the model-test-teach design.
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When using a odel-test-teach design, measures were taken to assess

whether the students could perform the behaviors when they were not pre-

ceeded closely in time by verbal instructions. Rebaselines, retests,

post-tests and/or measures of generalization were administered to assesS

whether the students could perform the target behaviors across people,

places, cues and settings and to assess if they could perform the be-

haviors when testing was delayed.

It must be emphasized that the curriculum provided an organized set

of learning objectives which could be used as a base for a wide variety

of other instructional programs. The curriculum described the specific

instructional procedures employed to teach these specific students the

target skills. If the curriculum is to be used with different students

it should be adapted to those students' individual needs and situations.

This could be done by adapting: 1) instructional procedures 2) response

requirements and/or 3) instructional tasks.

Measurement Procedures

Generally, direct and continuous data on student performance was col-

lected during instructional intervention. A data sheet -ith rows that

corresponded to each skill required by a component program of the curric-

ulum was constructed and implemented (See Appendix D). As students per-

formed the skills the teacher would score a "4," if the student performed

a skill without the aid of verbal prompts, models or primes, and an

if the student performea a skill after the teacher modeled it and a "P"

if the student had to be primed. Each instructional trial was de ined as

starting when the teacher cued students to respond. Generally, when stu-

dents could perform the skills delineated by a pregram without any verbal

prompts models or primes on three successive trials, they were considered
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to have mastered the required skills. After students had mastered a

skill, generalization probes were administered to determine if students

could perform the skill in other places with different materials. TO

determine a student's entering level into the curriculum or a component

progr_ pre-test or baseline measures were administered.

Paren al Interactions_

An essential component of the curriculum was the participation of the

students' parents. Parental interactions provided the educational staff

with input on existing skills and skills that were lacking. They facil-

itated the -aintenance and generalization of acquired behaviors to the

home environment (e.g., self-care skills). In addition, parents provided

the support necessary to implement the sex education components of the

curriculum. Initially, the implementation of a sex education curriculum

was approached with intrepidation on the part of the educational staff.

This was due primarily to lack of knowledge about parent and community

reactions. After talking to administration, support was solicited from

parents. An outline of a potential sex education curriculum and a con-

ference report covering topics of concern were constructed to factlitate

discussion of the program at parent-teacher conferences. The parents and

the teacher then met in individual parent conferences to discuss the

potential curriculum and complete the conference reports

The conference reports indicated that most of the parents had not

discussed bodily distinctions (incluuing genital names) or sexual inter-

course with their'children. However, a majority of the parents stated

that they had talked to their children about: self-care skills; acting

like ladies or gentlemen; verbal and physical social contact with others;
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and family life (sharing, cooperating, and so on). The parents' general

concensus was that their children needed instruction on the skills de-

lineated in the curriculum outline and a majority of them could not think

of additional skills. Two of the parents requested that their children

be taught appropriate time and places to masturbate and a third asked

that her child be taught appropriate toileting after a bowel movement.

Other areas of concern were their childrens' inappropriate (overfriendly-'

nondiscriminating) verbal and physical interactions with others, and in-

appropriate body posture and gestures. The parents were quite supportive

of the potential curriculum and all expressed a desire for frequent re-

ports on their child's progress.

Following the parent conferences, programs were devised and implemented

for component programs of the curriculum outline. Close contact was main-

tained with the parents through telephone calls, notes, and conferences.

C m onents of Phase of the Curriculum

The curriculum in Phase I was composed of five main componen s. These

components consisted of:

Bodily Dis notions

The bodily distinctions component of the curriculum consisted of four

parts: -) body parts; b) sex distinctions; man-woman, boy-girl with

clothing; c) sex distinctions; man-woman, boy-girl without clothing; and

d) bodily changes related to growth; man-boy, woman-girl.

a. Body _Parts

The ability to discriminate and label body parts of others and self

is a prerequisite skill to the programs on sex distinctions, bodily growt
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family relationships, and social manners. DiscrImination and labeling

of the body parts--head, hair, eye, nose, mouth, ear, neck, shoulde

back, arm, elbow, wrist, hand, finger, chest, stomach, leg, knee, ankle,

foot, and toe-- ere taught using the teacher, the student and unclothed

representational figures /n the classroom. For some students, the list

of parts was broken into sets of 1-7 parts to facilitate learning. Dis-

crimination and labeling of what will be referred to as genital parts,

i.e., breast, nipple, penis, pubic hair, vagina, crotch, and buttocks

were only taught on unclothed representational figures in the classroom;

in addition, "navel" was taught with the genital parts because it is not

visible with clothing on. Generalization of labeling genital body parts

to unclothed others of the same sex and self was tested in a shower room.

Parental consent and support was attained before generalization measures

were adrnlnlstered. The program was divided into five phases: teach-

ing discrimination of body parts on others; II) teaching labeling of body

parts on others; III) teaching discrimination of body parts on self; rv)

teaching labeling of body parts on self (The students were taught to dis-

criminate and label body parts on others before themselves because they

could see the entire body on others, as opposed to viewing only parts on

self); and V) generalization measures of labeling selected body parts on

self and others.

b. _Sex Distinctio Man-Woman With clothing

This program was introduced to assess the students' abilities to dis-

criminate the sex of cloth'ed classmates and teachers and on pictures of

family members and unfamiliar people. Apparel fe rure upon which students

could make sex distinctions were delineated. Twenty-seven pictures of un-

familiar people whIch depicted various combinations of these variables
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were selected for testing purposes. 'Pictures of family members were ob-

tained from the students' parents. The students' abilities to discrim-

inate the sex of clothed classmates and teachers were tested on actual

people. Baseline measures were obtained and only one student lacked the,

skill. That student was trained across people and pictures on an informal

basis. If a number of students needed this training a formal training pro-

gram would have been implemented.

c. Sex Distinctions' Man-Wome-JILEax=girl yitheut Clothing_

The purpose of this program was to teach the students to discriminate

and label sex distinctions (body parts from which sex can be determined)

on representational figu es of unclothed men and women and unclothed boys

and girls. Since discrimination and labeling of body parts is a prerequisite

for making sex distinctions, this program was implemented subsequent to a

student's completion otthe body parts program. The instructional sequence

_consisted of bwlining the students' abilities to discriminate and label

sex distinctions on representational figures of unclothed men and women,

boys and girls. Those students.who failed to meet criterion in the base-

line measures- were instructed on representational figures. When the stu-

dents met crite ion on sex distinctions on unclothed representational

figures, generalization of sex distinctions (discriminating and labeling

the distinction) was tested on unclothed others of the same sex and self.

The generalization phase was conducted in a shoer room setting (male stu-

dent with male teacher; female student with fe_ale teacher). This measure

assessed the student's ability to make sex dis inctions in a different

situation and to make them when not preceeded closely in time by instruc-

tion. Prior to the implementation of the generalization phase, parental

support and consent was obtained.
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lit_kiillyLh!ngs Related tp_gla411noyz_Woman:-Girl-

The purpose of this program was to teach the students to discriminate

and to express how they discriminated men from boys and women from girls

on unclothed figures. The purpose of the program was to teach the stu-

dents to recognize and be able to express their own body growth, as well

as that of others, as related to puberty. On unclothed representational

figures, the students were taught to use underarm hair, hair on arms, penis

size, leg hair, and chest hair (optional) to discriminate men from boys and

to use breast size hair on arms, pubic hair, underarm hair (optional) and

leg hair (opt onal) to discriminate women from girls. Features labeled

"optional" are those which are not always useful in making the discrimina-

tion. The students were taught to make the discriminations on figures with

and without these features. Detachable optional features were made and

throughout the program the features were intermittently attached in the

various possible combinations. The height of the figures was controlled

at five feet so that students were required to use body features other than

height to make growth discrimination ; height can often be an inappropriate

dimension for determining age, especially in the severely handicapped pop-

ulation. The program was divided into three phases: ) teaching students

to discri inate and'to express how they discriminated unclothed men from

boys; II) teaching students to dis riminate and to express how they dis-

criminated unclothed women from girls; and III) teaching students to dis-

criminat.e and to express how they discriminated unclothed men, boys, -omen

and girls.

2. Seif _are Skills

An essential component of the curriculum was teaching students skills
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which would facilitate independent functioning in their present and po-

tential home environments. These skills encompa_ ed basic grooming,

dressing, domestic maintenance, and cooking skills (see Hamre, 1974, for

more detailed program analysis and descript The premenstrual pro-

gram was added to other self-care skills during Phase I.

Premenstrual Ttainin

The premenstrual t aining program was designed to teach the identifi-

cation of the menstrual period and a hygienic routine to follow once it

was identified.2 It was felt that teaching the students to use sanitary

equipment and to identify their periods from simulated menstrual blood

prior to actual menstruation, would facilitate following an appropriate

hygienic routi e at an actual occurrence. Also, it was hoped that the

"fea " often associated with the onset of menstruation would be lessened.

Therefore, menstrual hygiene was taught to the students before their first

period. Prior to the designing of this program, the parents of the stu-

dents to be involved were contacted and asked what type of sanitary equip-

ment they wanted their daughter to use; From this information a program

was designed and individualized for each student. A copy of the pre-

menstrual program, with adaptations for home use, was given to the parents

to aid in maintaining and generalizing the skill. The program was divided

into five phases: I) teaching the students identification of menstruation'

II) teaching the students a hygienic routine subsequent to identification;

III) teaching the students to request sanitary equipment; IV) teaching the

students to receive the equipment and bathroom preparation; and V) teach-

2_
We wish to acknowledge Paula Dedrick's significant contribution to

the design and implementation of the premenstrual program.
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ing the students the application (3_ selected sanitary equipment.

3. Pamily_Members_and Relationshi s

The purpose of this com-onent of the Curriculum was to teach the stu-

dents the names of all the members of their Immediate family and their

relat onships (e.g., brother, sister). Pretest data indicated that stu-

dents lacked this skill. The parents of the students were an essential

part of the program in that they provided the teacher with pictures and

names of all family members. The program was divided into two phases:

I) teaching names of family members; and II) teaching family relation-

ships. Each phase had a terminal objective which was broken into subob-

jectives of teaching students to perform the skills when: a) presented

pictures of family members and cUed to name the family members and re-

lationships; and b) presented only verbal cues to name family members and

relationships. After learning to name their own family members and the

relationship, each student's know edge of general family relationships

was tested through requesting the student to indicate the father, mother,

sister( ) and brother(s) on pictres of unfamIlIar families. All students

generalized the skill.

Social Interactions

A detailed description of the social skills program may be found in

Williams, Hamre-Nietupski, Pumpian, McDaniel and Wheeler (1975), and

Williams, Hamre-Nietupski, P -pian, McDaniel and Wheeler (1976). The

social skills program was primarily concerned with teaching students

appropriate cooperative and isolative social skills to replace the in-

appropriate verbal and physical interactions they presently engaged in
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or might display in the future. Cooperative social incerac on skills

consisted of five basic components:

1. recognition of the appropriate time and place for a social
interaction;

2. appropriately irltiating interactions;

3. appropriately receiving requests of interactions;

4. appropriately .D_s_t4IFILIR interactions;

5. appropriately s!EIALLIa. interactions.

Isolative consisted of four basic components*

1. engaging in isolative activities at appropriate times and
in appropriate places;

AtiesljaigLaTOLILag an available toy/game/object appro-
priate for an independent activity (e.g., students go to free
time cabinet and select an activity they want to engage in);

pustainin& an appropriate interaction with the selected toy/
game/object (e.g., completion of a puzzle, completion of a
page or chapter, completion of work task);

4 properlyseLsiJILLLIm the activity (e.g., clean ng up the play
area, putting away work materials).

Generally, students perform social skills in relation to spec fic

tasks. If the students cannot perform the tasks, it is unlikely that

they will perform or learn social skills. Thus one of the first com-

ponents of the social skills program was to teach students to perform

specified tasks. Then they were taught the social skills related to the

tasks. The tasks selected were carefully matched co the students' func-

tioning levels. Students we- e taught skills related to cooperative and

isolative social activities and to engage in them at appropriate times,

places and frequencies. The tasks available to the students will in-

fluence and in some cases determine the social activities they engage in.

That is, if only tasks more applicable to isolative activities are

available (e.g. , finger paints) uden-- will most likely engage in
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isolative activities. Similarly, students will most likely only engage

in cooper- ive activities if only tasks more applicable to cooperative

activities are available ( g., games which require two or more studen-

The purpose of the program was to teach students to appropriately engage

in isolative activities and cooperative social interactions and many tasks

which facilitate such behavior were made readily available. In relation

to social activities which involve others, students were taught to appro-

priately verbally initiate, receive, sustain and terminate the activities.

When teaching students social skills they we e paired with peers who had

acquired some basic skills and with p ompting from adult co-trol figures

could teach basic (initiating, receiving, sustaining and terminating) and

complex social skills. Appropriate peer pa ring facilitated the main-

tenance and generalization of social skills. Students were taught social

skills which are appropriate across the environments (home, school) the

individuals frequently inhabit. To provide a brief overview of the pro-

gram the instructional phases are briefly described below:

Phase Teaching students to perform tasks and the social
skills involved in the tasks when directed by the teacher, and
then teaching students to direct the teacher through the tasks.

Phase Teaching students to perform tasks cooperatively
with another student and isolatively. Students learning a new
task were paired with a student who had already learned the task
to facilitate peer-peer instruction.

Phase TIT: Teaching students to perform tasks and the Social
skills involved with two or more students.

5._ Social Manners

The purpose of the social manners component of the sex education

curriculum was to teach the students socially appropriate dressing,

walking, sitting; and general posturing. The basic notion underlying
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the program was to teach the students proper hand placement, leg place-

ment and general posturing to decelerate such suggestive behaviors as

hands on genitals, public masturbation, unbuttoning of blouses in publ c,

and unwittedly suggestive posture. Prerequisites for the social manners

program were mastery of dressing skills (e.g., zipping, snapping, tucking

in) and completion of the body parts progra

Due to differences in clothing, posture, and walking requirements,

separate progra-- were designed f-- male and female students. The skills

were taught through modeling. The program was composed of two basic

phases:

TeachinPhase ical Mannerisms. This phase in-
cluded such skills as upright posture, upright head p6sition,
looking at people when interacting, facial expressions (e.g.,
tongue in, mouth closed), deceleration of self-stimulation, and
appropriate affect as displayed by general body posturing.

c--table Ph

Phase II: Teachin Alternative Hand and Le Placement to Avoid
klIggi_y_e_-_±3c_)stlirl. This phase included such skills as appro-
priate sitting at a desk with a skirt or pants on, in a chair with
a skirt or pants on, and on the floor with a skirt orpants on.

Instruction was conducted on an informal basis with no direct measure.-

ment. Once the students had learned appropriate dressing grooming, self-

care skills, and had learned body parts, they readily acquired social

manners through modeling and verbal prompting. Throughout the day the

teacher would model sitting and standing like a grownup for the students.

That is, if the students were at desks, grownup sitting at a desk was

modele4 if the student were on the floor, grownup sitting on the floc,*

was modeled; if the students were walking, grownup walking was modeled,

etc. When students exhibited inappropriate posture or hand place ent

the teacher would verbally prompt them to sit, stand or walk like "grown-

Lips" or model the appropriate posture. After a few demonstrations the

students ware reminding each other to demonstrate appropriate posturing
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and hand placement.

II. PHASE II OF THE S EDUCATION
AND SOCIAL SKILLS cuaRImmum

A. Introduction

1. Rationale

After the sex education cur iculum had been implemented for two

years, a new self-contained class for adolescent severely handicapped

students was established in a regular middle school. Six students were

involved in Phase II of the Cu- iculum. Four of those students had pre-

viously been in a segregated self-contained classroom for severely handi-

capped st dents and two students had been in a self-contained classroom

for severely handicapped students, within a regular elementary school.

All six students had acquired the basic skills of the sex edutation cur-

riculum from their previous teachers.

The six students involved in Phase II of the Sex Education and Social

Skills Curriculum were 13-16 years of age with IQ scores ranging from 35-

51. The students had previously acquired many sex education and social

skills during Phase I of the Curriculum in the areas of bodily distinctions,

self-care, family relationships, social interactions, and social manners.

Because students would be expected to function appropriately in the less

restrictive environments of the middle school and in semi-independent

residential group homes and/or apartments in the near future, the par-

ents and teacher decided that more sophisticated sex education and social

skills were needed. Therefore, the skills learned in Phase I of the Sex

Education Curriculum were extended.
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Methodology for Phase II of the Sex Education Curriculum was the

same as in Phase I of the Curriculum. (See "Methodology" in Phase I

above)

Parental Interactions

The participatlon of the studen ' parents was again an essential

component of the curriculum. Parental interactions provided the teacher

with input on the "values, attitudes, and emotions" (See Appendix A) the

parents wanted Imparted to their son/daughter in regards to sexual rela-

tions, as well as possibilities for future living environments, possible

sexual relationships, birth control, and venereal disease information.

The parents and teacher agreed on the specific skills to be taught and

the parents agreed to reinforce skills learned at school in the home to

facilitate maintenance and generalization. After securing the support of

additional (middle school) administration, the first step in actual program

implementation was to solicit the support of the parents in designating

extended skills to be taught. An outline of potential extended skills

and a conference report covering topics of concern (See Appendix A) were

constructed to facilitate discussion ot the extended program at parent-

teacher conferences. Individual parent conferences were held to discuss

the extended curriculum and to complete the conference reports. In an

attempt to provide the parents with additional information on sex educa-

tion for the handicapped, a booklet Love Sex and Birth Control fo- the

Melq!11tarded: A Guide for Parent Kempton, Bass, Gordon, 1972X was

given to each parent at the conference. The booklet was considered help-

ful ag a review of topics similar to those being considered for the
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potential Phase II Sex Educat on and Social Skills Curriculum.

The results of the conference reports (See Table 2) indicated that

the majority of parents expected their son/daughter to be living away

from them in the future (hopefully in less restrictive environments where

sex education and social skills would be essential for appropriate func-

tioning) and to be dating in a couple and/or group situation. All of the

parents indicated a desire to have "simple basic information" about human

reproduction and bir h control taught to their son/daughter, and all ex-

pected their son/daughter to be engaging in some type of sexual behavior,

from holding hands co intercourse. The majority of parents also requested

that venereal dis ase information be taught. Each parent was also given the,

opportunity to state the "values, attitudes and emotions" they wanted

parted to their son/daughter whenever sexual relations were discussed at

school.

Two of the parents requested additional (extended) menstrual hygiene

training for their daughters to include a calendar routine and a turther

change from sanitary napkins to tampons. Another request was for training

female students self-breast examination techniques.

The parents were again very supportive -f the implementation of an ex-

tended sex education curriculum. All parents expressed a desire for fre-

quent home-school contacts on the topics being covered and the progress of

their son/daughter. Based upon information from the parent conferences,

Phase II of the Sex Education and Social Skills Curriculum was devised and

implemented. Close contact was maintained with parents through telephone

calls notes and conferences.

Updated lists of "References for Parents" and "Books for Youth" (See

REFERENCES") were later given to the parents of each student. The
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parents' list contained references on sex education and social skills in-

fo_mation for parents of severely handicapped students. The youth list

contained books presenting simple sex education and social skills infor-

tion which could be read to severel y. handicapped students by their par-

ents and/or by teachers and/or by the youth him/her self. Most of the

books for youth were used to supplement sex education programs in the

students' classroom. Use of these books or simillar ones was recommended

to parents to aid in further s-- education training in the home.

Table 2

ference le,a_prt Results. Phase II of Curriculwu

Topical Ar as Futu e Possihilit_es for son/dau:hter

Parent Co

Future liv_ng environment away
from paren home

Da-ing

Marriage or a simil,r arrange-
ment

Engaging in sexual behaviors
including holding hands,
hugging, kissing, touching,
intercourse, masturbation

Knowledge of human reproduc --n
needed

Venereal disease information
needed

Any additional informa m (in
addition to potential topics)
needed

Yes No

1

5 1

6

5 1
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Df Phase II of the Curriculu

Growth Distinc ions and Re rodu Aon

Growti Dis nct ons' B bies Grownu s

This program was an extension of the skills taugh "Bodily Dis-

tinctions" in Phase I of the Sex Education and Social Skills Curriculum.

The purpose of the progr -as to assess the student's abilities to dis-

criminate between babies (under 1 year old) and "grownups" (teenage through

75 years old) and also to assess their abilities to label babi-- as "grown-

up" or "not gro ". Verification of these skills was needed before p_

ceeding to the "Reproduction" program dealing with "grownups" producing

babies. Features upon which students might -ake growth (age) distinctions

were delineated, (See list Appendix B). Ten pictures each of unfamiliar

babies and grownups representing both sexes and different age groups from

teenage through 79 years were selected for testing purposes. The basic

procedure consisted of obtaining a baseline measure of the behavioral ob-

jectives and then administering informal ins ruction to any student who

failed to meet criterion. Criterion was set at 90% correct response on at

least one trial.

The program for discrimination of growth distinctions between babies

and grownups was supplement d by activities which could be used during for-

mal instruc.tion and throughout the day. A few,of the activiC-1 used are

lIsted below:

1. Reading - Read stories about human and animal babies and
grournups_and require students to discriminate babies from
grownups and to indicate how they can tell the difference.

Display a chart of pictures of human and animal babies and
growrw,s. Discuss distinctions between babies and grownups.
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Match pictures of baby animals to the appropriate parent(s).
Also discuss names of different animal babies.

Provide a small flip chart of humans and animals and their
babies in the students' free time area. Students can look
at the pictures by themselves or with a friend during free
time.

5. Bring in real baby animals and growlup animals and human
babies, if possible.

Take a trip to the zoo. Discuss distinctions between baby
and grownup animals especially when animal families can be
seen.

Pur ose:

1. Discrimination of growth distinctions between babies and
adults.

2. Distinctions between_babies as "not gro-: up" --ople and
adults as "grownups."

Preparation for discrimination b t een babies and adults in
"Reproduction" program.

Materials:

1. Twenty pictures of unfamiliar babies and adults of both sexes
and different age groups (See Appendix B).

2. Data sheet.

Obiecrive:

When presented with each of the twenty pictures of unfamiliar babies

and L'Ailts representing both sexes and different age groups and asked,

"Tell me if this a baby or a grownup, .S," and, _f the picture is of

a baby, "Tell me if this baby is grownup or not grownup, the student

will co rectly label "baby" or "grownup" and "not grownup" on 90% of the

pictures on at least one trial.

Basel_ine:

The baseline was identical to the objective as stated above with the

teacher recording correct and incorrect responses.

8 5
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Results and Discussion:

All of the rS's who were teeted met criterion during the baseline mea-

sures (See Table 3).

Table

Growth Dist nctions: Babies Grownups

Students Ba

SI*
S2*

53

S4**
S5*
S6

S7

88***
S9***

ine-Unfamiliar Babies and Grownu s

100%

100%
100%
100%
100%

*91, 92 and 95 were transferred to another school and were not invo ved
in any program in the Phase II Sex Education Curriculum.

* S4 attended another school :but re-entered this class again late in the
year. Her data is not reported here.
*9 8 and 89 were taught Phase I of the Sex Education Curriculum at another
school. They were transferred into this classroom at this point.

Di- inc ions Between ttle) Babies - Child- n Grownup_

The teacher observed that although the students could corr ctly label

distinctions between pictures of unfamiliar babies and grownups (See Table

3), the students did not seem to visualize growth as a process, i.e. , that

a baby is growing to be a child- and a child is growing to be a grownup).

The verbal comments of some of the students to the teacher also indicated

that they did not visualize themselves as ever having been a baby and then

a child, but only a grownup as they were now. The purpose of this program

was to a ess the student's abilities to discriminate between (little)

babies (0-1 year), children (1-12 years) and grownups (13-75) on pictures

8 6
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of unfamiliar people and to assess students' abilities to discriminate

self-growth on pict -es of themselves as babies, children, and gro lips,

and to ord-- the growing process by sequencing pictures of themselves.

Features upon which students could make growth (age) distinctions

were chosen (See list Appendix B). Six pictures of each -f the three

gro h (age) groups representing both sexes and different ages within -le

groups were selected for testing purposes. Pictures of the students were

obtained from their parents. The basic procedure consisted of obtaining

a baseline measure of the behavioral objective and then infOrmally in-

structing any student who failed to meet criterion. Criterion was set at

90% co -ct (27 out of 30) on at least one trial on unfamiliar people and

100% correct on at least one trial on the udent's own pictures.

The program was supplemented with fun activities and activities wh

could -he used during the program time and throughout the day. A few of

the activities used are listed below:

1= Talk to students about "acting like grownups" as opposed to
"acting like babies"; model "grownup" behaviors and praise
students throughout the day for "acting like a grownup."

2. Use life size baby and child size dolls and the students them-
selves to demonstrate differences in size and activities.

3. Look at photograph albums -f the students and teachers them-
selves growing up.

4. Read books about "growing up."

ch

5. Supplement the progr-m with a science wit on "growing" plants.
Have students start plants 'from seed, care for them, and watch
them grow. Point out at various stages that plants are growing,
like people grow.

6. Put a large envelope of pictures in students free time area.
On -the envelope write "Is this a baby or child or grownup?"
Students can classify the pictures by themselves or With a
friend.

8 7
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Task_Analysis

Purpose:

1. Discrimination of growth distinctions between babies, children
and adults.

2. Distinctions between babies and children as "not grownup"
people and adults as "grownups."

3. Discrimination of stages of self-growth.

4 Sequencing stages of self-growth to demonstrate comprehension
of the process of growing.

5. Preparation for discrimination between babies, children and
adults in "Reproduction" program.

Materials:

1. Eighteen pictures (six from each age group) of unfamiliar
babies, children and adults of both sexes and different age
groups (See Appendix B).

2. Three "3x5" cards printed with the words "little baby," "child,"
and "grownup."

3. At least three pictures of each student, showing the st-udent as
a small baby, child, and a recent "grownup" picture.

4. "12x24" paper labeled "Little baby," "Child," "Grownup" length-
wise across the paper, for student to sequence their own pictures
on.

5. Large chart on which to display students pIctures

6. Data sheet.

!Objective:

When presen Ld wIth each of eighteen pictures of unfa iliar babies,

children and adults representing both sexes and different age groups and

asked, "Tell me if this is a (little) baby, a child, or a grownup, S," as

the teacher points to the cards showing the words "little baby," "child,

"gro- p " the student will correctly label "(little) baby," "child," or

gr up" on 90% of the pictures on at least one trial.

And when presented.with each of at least three pictures of self as a

8 8



baby, child, and grownup in random order and asked, "Tell me if this i_ a

picture of you when you were a little baby, a child, or a grownups .5," as

the teacher points to the cards showing the words "little baby " "child,"

"gro _up," the student will correctly label "(little) baby," "child," or

"gro- th 100% accuracy on at least one trial.

And when presented with the same three pictures of self in front of

the student in random order, and with a paper labeled "little baby,"

"child," "grownup in front.of the student and when told, "Show me how

you were growing. Put your pictures in order on this paper, S" the stu-

dent will correctly sequence his or her own pictures with 100% accuracy

on at least one trial.

Baseline:

The baseline was identical to the' objectives as stated above with the

teacher recording correct and incorrect responses.

Results and piscussion:

Five students (53, 56, 57, 58, 59) were originally tested on -ictures

of unfamiliar people. Three of the students (86, 87, met criterion

on the baseline measure (See Table 4). The two students (53, 89) who did

not meet criterion were given informal instruction using different pictures

and dolls 'f various sizes. Following infor al instruction 83 and 89 were

retested and met criterion at that time. A six h student, 54, re-entered

the class late in the school year at which time she waa tested and taught

informally (d ta for 84 is not reported here) on pictures of unfamiliar

people.

Four students (S6, 87, 88, 59) of the five tested on theiu own pic-

tures met crItrioii on the baseline measure. One student, 53, did not

meet criterion and she was given informal training on pictures of herself
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concurrent with her training on pic_ures of unfamiliar people. When re-

tested, 53 met criterion.

Gyow#Igl1p; pis_tinctions Be

Table 4

It le :hies hild en - Gro± u

Studen

53

S4*

56

57

S8

99

Baseline Unfamiliar
Babies-Children-
Grownu_s

77%

100%

100%

93%

66%

Retest Unfamiliar
Babies-Children-
Grownuos

Baseline on
Self Growth

Retest on
Self Growth

93%

90%

63%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

*94 attended another school but re-entered this class again late in the
year. Her data is not reported here.

C. Reproduction

This section of the curriculum was designed to teach the students to

verbally describe the reproductive process. The program was divided into

four phases:

1) teaching students to verbally explain in ercourse;

II) teaching students to verbally explain intercourse and conception;

III) teaching students to verbally explain intercourse conception,
and pre-natal growtlq

IV) teaching students to verbally explain intercourse, conce tion,
pre-natal growth, and birth.

Each phase was further divided into three parts:

) vocabulary;
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II verbal explanation with visual aids and

III verbal explanation without visual aids.

Bpfore ing taught about the reproductive process, the students were re-

quired to have master d skills in discriminating and labeling body parts;

labeling sex distinctions between man- oman, boy-girl; labeling body

changes related to growth be_ween man-boy, woman-girl; expressing specific

and general family relationships; engaging in simple social interaction

skills; expressing growth distinctions between babies and gro- ups; ex-

pressing growing up, distinctions between (little) babies, children and

grownups.

The results of the parent conferences (See Table 2) for Phase II of
-

the Curriculum indicated that all of the parents involved wanted their

ns or daughters to be taught "s mple, basic information" about the re-

productive process. During these conferences each parent was asked to

indicate the "values, attitudes, emotions" that they wanted imparted

their son/daughter '.171 regards to sexual relations. Therefore, whenever

any sexual behaviors (e.g., intercourse, conception, pre-natal growth,

birth, holding hands, hugging, kissing, touching) were discussed or taught,

they were presented only within the context of the attitudes designated by

the parents. That is, students were told that sexual relations are only

with people who are very "special," whom we really "love" and intercourse

specifically is generally for "married people." Information on determining

people to interact with, appropriate times and places for inte actions and

typesof activities to engage in were consistently discuased. Data was

not taken on these aspects. The parents and teacher agreed to cooperate

in discussing the technical and emotional aspects of sexual relations in a

simi2ar manner at home and in school.
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Instruction on each phase of the reproductive process consisted of

trree segments:

1. modeling appropriate verbal explanations;
2. tests and instruction, and
3. discussion of appropriate at itudes, emotions, people, times,

places involved.

In the modeling segment the teacher modeled appropria e verbal se-

quences and had the students imitate. This -as followed by a segment

that consisted of individual t-- _ and instruction. Concurrent with

and/or following the test and instruction, the teacher discussed and en-

couraged the students to discuss and ask questions about emotional as-

pects of sexual relations. Data was taken only on the test and instruc-

tion segments. Criterion for each phase and each part was set at 100%

accuracy for three consecutive trials.

Vocabulary and verbal explanations were all taught on unclothed cut-

out figures, suppL en-ed -ith overhead transparencies and children's sex

_education books.

The instructional sequences was as follows:

1. Pretest terminal objective (Part III) of Reproduction program,
Phase TV.

Pretest phase terminal objective (Part III) of Phase II,
Intercourse and Conception.

Teach Phase I, Intercourse

a. Part I vocabulary
b. Part II - verbal explanation with visual aids
c. Part III phase terminal objective of Phase I, verbal

explanation.

4. Retest teminal ob ective (Part III) of Reproduction progra
Phase IV.

5. Pretest phase terminal objective (Part III) of Phase II, Inter-
course and Conception.

6. Teach Phase II, Intercourse and Conception
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a. Part I - vocabulary
b. Part II - verbal explanation with visual aids
c. Part III - phase terminal objective of Phase II, verbal

explanation=

7. Retest terminal objective ( art III) of Reproduction program,
Phase IV.

8. Pretest phase terminal objective (Part I of Phase III, Inter-
course, Conception and Pre-Natal Growth.

9. Teach Phase III, Intercourse, Conception and Pre-Natal Growth

a. Part I - vocabulary
b. Part II verbal explanation with visual aids
c. Part III - phase terminal objective of Phase III, verbal

explanation.

10. Retest terminal objective (Part III) of Reproduction program,
Phase IV; this serves as pretest for Phase IV.

11. Teach Phase IV, Intercourse, Conception, Pre-Natal Growth, and
Birth

a. Part I - vocabulary
b. Part II - verbal explanation with visual aids
c. Part III terminal objective of Reproductive program, ver-

bal explanation; this serves as post test for Reproduction
program.

The instructional sequence involved first pr- esting the terminal ob-

jective of the Reproduction program. Before dnstruction on a phase, a

pretest of the phase terminal objective of that phase was administered.

Part III of each phase served as the postLtest for that phase. After

students had reached criterion on the phase terminal objective (Part III

of Phases I, II, III the program terminal objective Phase IV (Part III)

was to be retested. Upon reaching criterion on a phase II, III) a

rebaseline of the program terminal objective afforded an analysis of

transfer of learning from one phase to another. The retest of the pro-

gram terminal objective Phase IV (Part III) after Phase III should serve

also as the pretest for Phase IV.

The program for teaching about the reproductive process was constantly
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supplemented with activities which roquirLd the students to demons rate

their knowledge across materials. A few of these activities are provided.

Overhead transparencies - Use teacher-made and/or commercially
made transparencies showing intercourse, conception, pre-
natal growth, birth.

2 Reading - Read about intercourse, conception, pre-natal growth,
birth and feelings from sex education books for children (See
"V. REFERENCES," "Books for Youth"). When discussing inter-
course, for example, read only the sections about intercourse
and rubber band off the rest of the book. Children's books used
were included on bibliographies given to parents, so parents
could also use these books with the students at home.

_t21.29J±:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Free-time reading - After reading the books to the students,
these books about human and animal reproduction can be provided
in the students' free time area for them to look at by them-
selves.

Filmstrips or movies - Filmstrips and movies about human and
animal reproduction can be shown and discussed.

Task Analysis

Recognition and explanation
Recognition and explanation
Recognition and explanation
Recognition and explanation

of process
of process
of process
of process

of intercourse.
of conception.
of prenatal gro
of birth.

Recognition of emotions involved with sexual relations.
Extension of "Bodily Distinctions" program.
Extension of "Growth Distinctions" program.

Materials)

1. Laminated cut-out figure *, approximately 24 inches tall, of
unclothed adult male with erect penis; this figure fits together,
with female to simulate intercourse.

Laminated cut-out figure*, approximately 24 inches tall of un-
clothed adult female with opening in vagina; this figure fits
together with male to sfri late intercourse.

Detachable laminated -ut-out representation of peni.-, with
sperm ejaculation; this part fits over the cut-out 1 ,te figure.

Detachable laminated cut-out* representation of uterus with egg
and sperm uniting; this part fits over the cut-out female figure.

*All laminated cut-out representational figures and detachable parts
were teacher-made.



5 Four laminated cut-out figures*, approximately 24 inches tall,
of unclothed females with fetus inside representing 1 month,
3 months, 6 months, and 9 months of prenatal growth.

6. "3 x 12" cards with vocabulary words printed on them.

7. Pointer (to avoid dir

8. Data sheets.

Individual graphs.

y2Abilla: (key words to be used in sequence

touch response on bodies).

1. "mans's"
2. "erection"
3. m.ns "
4. 'penis"
5. "into"
6. "Womans"
7. "vagina"
8. "man's"
9. "sperm"

10. "from"
11. "penis"
12. "into"
13. "woman's"
14. "uterus"
15. "sperm"
16. "fertilizes"
17. egg
18. "fertilized egg"
19. "grows (into)"
20. "baby"
21. "baby"
22. "grows"
23. "(about) 9 months"
24. "baby"
25. "comes ou (through)"
26. "woman's"
27. "vagina"

Ob'ectives:

IThase_lj_Inter_urse: With no visual aids present, T asks, -"Tell me
how a man and woman have intercourse, S." S will verbally state an
appropriate explanation containing seven key vocabulary words in se-
quence (as listed in numbers 1-7 in "Vocabulary") with 100% accuracy
on 'wee consecutive trials-.

*All laminated cut-out representational figures and detachable parts
were teacher-made.



Phase II Intercourse and Conce- on dith nn visual aids present,
when 7 asks, "Tell me how a baby gets started, S" S will verbally
state an-appropriate explanation containing 17 key words in sequence
(as listed in numbers 1-17 in "Vocabulary") with 100% accuracy on
three consecutive trials.

Phase_l_II,_Intercours Pre-Natal_Growth: With no
visual aids present, when T asks, "Tell me how a baby gets started
and grows, S" _S will verbally state an appropriate explanation
containing 23 key words in sequence (as listed in numbers 1-23 in
"Vocabulary") with 100% accuracy'on three consecutive tria3s.

Phase IV,ruintercourse, Conc- i n- Pre-Natal Growth Birth: With
no visual aids present, when T asks, "Tell me how people get babies,
S" or(alternate cue) "Tell me how babies are made, S" or (alternate
cue) "Tell me how a baby gets started, grows and is born, S" S will
state an appropriate explanation containing 27 key words in seqUence
(as listed in numbers 1-27 in "Vocabulary") with 100% accuracy on
three consecutive trials.

Teachin Procedure*

Baselines:

The program terminal objective as delineated in Phase IV, Part III

was baselined bef- e inStruction commenced. The phase terminal objec-

tives for Phase I-III (Part III in each case) were baselined before in-

struction commenced on chose phases! the program terminal objective

(Phase IV, Part III ) ws r.etes ed following criterion performance on

each Phase I-III.

Phase I: With no visual aids present, T asks, "Tell me how
T says "Thank you"

records the response(s)
A correct response must

a man and woman have intercourse,
regardless of the response(s) and
as "4." or "-" on the data sheet.
be in correct sequence.

Phase With no visual aids present, T asks, "Tall me how
a baby gets started, S." T says 'Thank you" regardless of
the response(s) and records the response(s) as "-WI or "-" on
the data sheet. A correct response must be in correct sequence.

*The teaching procedure is listed as it was originally planned. Because
of end of the school year time limits and rapid student progress through
the Reproduction program, this teaching procedure was revised; Phases
III and IV were combined.
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Phase_III: With no visual aids present, T. asks, "Tell me how a
baby gets sarted and grows, S." T says "Thank you" regardless
of the response(s) and records the response(s) as "+" or "-" on
the data sheet. A correct response must be in correct sequence.

Phase TV: With no visual aids present, T asks, "Tell me how
people get babies, S" or (alternate cue) "Tell me how babies
are made, S" or .(alternate cue) "Tell me how a baby gets started,
grows and is born, S." T says "Thank you" regardless of the re-
sponse(s) and records the response(s) as "4." or "-" on the data
sheet. A correct response must be in correct sequence.

Teaching _Steps:

Phase I Teachin Verbal Ex lanation of In rcourse:

Part - Vocabulary

1. Modeling: T points* to body part on cut-out figure and
says; "This is (body part )."

Testing and instruction: Immediately subsequent to each
modeling session the following testing and instructional
procedures were implemented.

a. In the presence of the adult male and female cut-out
figures, T points to body part and Asks, "What is
this, sr

1) Correct response-verbal praise from 7 and other
Ss.

Incorrect response-T says, "No, 5, this is (body
part)." "What is this, S?" T repeats the model
until _S imitates the correct verbal response.

Teacher-Student Discussion: Discussion of appropriate
attitudes (as designated by parents at parent conferences
emotions, people, times, places involved. No data taken
on discussion.

4. Criterion: Follow the above procedure until S has three
consecutive correct trials.

- Verbal Ex.lariation with Visual Aids

1. Modeling: T presents the adult male and female cut-out
figures. T says, "This is how a man and woman have inter7
course." T** manipulates the cut-out figures to demonstrate

*All pointing to body parts was done with a pointer.

**The teacher manipulates the cut-out figures at all times. The students
do not manipulate the figures.
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the cut-out figures to demonstrate intercourse as she states
an appropriate verbal explanation, containing seven key
words in sequence, "man's, erection, man's, penis, into,
woman's, vagina."

Testing and Instruction: Immediately subsequent to each
modeling session the following testing and instructional
procedures were implemented.

a. In the presence of the adult male and female cut-out
figures, I asks, "Tell me how a man and woman have in-
tercourse, S." T manipulates the cut-out figures to
demonstrate intercourse as S states verbal explanation.

1) Correct response(s) in sequence-verbal praise from
T and other Ss.

2) Incorrect response(s)-T says, "No, 5, this is how
a man and woman have intercourse." T repeats the
model until S imitates the correct verbal response(s)
in sequence.

Teacher-Student Discussion: Discussion of appropriate
at itudes, emotions, people, times, places involved. No
data taken on discussion.

4. Criterion: Follow the above procedure until S has three
consecutive correct trials.

Part III Verbal Explanation W_ hout Visual Aids

Modeling, Testing and Instruction, Discussion and Criterion
are the same as for Phase I, Part II except all visual aids
are removed.

Phase II Teachin- Verbal Ex ianation of Intercourse and Conce ion:

Part I - Vocabulary

Modeling, Testing and Instruct on, Discussion and Criterion
procedures are the same as for Phase I, Part I.

Part II Verbal Ex lanation With Visual Aids

1. Modeling: T presents the cut-out figures of adult7ffiale with
sperm and female with detachable uterus. T says, "This is
how a baby gets started." 7 manipulates the cut-out figures
to demonstrate intercourse and conception as she states an
appropriate verbal explanation containing 17 key words in
sequence, "man's, erection, man's, penis, into, woman's,
vagina, man's, sperm, from, penis, into, woman's, uterus,
sperm, fertilizes, egg."



2. Testing_and_Instruction: Immediately subsequent to each
modeling session the following testing and instructional
procedures were implemented.

In the presence of the adult male and female cut-out
figures, T asks, "Tell me how a baby gets started, S.
T manipulates the cut-out figures to demonstrate inter-
course and conception as she states appropriate verbal
explanation.

) Correct response (s) in sequence-verbal praise fr-m
T and other Ss.

2) Incorrect response(s)7T says, "No, S, this is how a
baby gets started." I repeats the model until S im
tates the correct verbal response(s) in sequence.

TeaCher-Studeat Discuss on: Discussion of appropriate
attitudes, emotions, people, times, places involved. No
data taken on discussion.

Criterion: Follow the above procedures until S has three
consecutive correct trials.

Part III - Verbal Explanation without Visual Aids

Modeling, Testing and Instruction, Discussion and Criterion are
the same as for Phase II, Part II except all visual aids are re-
moved.

212reaclE_IinVerbal E
Pre-natal Growth:

Part I Vocabulary

Inte course n e-ion and

Modeling, Testing and Instruction, Discussion and Cri er on pro-
cedures are the same as for Phase I, Part I.

Part II 7 VerbalImlanation with Visual_Aids

T presents cut-out figures of male with sperm,
female with detachable uterus, four female figures repre-
senting 1, 3, 6, and 9 months of pre-natal growth. T says,
"This is %ow a baby gets started and grows." 7 manipulates
the cut-out figures to demonstrate intercourse, conception,
and pre-natal growth as she states an appropriate verbal ex-
planation containing 23 key word/phrases in sequence, "man's,
erection, man's, penis, into, woman's, vagina, man's, sperm,
from, penis, into, wom's, uterus, sperm, fertilizes, egg,
fertilized egg, grows (into), baby, baby, grows, (about) 9
months."

2. Testgnd Instruction: immediately subsequent to each
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modeling session the following testing and ins ructional
procedures were implemented.

a. In the presence of the male and female cut-out figures
and detachable parts (as listed in Part II, Modeling
above), 7 asks, "Tell me how a baby gets started and
grows, C.-. T manipulates the cut-out figures to demon-
strate intercourse, conception and pre-natal growth as
S states verbal explanatiof;.

1) Correct response(s) tn sequence-verbal praise from
7 and other Ss.

Incorrect response(s)-T says, "No, 5, this is haw a
baby gets started and grows." T repeats the_tmodel
until B imitates the correct verbal response(s) in
sequence.

Teacher-Student_Discu8 on: Discussion of appropriate
attitudes, emotions, people, times, places inVolvad. No
data taken on discussion.

4. Criterion: Follow.the above procedure until S has three
consecutive correct trials.

Part III - Verbal Fx-lanation without Vi ual Aids

'Modeling, Testing and Instruction, Discussion and Criterion are
the same as for Phase III, Part II except all visual aids are
removed.

Phase IV Teachin Verbal Ex.lanatonof Intercourse Conre.tlon
Pre-natal Growth and Birth:

Part_I Vocabular-

Modeling, Testing and instruction, Discussion and Crite on pro-
cedures are the same as for Phase I, Part I.

Part II - Verbal Exilanation wIth Visual

1. Mode1ing: T presents cut-out figures of adult male with sperm,
female with detachable uterus, four female figures representing
1, 3, 6, and 9 months of pre-natal growth, and female with baby
descending through birth canal. "This is how people get babies"
or (alternate cue) "This is how babies are made" or (alternate
cue) "This is how a baby gets started, grows and is born." T
manipulates the cut-out figures to demonstrate intercourse, con-
ception, pre-natal growth and birth as she states an appropriate
verbal explanation containing 27 key words/phrases in sequence,
"man's, erection, man's, penis, into, woman's, vagina, man's,
sperm, from, penis, into, woman's, uterus, sperm, fertilizes,
egg, fertilized egg, grows (into), baby, baby, grows, (about)
9 months, baby, comes out through, woman's, vagina."
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2. Testing and Instruction: Immediately subsequent to each
modeling session the following testing and instructional
procedures were implemented.

a. In the presence of the male and female cut-out
figures and detachable parts (as listed in Part II,
Modeling above), T asks, "Tell_me how people get
babies, or (alternate cue) "Tell me how babies
are made, S" or (alternate cue) "Tell me how a baby
gets started, grows and is born, S." T manipulates
the cut-out figures to demonstrate intercourse, con-
ception, pre-natal growth, and birth as S states
verbal explanation.

Correct response(s) in sequence-verbal praise
from T and other _Ss.

2) Incorrect response(s)-T says, "No, S. this is how
a baby gets started, grows, and is born." T re-
peats the model until S imitates the correct ver-
bal response(s) in sequence.

Teacher7Studeat Discussion: Discussion of appropriate
attitudes, emotions, people, times, places involved.
No data taken on discussion.

4. Criterion: Follow the above procedure until _S has three
consecutive correct trials.

Part III - Verbal Explanation Without Visual Aids

Modeling, Testing and Instruction, Discussion and Criterion
are the same as for Phase rv, Part II except all visual aids
are removed.

Results_and Discussion:

The baseline data indicated (Table 5) that the students were not able

to state a verbal explanation of the reproductive process. (The students

had to both state the correct key rds/phrases and state them in correct

sequence for the trial to be counted as correct). During baseline mea-

sures most students mentioned the idea of "baby in mother's stomach"

and/or "go to hospital," but responses !were not in an appropriate sequence.

Because of end of the school year time limits and rapid student pro-

gress (for S4, 86, S7, S8) through the Reproductive program, the instruc-
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Table 5

Reprodostion

BASELINE PHASE

Students

Phase II4 terminal

objective of

reproduction program

Baseline

Phase I Objective

0%

Part I

Trials to Criterion

Part II

Trials to Criterion

Part III

Trials to Criterion

83 0% 7 o.

84 0% 0% 5 6

86 0% 0% 4 5

87 0% 0% 8 4

88 0% 0% 4

89 0%
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REBASELINE

Table 5 continued)

PHASE II

Students

Phase Bit terminal

objective of

reproduction program

Baseline

Phase II Objective

Part I

Trials to Criterion

Part II

Trials to Criterion

Part III

Trials to Criterion

53 0% 0% 4 5

S4 0% 0%

$6 01 0% 4 5 3

$7 0% OZ 4 5 3

58

59

26%

0%

104

41%

0%

4 5 3

6 8+
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REBASELIgE

Phase IV, terminal

.objective of

reproduction program

(served as a baseline for

Students Phases_III and IV combined) Trials to Criterion

Table 5 (continued

Part I

S3

PHASE III AND PHASE IV (CUIBINED)

Part II

Trials to Criterion

Part II1 (serves as post-

test of reproduction)

Trials to Criterion

54 7% 4+

56 59%
4 3

S7 48% 4 6

58 48%
3

S9

1 06



tional sequence waa revised; Phases III and IV were combined and taught

concu- ently.

By the end of the 1976 school year, three of the students, 56, 57 and

58, demonstrated mastery of the program terminal objective, that is, they

could state a verbal explanation, without visual aids, of the reproductive

process including intercourse, conception, pre-natal growth and birth.

54 was being instructed on the verbal explanation with visual aids in

Phases III and IV, Part II at rhe end of the school year; 54 needed only

to complete Parts II and III of the final phase of the Reproduction pro-

gram. S3 had completed the verbal explanation with visual aids through
.

Phase II, Part II and 59 was being instructed on the verbal explanation

with visual aids in Phase II, Part II whea the school year ended.

It is of inters.st that subsequent to teaching a verbal explanation of

intercourse in Phase I, there was a dramatic improvement in 58's ability

to state a verbal explanation of the reproductive process on the rebase-

line of Phase IV, the program terminal objective. (See Table 5) Also

subsequent to teaching a verbal explanation of intercourse and conception

in Phase II, four students, 54, 56, 57, and 58, showed dramatic improve-

ment in their abilitie to state a verbal explanation of the reproductive

process on the rebaseline of Phase rv, the program terminal objective.

(See Table 5) Apparently, without direct training on the response- to

th- Phase IV cue(s), these four students -ere able to ve b_lize the re-

sponse chain previously acquired when presented with the program terminal

objective cue(s).

Se -Care Skills

Groom Domes ic Maintenance and Cookin- Skilla
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As a part of teaching sex education and social skills, grooming skills

were included because they should be helpful for attractiveness and-should

facilitate social interactions. Other related self-care skills were in-

cluded to facilitate living in less restrictive environments. The stu-

dents had previously acquired some basic skills in grooming, dressing,

domestic maintenance and cooking during Phase 1 of the Curriculum. Since

the majority of parents (See Table 2) expected their son/daughter to ul-

timately live away from home, the parents and teacher agreed that more

sophisticated self-care skills would be necessary for this semi-independent

or independent future living.

Previously, all self-care skills ins ruction by the teacher was carried

out in the "home living skills" room of the public school. At the onset

of Phase II of the Cur iculum, the teacher and students were given the

opportunity to use a local semi-independent residential living setting

for self-care skills practice. This residential setting or a v ry similar

one was expected to be the future living setting for the majority of stu-

dents. It was hoped that difficulties in transfer of skills would be

minimized by training in the actual future environment and on the actual

equipment (sinks, showers stoves, etc.) students would be expected to

perform on in the near future. Students spent two three-hour periods

each school week in the residential setting.

To further determine skills to be programmed for and to prioritize

those skills, the parents of each student involved were sent a copy of a

list of grooming, dressing, domestic maintenance and cooking skills (See

Appendix C) considered necessary by the teacher for semi-independent func-

tioning. (See Hamre, 1974, for more detailed expansion and task analysis

of same of these skills). Parents were asked to check " ' each skill
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their son/daughter was not performing completely independently at home,

to list at least three priority skills which they thought their son/

daughter needed instruction on, and to write any additional general

comments on self-care skill- performed at home.

The majority of parents indicated that most of the grooming skills

listed were being performed at least semi-independently at home. Many

of these skills had been previously taught in the school and/or home

during Phase I of the Curriculum. The parents, by written comments,

indicated that the students' major need was refinement of these grooming

skills, i.e., starting grooming without being reminded, grooming for spe-

cific reasons, grooming in an appropriate amount of time, performing the

listed skills in a complete grooming routine. Parents also indicated

interest in having their son/daughter acquire additional skills in

grooming practices, usually initiated in adolescence to make oneself

more attractive, for example, use of cologne or after shave. Most par-

ents indicated that the dressing skills listed were being performed

adequately in thc home and did not need additional work. In the area of

domestic maintenance skills parents expressed the most interest in having

students acquire laundry and sewing skills, and additional skills in vac-

uuming, sweeping, dusting, and doing dishes. Parents indicated that stu-

dents needed instruction on all of the listed cooking skills.

Studen were taught in small groups of 1-3 students usually of the

same sex, due to differences in degree of independence in performing pre-

viously acquired self-care skills and, in the case of grooming, differences

in sex and sex-specific skills needed (such as face shaving for males).

The skills were taught through modeling.

The program was composed of t o basic phases:
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Phasa I, Cleaning This phase included
laundry-related skills such as sorting clothes by color before
washing, operating automatic wash machines, measuring laundry
detergent, timing wash, operating automatic dryer, discriminating
dry from.wet clothes, folding flat clothes, hanging clothes on
hangers and exposure to using a public laundromat. Also included
in this phase were cleaning skills including dusting, vacuuming,
and sweeping-.

This phase was taught by another teacher in the semi-independent

residential home and in local laundromats. Data on this phase is not

reported here.

_Phase II Teachin Groomin Rout_ines Domestic Maintenance and
Cooking Skills; A list of skills was compiled on a checklist
data sheet (See Appendix D) before instruction. Grooming, do-
mestic maintenance and cooking skills were taught concurrently
to approximate a "normal" home routine, (e.g., shower, then wash
hair, clean up bathroom, work on sewing; make balanced lunch
wash dishes, dust and vacuum).

Before beginning instruction on grooming routines which requ red un-

dressing, such as a showering routine, permission to work with a teacher

of the same sex in a bathroom setting was secured from the parents of

each student. Grooming skills were combined into a routine for each stu-

dent and students were instructed on grooming for specific reasons (such

as getting ready for school or getting ready for a party) and in an appro-

priate amount of time; the teacher attempted to change the locus of con-

t ol from others (teacher, parents) to self-control (student) on initiating

and completing grooming routines, by gradually fading teacher pro pts and

decreasing the.amount of time the teacher spent directly with the student.

Additio- I "teenage" grooming skills often considered helpful for attrac-

tiveness were taught; these skills included uding moisturizing lotion and/

or body powder, applying light make up, using cologne and applying fingep-

nail,polish for females and using after shave and/or cologne for males.

This phase also included domestic maintenance and cooking skills (See

list, Appendix D).
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Sincerthe studenta had previously acquired the basics for most of

these,self-care skills, the extended skills were readily acquired through

modeling, Verbal prompting and priming, when.necessary. Throughout the

three-hour self-care skills periods, the teacher would model tasks such

as using deodorant, for example. That is if a student was going to be

required to use deodorant, appropriate use of deodorant was modeled; if

a student was going to be required to wash dishes, appropriate dish wash-

ing was modeled.

b. Menstrual_Training

Menstrual training is a self-care skill and could be considered part

of grooming skills; because "Premenstrual Training" was previously reported

in the Phase I Curriculum as a separate Self-Care Skills program, the ex-

tension will be reported separately here.

Two female students were involved in a premenstrual training program

during Phase I of the Curriculum. With formal training in school and

followup informal training in the home, the two students learned to iden-

tify menstrual blood, perform a hygienic routine and apply sanitary equip-

ment. 'Whether or not the routine taught would generalize to the students'

actual menstrual periods remained unknown but it was hoped that with for-

mal and continuing informal premenstrual training very little teaching

would be necessary when menstruation did begin. Both students continued

to be informally provided menstrual hygiene and equipment training by

their 'others in their own-homes during the summer months and the follow-

ing 1974-1975 school year. Formal instruction was delayed the following

school year due to difficulty in finding a teacher willing to model and

teach these menstrual skills. After conferring with medical personnel,

it was decided to delay formal training with S3 (refer ed to as S2 in
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the Phase I Curriculum data until ahe had further physically matured

and the onset of menstruation was eminent.

During the 1975 school year, 57 (referred to as $1 in the Phase I

Curriculum data) started her actual menstrual period; during the 1976

school year S3 started her period. Reports from the. girls' mothers and.

teacher indicated that by the time of the second menstrual period, both

girls were able to identify menstrual blood, complete a hygienic routine

and apply sanitary equipment unassisted. Neither girl was observed to

exhibit any "fearful" behavior at the sight of m 1 blood or con-
,- -

'cerning application and wearing of sanitary equipment. Cooperative in-

-formal training in school and at home taught both girls appropriate times

nd a method of changing a soiled napkin and to carry sanitary equipment

in preparation for a menstrual period. At parental request (See Table 2),

it is hoped that both students will be taught a calendar routine when

their menstrual cycles have become regular and that $3 will be taught

the use of a tampon as an alternative to a sanitary napkin.

Soc±al Interac ions and Social Manners

During Phase I of the Curriculum, students acquired cooperative and

isolative play skills in the "Social Interactions" program and socially

appropriate dressing, walking, sitting and general posturing in th "Social

Menne " program. After the students had acquired these basic skills and

were transferred to the regular iiddie school setting, the "Social Inter-

actions" and "Social Manners" programs were combined.

Reports from the parents and teacher indicated that although the stu-

denta were performing the acquired social skills across school and home

settings and across People, additional skills were needed for more success-
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ful social functioning in the regular middle school setting and comlunity.

Specifically, students needed verbal interaction skills-for making "small

talk," skills in dealing with new inappropriate and appropriate verbal

and physical interactions, and extended gameskills.

The social skills were all taught through modeling and verbal prompting.

The program was composed of four basic phases:

Phase I- Teach_n Students Verbal I- erection Skills for
"Small Talk" When Di-ected b the Teacher: This phase included
teaching students how to ask simple "small talk" questions of the
teacher and of peers when directed by the teacher and with a
group; questions taught concerned what a student did the night
before, what a student ate for lunch or dinner, or what a student
watched on T.V., for example. The students were also taught to
look at the person speaking and to give appropriate answers to
"small talk" questions asked by the teacher and,fellow peers.
Prerequisite skills-were-Previous spontaneous speaking in at
least 3-5 word utterances, ability to imitate at least five word
phrases and at least receptive comprehension of the past tense.
All teaching was carried out by the classroom teacher and speech
therapist. Instruction was carried out on an informal basis
several times a day in opening, language, "rap time" and free
time within the cla -room.

-11 Talk" Withou
=tudents Verbal Intera- ion Skillsfor Making

_he Teacher_and in Varied Settin ' This
:phase was the same as Phase I except the_ _ea-her gradually re-
moved verbal directions and also removed herself from the setting
as students began to carry on simple "small talk" in pairs and in
small groups. The teacher's role was then to praise appropriate
"small talk" behavior from a distance all during the day and to
model or give verbal prompts when necessary. During this phase
students were taken to different settings, such as the hall, the
lunchroom, outside, and at the semi-independent residential
setting (where self-care skills were being practiced) to carry
on "small talk" in pairs and in small groups.

Phase IIIRole-Pp_p_lesonsestoIna-:roriate
and A ro riate Verbal and Ph sical Interactions: This phase
included instruction on ,appropriate social interactions and
mannerisms outside of the:classroom setting; it was taught con-
currently with Phases I-and II. Before onset of the school year
in the regular middle school setting, the teacher made several
visits to the middle school and met with middle school teachers
to determine possible positive and negative interactions and situ-
ations the handicapped students might be confronted with. The
teacher decided to concentrate on situations including a school
peer making friendly "small talk" to a student, the student being
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lost, the student being called names and teased, the student being
physically bumped into and/or pushed, and the student being "egged
on" to act inappropriately.

All training was carried out through role-playing. The teacher and
instructional aide modeled appropriate responses to inappropriate
and appropriate interactions. The student was subsequentlyrequired
to play the appropriate role with the teacher and/or a peer. The
student was praised by the teacher and peers for appropriate re-
sponding in the role-playing situation or if the student responded
incorrectly, the appropriate response was modeled until the student
could imitate it. All role-playing was conducted in the potential
settings where the interactions could be expected to occur; that is,
if a student could potentially be called names in the school hallway,
then appropriate response to name-calling was role-played in the
hallway (when the hallway was empty). The students were verbally
reminded of the appropriate responses they had practiced in role-
playing situations before they entered the actual situation (in
which the interactions could be expected to occur). The teacher
and/or instructional aide observed, from a distance, the students
in the actual situations during the day. Whenever students exhibited
appropriate responses, in the actual situations, they were praised
by the teacher within a short interval of time. Classroom peers
were also encouraged to praise each other for appropriate responding
in the actual,situations. If students responded inappropriately in
an actual situation, the appropriate response was modeled by the
teacher and practiced by the student within a short time interval
of the incident.

After students consistently exhibited these appropriate social in-
teractions and manners in the school setting, similar interactions
were practiced in actual and/or simulated community settings including
the city bus,"the semi-independent residential setting, stores, public
libraries and school dances. It is hoped that other problem situa-
tions, including appropriate responses to inappropriate sexual ad-
vances, can be practiced, possibly through the use of videotaped
actora simulating the situations.

Phase Teaching Coop!rative and Isolative Game Skills.
This phase included extending the game skills students acquired in
Phase I of the Curriculum to new games requiring similar basic skills;
this phase was carried out concurrently with Phases I, II, Ill.
Games were selected from a list of games considered approptiate for
cooperative and isolative play as found in Williams, Hamre-Nietupski,
Pumpian, McDaniel and Wheeler (1975).

Due to differences in student's:cooperative and isolative games pre-

ferences, separate informal progress were designed for individual and/or

small groups of students; different games were selected by or for differ-

ent students. All new game skills in Phase II of the Curriculum were
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readily acquired through modeling as in Phase I of the Curriculum. For

a more detailed description of the social skills program see Williams,

Hamre-Nietupski, Pumpian, McDaniel and Wheeler (1975).

III. RESULTS TO DATE

As indicated previously, the curriculum has been developed and im-

plemented over a period of three years At various times dfarent

teachers and students have been involved throughout the p o ect. Table

6 depicts the number of severely handicapped students who have mastered

each component prograth of the curriculum.

Table

Results _to Date 7

Number of_Severely Handicapp!A_Students

Who Have Mastered Components of Curriculum

Family Social Growth Dis-
Bodily Self- Members & Inter- Social tinctions and

Distinctions Care Relation- actions Manners Reproduction
ships

, Number of
Students
Involved

Number of
Students
Who
Mastered

20 8 20 20

20 7 20 19 7

It muat be noted that generalization probes were administered after

student had mastered a skill. Students generalized the skills to °the::

settings and materials.
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IV. GENERAL .prscussim

An empirically based Sex Education and Social Skills Curriculum, de-

signed to meet the immediate needs of severely handicapped students, was

successfully implemented. The results indicated that students learned

.rudimentary sex education and social skills including discriminating and

labeling body parts, including genitals, performing self-care tasks,

labeling family members and relationships, engaging in social interactions

and using appropriate social manners. These skills formed the basis for

more complex skills including sex dIstinctions with and without clothing:

body changes related to growth, use of sanitary equipment and growth dis-

tinctions and reproduction.

The data indicated some generalization of the skills taught to un-

taught conditions. For instance, four (of the five tested) students'

abilities to label body parts on unclothed representational figures in

the classroomgeneralized to real people in a shower room. Four (of the

five tested) students' abilities to label and make sex distinctions on un-

clothed representational figures in the classroom generalized to real

people. Three (of the four tested) students' abilities to label body

changes related to growth on unclothed representational figures in the

classroom also generalized to real people. In addition, there was gen-

eralization from specific to general family relationships.

The data alone cannot capture all of the dramatic behavior.changes

that occurred over the course of the three years. It is interesting to

note that recently one female student, whose baseline data had indicated

a severe deficiency in expressive vocabulary, asked the teacher to ac-

company her to a stall in the girls' bathroom at recess. After entering
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the stall the girl showed the teacher her the student t pubic

hair and said, "See? Pubic hair, to grow. I am a an.-

In another recent class session dealing with reproduction, a student

whose initial baseline scores indicated very little verbal expression of

the reproductive process raised her hand to say, I make a point. Iwas ,iy,

a baby, right? Not anymore, right? My dad's erection into mom's vagina.

Mom has many eggs inside. Dad's sperm (looks like tadpoles but not tad-

poles) into mom's uterus to fertilize egg. Fertilized egg to grow into

baby. 1 am inside my mother's uterus kicking and kicking and grow 9

months. I come,out of mom's vagina between the legs. That's it!"

Parental and administrative cooperation were crucial to implementation

of the Curriculum. Parental participation was essential for facilitating

generalization of many of the skills taught to the home setting. With

this continued cooperation the Sex Education and Social Skills Curric-

ulum can be further designed and implemented, t- include additional im-

portant aspects, such as birth control and venere 1 disease information.

It is most likely, based on information gathered from parents, teachers

and the comm AtY, that these students will soon live in coeducational

semi-independent living settings. The students have been trained in

those setting's and many skills have transferred to those settings. The

sex education and social skills acquired should facilitate appropriate

adult functioning in less restrictive community environments.

V. REFERENCES

A. Overview

Three ongoing lists of references for use in conjunction with the

Sex Education Curriculum have been compiled. All the references pertain
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to issues re ated to sex education and/or social skills for severely

handicapped. The first list is for professionals. This list covers a

broad range of material related to topics of poten ial interest to pro-

fessionals developing a sex education curriculum for severely handicapped

students. The list has been broken into sections entitled: Issues in

Sex Education Training; Programming Aspects (General Proposed Instruc-

.

tional Methods); Physical and Biological Aspects; Self-Care Skills,

Legal Aspects Wo king with Parents' Marriage and Parenthood; Contra-

ception, Sterilization, Abortion and Family Planning; and General In-

formation. The second list is for parents of severely handicapped youth

and contains references on: Teaching Self-Help Skills; Issues in Sex

Education and General Information Related to Sex Education; and Contra-

ception, Sterilization and Abortion. The third list is for severely

handicapped youth. The books chosen are for youth to look at and read

themselves or for parents and teachers to read to them. The youth book

list contains books on: Your Body and How It Grows; Human Families;

Friends, Taking Care of Yourself; Good Manners. Feelings; Animals and

How They Are Born; and How Babies Are Made and Born. These references

are available in the local public libraries, university libraries and

local bookstores.
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B. References* for Professionals
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VI. APPENDICES

Appendix A

Paren al Interac ions

Sex Education and Social Skills, Phase II

Potential outline of topics to be covered by the curriculum:
Final designation of topics will be determined by the parents of

the students involved.

Values, attitudes designated by parents to be associated with sexual
behaviors.

B. Dating and marriage, as determined necessary by parents.

C. Appropriate time and place to engage in sexual behaviors.

1. Holding hands
2. Hugging
3. Kissing
4. Touching
5. Intercourse
6. Masturbation

D. Teach the student the human reproductive process

Vocabulary Materials

1. Erection 1. Books, listed on bibliographies

2. Penis sent to parents.

3. Vagina
4. Sperm 2. Transparencies

5. Uterus
6. Egg 3. Life-size representational figures

7. Fertilize
8. Growth
9. Birth

E. Birth control method(s) as determined necessary by parents.

Venereal disease information and check-ups as determined necessary by
parents.
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Parent Conference _1111.J, Phase II

1. Person (s) Attending Conference

2. Date of Conference

3. What kind of future living environment do you now foresee for your
child? Any changes since our previous family-life conference?

4. Discuss the possibility of dating for your child.

5. Discuss the possibility of marriage or a similar arrangement for
your child.

The possibility that your child will encounter o_ engage in some
of the following sexual behaviors exists:

holding hands touching
hugging intercourse
kissing masturbation

Discuss appropriate times, places, and individuals for such re-
lations.

7. What "values, 'attitudes," "emotions" do you feel your child should
have in regards to the above relations?

How-can we (home and school ) plan for the possibility that your child
will have sexual relations?

What do you think your child should know about human reproduction?

10. If it is appropriate, what method of bir-h control would you prefer
for your child?

Female Males

birth control pills condom
intrauterine device vasectomy
diaphragm
"injeotables"
spermicides (foams,
gels)
tubal ligation
laparoscopy
hysterectomy

11. What do you think your child should know about venereal disease?

12. Discuss the need for ongoing superviSion of your child's sexual be
havior, use of birth control (if and when Appropriate) and periodic
physical examinations (including tests to detect venereal diseases).
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13. Discuss needs (if any, in this area ) present y existing in the
school environment. .

How are present needs being handled in scboo_ Also, discuss
possible methods of handling these needs in the future.

15. What needs (if any, in this area) are pr sently existing in the
home environment?

16. How are present needs being handled in the home? Also d scuss
possible methods of handling these needs in the future.

17. What additional information do you think your child should acquire?
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Appendix_B

Growth Distinctions' Babies,- Children -

Grownu s -- Distinctive Feature List

Babies 0-1 year

size (very small)
hair very little)

teeth (none or few)
activities engaged
in style of dress

Pictu

Bab es 071ya

Six pictures of
very small babies
(with clothing,
sex was not
apparent)

Children _(1-12)

size (bigger than baby)
hair (more than baby)

teeth (many to full set)
activities engaged in
stYle of dress

Grownups (13-75)

size (relatively bigger)
hair.(extra body hair vis-

ible such as moustache,
, beard, arm hair, leg hair)
teeth (usually full set)
activities engaged in
style of dress

-s_psd to RenentGp2wth(A2e) Grouig

Children -12)

1 boy, 1 girl, ages 1-5
1 boy, 1 girl, ages 6-9
1 boy, 1 girl, ages 9-12
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Grownu s 13-75)

,1 man, 1 woman ages 13-30
I man, 1 woman ages 30-50
1 man, 1 woman ages 50-75
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ndix C

List of Self-Care_Skilis fOr

Sem1-3ndependent/Independent Functioning

Basic GroominaLLI

1. Brushing hair
2. Parting hair
3. Washing hairbrush
4. Washing hair
5. Setting hair
6. Styling hair
7. Brushing teeth
8. Using mouth wash
9. Washing face (and neck area)

10. Treating acne
11. Washing hands
12. Using hand cream and body lotion
13. Cleaning under fingernails
14. Clipping fingernails
15. Filing fingernails
16. Cleaning ears
17. Washing underarm areas
18. Using deodorants
19. Washing feet
20. Cleaning toenails
21. Clipping toenails
22. Washing all critical skin areas with washcloth at sink
23. Taking a bath
24. Taking a shower
25. Shaving face (males)
26. Shaving underarms (females
27. Shaving legs (females)
28. Menstrual hygiene

a. Using sanitary equipment
b. Cleansing genetalia

29. Sitting appropriately
30. Standing appropriately
31. Walking appropriately

Basic Dressing Skills

1. Zipping zippers (on the front and on the back of clothes)
2. Snapping snaps (on the front and on the back of clothes)
3. Buttoning buttons (on the front and on the back of clothes)
4. Hooking hooks and eyes (on the front and%on the back of clothes
5. Tieing ties (on the front and on the back of clothes)
6. Buckling buckles
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7= Putt±ng on a garment which opens down the front
8. Putting on garments over the head
9. Putting on pants

10. Putting on socks
11. Putting on shoes

Tieing shoes
13. Lacing a lace (shoe, lace-front shir_)
14. Straightening own clothes after they are on and/or messed up
15. Matching colors
16. Matching figures (stripes, plaids)
17. Matching types of clothes together
18. Fitting clothes-too large, too smal
19. Dressing appropriately for specific enVironment (church, work, play)
20. Dressing appropriately for different weather conditions

asic _Domestic Maintenance Skills

1. Cleaning (polishing) shoes
2. Washing clothes by hand
3. Sorting clothes by color before washing
4. Washing clothes by a washing machine
5. Hanging clothes in a dryer
6. Drying clothes in a dryer
7. Using public laundromat

a. Washer
b. Dryer

8. Folding flat clothes
9. Hanging clothes on hangers (blouses, shirts, pants)

10. Ironing flat clothes
11. Ironing non-flat clothes
12. Sewing on buttons
13. Mending a tear in a seam or in material
14. Darning a sock
15. Dusting flat and non-flat surfaces
16. Vacuuming a rug
17. Sweeping a floor, using dust pan
18. Wet-mopping a floor
19. Making a bed

a. Changing bed linens
20. Doing dishes

a. Clearing table
b. Scraping dishes
c. Washing, rinsing dishes
d. Drying dishes
e. Putting dishes away

21. Setting a table
22. Using table tools (spoon, fork, kni e, cup)

Basic Cooking Skills

1. Using a can opener (hand)
2. Using a bottle opener
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3. Setting stove burners to proper temperature
4. Setting a timer on an oven
5. Setting oven temperature
6. Preparing simple breakfasts

a. Toast with butter
b. Cold cereal with milk
c. Toaster waffle with butter and syrup
d. Toaster french toast with butter and syrup
e. Frozen orange juice
f. Fried egg
ri Fried bacon

7. Preparing simple lunches
a. Sandwich with lunch meat
b. Sandwich with cheese
c. Sandwich with filling (egg salad, tuna salad)
d. Fruit

1) Canned
2) Fresh

e. Milk
f. Canned soup (spaghetti, rev o i, etc.
g. Packing a balanced lunch in a bag
h. Filling a thermos bottle

8. Preparing simple dinners
a. TV dinner
b. Canned dinners (beef stew, chili, chop suey, beans 'n franks, etc.
c. Canned vegetable
d. Lettuce salad
e. Instant mix dessert (pudding, jello)

9. Reading simple Instructions on packages and cans
a. Temperature
b. Added ingredients
c. How long to cook

10. Using measuring utensils (cups, spoons
11. Choosing appropriate foods

a. Fattening foods
b. Non-fattening foods
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Appendix p

Self-Care Skills Checklist Da

Did the student perform these skills appropria-ely:

=

a Shee

=

GROOMING SKILLS
Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Sponge bath/or shower
1

Regulates water temperature

Uses soap

Washes all critical areas (face,
neck, underarms)

Rinses all soap off

Dries all wet areas

Lathers hair twice

Rinses all soap out

Uses creme rinse (if appropriate)

Uses deodorant

Shaves face appropriately

Shaves underarms appropriately

Shaves legs appropriately

Brushes teeth appropriately

Uses mouthwash

Uses moisturizing lot on and/or
body powder



correct

Care Skills_Checklist_Data Sheet _7ntinued_

incorrect M ,a with model with prime VF .v verbal prompt

GROOMING SKILLS (corit.)
Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu7
dent

Stu-
dent

Uses, light makeup

Uses aftershave or cologne

Cleans up bathroom area

Clips fingernails

Files fingernails

Removes nail polish

Applies nail polish
.

Clips toenails

SEWING SKILLS

Threads needle

Knots thread

Sews button on

KnotS thread to secure button
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Self7Care $kills Checklist Data _Sheet (continued)

Cooking Skills

Did the student perform these skills appropriately:

correct
M vl with model

incorrect
0 out of sequence

P =- with prime
VP =- verbal prompt

IDENTIFYING FOODS
Stu-
dent

Stu-

dent
Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Names all four food groups

Labels all foods given

Puts all foods given into correct
group

Identifies foods to be heated

HEATING FOOD SKILLS

Opens can completely (throw lid
away)

Gets out saucepan

Empties food into pan

Gets out big spoon and scrape pan

Puts spoon in pan And spreads
food out

Sets pan on burner

Gets out hot pad (and holds pan
handles with)

I-

Turns correct burner on
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= correct
M = with model

Self-Care Skills Checklist Data Sheet continued)

= incovect
0 = out of sequence

P = with prime
VP = verbal prompt

HEATING FOOD SKILLS (con
Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Stu-
dent

Turns to medium temperature (4-6)

Stirs food while heating

If stops stirring, puts spoon in can

Wien food bubbles, turns burner off

Gets out another hot pad and sets
on counter

Sets pan on hot pad

Test- food with spoon (to see if hot)

If not cooking, watches S cooking

MAKING RALANCED MEAL

Makes lunch on oval

Meal has foods from all groups (no
excess)

Tries all foods chosen to eat

CLEA/4-UP SKILLS

Washes dishes (use hot :ater and soap,
rinse)

Dries d shes (and all utensils put
away in correct place)

Wipes off surfaces (tables stove,

counters
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A Job Skill Inventory Strategy for Use in a
Public School Vocational Training Program_for

Severely Handicapped Potential Workers'

Ken Belmore and Lou Brown
2

Madison Public Schools and University of Wisconsin

Most people have unfortunately low productive expectations regarding the

ultimate vocational functioning capabilities of severely handicapped workers.

These generally low levels of productive expectation are particularly notice-

able when compounded with many other social, economic and emotional factors

particularly when severely handicapped citizens compete for jobs that are gen-

erally reserved for non-handicapped workers.

Historically, there have been many reasons offered to explain why severely

handicapped citizens have not been considered viable members of the competitive

labor pool. The first reason offered is that jobs are limited for nonhandi-

capped workers and as they requi.e fewer accommodations, they should be given

priority. Second, in nany situations the general vocational performance of

mildly handicapped workers has not been marked by overwhelming success. Thus,

it is argued that if mildly handicapped workers have failed in a particular

vocational setting severely handicapped workers cannot be expected to succeed.

Third, severely handicapped students have rarely manifested the general develop-

mental repertoires necessary to function effectively in all but the most banal

and sheltered vocational environments. Fourth, it has been assumed that non-

1This paper was supported in part by Madison Public Schools Federal Con-
tract No. OEG-0-74-7993, in part by Grant No. OEG-0-73-6137 to the University
of Wisconsin-Madison from the Department of HEW, USOE, Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped, Division of Personnel Preparation, Washington, D.C., and in
part by Vocational Education Project 1/7-4818-8114 from the Wisconsin State
Department of Public Instruction.

2
Appreciation is expressed to Nancy Dodd and Kathleen Liberty who so gra-

ciously gave their time and talents to the final preparation of the 'manuscript.
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handicapped workers, for a Variety of reasons, would resist or resent working

on the same job with severely handicapped workers.

Those persons primarily responsible for the longitudinal developmen_

adult functioning skills of severely handicapped students are aware that all

persons are equal. They are also aware however, that on selected dimensions,

some.persons a e "more equal" than others. Only after a long hard struggle

will our society be arranged so that handicapped and nonhandicapped citizens

have equal employment opportunities. In addition, those directly responsible

for the development of severely handicapped citizens are avare that in the

past most of the effort, glamour and resources of the human services movement

have been focused upon securing competitive employment and semi-sheltered

private and civil service employment for mdldly handicapped citizens. These

factors have often discouraged direct training personnel from creative attempts

at program improvement.

On the other hand, persons attempting to generate longitudinal develop-

mental services for severely handicapped citizens cannot wait for a more

favorable "employment climate" before they design educational services that

contribute to the development of marketable vocational skills. Indeed, they

would be remiss if they did wait because in the near future severely handi-

capped citizens will function in heterogeneous public communities all over

the nation for all of their adult lives. Stated another way, persons working

with severely handicapped students are responsible for developing the maximum

number of vocational skills and employment opportunities, however remote com-

petitive employment appears at any given point in developmental space for any

given student. If educators can provide severely handicapped students with

marketable work skills who in turn can demonstrate "on the job" success, it

follows that more and more people will eventually develop higher and higher
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levels of productive expectation.

Reasons for Using the Job_ Inventory Strategy

There are literally thousands of adult functioning skills, att tudes, and

values that contribute to the sustained vocational success of any worker. The

primary focus here, however, will be on the delineation of selected factors in

the work environment that seem basic apd vital to the vocational success of

severely handicapped workers. Some of the primary reasons for focusing upon

such factors are presented below.

First, it is assumed that before public school personnel can teach voca-

tional skills and severely handicapped students can be hired as workers, it

is essential that methods of analyzing jobs potentially available to severely

handicapped workers be developed. There are many job analysis techniques

available that have varying degrees of applicability to the training and em-

ployment of severely handicapped students. However, to our knowledge, a

vocational assessment instrument that has been generally validated for use

with severely handicapped students is currently unavailable. As a generally

validated vocational assessment instrument is currently unavailable, and as

educators must now assume the responsibility for the development of the adult

functional skills of severely handicapped students, it is imperative that

educators design relevant strategies for delineating the vocational

lated skills severely handicapped students must acquire.

Second, by focusing upon the delineation of selected factors in the work

environment that seem basic and vital to the vocational performance of se-

verely handicapped students, the process necessary to develop functional

secondary level vocational preparation models and curricula for use in public

schools will be initiated. One strategy that seems tenable when one relates

to the process of developing functional vocational preparation public school
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models and curricula would be to conduct relatively precise skill analyses of

specific community jobs for which severely handicapped students might be

trained.

_an job analyses have been conducted, teachers will have access to a

reasonably comprehensive listing of many of the subskills required fox sue-

ceesful performance on a variety of specific jobs. In effect, a job skill

inventory strategy might serve a naturalizing function in a curriculum build-

ing model which attempts to delineate subskills and other related job require-

ments from the observation of workers performing actual jobs. Subsequently,

the information secured from the job analyses can be compared to existing edu-

cational curricula in an attempt to determine the discrepancies between the

general skills repertoires required to perform successfully on actual jobs

and the skills generated from existing curricula. Educational curricula can

then be modified and attempts can be made to teach severely handicapped stu-

dents the appropriate skills.

Obviously, this strategy for assessing the differences between workers and

jobs is not novel. However, it is our suspicion that severely handicapped stu-

dents present problems of degree as well as kind, and that the degree of pre-

cision and comprehensiveness required when one is conducting a job analysis for

severely handicapped students is greater than the degree of precision and com-

prehensiveness required for the analysis of jobs for less handicapped or non-

handicapped _tudents.

Thi'd the skill inventory strategy may surface precise job Criteria

which can be made available to workers, parents, teachers and employers. Thus,

from a precise evaluation of a particular job, employers can determine the

specific skills needed. Teachers and parents can determine the specific

skills in the student's current reper oire, and the skills that must be taught.
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The potential workers and their parents can be given precise info_ _ion re-

garding realistic probabilities of employment on a particular job.

Fourth, a cluster of precise inventories might provide vital information

to teachers of young severely handicapped students in that those inventories

may delineate many of the concrete skills and attitudes necessary for later

successful performance on a variety of potential jobs. Undoubtedly many con-

crete skills will reoccur in many inventories and those core or critical skills

and attitudes could be incorporated int- the educational curricula of young

students.

Fifth, precise skill inventories will help delineate the specific cri-

teria necessary for successful job performance.- With this vital information,

teachers can design and implement instructional programs that syste_-tically

build the vocational skill.repertoires to acceptable community criteria. With-

out actual job performance criteria teachers can only infer the performance

criteria a worker will need when actually placed on a job.

Basic Assum tions of the_Job Skill Invent_orysaz

There are at least three basic assumptions that relate to-the use of

job skill inventory rategies for severely handicapped students. First,

it is assumed that successful and durable performance on a job is just as

much a function of transportation, social, emotional and health maintenance

skills as it is a function of the ability to perform specific job tasks.

Therefore, those responsible for the vocational preparation of severely

handicapped students need to design training strategies to insure that se-

verely handicapped students acquire the constellation of social-vocational-

domestic-leisure skills necessary to function as independently as possible

in adulthood.

Second, the degree of inference a teacher can allow regarding the per-
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formance of severely handicapped students is less than the degree of inference

a teacher can make regarding the perfor_ nce orlldly handicapped students.

That is, it must be empirically demonstrated that severely handicapped stu-

dents have the repertoires necessary for durable functioning in natural voca-

tional settings. If severely handicapped students are taught to.perform suc-

cessfully on simulated or even actual tasks in public school buildings, teachers

cannot make the inference that those students will perform the same task in

natural work settings. If severely handicapped students perform acceptably

for 45 minutes or for three hours per day, it cannot be inferred that they

will perform acceptably for 40 hours per week indefinitely.

Third, if the sever ly handicapped students progressing through our school

systems now are to be better prepared than their predecessors, massive changes

over long periods of time in traditional public school practices will be nee-

essary. Stated another way public schools must syste- tically develop service

models that provide for the career education needs of severely handicapped

persons.

Finally, since all skills required of a particular job cannot be included

in any inventory and since some job skills do not lend themselves readily to

empirical delineation and verification, this inventory can only relate to se-

lected skill clusters. Hopefully, the inventory can be used as a vehicle

that can assist in delineating the skill areas minimally essential for sat-

isfactory work perfor -nce on a particular job. The inventory strategy will,

however, evolve substantially as more experience in the area of the longitu-

dinal vocational development of severelyThandicapped students accrues. At

this point, the utilization of the job skill inventory strategy appears to

be a reasonable place to start.
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An Outline of the Madison Job Skill Inventorl

I. General Information

A. Reasons why severely handicapped students are considered for this

job

B. A general description of the job

C. A general description of the work setting

D. A general description of the social environment

1. Information related to fellow workers

2. Information related to supervision

3. Information related to special con_ ngencie- of the employer

II. S ecific Skill Requirements of the_Job Under Analysis

A. A listing of the basic physical/sensory motor skills required

B. A listing of the basic interpersonal skills required

C. A listing of the basic language skills (verbal and non-verbal)

required

D. A listing of the basic functional academic skills required

E. A listing of the basic machine and tool skills required

F. A listing of the basic hygienic skills required

or ive Skills and Other Informarioeq4d

A. Transportation skills required

B. Skills related to work preparation

C. Basic money management skills required

D. Time telling and time judgment skills required

E. Health code requirements

F. Informed consent and legal requi- -ents
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Elyansion of the job skill outline

In this section attempts will be made to elucidate and expand upon the

components of the inventory strategy outlined above.

I. General Information

A. .Reasons why severely handicapped students ara conside ed for_this

job - Specific reasons why the resources of the educat o_ 1 community should

be focused toward training severely handicapped students to function in a par-

ticular job should be presented. The major purpose of such a delineation is

to generate reasonable probabilities that a return for the educational invest-

ment is tenable. Thus, it is suggested that at least the following questions

should be answered.

Obviously, if the answe s to any of the questions are negative, it is in-

cumbent upon the educational community to provide the training and other accom-

modations necessary to generate affirmative answers.

1. Has a severely handicapped person ever functioned effectively on

this particular job or a closely related job?

2. Has the job been performed successfully by mildly handicapped

workers?

3. Does a task analysis of the job suggest that the components can

be taught to an available severely handicapped student?

4. Contingent upon successful work study performance, will a

severeiy handicapped student be hired by the employer?

5. Is the job site accessible (transportation) to a. severely handi-

capped orker?

B. A general description of the job - The general description of the

job should precisely state the components of the job tasks under analysis.

The purpose of the description is to provide an overview or perspective of
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the job which presents the specifi' job task, work hours, ahd performance c

teria. Hopefully, the general description will provide a teacher with an ini-

tial appraisal of the rudimentary requirements of a particular job. A minimal

listing -f what might be included in the general description is as follows.

1. A succinct task analysis of the job should be included. The analysis

should depict at least the 10-20 basic steps necessary for successful

job performance. The task analysis should also include the following

items:

a. A description of skills that are not part of the sequence

desc ibed in the task analysis should be presented. For

example, there may be special cleaning duties to be per-

formed during slack periods.

b. A precise description of basic performance criteria should

be presented. This description should include information

pertaining at least to rate, accuracy, error tolerance,

duration, latency, and intensity as they are relevant.

2. A description of required work hours per day and per week, days

off, overtime, scheduled breaks, etc. should be presented.

3. A description of products produced should be presented.

C. eneral description of the work settin& - A general description

the work setting contains vital information necessary for determining the

physical conditions under which a worker will be required to function. With-

out this information teachers might train potential workers in simulated

settings that do not accurately represent the settings in which the workers

will ulti ately perform. It is suggested that at least the following infor-

mation be gathered by or for the teacher.

1. The description of the work settings should provide a general
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description of relevant aspects of the entire physical plant and

a more detailed description of specific work areas pertaining to

the job.

2. When appropriate, the description of the work setting should in-

clude a diagram of crucial work areas.

3. The description of the work setting might also include a summary

of environmental changes required. For example, instances when a

worker must ve from one room to another or go from within a

building to the outside should be presented.

D. Lw_neral description of_the social environment - The description of

the social environment should highlight the nature and extent of social inter-

actions required of the severely handicapped worker. Obviously this component

can delineate only a sample of possible social experiences. In an effort to

organize the social environment component, three subcomponents will be con-

sidered: 1) information related to fellow workers; 2) information related to

supervision; and 3) information related to the special contingencies of the em-

ployer. A further description of each subsection is presented below.

1. Information related _to fellow workers. A detailed description

of visible characteristicS of fellow workers should be secured.

Specifically, the age, sex, daily attire hair length, duration

of employment, and if provided, direct statements made by fellow

workers concerning the employment of severely handicapped workers

should be secured.

2. InformatIon related to supervision. The type( ) and amount of

supervision typically provided to workers of the job being

assessed should be described in the form of at least the
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a. the number of visits a supervisor makes to the work station

during specified time intervals;

b. the number of direct co ilands issued by a supervisor during

given time intervals;

c. a li_'ing of the a tual direct commands issued;

d. the number of supervisors who will relate to the worker in

question.

3. Information related to_p_qsial

Special directives or rules made by an employer that are applicable

to all employees should be listed. Specific stipulations might

include the following:

a. the employer might prohibit gu chewing or smoking;

b. the employer might stipulate certain hair lengths or the

use of hair nets;

c. the employer probably has set procedures concerning absences,

breaks, holidays, compensatory leave, and covering for the

absence of fellow workers;

d. the employer may set aside certain areas for breaks, vending

machines, smoking.

II. S ecific work _skills re uired

Each work skill should be delineated and described in detail. From in-

formation secured in this component of the inventory teachers and employers

often make the most critical judgments as to readiness for fork. Information

secured in relation to this component is also vital for planning and imple-

menting instructional programs that will teach specific work skills not currently

found in the repertoire of an individual student. The specific skill require-

ments component is divided into six subcomponents. Each subcomponent is

described below.
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A. Basic physical/sensory-motor skills re uired - The important motoric

skills required of the worker should be delineated. There are hundreds of

motoric activities required by even the most rudimentary job. However, it

is essential that the job assessor and the employer select crucial physical

motor skills'. A specific physical- otor skill investigation should relate

to at least the foll_-ing:

1. The quantity of weights lifted and the distance the weights must

be carried by the worker should be determined. A precise descrip-

tion of items carried should be included alse.

2. A description of any unusual visual or auditory demands placed

upon the wo ker should be provided.

3. A description of the amount of time the worker is required to

stand and/or sit while performing work-related duties should be

determined.

4. A behavioral description of each physical demand deemed crucial

should be presented. For example, if emptying the trash is re-

quired then the description of this activity should denote:

characteristics of trash cans and dumpsters;

b. weights and distances involved in trash removal;

c. a -istance provided or not p- vided for trash removal.

B. A list1n of the basic in e- ersonal skills re uired - The 'basic in-

terpe sonal skills component is-closely related to the social Ilvironment

component described earlier. Hopefully, however, this component will provide

more detailed listings -f the specific cues and responses involved in the job

under investigation. Specific basic interpersonal skills should include at

least the following:

1. There should be a listing of the specific actions required after

LI 4
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direct statements or commands are made by a supervisor.

2. The job assessor should describe the number and type(s) of social

interactions conducted among fellow workers. Specifically, the

assessor should determine:

a. which interactions are crucial to the job performance;

b. which interactions facilitate social success but are not

crucial to job performance.

3. A description lunch break and restroom break activities should

be,available. Specifically, the assessor should record:

a. whether or not the worker regulates the lunch break;

b. a description of the employee eating areas and restrooms.

4. The procedures a worker must use to find additional work when tasks

are completed should be determined.

5. Attempts should be made to determine the frequency and types of un

expected social interactions that occur at given time intervals.

Specifically, there should be a description of:

a. the number and types of occasions when a worker s expected

to greet new acquaintances;

b. the number and types of occasions when a worker interacts

with thc,public.

C. Language skills required The language requirements of a job are as

crucial to successful performance as motoric skills. Language skills will

facilitate direction following, social interaction, as well as confidence in

handling normal daily work requirements and unexpected situations. Within a

job skills inventory:the following language requirement should be delineated:

1. The assessor should determine the required direction following

skills. Specifically, it should be noted whether 1, 2, or 3
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component directions are given by supervisors and/or fel

workers.

2. The assessor should delineate those nouns, adjectives, preposi-

tions, and verbs specific to the job under investigation.

3. The assessor should determine required expressive verbal and non-

verbal language skills.

D. Functional academic_skills re uired - Frequently, vocational and aca-

demic skills are not taught in situations where these crucial skill areas are

functional. Specific academic skills, however, can be pinpointed as essential

to particular jobs for severely handicapped students. Thus, the functional

academic section of an inventory could include the following:

1. The assessor should delineate the required reading, math, and

writing skills as well as any necessary telephone-use skills.

2. The assessor should describe essential categorization and dis-

crimination skills.

3. The assessor should note any critical short term memory require-
fi

ments.

E. Machine and tool skills required - In addition to specifying physical

motor demands, the assessor should describe the range of machine and tool re-

quirements. In this component descriptions of even the most rudimentary tools,

such as a broom as well as the= ore obvious machinery such as a dishwasher

should be included
fi

F. Hygiene skills require - In this component specific body dare re-

quirements should be described. These requirements might include body and

clothes cleanliness, deodorant use,' the use of hair nets and shaving demands.

III. Sui.ortive skills and other Information required

There are probably several skill areas that do not pertain directly to
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the job under investigation but that are crucial to successful job performance.

The following four skill areas could fit into this category: 1) transporta-

tion skills; 2) work preparation skills; 3) basic money management skills; and

4) time telling and time judgment skills. In addition to these ancillary skill

areas, there are at least two other information clusters that must be considered

by a teacher before a severely handicapped worker is placed in a competitive

j b: health code requirements and informed consent and legal requirements.

A brief description of these supportive skills and information clusters is

provided below.

A. Transportation skills required Without an independent method of

getting to and from work, a severely handicapped worker probably will not be

successful vocationally over an extended time period. Even if the worker is

provided transportation by his parents or by his residential supervisors, job

security would be a direct function of transportation resources. There are at

least four methods or combination methods of independent travel that do not

rely on "helpful others" and are available to severely handicapped workers:

public buses, public taxis, bicycles, and walking. Thus the transportation

skills component of the inventory should detail the skills required by these

travel methods.

1. A description of the distances to and from work and to and from

locations the worker will be traveling should be presented.

2. Precise ciscriptions of the transportation modes the worker will

be using on a regular basis should be presented.

3. Alternative methods of transportation open to the worker in the

event that the primary source is unavailable on a given day should

be presented.

B. Skills related to work preparation Many severely handicapped
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student- do not make advance plans concerning the clothes they will wear and,

in many cases, what and where they will eat in a given day. One of the primary

reasons for these inabilities is that most severely handicapped persons are

taught to leave day to day planning decisions to "helpful other ." However,

if severely handicapped students are to function successfully in vocational

settings, they must be taught skills related to independent work preparation.

For too long severely handicapped students have arrived at sheltered work

shops oddly dressed and either without sack lunches or money to purchase lunch.

While such skill deficits may be tolerated by persons instructing severely

handicapped students :such tolerance may not be available in more competitive

job settings. Thus, it is suggested that at least the following work prepa-

ration skills be developed:

1. At least the following specific clothing requirements of the job

under investigation should be determined:

a. Clothing requirements specific to the job itself should be

described. If uniforms are required, the person responsible

for providing and maintaining uniforms should be determined.

b. -The clothing requirements acceptable for getting to and from

work should be determined.

c. Clothing preparation skills should be delineated. That i-

laundry skills and color combination skills should be deter-

mined.

2. The work preparation component should describe daily lunch and

break requirements. Minimally the following questions should

be answered:

a. The amount of time the severely handicapped worker will be

allotted to eat and specifically where lunch will be eaten
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should be described.

b. The lunch options available to the worker should be presented.

That is the skills necessary to use brown bags, vending

machines or lunch counters should be delineated.

c. Who will prepare a sack lunch and what alternative preparation

plans are available should be described.

Whether or not bagged lunches will require refrigeration should

be determined.

C. Basic mone ana:ement skills re uired - Often severely handicapped

persons have much of,their financial businers-1 alern't e of" or handled by

"helpful others." H_ ever, since the emergence of sheltered workshops, the

netion of renumerative income for productive severely handicapped workers has

surfaced and most supervisors recognize the right of the severely handicapped

employee to manage certain portions of his/her income. It should be stressed,

however, that money management skills for competitive severely handicapped

worker- -ill need to be more comprehensive than those needed by many sheltered

workshop employees. In competitive job settings unscrupulous individuals

could exploit severely handicapped workers. In addition severely handicapped

workers probably will not find the daily financial assistance previously

available from "helpful others." Thus, it is crucial that basic money manage-

ment skills be developed. Minimally the following skill clusters should be

addressed:

1. The severely hand Capped worker, the teacher, and parents should

determine jointly the ways in wh ch the worker will spend his

new income.

2. The amounts of money the severely handicapped worker will need

on a daily basis and for what purposes should be determined.
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The method through which the severely handicapped worker will be

paid should he determined.

4. How the severely handicapped worker will cash the check, and the

type of assistance the worker's bank provides to handicapped

patrons should be determned.

D. Time tell_ing_and_tjILL4Elment_skills requIred - Time telling skills

have been taught in classrooms for severely handicapped students. However,

time judgment sk lls or the abilities necessary to pair environmental occur-

rences with specific daily time periods is a cluster of skills often not

addressed in classrooms but i- often critical to successful job perfor ince

Therefore, the following issues should be addressed to deter-ine precisely the

time skills needed for the job under investigation:

1. The degree to which the severely handicapped worker'will need to

tell time should be determined. Will the worker need to determine

time to minute. 5 minute; or 30 minute intervals?

2. The critical events directly related to the job and the time of

those events should be determined.

3. The non-job events, such as lunch, the severely handicapped worker

will need to pair or match with specific daily time periods should

be determined.

4. The time a worker will need to leave home in order to arrive at

work on time should be determined.

5. Alternative time telling strategies available to a severely handi-

capped worker who does not have skills suggested in 1-4 above

ahoeld be determined.

E. Health code requirements - The final two components of the job in-

ventory, Health code requirements and Informed consent and le al re uirements,
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are information sections that do not directly involve specific skills of se-

verely handicapped workers. However, descriptions of requirements for these

two components must be gathered to insure that state and local and ordi-

nances are honored. Within the domain of health code. requirements the follow-

ing questions should be addressed:

1. The types of specific physical exams required of workers for the

job under consideration should be-dete

2. Requi :d vaccinations should be determined.

3. If the severely handicapped worker is being considered for food

service work, the-reqUirements concerning restroom use and hand-

washing should be determined.

F. Informed consent and legal requirements - The worker's teacher or

advocate should investigate the following questions:

1. Will the severely handicapped worker need a work permit? If so,

what steps will be necessary to procure one?

2. Does the severely handicapped worker possess a Social Security

card? Will the worker's income jeopardize social security bene-

fits the severely handicapped person is currently receiving?

3. Under what guardianship rules is the severely handicapped worker

functioning? Who should provide legal permission before the se-

verely handicapped student accepts employment?

4. Will the severely handicapped worker be protected in the event

of injury by Workman's Compensation if he accepts the job under

investigation?

5. Will the employer of the severely handicapped worker require

bonding or other insurance?
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6. Will the employer of the severely handicapped worker require

the worker to attend orientation meetings? Can an advocate

attend this meeting with the worker?

7. s the severel handicaied citizens iven consent to work_on

1MLjob_under investigation? Along with assessment of job skills,

the question concerning whether or not the severely handicapped

citizen indeed does wEmt the job he is offered must be determined

accurately.

In the paper that follows an attempt will be made to apply the job skill

inventory strategy described above to two different jobs that are o ten

available to severely handicapped workers: dishwashing and folding printed

matter. There is little doubt that the inventory as it is presented here

will not be appropriate for all potential jobs or for all workers. There

will be skill clusters added to or deleted from the inventory as different

jobs and workers are studied. The degree of adaption necessary to accommodate

the unique charac eristics will vary within and between individuals. Nonethe-

less, t does appear that the strategy has functIonal utility and shoul&,be

developed further.

An Inventory of Selected Skills and Related Information Required
Competitive Functioning as a Dishwasher in a Public Restaurant

I. General Job Characteristics

A. Reasons why severely handicapped students were considered for this job

There were several factors suggesting that the cluster of skills
required of a dishwasher by a local company was within the reper-
toires of several severely handicapped students in the Madison Public
Schools:

3
Apprec_ation is expressed to Stephen Skolasky, Assistant Supervisor

of Rennebohm cafeterias in Madison, without whose assistance and cooperation
this pro ect could not have been undertaken
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1. To our knowledge no severely handicapped student in Madison
Public Schools had functioned previously in a competitive dish-
washing position. However, several aeverely handicapped stu
dents had worked as assistant food servIce personnel in public
school settings on a.regular basis.

2. It had been determined that mildly handicapped workers had
performed in similar settings successfully with the employing
company for as long as ten years.

When a task analysis of this job was completed, it was judged
by teadhers that selected severely handicapped students cur-
rently possessed many dishwashing skills and that those skills
not possessed could be acquired within a reasonable period of
time.

The potential employer stated a willingness to employ individual
severely handicapped students on a part-time basis, provided
those students were trained and supervised by school personnel.

5. The public restaurant where dishwashers are employed was within
walking distance of a local group home where severely handi-
capped students resided.

B. General description_of_ the job

Described below are the basic components that hopefully convey the
routine cluster of skills performed by the dishwasher (D). This
task analysis is divided into four major areas.4

I. Home re aration for work

A. D will launder, iron, and select his/her next day's
clothing the night before going to work.

B. D will prepare his/her sack lunch and prepare the
money for work at least one hour before leaving for
work.

D will decide upon his/her outer garments for work
at least one half hour before leaving for work.

4
The task analysis used in this inventory for the most part, was de-

veloped by Richard Schwartz (1976). Mr. Schwartz expanded this task anal-
ysis into an instructional program designed to teach dishwashing skills to
severely handicapped students. The methodology, results and discussion of
Mr. Schwartz's program are included 'as Appendix A.tetildttrinever. This was
done in order to provide the reader with a practical demonstration of how
dishwashing skills Were taught through the use of the job skills inventory.
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D will leave his/her group home and walk to the Rennebohm
cafeteria in the Newspapers Building 30 minutes prior to
the time he/she is due at work.

II. Onsite worker preparation

A. D will enter the work facility and walk to the cafeteria
area.

D will remove his/her coat and if male he will remove
his shirt and put on his working uniform that includes
a white cap, a white shirt, and a white apron. If female
the dishwasher will put on her hair net and white apron.

C. D will walk to the restroom and wash his/her hands.

D. D will load soap into the dishwashing machine.

E. D will go into the restaurant dining area with a bucket
of soapy water, a towct and a sponge. There D will
clean the tops of all dining tables.

While in the dining area D will check the level of trash
in the dining room trash can. If the level is above half
full, D will remove the trash and place a new plastic bag
in trash receptacle.

G. D will take a standing position at the serv ce window.

Tasks related to dishwashin machine era -n a-e dis-

The following cluster of tasks constitutes the primary cluster
of routine skills performed by the dishwasher. Thus, once the
dishwasher begins receiving "dirty" trays from customers, the
following procedures are initiated and repeated throughout the
work day. "Dirty trays" contain assorted silver, glasses, and
dishes as well ag soiled paper and garbage. Customers place
"dirty trays" at the service window and walk away.

Component A

D will prepare silverware, glasses, cups, coffee pots,
tulip cups, tea servers, plates, bowls, salad dishes,
and trays that will be placed in the dishwashing ma-
chine. 5

5It should be noted that the ae ion is the same for glasses, cups, coffee

pots, tulip cups and tea servers in the first category and plates, bowls,

salad dishes and trays in the second. The task analysis presented here for

glasses is the same for the entire first category and the task analysis for

plates is used throughout the second category.

17 1
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1. D will secure a large metal bowl from the ink.

2. D will pick up the soap container from the shelf and put an
appropriate amount in the bowl.

3. D will turn the handle labeled "H" tdthe right so that hot
water flows.

4. D will check the temperature by placing one hand under the
faucet while moving the handle with the other until the
water is "hot."

5. D will place the bowl in the water.:low until t-e bowl is
filled to the appropriate level.

6. D will turn the handle labeled "H" to the left so that the
water flow ceases.

7. D will place the bowl to the left of the service window.

8. D will get the silver carrier from the.shelf and place it
next to the silverware rinse bowl.

9. D will secure a rack with prongs and place it to the right of
the garbage disposal.

10. D will secure a flat rack and place it to the -ight of the
garbage disposal.

11. D will take the si ver off the tray in the service window.

12. D will place the silver in the soapy water, shake the loose
food off, and then leave the silver in the bowl.

13. D will pick out a handful of knives and place them in the
knife.section of the carrier. D will repeat the action with
forks, spoons --and soup spoons.

14. D will put the silver-carrier in the flat rack.

15. D will take each glass off the tray.

16. D will empty the glass into the garbage disposal.

17. D will place the glass upside down in the flat rack.

18. D will take the plate off the tray.

19. D will hold the plate in one hand and operate the rinse faucet
by squeezing with the other hand so that the spray rinses the
food off the plate into the garbage disposal.

20. D will place the plate in rack with prongs.

- 1 r7r---



21. D will squeeze the water sprayer and will con_inue to spray
into the disposal while the disposal is on.

22.- D will turn the garbage disposal switch to pN.

23. When the garbage is shredded, D will turn the garbage disposal
switch to OFF.

24. D will repeat actions 11-23 unt 1 all trays are cleared.

Component_13

D will operate the dishwashing machine after steps in
Component A have been completed.

D will push the drain level to "pPEN:

2. When no water is flowing from the drain, D will pull the
drain lever to "CLOSED."

3. D will open the rinse water valve all the way out.

4. When water begins flowing from the drain, D will close the
rinse water valve.

5. D will secure the measuring cup, fill the cup with soap, and
then pour the:soap into the soap container, if the buzzer
sounds indicating the need for more soap.

6. D will push up on the dishwashing machine door handle so that
the door opens.

D will push the rack it-10J the machine.

8. D will push down on the dishwashing machine door handle so
that the door closes.

9. D will press the start button.

10. When the red light above the start button goes off, D will
push up on the dishwashing machine door handle so that the
door opens.

11. D will pull the rack out of the dish'ashing machine.

Com onent C

D will stack all iLema that have been washed in the
dishwashing machine in the appropriate places.

1. D will remove the coffee pots from the rack and place them
on the shelf.

2. D will remove the tea servers from the rack and place them
on the shelf. 176
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D will remove the glasses from the rack and place them in the
bin.

D will remove the cups from the rack and place them in the
cup bin.

5. D will remove the tulip cups from the rack and place them on
the shelf.

D will remove the plates fro- the rack and place them on the
shelf.

D will remove the bowls from the rack and place them on the
shelf.

8. D will remove the salad dishes from the rack and place them on
the shelf.

9. D will rem ve the trays from the rack and place them on the
counter in the cafeteria.

10. When the silver is dry, D will pick out a handful of knives
and place them in the silverware tray. D will repeat the-ac-
tion for forks, spoons, and soup spoons.

_Component D

The dishwasher will carry needed items from the work
area to the cafeteria.

1. D will carry the cups to the cafeteria and stack the cup bin
next to the coffee vendor, returning with the empty bin as a
replacement.

2. D will carry the glasses to the cafeteria and stack the glass
bin next to the ice water vendor, returning with the empty bin
as a replacement.

3. D will remove the trays from the counter and stack them next
to the counte

D will take the silverware tray to the cafeteria and fill the
cafeteria silverware tray, placing knives, forks, spoons, and
soup spoons in the appropriate sections. D will return the
silverware tray to the shelf.

5. D will take the utensil tray to the cafeteria. Utensils such
as kitchen knives, ladles, spatulas, mixers, etc., are placed
in the drawer under the counter. Tea servers are placed next
to the hot water vendor.

IV. _11repr4t1__-2.a_Lo_Eor k

1. D will secure a clean rag from the box under the sink.
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2. D will turn on the rinse faucet and spray water from the ser-
vice window on the left to the dishwashing machine on the right.

D will turn off the rinse faucet.

D will wipe the work area with left to right strokes from the
service window to the dishwashing machine so that all metal is
wiped and the excess water runs into the garbage disposal or
the dishwashing machine. D will then wipe all metal with right
to left strokes from the end of the counter to the dishwashing
machine so that the excess water runs into the dishwashing
machine.

5. D will put the rag in the dirty rag box under the sink.

6. D will fill two sinks with hot water and soaking solution.
Soiled pans are to be placed into these sinks by other food
service personnel. D will scrub with a special pad after the
pans have soaked for at least 10 minutes. The scrubbed pans
will then-be placed in the dishwasher in the manner described
in the task analysis for glasses.

7. Usage of the dishwasher is completed when all items dirtied
that day are placed in the dishwasher.

8. D will return to the restaurant dining area with a bucket of
soapy water and a sponge, and using left to right strokes, D
will clean the table tops and will return his materials to
their storage areas.

9. D will return to the trash receptacle in the dining area and
will remove the plastic bag, seal it, and return it to the
dishwashing room. D will place a fresh bag into the trash
receptacle.

10. D will remove the broom and dust pan from its storage area,
sweep the dishwashing room floor, pick up the dirt in the dust-
pan, deposit the dirt in the trash can: and return the broom and
the dustpan to their storage area.

11. D will remove the mop, mop bucket, and attached mop wringer from
its storage area. D will fill the bucket with hot water. D
will mop the kitchen floor with left to right strokes, wring out
the mop, remove the dirty water into the sink, and return these
materials to their storage area.

12. D will go to the restroom area and wash his hands.

13. D will return to the dishwashing room, remove his soiled uni-
form, place it in the dirty clothes receptacle, and put on his
own shirt, and other outer garments.

14. D will leave the work facility and walk home.

The next section of the inventory provides a description of work hours,
days off, overtime, and breaks.
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The dishwashing job under investigation is a part-time position. Spe-

cifically, the dishwasher is required to work on three prescribed days
weekly for five hours each day. Usually these work days are scheduled
in advance and do not change from week to week. However, on occasion
the dishwasher is requested to work additional weekdays or on Saturdays.
The dishwasher is expected to commence work at 9:30 a.m and to com-
plete all required duties by 2:30 p.m. The dishwasher receives one 15
minute break for each workday. The break is taken precisely from 12:00
noon to 12:15 p.m. The dishwasher does not receive overtime oppor-
tunities. If asked to work on unscheduled days, the dishwasher can
accept or reject such requests made by the supervisor.

Since there are no products manufactured on this job, diagra of com-
pleted work ate not presented.

C. A eneral descri tion of the work settin

The work setting for the dishwasher is a three-room cafeteria area. The
cafeteria area is located within the printing building of Madison News-
papers, Inc. 'This newspaper company employs approximately 600 persons.
Of these 600, about 400 persons work between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and these daytime workers are the principle customers
of the cafeteria. The cafeteria itself is operated by a local drug
store chain so that, in effect, the dishwasher is employed by a drug
store company and not by the newspaper company. The primary meal served

within the cafeteria is lunch.

1. The three-room conference area is depicted in the illustration below.
The dishwat.'ler works principally in the dishwashing room. However,

the worker has-duties that are performed in the dining room and in
the food service room also.

Figure 1'
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2. A-schema of the dishwashing room is depicted below. This is the
principle work area of the dishwasher. However, the room is also
used by food service persbnnel for refrigerator and paper products
storage.

Fi
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3. Setting shifts required of the dishwasherare minimal. The dish-
washer,spends approximately 90-95% of his/her time in the dish-
washing room. Specifically, however, the following movements are

necessary:

a The dishwasher is required to enter the dining area for as
many as six times daily for purposes of cleaning tables,
removing trash from trash cans, and for taking a break.

b. The dishwasher is required to enter the food service area
for purposes of storing cleaned pans, silver, and trays.
The number of trips to the food service area varies con-
siderably on a daily basis depending upon the amount of
business. It was recorded that the dishwasher entered the
food service area between 10-40 times during a two-day work
period.

The dishwasher can usa the public walk area and the public
restrooms during break periods.

D. AmasI2.1 descri tion of the social environment

1. Information related to fellow workers - The dishwasher performs
his duties along with three fellow employees hired by the cafeteria
operators as food service workers. One of these food service
workers supervises both the dishwasher and the remaining mo food
service persons.- Described below are the visible characteristics
of each fellow worker, their duration of employment, and state-
ments made to the job assessor concerning their past experience
With handicapped workers.

a. Food service worker A was a female, approximately 41 years old.
She wore a company-provided uniform dress, her own flat shoes and
glasses. Worker A was also the supervisor. She has been with
the food concession company for about three years and in,her
current position and job location for one year. Worker A told
the job assessor that she had worked with a partially handi-
capped dishwasher and food service worker last year at another

location. Worker A stated that each handicapped worker "did
his job well'but was kind of slow." Worker A said she "did
not mind working with these people as long as they did their
job well and didn't have to be looked after all the time."

b. Food Service Worker B was a female approximately 26 years old.
She wore a company provided uniform dress and her own flat shoes.
Worker B was noticeably overweight. She had been employed by
the cafeteria for less than one year at the current location
only. Worker B told the assessor that she "had worked for
Central Colony6 as an aide last year" and that she felt "it
was a good thing to get retarded people Jobs instead of keeping,

them all out at the Colony."

6_Central Wisconsin Colony is a public rsidential facility for retarded

citizens.
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Food Service Worker C was a female approximately 55 years old.
She, too, wore a company provided uniform dress and her own
flat shoes. Worker C had been employed by the cafeteria for
approximately three years. She had worked at two other loca-
tions previously. Worker C assisted Worker A in ordering food.
Worker C made tic comments to the assessor concerning the em,-
ployment of handicapped workers.

2. Information related to s_ er ision - The dishwasher receives most
of his/her supervision from food service Worker A. However, during
infrequent visits, the general manager of several cafeterias eval-
uates and in some cases supervises the dishwasher. Thus, the re-
mainder of this section will deal with the type and amount of super-
vision emanating from Worker A, since supervision from the general
manager was infrequent.

The supervisor (Worker A) visited the dishwasher for purposes of
evaluation and to give orders approximately 12 times during a five-
hour workperiod. During these visits the supervisor does not discuss
work performance. This is important to note because, as is frequent
with competitive jobs, the worker is not receiving daily feedback
concerning successful versus unsuccessful performance. Instead, the
supervicor evaluates what needs to be done and in what priority and
based on this information, the supervisor gives the dishwasher several
one or two component verbal directions. The supervisor told.the
examiner that she does not closely monitor a dishwashers performance.
She said that after initial training, dishwashers are expected to
perform their duties with a minimum of supervision.

During a typical one-hour work period, the supervisor gave the dish-
washer approximately three single or double component verbal direc-
tions. A listing of sample commands follows:

a. Take the trash out.

b. Empty the dining room trash can.

c. Send out more dishes and silver.

d. Clean the dining room table.

e. Help Millie car y the cheese to the service area.

f. Take your break.

g. Don't talk when it's busy.

h. Work faster.

i. jpx your things away.

j. Clean the tables before you empty the trash.

k. Unload the dishwasher, then carry the trays out.
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1. Don't forget to check your silver.

m. Remember to wash your hands after you use the restxooms.

n. Don't forget to soak your pans before you scrub them.

o. Put the soap in the dishwasher whenever it needs it.

p. Don't forget to check your silver to make sure it's clean
before you put it out.

q. Remember to wash all silver twice.

r. Keep your counter clean.

s. Keep your front window clear at all times.

t. Don't overload the dishwasher.

u. Allow enough time to finish your pans.

Information related to s.eclal contin:encles _of the em-lo-er
sted below are the specif_c regulations and procedures sug

gested by the employer. Most of these ,ules were taken directly
from the employees' manual describing company policies:

a. No gum chewing or smoking is permitted on the job.

b. Male hair cuts must be trimmed 1 inch above the shirt collar.

c. Clean uniforms are expected to be worn by employees every day.

d. Two hours notice by phone is expected in advance of any
emergency absences.

e. If possible, one day's no-ii e by phone or in person is (xpected
prior to taking a sick dai.

f. IWo weeks notice in writing is expected prior to quitting A

g. Special days off 'should be arranged with the superv sor 10 days
in advance.

Employees are permitted to take their breaks in the regular
dining area. However, the employee should let the supervisor
know precisely when he/she is taking a break.

II. kiecific Work Skills Required

A. Rapic,physical

Dishwashers are expected to perform an array of physical sensory %

motor skills. Although as suggested in the task analysis, there is
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a general sequence under which these skills are performed, that sequence
will vary depending upon variables such as the number of customers, the
particular preferences of the dishwasher, and the directives of the
supervisor. Hopefully, the listing of physical sensory-motor skills
below is sufficiently inclusive to account for the skills required in a
typical work day.

1. Weights and materials. - The dishwasher should be able to pick up,
carry, and set dewn items that weigh up to 50 pounds, and he/she
should be able to carry these items a distance of up to 50 feet.
Large and heavy items that need to be picked up, moved and set
down are delineated below.

a. Dish Racks - Dish racks are approxlmately 3 feet by 3 feet
square and can contain pans, silver, dishes, trays, glasses,
and coffee servers. Frequently loaded racks need to be moved
from one counter top to another within the dishwashing room.
The heaviest of these loaded racks is filled with silver,
whilethe lighter racks contain coffee servers and small
dishes. The average weight of a loaded dish rack is approxi-
mately 40 pounds (range = 10 lbs. to 60 lbs.).

b. Can sters of soa- used in the dishwashin achine - These
caisters are approximately 3 feet tall and 1.5 feet in
diameter. They can weigh up to 50A.bs. Soap canisters are
brought into the dishwashing room on 4-wheeled dollies and
must be unloaded from a dolly and placed under the counter
near the dishwashing machine. Once on the floor It is easier
to move a soap canister by sliding or rolling it rather than
by picking it up.

c. Plastic bats containin trash and arba e - The plastic bags
hold approximately 30 gallons of waste and when full they can
weigh, up to 50 lbs. Loaded plastic bags must be removed from'
trash receptacles and carried distances of up to 50 feet.

d. Groups_of pans - Groups of pans taken from the serving area
into the dishwashing area can weigh up to 30 lbs. The pans
are placed one inside another and a _ carried by hand.

Groups of dishes - Groups of piled dishes are moved distances
of up to 5 feet and may weigh up to 15 lbs. Dishes can be
piled up as many as 30 high. The movement of these piled
dishes requires balancing abilities as well as weight-lifting
skills.

2. Unusual visual and auditor skill_rAquirements - The dishwashing
job does not require visual or auditory skills of an unusual.
nature. Thus, it was determined by both the supervisor-and the
assessor that a "normal range" of visual and auditory skills would
be. sufficient.

Amount of time standin: and s t n - :he dishwasher working a
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typical five-hour day is required to stand on his feet for four
hours, and 45 minutes. The dishwasher is not involved with any
duties that can be performed in a sitting position.

Ph sical demands_deemed crucial - Listed below are the major
physical motor skills required. All physical motor skills
described below must be performed without assistance.

a. The dishwasher is required to carry racks weighing up to 50
lbs. from one counter to another across distances of up to
25 feet.

b. The dishwasher is required to carry 30 gallon trash cans con-
taining waste weighing up to 50 lbs across distances of up
to 50 feet.

c. The dishwasher is required to move 30 gallon canisters of
soap from a 4-wheel dolly onto the floor of the dishwashing
room, a distance of up to 5 feet.

d. The dishwasher is required to lift, carry and set down groups
of pans weighing up to 30 lbs., across distances of up to 25
feet.

e. The dishwasher is required to lift, carry and set down groups
of pans weighing up to 20 lbs. and piled up to 30 dishes high,
across distances of up to 25 feet.

The dishwasher is required to load and unload silver, dishes,
pans, trays, glasses, and other containers placed in the dish
racks.

The dishwasher is required to: remove garbage and trash from
dishes, silver, trays, pans and other containers and to place
the garbage and trash in the disposal and trash can respectively.

h. The dishwasher is required to load and unload handfuls of sil-
ver, into and out of utensil baskets. The utensils must be
placed upright in the fdlver racks and each handful taken or
removed should contain at least 10 pieces of silver.

i. The dishwasher is requited to push loaded racks into and pull
out of the dishwasher machine. These racks are moved in and
out of the machine a distance of up to 10 feet. The pushing
and/or pulling movement should facilitate the sliding of these
racks along the ccunter tops into and ott of the dishwashing
machine.

The dishwasher is required to clean table tops, counters and
machinery using a wet rag and hot soapy water in a bucket.
Other important subskills in this motor area involve wringing
out the rag and judging when it is necessary to place the rag
into the water bucket for cleaning.
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k. The dishwasher is required to mop the dishwashing room
floor. The floor area is about 20' by 20'. The mop when
wet weighs approximately 20 lbs. and must be pushed across
the floor. A special mop wringing apparatus must be
pushed down and up to wring the mop after cleaning in a
bucket of hot soapy Water. The mop wringing apparatus re-
quires the dishwasher to exert approximately 40 lbs. of
pressure when drying the mop.

1. The dishwasher is required to place dishes, pans, silver,
trays, glasses, and special containers on appropriate
shelves in the dishwashing room and in the serving room.

The dishwasher is required to soak and hand clean dirty pans
brought into the dishwashing room from the serving area.
The pans arc soaked in special solution and they are scrubbed
using a special cleaning pad. It should be noted that pan
cleaning must be accomplished within specified time periods
(see schedule depicted in Figure 3, page 41). That is, each
pan must be cleaned in approxima ely 2 minutes.

The dishwasher is required to remove cleaned trays from the
dishwashing machine, pile such trays into groups of up to
25 trays, carry the trays to the food service room, and
place the trays in appropriate racks.

A listing of_basic interpersonal skills required

1. Direct_ verbal es onses reuuired _after supervisor commands.

As mentioned in the Language requirements section of the inven-
tory, there are no verbal responses required of the dishwashing
job under assessment. However, the dishwasher should be able to
functionally respond to supervisory commands with "yes" or "no"
verbal statements or gestures and then should procede to carry
out the directions given.

2. The numbers and_
fellow workers.

al interac_ ons conducted amon

a. Although the dishwasher is not required to socially inter-
act with fellow workers, he/she should be able to respond
to others with "yes" or "no" statements. In addition, the
dishwasher should maintain a facial expression that is
socially acceptable to other workers. Grimaces, blank ex-
pressions, and uncontrolled smiles, for instances, ate not
appropriate.

b. The dishwasher should also be able to greet and say farewell
to fellow workers when beginning and ending work respectively.
Thus the following selected cues and responses are not
essential to job performance, but probably will enhance
social'success over sustained periods of employment:
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Selected Social Cues from
Fellow Worker

Dishwasher's Possible Socially
Acce _able Res-onses__qupervisor _or

(1) Nice day.

(2) Good to see you.

(1)

(2)

Yes, 's a nice day.

Thank you, it's good to see you.

3) Hope you have a good day
at work.

(3) Thanks, you too.

Don't spend all that
money in one place-

(4) I won t.

(5) Take care of yourself, now. (5) I will.

(6) That's a good job. (6) Thanks.

(7) What's up today? (7) Not much.

(8) What are you doing after
work?

(8) Watching TV; going shopping;
playing ball.

(9) What's the weather like? (9) Clear, Sunny, Cloudy. I don't
know.

0) You look sharp. (10) Thanks.

A description_of lunch break and restroom activities.

a The dishwasher is required to initiate his/her own lunch break.
This break is to be taken from precisely 12:00 noon to 12:15
p.m. on each work day. The dishwasher is expected to perform
the following skills prior to and during the lunch break:

1) The dishwasher should clean all dishes trays, and
glasses in the vicinity of the dirty dish window.

2) The dishwasher should notify Food Service Worker A
that the lunch break is to be taken.

3) The dishwasher should remove his/her white apron.

4) While on break the dishwasher should use the proper
restroom facility if necessary.

5 While on break the dishwasher should take his/her pre-
packed lunch from the storage area and take a seat at
an unoccupied table in the dining room.

fi

6) While on hreak the dishwasher should use the vending
machines to secure a drink if desired.

7) The worker must attend to the time of day so that steps
1 through 7 are coMpleted _before 12:15 p.m.
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The employee eating area is the same facility described
earlier as the dining area. Restrooms are modern fadilities
located approximately 12.0 feet from the dishwasher's pri-
mary work area. Usually the restrooms are well supplied
with soap, paper towels, and toilet paper.

4. Procedures for finding .additional_work.

Frequently there are time intervals during the, work day when the
dishwasher completes all tasks required. For example, the dish-
washer is often without specific work from 1000 a.m. to 10:45
a.m. and from 11:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. daily. These are periods
of slow business and require minimal dishwashing and/or clean-up
activities. Delineated below are a selected series of work tasks
that can be performed during periods when the dishwasher is with-
out routine work. These selected tasks are not "make work pro:ects"
because they are, for the most part, required later in the day.
However, these additional tasks should be discontinued whenever
normal dishwashing and clean-up skills are required.

Additional Tasks

a. The dishwasher can clean and dry the dining room table tops.

b. The dishwasher can mop the d shwashing room floor.

c. The dishwasher can clean the dishwashing machine and its parts.

d. The dishwasher can clean the counter tops inside the dishwashing
room=

e. The dishwasher can organize the paper storage area within the
dishwashing room.

The dishwasher can clean the area sUrrounding and below the
garbage disposal.

g. The dishwasher can load extra silver, glasses, and napkins in
containers within the Food Service Area.

The dishwasher can sweep the floor in the dishwashing room.

The dishwasher can remove papers and trash from the tables
in the dining area and place them in the trash receptacle.

The dishwasher can pick up papers left on the floor of the
public walk area'and the dining room area, and place them in
the'trash receptacle.

It should be noted that the cafeteria operators are not responsible
for certain facilities operated by Madison Newspapers. Thus, the
dishwasher should not engage in the following additional work ac-
tivities: I
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a. The dishwasher should not attempt to clean the restrooms.

The dishwasher should not attempt to clean or repair the
vending machines.

c. The dishwasher should not attempt to clean the L ors or

tables beyond the Food Concession Area depicted in Figure 1.

5. Unexpected social interaotions

a. The dishwasher is not expected to greet new acquaintances.
However, the following cues and responses would suggest a
manner of handling unexpected situations of this nature
should they occur:

Selected_cue from st nzel. Possible worker res onse

(1) Hello, my name is (1) name

2) What's your name? (2) name

(3) Hello . How are (3) Okay.

you doing today?

(4) Do you like working here? (4) Yes or no.

b. On occasions dishwashers were presented with limited oppor-
tunities to interact with the public. When these situations
occurred, the assessor noted that the cue from the stranger is
often similar to those outlined above and to those in the Inter-
personal Skills section. The dishwasher should respond as sug-
gested or he/she should simply nod in acknowledgment of the
stranger's cue. Most interactions with the public occurred
when the dishwasher was in the area of the service window or
when cleaning tables in the dining area.

I. The required level of direction following skills can vary across
supervisors and can vary with even the same supervisor. Thus, when

this particular job was assessed it was determined that the super-
visor typically gave more one component verbal directions than two
or three component verbal directions. It should be noted that two
and three component verbal directions were used, especially during
periods when the dishwasher had not completed required duties in a
manner satisfactory to the supervisor. Selected examples of 1, 2,

and 3 component directions frequently used by the supervisor are
provided in the Information related to su ervision section of this

inventory.

Listed on the following page are selected nouns, verbs, adjectives/

adverbs, and prepositions that are used,frequently by dishwashers
and food service workers employed by the cafeteria under discussion:
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Selected noun

customer
dishwasher
rack
trash cans
garbage disposal
wheel cart
dolly
sink
faucet
button
egg stains
soap powder
counter
shelves
cafeteria
work area
your things
plates, trays
hot water
cold water
extra
silver carrier
conveyor belt
dish loader
dish soap
plastic vs. glass
scraps
paper vs. garbage
valve
prong rack
flat rack
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silver rack
coffee pots
temperature
bowl
silver
containers
hose
hot water valve
cold water valve
steam valve
start button
stop lever
guide
bottom conveyor belt
trays
rack, flat vs.
rack with prongs
tulip cups
utensils
rag
soap dish
fan
overhead fan
rinse bowl
tray window
tea servers
salad bowls
silver (spoons,
knives, forks)
dirty dishes/
clean dishes

Selected iive/adverb invento

red hard all

green soft none
blue wet when
yellow dry your

brown hot -mine

black cold ours

silver fast company owned

white slow broken

big easy fixed

small hard working
light dirty not working

heavy clean
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Seleoted_verb invento

bring take out
return

.

go get
push set
pull stand
turn hurry
press quick
give me lift
get put down
wipe set'down
grab help
hold remember
take don't forget
turn on/off overload
go carry
work on put away
fill stack
turn on turn off
straighten get
shake clear
squirt rinse
scrape check
drain stack
put away close
cut off rinse
clear turn off
rack empty
mop up wipe off

§.1.,e_c_te_d_rre-cylinventor

off
on
up
dowr
besS
next to
over
under
beneath
above
be-3w
near

for
from
to

before
after
whenever
at .

then
out
in
around



In addition to the use of the above inventories, the dishwasher
should be able to demonstrate expressive yes and no appropriately.

When the examiner assessed the expressive requirements for this
job one dishwasher.did not use verbal expressions other than yee
and nn. However, another dishwasher did communicate with workers
and supervisors. Thus, the following responses are suggested as
optional verbal skills for the dishwasher:

a. I need help.

b. I don't know where the words from noun inventory) is.

c. Can I take my break, please?

d. Can I use the restroom please?

e. Where is the words from noun inven

f. Can I help you?

g. The (words from noun inventory ) is broken.

D. Functional academic skills re uired

1. Delineated below are the functional reading, math, and writing skills
deemed crucial to the dishwashing job by both the assessor and the
supervisor:

Func ead n- skills re uired

The dishwasher must be able to functionally read at least the
following words when they are presented across settings and in
various types of letter forms, e.g., handprinted, bold printed,
capital letter print, small letter print.

Selected eadin nventor

a. The dishwasher should be able to read his/her name.

b. The dishwasher should possess the skills necessary to read the
following selected reading vocabulary:

push/pull soap storage area write
off/on cleaner silver print
out of order window trays rack
hot/cold food service area napkins water
spray dishwashing room doorway heat
up/down dining area utensils sink
do not , exit refrigerator reset
handle trash can dishwashing machine, public
ice machic! disposal dishwasher

men/women
garbage
cafeteria
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c. Functional reading of the work schedule depicted in Figure 3
is required of the dishwasher.

Figure 3

Na e Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs._ Fri. Sat.

Belmore 9-1 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 OFF

Brown OFF 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8 7-2

Schwar z 3-7 3-7 4-8 4-8 4-8 3-7

Certo 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 OFF

Van Deventer 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 OFF

Crowner 4-8 OFF 4-8 4-8 4-8 3-7

Pearlman 4-8 OFF 4-8 10-2 10-2 10-2

d. Functional reading of notices posted is not required of the
dishwasher.

Functional math skills replir_e2Li

a. The dishwasher must have the skills necessary to rationally
count objects up to 10. These objects can vary across several
dimensions and are found in any part of the work setting. For
instance, the dishwasher may be requested to place 10 clean
pieces of silver in the rack located in the Food Service Area.

b. Functional addition and subtraction of objects are not required
skills of the dishwasher.

Clock reading and money management math skills are descr bed in
the Sup_portiye skills section of the inventory.

Functional writin skills reluired

The dishwasher must have the skills necessary to print or wr te
his first and last Vame. These skills should be performed
across types of paper, types of writing instruments, and in
various physical settings. For example, the dishwasher must
sign for his/her check twice monthly and may be asked to do
this in any room of the cafeteria, and with any type of writing
instrument available.

b. The dishwasher is not required to have other writing skills
beyond those involving name writing. However, as will be
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Print full
name

Place of
birth

Mothers
name

Fathers
name

Your
address
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deacribed in the .Si_Are Skills section of the inventory,
the dishwasher is required toobtain a Social Security card.
Thus, an optional handwriting skill could include the ability
to fill out the application form required to secure a Social
Security card. Selected items on such an application are
delineated below:

First Middle Last

City County State

Number & Street City State ZIP

Today's date

Telephone number

Date of birth

Your age

Your sex

Your color

Sign here

2. Essential categorization and discrimination skills required

le emale

White Negro._ Other

Several of the categorization and discrimination skills deemed
critical to job performance are presented below. The dishwasher
should display the skills necessary to discriminate among and/or
categorize the following:

a. Variations,of silver, knives, forks, spoons

b. Variations of glasses, e.g., large, small

c. Variations of plates, e.g., large, small

Variations of trays, e.g., yellow, red, white
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e. Variations in general machines, g., disposal, diShwasher

Variations in specific machinery component parts, e.g.,
switch, door, belt

g. Variations of racks, e.g., flat bed, prong

h. Variations of receptacles, e:g., cans, jars, bottles

I. Variations of paper goods, e.g., napkins, paper, caps

j. Variations of printed signs, e.g., exit, in

k. Variations of directlons on machinery, e.g., push/pull;
off/on; up/down

1. Variations of faucets, .g., large handles, small handles

Variations of cleansers and soaps, g., dishwashing soap,
table cleaning soap

Variations of tables and chairs, e.g., green tables, red
tables, green chairs, red chairs

o. Variations of tools, ip broom, wringer

3. Short term memory requirements

It should be noted that on occasions dishwashers are required to
carry out orders received from supervisors after 30 to 60 second
time delays. For example, if a dishwasher was loading a rack and
was about to place the rack in the dishwashing machine, and at
this same instant he/she might be instructed by the supervisor to
take the trash out, the dishwasher should remove the trash after
current operations with the dishwashing machine were completed.
However, if the dishwasher manifested poor short term memory
skills, she could compensate to some degree by staying on schedule
and thus minimize the number of tasks directed.to her by the
supervisor.

F. Machine_and, rool skills re-uired

Delineated below is a listing of the machinery and tools that the dish-
washer will need to operate and use. -Each tool or machine is described
in terms of its, physical characteris ics and the purposes far which it
is used.

1. Hot and cold water taps. There are two sets of hot and cold water
taps located above and two sinks presented in Figure 2. The taps

operate on a standard push/pull principle. Pushing the levers in-
ward toward tlia.wall reduces water pressure and eventually shuts
off the flow, while pulling the levers outward toward the dish-
washer increases water flow. There are at least the following
uses for the hot and cold water taps.
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a. The taps are operated to fill the sinks in order to clean pans.

b. The taps are operated to fill the mop and cleaning buckets.

c. The taps are used to wash sponges and cleaning cloths.

d. The =aps are used to fill silver buckets.

2. Water spray apparatus. The water sprayer is located directly above
the garbage disposal machine. It is operated by a standard squeeze/
release motion. Thus, the sprayer is turned on and its water flow
increased by squeezing the sprayer handle in a manner similar to
operating a bicycle hand brake. The sprayer is turned off or its
flow can be decreased by releasing the squeezing pressure on the
sprayer handle. The sprayer is used for at least the following
functions:

a. The sprayer is used to spray water on plates and trays in order
to remove waste from and direct waste into the sink disposal.

b. The sprayer is used as the source of water necessary to operate
the garbage disposal. Every time the disposal is turned pn,
the sprayer must be squeezed so that a relatively hard flow
of water is directed into the disposal hole.

c. The sprayer is a water source necessary for cleaning specifid
counter tops. The sprayer can be directed at a counter top
for purposes of rinsing and cleaning.

Racks placed into the dishwasher - Racks placed into. he dishwasher
are approximately 3 feet by 3 feet square and can be loaded with
pans, silver, dishes, trays, glasses, and coffee servers when these
items are placed in the dishwashing machine. Since the racks are

run through the dishwashing machine they rarely require special
cleaning. There are 2 types of racks used in this job. Rack Type

A is a flat bed rack, and the dishwasher can load silver, coffee
servers, fruit cups, and dessert cups, and pans into it. Rack Type
B is a prong rack and can be used for loading trays, glasses, and all
types and sizes of dishes. Once loaded the racks must be pushed into
the dishwashing machine by hand.

4. Utensil_bracket - Before silver can be placed on flat bed racks, it
must be loaded into a utensil bracket. A utensil bracket is a de-
vice that holds the silver upright while it is run through the dish-
washing machine. A utensil bracket is approximately 16 inches long,
8 inches wide and 6 inches tall. A utensil bracket resembles an open

shoe box. In addition, a utensil bracket contains individual com-
partments for housing small groups of silver upright. Each compart-
ment can accommOdate approxiaately 15 pieces of various silver. As

described in the Baslc phy!ical sensory-motor skills section of the
inventory, the dishwasher. is required to place handfuls of silver

into and from the utensil bracket. The utensil bracket is used only
for enclosing silver being cleaned in the dishwasher. Thus, the_
utensil bracket does not require special cleaning. When not in uee,

the utensil bracket is kept on the shelf labeled Dish _stcg.E racks
in Figure 2.
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5. '2EL32s_t_4AE21.1.1 - The garbage dispoSal is located to the immediate
right of the service window. The garbage disposal is operated by
ptessing an off/on button below the counter directly in front of
the disposal. As mentioned in the Water lzrytE description, the .

disposal should not be operated until the water sprayer is aimed
into the disposal and squeezed on. To use the garbage disposal
most efficiently, the dishwasher should operate this machine only
when the inner hole of the disposal is filled with garbage to a
point level with or slightly above,the level of the counter top.
The sole purpose of the garbage disposal is to shred and remove
soft garbage. The machine will malfunction or become totally in-
operative when items such as paper, silver, or large bones are
placed in it. Obviously, the disposal is a somewhat hazardous
machine, and should never be operated when the dishwasher's hands
are in the disposal hole.

6. Dishwashlng machine - The dishwashing machine is located _n the
upper right corner of the dishwashing room as depicted in Figure 2.
The dishwasher is operated by pressing an off/on button located
below the right side, under the counter. A detailed description
concerning the operating procedures specific to the dishwashing
machine is provided in the 'General Characteristics section of the
inventory. The dishwasher is obviously the machine or tool most
frequently used by the worker. To operate the dishwashing machine
most efficiently, the dishwasher should pass racks through the
machine almost continuously during peak business hours. During
the remaining work hours the dishwashing machine is operated only
when one or more racks can be filled with dirty dishes, cups, sil-
ver, glasses, or pans.

7. Broom - The dishwasher is required to sweep the dishwashing room
floor prior to mopping it. The broom used for this purpose is a
standard straw broom. The broom is approximately 5 feet in length
and has a sweeping base of approximately 10 inches. The broom is
stored in the lower left corner of the dishwashing room depicted
in Figure 2. Obviously, a standard type dustpan should accompany
the broom.

8- NV.,m92_kiel_i5:LFPR_LIL'ing-

a. Mop. The mop used in this job is a standard commercial type.
The mop is approximately 4 feet tall and its base is composed
of a cluster of stringy cloths. The mop is used to clean the
dishwashing rnom floor after it has been swept. The mop is
stored in the lower left corner of the dishwashing room depicted
in Figure 2.

b. Mop bucket. The bucket is approximately 2 feet tall and 1.5
feet in diameter. The bucket is housed above a set of rellers
and can be moved across the floor by grasping -.the bucket
handle. The bucket is stored in the same area as the broom and
mop.
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c. Mop wringer. The mop wringer is housed on the side of the mop
bucket and is usually above the bucket's water level. The

mop is placed in the wringer after the mop has been cleaned
in the mop bucket. The mop wringer handle opens and closes
the wringer. The dishwasher must exert approximately 40 lbs.
of pressure on the wringer handle when drying the mop. The
wringer is stored with the bucket.

d. Sponge, cleaning cloths_and_small buckets. These items are
stored in the same area as described for the broom and mop
equipment. The sponge, cleaning cloths, and small buckets
are used to clean tables in the dining area and to clean
counter tops in both the dishwashing and food service rooms.

G. Hygiene skills re uired

Workers in a restaurant facility must adhere to high standards of
grooming and body care. Listed below are the minimum hygiene require-
Menta suggested by the employer and assessor that comply with standards
set by the cafeteria operators:

1. All female workers must wear hair nets at all times.

2. All male workers must wear cook bats at all times.

. All workers are expected to bathe and use a deodorant daily.

4. All male workers are required to be clean shaven daily. Beards

are not permitted.

5. All employees are required to work with clean hands at all times.
Workers must wash their hands after using the restroom, after
mopping, or after completing any function that could cause the
worker's hands to be unsanitary.

All wrkers are expected to wear clean uniforms daily.

7. All males are expected to get haire7nts during regular intervals.

8. Leather shoes must be worn at all times. Tennis shoes are not

permitted.

tive skills and other information re uired

Suggested below are selected transportation, work preparation, money manage-
ment, and time-telling skills required for independent functioning as a
dishwasher. As we noted earlier, there are some situations when persons
other than the severely handicapped worker will assume the responsibility
for all or part of these functions. Hopefully, the would-be dishwasher
will receive instruction in supportive job skills to the same degree he/
she is taught job skills.
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A. Trans ortation

1. The dishwasher will be traveling from his/her home to the job
site each time he/she goes to work. The dishwasher will Aot be
going to the job from school or from a downtown location. The

distance from the group home to Madison Newspapers is approxi.=
mately three quarters of a mile, one way.

2. Most dishwashing jobs in the Madison area are located in stores
and restaurants on bus lines. Unfortunately, this particular job
site is not within walking distance of a bus line. However, since
the site is only three quarters of a mile from the group home,
it is within walking distance for a dishwasher residing there.
Thus, the dishwasher would be required to complete the following
transportation skills to walk to and from this job site:

a The dishwasher should walk on the sidewalk, whenever possible,
and should keep to the right side of the sidewalk.

When there is no sidewalk provided, the dishwasher should
walk on the left side of the street pavement, staying as
close to the road shoulder as possible.

c. The dishwasher should be able to walk up and down varying
inclines and across varying terrain.

d. The dishwasher should possess the skills necessary to cross
intersecting streets having 3 or less lanes.

e. The dishwasher should possess the location skills necessary
to find the way from the group home to the job si e.

Possibly the best alternative transportation for this job would
be the use of a public taxi. A taxi could be employed when weather
conditions were so unfavorable that the dishwasher would be unable
to walk to work. (The reader should be aware that these "unfavor-
able weather conditions" are especially preveland in Wisconsin
during the January-February months). Hopefully, the dishwasher
will possess the telephone and language skills sufficient to per-
sonally call the taxi. However, if this were not the cage, the call
could be placed by a group home parent.

Skills related to work preparation

1. While at work a male dishwasher is required to wear and pro-
vide at his own personal expense, the following items: leather
shoes, dark solid-color trousers (not blue jeans), and clean
underwear that includes a plain white T-shirt. In addition,

while at work a male dishwasher is-required to wear a white
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uniform shirt, a white uniform apron, and a white threw-away
cap made of paper. A female dishwasher is required te wear
and to provide at her own expense the following items: -flat

leather shoes, and clean underwear. In addition, a female
dishwasher is required to wear a company-provided uniform
dress and a company-provided hair net.

b. In terms of clothing requirements necessary to get to and

from work, the dishwasher must possess the skills necessary
to match his outer garment needs with varying weather conditions

and temperatures. Thus, in the winter, the dishwasher must
wear heavy shoes or boots, a warm coat, gloves, and some sort

of hat. In contrast, summer attire for males could include
only those items described in 1.a. (above).

c. Laundry skills required of a male dishwasher are minimal since
the company-provided shirts and aprons are cleaned by the com
pany and at their expense. However, a male dishwasher is re-
quired to perform the following clothes-related skills:

ly A male dishWasher must have the skills necessary to wash,
dry, and iron his trousers and underwear.

A male dishwasher must have the skills necessary to polish

his shoes.

d. Laundry skills required of a female dishwasher are more ex-
tensive than those of the male counterpart because she is re-

quired to launder her company-providea dress. 'Thus, a female

dishwasher is required to perform the following clothes-related

skills:

1) A female dishwasher must have the skills necessary to

wash, dry, and iron her company-provided dress and her
underwear.

2) A female dishwasher must possess the skills necessary
polish her shoes.

There are no color combination skills required of either a male or

female dishwasher.

2. a. The part-time dishwashing job provides for a minimal lunch break

of precisely 15 minutes. Given such a short time interval for
lunch, the dishwasher must eat his meal in the dining area
depicted in Figure 1.

b. The following lunch options are available to the dishwasher:

1) The dishwasher can bring his own sack lunch and obtain

soft drinks, milk, or coffee from a vending machine for

$.25 in coin.
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2) The dishwasher can bring approximately $1.50 in coins
and can obtain a cold sandwich and his drink from
vending machines.

The dishwasher is discouraged from obtaining his lunch
in the regular cafeteria, due to the limited amount of
time he/she has for lunch.

c. The dishwasher should have the skills necessary to prepare his
own sack lunch, since this is not only a work requirement, but
also a requirement for residence in the group home.

d. The dishwasher is discouraged from bringing a sack lunch that
requires refi.igeration because refrigeration space for the
cafeteria operation is limited.

C. Baaic money management skills required

In most cases, a severely handicapped person hired as a part-time dish-
washer, would not rely on his/her wages for total support. The dish-
washer would have additional income from sources such as Social Security.
However, the average weekly gross payment for a dishwasher described
herein is approximately $45.00. Of this $45.00 earned, the workers
"take home" pay is approximately $32.00 and he/she is paid bi-monthly.

1. Delineated below is a listing of suggested ways the severely handi-
capped dishwasher could use his/her income;

a. For general savings;

b. For specific savings ite a) such as a vacation or a bicycle;

c. For direct purchases such as clothing and grooming items;

d. For unnecessary or luxury purchases such as additional food,
liquor, or cigarettes;

e. For payment toward time purchases such as a radio or a tele-
vision;

f. For payment for recreational activities such as moVies, ice
skating, or camping.

Hopefully, with assistance from a teacher or parent, the dishwasher
will establish a budget plan under which portions of his/her income
will be divided to allow payment for several Of the items listed
above.

2. The dishwasher will need to bring money to the job for lunch
purposes, for emergency phone calls, and possibly to provide
for an emergency taxi cab ride.

a. If the dishwasher brought his own sack lunch, he/she would
need the following amounts in coin form;
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telephone $ .20
drink .25

emergency cab 1.10

total required
daily $1.55

b. If the dishwasher did not bring a sack lunch, the following
amounts would be necessary:

telephone $ .20
drink .25

sandwich from 1.00
vending machine
emergency cab 1.10

total required
daily $2.55

Thus, In the situations described above, the dishwasher would
need functional money use skills to handle between $2.50 and
$3.00. In addition the workers would be required to perform
these skills induendently.

3. The severely handicapped worker is paid by check on a bi-monthly
basis.

4. Hopefully, the dishwasher will cash his check at a bank enroute to
or in the vicinity of the job site. Several banks in the Madison
area provide individualized service to handicapped patrons. Spe-
cifically the di.shwasher could use the following special services:

a. A predetermined amount of savings and cash received can be
negotiated on a bi-monthly basis, by the dishwasher, his/her
guardian, and special service employees of the bank.

b. The dishwasher could ask for assistance from special service
employees each time he/she enters the bank.

c. The special service employees could be required in advance to
notify the dishwasher's group home supervisor or parents in
the event of a significant savings withdrawal or application
for a loan.

5. Although the degree of independence in public stores is not related
to successful performance as a dishwasher, store usage skills
should be assessed as part of the.job inventory. The assessment
of store skills will provide group home pe.'ents and teachers with
a framework concerning the number and types of purchases the dish-
washer can make independently. Specifically we would suggest the
following breakdown in this area.

a. The assessor should determine the types of stores that the
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severely handicapped worker can currently function in. Per-
haps he/she is competent in a grocery store, but needs addi-
tional skills in the use of clothing stores.

b. The assessor should determine the amounts of money the worker
can functionally use in a store. Perhaps the worker requires
a predetermined list of items and the exact or near exact
amount of money to purchase the items.

c. The assessor should determine the dishwasher's level of in-
dependent functioning in a store. Perhaps the worker is most
competent when he/she is with a supervisory person or with
other handicapped associates.

Obviously an assessment of this:type is specific to the worker in
question. However, if this important area of the inventory is
overlooked, the worker could become frustrated concerning his/her
purchasing power and this in effect could have serious repercus-
sions directly related to work performance.

D. Time tellin- and time ud ;ent skills re uired

1. The severely handicapped dishwasher will need time telling skills
accurately to within one minute. The dishwasher must commence
work, take his break, and finish work precisely to the minute.
The dishwasher must perform time telling skills independentlz,
since he/she will not be told by his supervisor when to start,
when to finish, or when to take a break.

2. The schedule below is one which depicts several_critical occur-
rences specific to the job under investigation.7 This schedule,
written on a 3X5 card, is posted to the left of the service window
depicted in Figure 2. The schedule was developed by a vocational
teacher and Food Service Worker A (the dishwasher's supervisor).

FiBure 4

10:15 Silver
10:30 Pans
12:00 Break
1:00 Silver
1:15 Pans
2:00 Clean-up
2:30 Finish work

The dishwasher must begin each major task area delineated on the
card on or before the time suggested. In addition, the dishwasher
must finish a particular task before the next task-on the schedule

7These critical tasks do-not include all duties performed by the dish-
washer, just those with time constraints.
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is started. Thus, the dishwasher must be able to pair or match
the task written on the card, with a paticular time interval.

The only non-task occurrence that the severely handicapped worker
must pair or match with a specific daily.time period is lunch.

The lunch time period is posted as depicted in Figure 3 and is
taken as described in 2 above.

4. The worker must leave his group home 30 minutes prior to the
starting time of work. Thus, a dishwasher who commences work at
9:30 a.m. must leave his home at exactly 9:00 a.m.

There are no alternative time telling strategies available to the
dishwasher, since all time telling skills must be performed in-
dependently.

E. Health code requirements

As mentioned previously, the final two components of the job inventory,
Health code requirements, and Informed consent and lesal
are information,sections that do not pertain to specific skills required

of a severely handicapped worker. However, these areas are easential
to a comprehensive inventory and those items specific to the dishwashing

job are listed below.

1. A physical examination is not required by the cafeteria operators.
However, public school personnel should insist that all potential
handicapped workers receive a complete physical before these stu-
dents begin competitive job training. There are numerous research

reports suggesting a high incidence of physical disabilities in

severely handicapped persons.

2. There are no vaccines required by the cafeteria operators. How-

ever, public school personnel should contact a potential worker's

physician to assure that he/she has received vaccines deemed nec-

essary for food service work.

Health code requirements specific to restroom use and handwashing

are described in the inVentory section titled A lis_ting of the

basic interpersonal skills required, Part 3. Health code require-

ments specific to the use of hair ri,;Ls and paper caps are described

in A general descriptic2a of the social environ ent, Part 3.

F. Informed consent and le:al re uirements

1. All workers under age 18 need a work permit in the state of Wisconsin.

The steps required of a severely handicapped worker in procurring a

work permit are described below:

a. The pozential worker or his/her agent must fill out a work

permit application. .The form required information similar

to that depicted in section D: Functional academic skills
required, for completing a Social Security application.
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b. The'potential worker must have the application signed by
his/her parent or guardian.

The potential worker must return the application, in per-
son, to a local high school or other designated facility.

d. The potential worker must obtain a Social Security card
prior to applying for a work permit.

All workers, unless exempted by federal regulations, must obtain
or make application for a Social Security card prior to beginning
work. The steps required for obtaining a Social Security card
are listed below:

a. The potential Worker or his/her agent must fill out a Social
Security card application. Portions of this application
form are described in Section D: Functional academic skills
required.

b. The potential worker or his agent must return the applica-
tion form to a local Social Security office.

c. The potential worker should be informed that his Social
Security card will be sent to him/her via U.S. mail and will
arrive approximately four weeks after the application is
received.

3. Guardianship laws designed to protect the rights of severely
handicapped persons vary from state to state. In Wisconsin an
18 year old severely handicapped person has all rights of an
adult unless other arrangements are made in a court of law.
Some Wisconsin parents of severely handicapped persons have
attempted to protect their sons/daughters by asking the courts
to allow them to maintain partial guardianship after age 18.
Thus, it is in th best interest of all persons involved in the
work placement to LIontact legal parents before a severely handi-
capped student accepts employment.

4. The dishwasher working for the cafeteria operators is protected
in the event of injury by Workmen's Compensation during working
hours.

5. The cafeteria operators require that all employees be be 'ed.
The bonding form is a long and complex application that can only
be filled out by someone with access to the dishwasher's'permanent
records and someone who ha's legal permission to complete such a
form.

6. The cafeteria operators require that-aIl employees attend one
orientation meeting. The operators allow an advocate or teacher
to attend along with the worker.
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7. As mentioned previously,-the question concerning whether or-not
the severely handicapped citizen indeed does want the job offered
is crucial. For too many years "helpful others" have predeter-
mined what the severely handicapped citizen will and will not do.
In an attempt to assess whether a worker wanted the dishwashing
job, information related to the following was secured:

The worker's verbal responses to questions, about work as
a dishwasher were recorded.

b. The worker's performance as a dishwasher in simulated
settings prior to actual employment was considered.

C. The worker's performance across work-related domains dis-
cussed in the current inventory was studied.

d. The worker's performance as an employed dishwasher and
his/her verbal responses to questions about work as an
employed dishwasher were analyzed.
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An Inventory of Selected Skills and Related Information
Required for Severely Handicapped Students to Function on

a Folding Job in a Photographic Media Center°

General Job Characteristics

A. Reasons wh- severel handica.'ed students were considered for this

There were several factors.suggesting that the cluster of skills re-
quired for folding promotional material at a photographic media center
was within the repertoires of several severely handicapped students in
the Madison Public Schools:,

1. It had been determined that severely handicapped workers had
performed similar folding tasks frequently in sheltered work-
shop settings.

2. nicilz handicapped and non-handicapped workers had performed
similar folding and:collating jobs with the employing company
and at other businesses in the Madison area.

When a task analysis of the job was completed, it "Was judged by
teachers that some severely handicapped students currently
possessed many or all skills related to the folding job and
that other students could-be-taught the required skills.

4. The potential employer stated a willingness to employ several
severely handicapped students on a part-time basis, provided
those students were trained initially by school personnel.

5. The photographic media center where folders were employed is
located on a public bus line accessible to selected severely
handicapped students.

The folding job was appropriate for severely handicapped workers
under 18 years of age.

7. Although several skill requirements of the job were similar
to those frequently performed in sheltered workshops, the
current job location at a photographic media center facili-
tated the integration of severely handicapped workers with
non-handicapped workers.

8. Since the folding job was a short term placement lasting
approximately 15 weeks, younger_ severely handicapped students
would be able to work and return to school when the job was
completed.

8Appreciation is expressed to Steve Markstrom, Director, and to Jack
Lund, Coordinator of Photography at the University of Wisconsin Photographic
Media Center, Madison. Without their assistance and cooperation this project
could not have been undertaken.
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B. General_description of the lob

L. Described below are the basic components that hopefully convey
the routine cluster of skills performed by the folder (F). The

task analysis is divided into four major areas:

I. Home and school_p=aEgtion for work

A. F will launder, iron, and select his/her next day's
clothing the night before he/she is to go to work.

B. F will prepare his/her sack lunch and prepare his/her
money for work at least one hour before leaVing for
school.

C. F will select his/her outer garments for,work at least
one half hour before leaving for school.

D. F will leave home and take a bus to school.

E. At precisely 9:30 a.m., _F will leaVe school, walk to
the nearest bus stop and board a bus going to the down-
town square

F. F will walk from a bus stop at the downtown square to
the University of Wisconsin (UW) Photo Media Center on
the University of Wisconsin campus. F will enter the
UW Photo Media Center at approximately 10:00 a.m.

II. Onsite worker preparation

A. F will enter the work facility and walk to the folding/
collating room.

B. F will remove his/her outer garments and place them in
an appropriate section of the folding/collating room.

F will walk to the time clock outside the folding/
collating room, select his/her time card from the card
rack, and punch his/her time card in the time clock.

D. F will remove a full box of unfolded promotional bro-
chures stored in the folding/collating room, and place
the brochures on his/her table. F will place the un-
folded promotional brochures in 4 piles as depicted
in Figure 1.

E. F will remove two handfuls of mailing sealers from a
specified shelf in the folding/collating room and place
the seals on his/her work table. F will place the
mailing sealers in two piles as depicted in Figure 1.

F. F will select an empty box located in a designated area
iTI'f the folding/collating room and place that box on
his/her table, as depicted in Figure 5.
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Folder's Work Table

piles of mailing seals

Working folding area

III. Tasks rela ed tn folding, sealingiand storing_promotional
materials

The following tasks constitute
skills performed by the folder.
prepared his/her materials the
tiated and repeated throughout

Empty box

the primary cluster of routine
Thus, once the folder has

following procedures are nL-
the work day.

A. After taking a seat at a designated work table, F will
select one unfolded promotional brochure from his/her

work area and place the brochure on the table directly
in front of him/her.

F will fold each page of the ten page brochure in the
precise manner described below, so that the completed
brochures will be prepared for eventual mailing.

1. F will fold Page 1 of the brochure so that a crease
is formed at approximately the midline of the page.
F will fold Page 1 in a _left to right manner, from
the brochure as depicted below.

Folding direction

1/2 page / 1/2 page
containing containin-
printed matter / printed mat:er
only only

Unfolded page 1
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2 f will fold Pages 2-10 of the brochure so that
a crease is formed at approximately the midline
of each page. F will fold Pages 2-10 in a right
to left manner, from the brochure binding as de-
picted below.

1/2 page
containing
printed mat er
only

Folding direction

1/2 page con-
taining photos
and/or diagrams
only

Crease at page
Unfolded pages

2-10

dline

C. Upon completion of folding each page, F will select a
mailing seal from one of the two rows of mailing seals
on the work table and place the seal directly in front
of him/her.

D. F will remove the protective paper on the back of the
seal and place the mailing seal onto the brochure so
that all pages are clasped by the seal as depicted
below.

seal clasping 10 folded pages

10 page folded
brochure

E. F will place the folded, sealed brochure Into the
'empty box to Ole right of the work area, as depicted
in Figure 1.

F. F will complete Steps A-E for each brochure folded
during the work day.

IV. Preparation for completing work

A. F will place his/her folded and sealed brochures on the
supervisor's table in the folding/collating room as de-
picted in Figure 7.
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B. F will place his/her unfolded brochures in a box der.-
ignated for incompleted brochures in the folding
collating room. (See Figure 3)

C. F will place his/her unused mailing sealers on a spe-
cified shelf in the folding/collating room. (See
Figure 3)

D. T will walk to the time clock outside the folding/
collating room, select his/her card from the card
rack, and punch his/her card in the tine clock.

E. F will put on his/he_ outei ga ments.

F. F will leave the facility and walk to the appropriate
bus atop.

G. F will board a bus going to school.

H. At approximately 2:30 p.m., F will get off a bus in
the vicinity of his/her school at an appropriate bus
stop and will proceed to walk to school.

I. T will return home at the end of the school day via
a school bus.

There are no skills related to the current folding job that
are not part of the sequence described in the above task
analysis.

Basic performance criteria related to the folding j b are
crucial. Thug, criteria are delineated below: -

1. Each brochure must be folded, sealed, and packed
in less than 90 seconds.

Each brochure must be folded so that the crease
made on each page is within 1/8" of the actual
midling of that page.

3. Mailing sealorg are approximately 1 1/4" long.
Each sealor must be placed on all brochures so
that approximately 1/2" of the seal covers the
lower edge of Page 1 and approximately 1/2" of
the seal covers the lower edge of Page 10.

4. Each folder employed at the Photographic Media
Center must perform Steps A-I continuously at the
above criteria levels for approximately 3.5 hours.

The next section of the inventory provides a description
of work hours, days off, overtime, and breaks.
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The folding job under investigation is a pert-time posi-
tion. Specifically, the folder is required to work on
three prescribed days weekly, for 3.5 hours each day.
Usually these wovk days are scheduled in advance and do
not change from week to week. The folder is not requested
to work additional weekdays or on Saturdays. The folder
is expected to commence work at 10:00 a.m. and to complete
all required duties by 2:00 p.m.

The folder receives one 30 minute break each workday. The
break is taken precisely from 12:00 noon to 12:30 p.m.
The folder does not receive overtime opportunities.

C. A general description of the work setting

The work setting is in a media center and is located adjacent to
campus of the University of Wisconsin, Madison. The media center,
although affiliated with the University, is self-sufficient in that
it is operated through business generated both inside and outside
the University. The media center produces an array of films, video
tapes, slide shows, and animated features for its customers. In

addition, the center develops film for a large number of Madison's
camera and film stores and departments.

The promotional material prepared by five severely handicapped
workers was designed to attract new customers to the UW Photographic
Media Center.

1. The media center complex is depicted in the illustration below.
The folders work principally in the folding/collating rodm.
However, the workers are required to perform some tasks in the
Animation Area:
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2. A schema of the folding/collating room is depicted below.
The room is specifically arranged for folding promotional
brochures. The room is also used by other media employees

for storage purposes. (For a detailed illustration of
each folder's work areas, see Figure 1)
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Fi ure 7

Sche-_ of Folding/Collating Room
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The setting changes required of each folder are minimal.
The folder spends 90-95% of his/her time in the folding/
collating room. Specifically the following setting changes
are required:

Additional
storage

--41 -4- for

completed
brochures
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A folder is required to enter the public walk area, twice
daily for purposes of punching in and out-on the time
clock.

A folder is required to enter the lunch area, during
break periods for purposes of purchasing a soft drink
and for eating lunch.

A folder can use the public walk area, the employee hall-
way, and the public restrooms during break periods only.

Several folders are required to enter the Animation Area
for as many as three times daily for purposes of storing
completed, counted brochures.

D. A,Ealeral description_ _f the social environment

1. Information related to fellow workers The folders perform their
duties along with 38 fellow employees hired by the Media Center
as photographets, film developers, TV production personnel, ani-
mation specialists, business personnel, secretaries, and admin-
istrators. The fellow employees are not involved in the folding
tasks. Information related to the visible characteristics, dress,
duraEion of employment, and statements made to the job assessor
concerning past experiences with handicapped workers of selected
employees follows:

) A work/study folder was a female, approximately 21 years
old. She wore a colored blouse, double knit slacks, and
flat leather shoes. This work/study folder was assigned
to work in the center on a temporary, short term basis,
and had been employed currently for approximately 6-weeks.
In addition to folding, the work/study student was assigned
to'supervise the five severely handicapped workers after
their initial training was completed by school personnel.
The work/study student stated that she had worked with
"handicapped people before," and that during training
"the five folders seemed to do their jobs well and probably
would not need much supervision." (S1)

Another employee was a male film developer. He was approxi-
mately 29 years old, and had been employed by the center
for 2.5 years. He wore blue jeans, a plaid sport shirt,
and tennis shoes. Although he did not work directly with
the folders,'he ate lunch with these worker's during the
same break period and in the same facility. He stated that
he had never worked with retarded individuals in the past.
He further stated that he was glad that these students had
opportunities to work at the center.

2. Information_telated to supervision. The handicapped folders re-
ceive most of their direct supervision from the work/study folders
described above. Frequently, however, the Director of the center
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evaluates the quality and quantity of finished brochures. Thus,
the remainder of this section will detail the extent of super-
vision emanating from both the work/study folder(Si) and the
Director(S2).

a) Si visited the folding/collating room for purposes of
evaluation and to give direct orders approximately 7 times
during the daily 3.5 hour work period. During these visits
S1 rarely discussed work performance with each folder.
Instead, Si _usually_told_the folders collectively that they
were doing a fine job and proceeded to check the quality of
their folding and sealing.

Those brochures needing refolding and/or resealing were
frequently completed by Si. Thus, as noted in the dish-
waaher inventory, competitive workers receive little daily
feedback concerning successful versus unsuccessful job
performance.

During those occasions when Si found it necessary to give
directions to the folders, the following primarily one
component directions were suggested by the vocational
teacher.

I) Get your materials.

2) Put your materials away.

3) Work faster.

4) Take your break

5) Fold straight.

6) Seal the whole book.

7) Take the box into the Animation Area.

8) Do this book again.

9) Talk softly while working.

10) Turn the radio on.

11) Turn the radio off.

12) Get your coat.

13) It's ti e to clean up.

14) You got a lot done today.

S2, the Media Center Director, visited
room primarily for the purpose of quaii

,15

he folding/collating
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brochures. S2 visited the_room_approximately 2 times
during the 3.5 hour work period, usually once at the
beginning of the work day and once at the end. The job
assessor.noted that in most cases, S2 gave his direc-
tions and/or concerns to Sl rather than to the folders
directly.

Information related to special contingencies of the_employer.
Listed below are the specific regulations and procedures sug-
gested by the employer:

No smoking is permitted in the work areas.

b) Folders are not permitted to enter dark rooms.
__-

Folders are expected to use restroom facilities during
break periods only.

Two hours notice by phone is expected in advance of
emergency absence.

Two weeks notice is expected pr or to quitting the job.

II. §_pecific Work Skills RequlEd

A. B_LEIR_Ensicalisor-motor skills required

-Folders are expected to perform several physical sensory-motor skills.
As suggested in the task analysis, there is a specific sequence in
which most folding-skills-are-performed, Hopefully, the ,listing, of
physical sensory-motor skills below is sufficiently inclusive to account
for the skills required in a typical work day.

Weights and materials. A folder should be able to pick up,
carry and set down loaded boXes-that weigh up to 25 pounds.
A folder should be able to carry loaded boxes distances of
up to 25 feet. Loaded boXes contain either folded or unfolded
promotional brochures. Boxes are approximately 2' x 3' x 2'.
Frequently loaded boxes are moved from one point in the folding/
collating room to another. However, on occasion these boxes
are moved from the folding/collating room to the Animation
Area for storage.

2. Unusual visual and auditor skill re uirements. The folding
job does not require visual or auditory skills of an unusual
nature. Thus, it was determined by both superVisors and by
the assessor that a "normal range" of visual and auditory
skills would be sufficient.

3. Amount of time standing and sitting. The folder working a
typical 3.5 hour day is'required to stand for approximately
.5 hours and remain seated for approximately 2.5 hours, ex-
cluding break period activities.
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Ph sical demands deemed crucial. Listed below are the major
physics_ motor skills required. All physical motor skills
described below must be performed without assistance.

The folder is required to pick up, carry, and set down
a pile of 25 unfolded and unsealed brochures across
distances of less than 20 feet;

The folder is required to pick up, carry, and set down
a cluster of 15 folded and sealed brochures across
distances of less than 20 feet;

The folder is required to pick up, carry, and set down
2 handfuls of unused mailing seals across distances of
less than 20 feet-. Typically a handful of seals contains
between 20 and 35 seals.

The folder is required to pick up, carry and set down
I loaded box weighing up to 25 pounds a distance of 25
feet;

The folder is required to complete all motor subskills
described in the task analysis section of this analysis.
All motor subskills must be performed at the aforemen-
tioned criterion levels.

B. A listing_of bssic inter ersonal skills_reauimd

1. Direct verbal res onses respired after_sypervisory_commands.
As,mentioned in the kalt_E_L_Iae _requirements section of the in-
ventory, lengthy, Verbal responses are not required of the
folding job under assessment. However, the folder should be
able to functionally respond to supervisory commands delineated
in the Information related to supervision section with "yes"
or "no" verbal statements or gestures and then should Orocede
to carry out the directions given.

2 The numbers and es of social interac ions conducted amon
fellow workers

a) The folder is not required to socially interact with fellow
workers. However, the folder should maintain a facial ex-
pression that is socially acceptable to other workers.
Grimaces, blank expressions, and inappropriate smiles,,etc.
are not acceptable.

The folder should be able to greet and say farewell to fellow
workers when beginning and ending work respectively. Al-
though a verbal "hello" and "goodbye" are most appropriate
in these social situations, a hand wave is probably
sufficient.
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3. A description_of lunch break and restrooil activities

a) The folder is not required to initiate his/her lunch break.
In most cakes the lunch break is announced by 81. How-
ever, once the lunch break commences, the folder is expected
to perform the following skills prior to breakcompletion.

1) The folder should use the proper res_ oom facility.

2) The folder should take his/her prepacked lunch from
. the storage area in the folding/collating room and

bring it to the lunch area.

3) The folder should use the proper vending machine to
secure a desired drink.

4) The folder should complete steps 1-3 above before
12:30 p.m. daily.

5) The folder should return to work in the foldin /
collating room when told to do so by Sl

b) The employee eating area, depicted in Figure 6, is centrally
located in the Media Center. Restroom facilities, however,:
are located approximately 150 feet from the folder's primary
work area and are downstairs. Restrooms are well supplied
with soap, paper towels, and toilet paper.

4. Procedures for finding additional work

There are no time intervals during the work day when the folder
can complete all work available. Thus, procedures for finding
additional work are unnecessary.

5. 0nexpected_aocial interac_tione

The folder is not expected to greet new acquaintances and is
not required to interact with the public.

1. The supervisor of the folding job limits all commands to the
primarily one component verbal directions delineated in the
Information related to suparvision section of this inventory.

2. Listed below are selected nouns, verbs, adjectives/adverbs,
and prepositions that are used frequently by both supervisors
and folders employed at the Media Center:
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Selected Noun-Pronoun Inventory

brochure
sealor
photo page
printed page
table
chair
box (es)
.folding room
lunch room
time block
time card
work area
coke machine
mine

Selected Ad

big
small
empty
full
all
home
red
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Selected Verb Inventory

lunch begin punch go get
folded brochure finish enter set
unfolded brochure seal exit sit
sealed brochure pile walk stand
unsealed brochure fold take help
handful bring clean up remember
rows press returns carry
crease give me turn on/off pile
binding get get stack
each put put away check
work day hurry take out close
supervisor
folder
yours

ective/Adverb In or

small
light
fast
slow
working
not working
white

Selected Preposition Inventory

in
beside
next to
for
from
at

out
around
over
near
out

In addition to the use of the above inventories, the folder
should be able to demonstrate expressive "yes" and "no" appro-
priately.

D. Functional academic_skills reqiired

Delineated below are the functional academic skills deemed crucial
to the folding job by both the assessor and the work/study supervisor
(S ):

1

Func ional reading skills required

1. The folder must be able to functionally read at least the follow-
ing words.when they are presented in a variety of settings and in
variods types of letters and forms (e.g., handprinted, boldprinted,
capital letter print, small letter print).

Selected reading inventory

a) The folder should be able to read his/h_r name.

b) The folder should be able to functionally read the following
words:
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off/on trash
out of order storage
do not enter men/women
enter public private
exit coke

2. The functional reading of work schedules is not required.

3. The functional reading of posted notices is not required.

Functional math skills r!quired

1. The folder must have the skills necessary to rationally count
from 1-4 objects. These objects include folded brochures, un-
folded brochures, seals and boxes. For example, the folder is
required to set up 4 piles of unfolded brochures at his/her work
area before folding commences.

2. The folder is not required to add or subtract objects.

3. Clock reading and money management math skills are described in
the Supportive skills section of the inventory.

Functional writing skills

1. The folder must have the skills necessary to print or write his
first and last name. The skills should be performed across types
of paper, types of writing instruments and in various physical
settings. For example each folder must sign for his/her check
periodically and may be asked to do this in any room of the Media
Center, with any type of writing instrument available.

2. The folder is not required to have other writing skills beyond
those involved in name writing. However, as will be described
in the Suppurrive skills section of the inventory, the folder is
rorwirad to obtain a Social Security card. Thus, an optional hand-

Lng skill might include the ability to fill out the application
tc,rm required to secure a Social Security card. Selected items on
such an application are delineated below:

Print full
name

Place of
birth

Mothers
name

Fathers
name

First Middle Last

City County State



Your address

Today's Date

Telephone Number

Date of Birth

Your age

Your sex

Your color

Sign here
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Number and Street Ci State ZIP

Female

White__ Other

Essential categorization and discrimination skills

Several of the categorization and discrimination skills deemed
critical to job performance are presented below. This folder
should display the skills necessary to discriminate among and/or
categorize the following:

a) Variations of brochures, e.g., complete, incomplete, folded,
unfolded, damaged, undamaged, sealed, unsealed;

b) Variations of time card, e.g., own name card, non-own name
card;

Variations of work areas, e.g., supervisors area, own area,
other workers' areas;

d) Variations of boxes containing brochures, e.g., boxes packed
with folded, brochures, boxes packed with unfolded brochures;

Variations of rooms at the work site, e.g., folding/collating-
room, lunch room, restroom, other rooms.

Short term _memory requirements

In most daily work situations long time periods between the time a
direction is given and an action is performed are not needed. Thus,

there are few difficult delayed memory requirements of significance.

Machine and_tool skills

Besides the optional use of vending machines, the folder is not re-
quired to operate any tools and/or machinery for the successful per-

. formance of the job.
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agiene skills required

Folders in a Media Center should adhere to reasonable standards of
grooming and body care. The following standards are frequently
exemplified by fellow workers:

1. Workers are expected to bathe and use deodorant daily.

2. Workers are expected to brush their teeth and use mouthwash
daily.

Workers are expected to comb their hair at appropriate times
during the work day, e.g., during lunch break.

Workers are-expected to dress casually but neatly in clothes
similar to those described in the Information related to fellow
workers section of this inventory.

Supportive sklls and other information required

Suggested below are selected transportation, work preparation, money
management, and time-telling skills required for independent functioning
as a folder. There are some situations when persons other than the se-
verely handicapped worker will assume the responsibility for all or part
of these functions. Hopefully, potential folders will receive instruction
in supportive job skills to the same degree he/she is taught actual job
skills. It should be noted that several folders work at the Media Center
on the same schedule and travel to and from the same school. Thus,'trans-
portation and time-telling skills are frequently performed in small groups.

A. Transportation skills required

1. The folder will be traveling from school to the job site each
time he/she goes to work. Upon completion of work the folder
will return to his/her school. The distance from Badger School
to UW Photo Media Center is approximately 6.5 miles. The dis-
tance from Gompers School to the Center is 14 miles.

2. The UW Photo Media Center and Gompers School are located on the
same public bus line. Unfortunately, Badger School is not located
near a public bus line and is not within walking distance of the
Center.- Thus, Badger School students traveling to work at this
job site are driven there by school personnel. Since folders
from Gompers School have access to public bus travel, they are
required to possess the following selected transportation skills:

a) The folder should have the skills necessary to walk to and
from bus stops both near school and in the downtown area (a
significant subskill in this area is the ability to cross
intersecting streets having 4 or less lanes).

b) The folder should have those orientatnn and reading skills
necessary for locating appropriate buses and bus stops.
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The folder should have the skills necessary to board, ride,
and pay for public bus transportation to and from the work
site and school.

Unfortunately there are no alternative transportation methods
available to workers from either Gompers School or Badger School.
The cost of a public taxi would be too expensive. In fact, the
cab cost would probably exceed the folder's earnings on a typical
work day.

B. Skills related to work preparation

1.

While at work both
wear and provide a
to those described
workers section of
folders might wear
shirt, and leather
slacks, an informal

male and female folders are required to
their own expense, casual clothes similar

in the Information related to fellow
the current inventory. For example, male
corduroy trousers, a long'sleeved sport
shoes. A female folder could wear knit
blouse, and flat leather shoes.

b) In terms of clothing requirements necessary to get to and
from work, the folder must possess the skills necessary to
match his outer garment needs with varying weather conditions
and temperatures. For example, during the winter months the
folder must wear heavy shoes or boots, a warm coat, gloves,
and a hat.

Laundry skills required of the folder are quite extensive as
work uniforms are not provided. Thus, the following laundry
related skills are necessary:

1) The folder
dry, and i

2) The folder should have the skills
and dry,required undergarments.

should have the skills necessary to wash,
on slacks, shirts or blouses.

The folder should have the skills
leather shoes.

necessary

nAcessary

to wash

to polish

There are no formal color combination skills required of the
folder. However, in an effort to minimize differences between
handicapped and non-handicapped workers, it would be in the
best interest of the folder if the following matching/combining
skills were manifested:
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1) The folder should select to wear clothing items that
are not of unusual or garish colors, e.g. , orange,
bright pink or crimson.

The folder should wear slacks/shirt combinations where
either the slacks or the shirt is of a solid color.
For instance, the worker should not choose to wear
striped slacks with a plaid shirt.

The part time folding job provides the worker with a daily
30-minute lunch break.

b) There are no facilities within the Center from which a worker
can obtain sandwiches, milk, or coffee. In addition, the
folder does not have time during his 30-minute break to take
lunch in a nearby restaurant. Thus, the folder has few lunch
options available. He/she must bring a sack lunch. Soft
drinks, if desired, may be sec, Ted from the vending machine
in the lunch room area for $.25 in coin.

The folder should have the skills necessary to prepare a sack
lunch.

d) The folder is discouraged from bringing a lunch that requires
refrigeration or heating, since neither of these facilities
are available at the Center.

C. Basic money management skills required

In most cases, a severely handicapped person hired as a part-time
folder would not rely on his/her wages for total support. The folder
would have additional income from sources such as Social Security.
However, the average weekly gross payment for a folder is approximately
$21.00. Of this $21.00 earned, the workers take home pay is approxi-
mately $17.00.

1. Delineated below is a listing of suggested ways the severely
handicapped folder could use his/her income:

a) General savings;

-) Saving for specific item(s) such as a vacation or a bicycle;

-) For purchases such as clothing and grooming items;

d) For unnecessary or luxury purchases such as additional food,
liquor, or cigarettes;

For payment toward ti e purchases such as a radio or a tele-
vision;

f) For payment for recreational activities such as movies, ice
skating, or camping.
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Hopefully, with assistance from a teacher or parent, the folder
will establish a budget plan under which portions of his/her
income will be divided to allow payment for several of the items
listed above.

2. The folder will need to'bring money to the job for lunch purposes,
for emergency phone calls, and possibly to provide for an emer-
gency taxi cab ride:

telephone $ .20
drink .25

emergency cab 1.10

total required $1.55
daily

Thus, the folder would need functional money use skills of up to
$1.55 and he/she would be required to perform these skills in-
dependently.

The severely handicapped folder is paid by check on a monthly

basis.

Hopefully, the folder will cash his check at a bank in the
vicinity of his home. Several banks in the Madison area provide
individualized service to handicapped patrons. Specifically, the

folder could use the following special services:

A predetermined amount of savings and cash received can'be
negotiated on a monthly basis by the folder, his/her guardian,
and special service employees of the bank;

b) The folder could ask for assistance from special service
employees each time he/she enters the bank,

c) The special service employees could be required in advance
0 notify the group home supervisor-or parents in the event
of a significant savings withdrawal or application for a loan.

5. Although the degree of independence in public stores is not re-
lated to successful performance as a folder, store usage skills
should be assessed as part of the job inventory. The assessment

of store skills will provide parents and teachers with a framework
concerning the number and types of purchases the folder can make

independently. Specifically we would suggest the following:

The assessor should determine the types 'of stores the severely
handicapped worker -can function in. Perhaps he/she is compe-

tent in a grocery store, but needs additional skills in the

use of clothing stores.

b) The assessor should determine the amounts of money the worker

can functionally use in a store. The worker might require a
predetermined list and an exact or near exact amount of money
before he/she 'sable to purchase items.
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The assessor should determine the folder's level of inde-
pendent functioning in a store. The worker could be most
competent when he/she is with a supervisory person or with
other handicapped associates.

Obviously an assessment of this type is specific to the worker
in question. However, if this important area of the inventory
is overlooked, the worker could become frustrated concerning
his/her purchasing,power and this in effect could have negative
repercussions directly related to work performance.

D. limetellirdtimettent skills required

1. The severely handicapped folder will need time telling skills
necessary to read clocks and watches accurately at 30 minute in-
tervals. Although the folder must commence work, take his break
and finish work precisely to the minute, all of these activities
have been structured_so that they will occur on the hour and/or
the half hour. Thus, departure from school time is at 9:30 a.m.,
work arrival is at 10:00 a.m., break commencemont is at 12:00
noon, break completion is at 12:30 p.m., departure from work is
at 2:00 p.m., and arrival time back at school is at 2:30 p.m.
In addition to clock and watch reading skills, the folder must
be able to perform his "punch in" and "punch out" activities

.

In addition to the above clock and watch reading skills, the
folder must be able to match critical occurrences related to
work with those time periods mentioned. For example, at 9:30 a.m.,
and that he/she should proceed to the appropriate bus stop.

3. The worker will not need to pair or match any non ob events with
specific time periods on the clock. Since break activities are
monitored by one of the supervisors, the folder need not be
"watching the clock" during the noon hour.

There are several alternative time telling strategies available
to a folder'who_does not have skills 1-4 listed above:

a) The worker's daily activities could be monitored by a fellow
folder who does have these skills;

The worker's daily activities could be monitored by a
community based teacher;

The folder could wear a specially designed watch, programmed
to buzz at critical periods throughout the work day.

E. Health code reuireinents

As mentioned previously, the final two-components of the job inventory,
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Health code requirements, and Informed consent and legal Imulrements,
are information sections that do not pertain to specific skills re-

quired of a severely handicapped worker. However, these areas are
essential to a comprehensive inventory and those items specific to
the folding job are listed below:

I. A physical examination is not required of employees at the UW
Photo Media Center. However, public school personnel should
insist that all potential handicapped workers receive a comple e
physical before these students begin competitive job training.

2. There are no vaccines required of employees at the Center.
Public school personnel should however, contact a potential
worker's physician to assure that he/she has received vaccines
deemed necessary.

F. In ormed consent and lelLaLIesuirements

1. All workers under age 18 need a work permit in the state of
Wisconsin. The steps required of a severely handicapped worker
in procurring a work permit are described below:

a) The potential worker or his/her agent must fill out a work
permit application. The form requires information similar
to that depicted in section D: Functional academic skills
re uired, for completing a Social Security application.

b) The potential worker, if under 18 years of age, must have
the application signed by his/her parent.

The potential worker must return the application, in person,
to a local high school or other designated facility.

d) The potential worker must obtain a Social Security card
prior to his application for'a work permit.

2. All workers, unless exempted by federal regulations, must obtain
or make application for a Social Security card prior to beginning

work. The steps required for obtaining a Social Security card
are listed below:

a) The potential worker or h s/her agent must fill out a Social
Security card appl:eation. Portions of this application form
are described in section D: Functional academic skills re-

quired.

b) The potential worker or his agent must return the application
form to a local Social Security office.

The potential werker should be'informed that his Social
Security card will be sent to him/her via U.S. mail and will
arrive approximately four weeks after the application is
received.
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Guardianship laws designed to protect the rights of severely
handicapped persons vary from state to state. In Wisconsin
an 18 year old severely handicapped person has all rights of
an adult unless other arrangements are made in a court of law.
Some Wisconsin parents of severely handicapped persons have
attempted to protect their sons/daughters by asking the courts
to allow them to maintain partial guardianship. Thus, it is
in the best interest of all persons involved in the work place-
ment to contact parents or legal guardians before a severely
handicapped student accepts employment.

The folder working for the UW Media Center is protected in the
event of injury by Workmen's Compensation during working hours.

The Director of the Media Center does not require employee
bonding.

Employees of the Media Center are not requ-±d to attend an
orientation meeting.

7. As mentioned previously, the question concerning whether or not
the severely handicapped citizen indeed does want the job o fered
is crucial. For far too many years "helpful others" have pre-
determined what the severely handicapped citizen will and will
not do. In an attempt to assess whether a worker wanted the
folding job, information related to the following was secured:

_) The worker's verbal responses to questions about work a-
a folder were recorded.

b) The worker's performance across work-related domains dis-
cussed in the current inventory was studied.

The worker's performance as an employed folder and his/her
verbal responses to questions about woik as an employed
folder were analyzed.
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APPENDIX A

EACHING SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS TO FUNCTION AS

-10D SHWASHERS IN SIMULATED AND NATURAL WORK SETTINGS

hy

RICHARD SCHWARTZ11

10This paper was submitted in a more complete form to t e Graduate
School of the University of Wisconsin-Madison in partial fuif lment of
the degree, Masters of Science, by Mr. Richard Schwartz, Augus 1976.

11The authoys yould,like to thank Mr. Schwartz for allowing e

inclusion of a M'ajor portion of his master's thesis in order to p vide
the reader with a demonstration of an actual application of the job
skills inventory strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

As severely handicapped individuals gain more access to natural com

munity environments they will need to acquire many of the practical skills

of everyday living. A complete inventory of these skills would be of

formidable length and disheartening complexity. A severely handicapped

individual can not be taught "all she/he would need to know to survive in

the co unity" in a short time. But such a grandiose goal is not our

tial objective.

Initial objectives may involve prosthetic aids and simplified proce-

dures so that severely handicapped individuals can make increasingly closer

approximations to totally independent functioning. But alternatives to the

dichotomy of independence vs. dependence will be difficult to find ,if per-

forming the task and interacting with the community is postponed until the

severely handicapped student has acquired all the prerequisite skills for

independent performance.

This paper edetails an instructional program, developed and implemented

within the Madison, WI Public Schools, designed to teach severely handi-

capped students the skills necessary to shop at a supermarket. 3
The program

represents an attempt to provide six severely handicapped students with a

complex independent community living skill by utilizing existing skill re-

pertoires. Therefore, the process of grocery shopping was accommodated to

the students, rather than requiring the students to shop in a highly so-

phisticated manner. As such it is only an approximation of grocery shopping.

However, it is an approximation which allows the students to generate a

3
The words supermarket and grocery store are used interchangeably

throughout the text.
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shopping list based'upon meal_planning considera ions and their own pre-

ferences and to independently purchase the items. Shopping-skills, then,

were not taught in isolation. They were taught to occur within the con-

text of meal preparation. This stressed increasing the student's skill in

independent meal preparation and the functional aspect of grocery shopping;

that is, replenishing consumed food items.

As mentioned above, the task was adapted to the students. This state-

ment is based on two major elements of the program. First, adhesive labels

were attached to all food items kept in a cabinet or refrigerator in a

kitchen facility at school. The students were taught to remove the label

from a consumed item and attach it to either the cabinet or refrigerator

door. This generated a grocery shopping list while eliminating the need

for writing and reading skills. Second, the students were taught to match

the items en the refrigerator or cabinet door with those listed on a grocery

shopping card (see following section for a complete description of the pros-

thetic shopping aid) by making a slash mark next to the item on the card

which cor_esponded to the item on the doors. Finally the prosthetic aid

made it possible for the student to know the total amount of money to the

nearest dollar necessary for purchasing the listed items. The grocery

shopping card allowed the students t- determine the amount of money they

would need utilizing only rational counting and numeral.recognition skills.
4

The card also served as a match-to-sample check list enabling the

students to locate the various food items at a _supe -arket without needing

4
Initially a simpler method was employed that eliminated the need for

rational counting and numeral recognition. The students were eventually
transitioned to the method summarized above in order to eliminate the need
for adult supervision in determining the Amount of money required for par-
ticular purchases.
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to rely on sophisticated reading skills. This program represents an attempt

by the writers to extend the independent living skills of a group of se-

verely handicapped students. This was done by utilizing existing skills

and other skills that could be acquired rapidly. This required that a

cluster of skills be reduced to their simplest form while retaining unc-

l utility.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROSTHETIC SHOPPING AID
(Grocery Shopping Card)

Functions- of rosthetkjgappljaci.

The prosthetic shopping aid (also referred to as a grocery shopping

card in the text) was developed for secondary level severely handicapped

,students who did not demonstrate the rudimentary money, addition and

reading skills frequently associated with grocery shopping in a large

supermarket. The aid permitted these students to:

(a) generate a shopping list based on actual need;

(b) determine the approximate total cost of the items on the

shopping list;

make grocery purchases totaling up to $5.00.

Without the prosthetic shopping aid these secondary level severely handi-

capped students would need.to develop proficiency in a cluster -f related

math and reading skills Wore they could shop independently in any large

supermarket. Thus the aid contributed to each student's "shopping readi-

ness" by reducing the number of prerequisite skills.

Determipation_of items on prosthetic shopping aid

The items listed on each card were selected on the basis of the stu-

dent's individual preferences. Thus, each student shopping aid ws

composed of his/her preferred food items. 'The total nuMber of items on

the card was arbitrarily determined by the student and teacher to be

approximately 20. Obviously, the number of items on the list could be

readily increased after a student mastered supermarket shopping with the

initial selection. The length of the program and the cost of shopping in

real situations also influenced the total number -f items listed.

Another significant factor was that each food item listed was appro-

5
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priate to breakfast, lunch, or both. Breakfast and lunch are relatively

quick, easy and inexpensive to prepare. They are meals that severely

handicapped students are Often required to prepare, whether they live

with their parents or i_ a group home. In addition, selection of break-

fast and lunch food was being taught to these same students as part of a

home living program.

11221211_10L2E0 PthPti_ALISEEL11 aid

Figure 1 is a diagram of the prosthetic shopping aid with the primary

components labeled. Several characteristics of the aid should be noted.

1. Depending upon the needs of the individual student, food items

were depicted (a) pictorially; (b) in written form; or (c) both

pictorially and in written form.

2. Blank spaces were provided at the bottom of the card so that

each shopping list could be expanded when appropriate.

3. The selections on the card do not depict the size or brand

names. Students were taught to select the.smallest size of

each food, or to select a size or package that matched or

closely resembled one used during instruction. For example,

during instruction soda pop was always purchased in six-pack

cans.

4 Each self-adhesive white and permanent black square on the

card represents a 50 cent cost interval. Thus, a guar- of

milk costing 69 cents has two white squares beside the repre-

sentation of milk and ketchup, costing 39 cents has one.

5. There are two ways to use the prosthetic shopping aid to

determine the amount of money necessary for grocery purc ases.
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The removable self adhesive white square(s) beside a se-

lected ±tem can be transferred, progressing from left to

right, to the black square(s) on the money gauge. After

following this procedure for each food item, the student

can determine approximate total cost by labelling the

numeral directly below the last white square on money

gauge.

The second procedure eliminates the need to recognize

numerals and rationally count. In this.procedure a par-

ent, teacher, etc., would count out the appropriate amount

of money, give it to the student and draw a line after the

black square representing that amount. As the student se-

lects items, she/he transfers the self-adhesive white squares

to the permanent black squares. The student sts selecting

items when the white squares fill in all the black sq es

to the left of the line.

Each selection box on the card is laminated. Thus, items to be

purchased can be checked above the line in the selection box.

The arrangement of items on the grocery shopping card corresponds

to their arrangement in the stores of a large Wisconsin-Illinois

supermarket chain. Thus-, _if a student secures food items from

left to right in one of the:Se stores, he/she will encounter hot

dogs first, cheese next, eggs next, etc.

The shopping card i- a compact three ring binder which can be

opened and placed in the baby seat section of a shopping cart.

This eliminates the need for the student to carry the shopping

aid while pushing a cart.
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The prosthetic shopping aid represents a convenient reusable device

that can enable a severely handicapped student to make grocery purchases

ln an indeOendent, dignified manner. It can be used to approximate the

cost of grOcery purchases and consequently ihe need to terminate shopping.

It simplifies complex scanning skills by listing items according to the

store's a rangement. It also eliminates the need t- teach elaborate

memory strategies by utilizing pictures of food. However, the functional

applicability of the shopping aid can only be determined by empirically

verifying the utility of the,device in a ahopping program. The following

progra_ was implemented to establish the usefulness of the prosthetic

shopping aid as an initial step in teaching severely handicapped secondary

udents who lacked complex reading and money skills to shop independently.
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PROSTHETIC SHOPPING AID

oney Gauge

Permanent
Black Squares
(to which white self-adhesive

u-resrare attached'

chips 0

Removable
self-
adhesive
white
squares hot

dogs

cheese 00

eggs 0 0

peanut 0
butter

je 1 ly Li-

lunch

meat 11

orange
juice

tuna syrup
Pc9 ODDfish

ketchup 0- peas

Compact Three-Ring Binder Selection Box

ELlam_i. This figure schematically depicts the essential characte istics
of the prosthetic shopping aid.

Depending upon individual food preferences, these items varied for
different students.

L,39
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TASK ANALYSIS

P_-se I: Discriminating breakfast foods from lunch foods

Given a variety of grocery items on a table (i.e., some lunch foods,
some breakfast foods and some foods which can be classified as break-
fast or lunch) and verbal cue, "Do you eat this for breakfast or lunch?"
S should label the meal with which the food items are generally asso-

ated 6

Par Labeling breakfast_foods

Given a variety of grocery items on a table (i.e., some lunch items
and some breakfast items) T will randomly select one of the break-
fast items, show it to 5_, and say, "Do you want this for breakfast
or lunch?" S should say "...for breakfast," in response to each
item selected by T.

Part 2: labeling lunch_foods

Given a variety.of grocery items on a table (i.e., some lunch items
and same breakfast items) T will randomly select one of the lunch
items, show it to S, and say, "Do you_aat this for breakfast or
lunch?" S should say, "...for lunch," in response to each item
selected by _T.

Part Labeling items which_can 13.e _classified as breakfast and lunch

Given a variety of grocery items on a table which can be Classified
as both a lunch and a breakfast food (e.g., milk), T will randomly
select an-item, show it to LS, and say, "Do you eat this for break
fast or lunch?" S should say, ...both," in response to the items
selected by T.

Part 4: Disc _mina _n breakfast foods from lunch _foods

Given a variety of grocery items on a table (i.e., some:lunch foods,
some breakfast foods, and some foods that can be classified as break-
fast or lunch) T will randomly select one item, show it to S., and say,
"Do you eat this for breakfast or lunch?" S should say, "...for break-
fast," ".,.for lunch," or "...both," as indicated by the item selected
by T.

Phase II: Selectin food items needed for one breakfast or lunch

Given a variety of grocery items on a table (i.e., some lunch foods, some

6_
-Food items used throughout the program were based upon S preference

determined by T observations and parent input.

7
One breakfast was defined as a beverage and a main course. One lunch

was defined as a beverage, a main course and, if desired, a dessert.
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breakfast foods and some foods which can be classified as breakfast or
lunch) and the verbal cue, "Get all the items you need to Make one
breakfaet (or lunch; randomly interchanged)." S should be able to
select all the food items needed for one breakfast or lunch.

Part 1: Selecting foodjtems for_ene_breakfast

Given a variety of grocery items on a table (i._e , some breakfast
foods, some lunch foods and 'some breakfast and/orjunch items) and
the cue presented by T, "Get all the foods you need to make only
one breakfast for yourself." S should select the food items nec-
essary to complete one breakfast.

Part 2: _Selecting food items. for one lunch

Given a variety of grocery items on a table (i.e., some breakfast
foods and some lunch foods and some breakfast and/or lunch foods)
and the cue presented by T, "Get all the foods you need to make
only one lunch for yourself." S should select the food items
necessary to complete one lunch.

Part 3. Selectin ood items f or one breakfast or lunch

Given a variety of grocery items on a table (i.e., some breakfast
foods, some lunch foods, and some breakfast and/or lunch foods
and the cue presented by T, "Get all the foods you need to make
only one breakfast (or lunch; randomly interchanged) for your-
self." S should select the food items necessary to complete one
breakfast (or lunch).

Phase III: Selecting_food items fo _one breakfast or lunch from a
efrigerator_and/or cabinet

A number of preferred grocery foods are arranged in a refrigerator and
kitchen cabinet. Pictures of each item are taped on the shelves dir
rectly in front of the foods. T says to S. "Get all the foods you need
to make only one breakfast (or runch; randomly interchanged)." S should:

place the items needed to complete one breakfast (or lunch)
on a counter;
label all the items selected when asked, "What are you having
for breakfast (or lunch)?"1

c) return the items to their respective shelves when told, "Put
all the foods back."

Pa t 1: Selecting food items f or one_breakfast from a refri erator
and/or cabinet

A number of
and kitchen
directly in
you need to

preferred grocery foods are arranged in a,refrigerator
cabinet. Pictures of each item are taped on the shelves
front of the foods. I says to SE, "Get all the foods
make only one breakfast." 1 should:

a) Place the items needed to complete one breakfast on a counter,

2 4 1
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b) label all the items selected when asked, 'What are you having
for breakfast?";
return the items to their respective Shelves when told, "Put
all the foods back.'

Raft 2- Selectille_food items_for_one_l_unch from a refrigerator and/
or oabinet.

A number of preferred grocery foods are arranged in a refrigerator and
kitchen cabinet. Pictures of each item are taped on the shelves directly
in front oF the foods. T says to S, 'Get a!1 the foods you need to
ma:al nly Dne lurch. 5houY.

11;nms

d when s ed, 1-1e.t are you
heVir3 A br

t.hc I their respe':ivc shelves when told, ' Put

ell the foods bae:.'

3no '.)6 a counter;

cart 3- Selq.otiria_fo.od itams for_one brea ast or lunch from a
refrinrator apd/or cabinet

A nunber of preferred grocery foods are arranged in a refrigerator
and kitchen cabinet. Pictures of each item are taped on the shelves
directly in front of the foods. T says to S, 'Get all the foods you
nc:e to mc!c orv (or lunch: rF interchan:jed!..

,x !-,rn

retur: Ve:-.3

1 thc

cow: , (x;:-

as,oc -4het Erc, hi:virrj

ir wher t ' Put

Traxisferxin, otcurcs :1 r;on5t.ed food items to refriatrator
and 'or_ co ine t_door

f number of preferred grocery foods are arranged in a nefrigerator and
kitchen cabinet. Pictures of each item are taped on the shelves directly
in front of the foods. I says to S, 'Get all the food you need to make
only one breakfast (or lunch; randomly interchanged).' S should:

place the items needed to complete one breakfast (or lunch) on
a counter;
transfer an item's picture frem the refrigerator and or cupboard
shelf to the door when the food selected will mquire replacement;

c) label all the items selected for the meal;
d) dispose of consumed iteMs;
e) return remaining items to their respective shelves;
f) label items which need to be purchased at a grocery store (i.e:,

transferred pictures) when asked, 'What do you need to buy when
you go to the grocery store?'
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Part 1: Transferring pictures of consumed one-serving items
canned soup)_to refrigerator and/or cabinet door

e.g. t_

A number of preferred grocery foods are arranged in a refrigerator
and kitchen cabinet. Pictures of each item are taped on the
shelves directly in front of the foods. T says to 4,, "Get all the
foods you need to make only one breakfast (or lunch; randomly inter-
changed)." S should:

a) place the items needed to complete one breakfast (or lunch)
on a counter;

b) immediatel upon selecting a one-serving item (e.g., canned
soup) transfer the item's picture from the refrigerator
and/or cupboard shelf to the door;

c) label all the items selected for the meal;
d) dispose of consumed items;
e) return remaining items to their respective. shelves;
0 label items which need to be purchases at a grocery store

(i.e.; transferred pictures) when asked, "What do you need
to buy when you go to the grocery story?"

Part 2: Transferrin ures of -onsumed bulk-food item
vEtedcereal _o refrigerator and/or cabinet door

A number of preferred grocery foods are arranged in a refrigerator-
and kitchen cabinet. Pictures of each item are taped on the shelves
directly in front of the foods. T says to Si "Get all the foods you
need to make only one breakfast or lunch; randomly interchanged)."
S should:

a) place the items needed to complete one breakfast (or lunch)
ou a counter;

b) upon selecting a bulk7food item (e.g., variety-pack cereal)
transfer the item's picture from-the refrigerator and/or
cupboard shelf to the door when there are onlytwo items
remaining;

c) label all the items selected for the meal;
d) dispose empty food item containers;
e) return remaining items to their respective shelves;
f) label items which need to be purchased at a grocery store

(i.e., transferred pictures) when asked,_"What do you need
to.buy when,you go to the grocery stord?"

Part Transfer_King_pietures of eonstR2LinAmbltql(ILdLLL
peanut butter) to refrigerator_and/or cabinet door.

A number of preferred grocery foods are arranged in a refrigerator
and kitchen cabinet. Pictures'of each item are taped on:the shelves
directly in front of the foods. T says to q, "Get all the foods you
need for one breakfast (or lunch; randomly interchanged).1' S should:

8A bulk-food item is one that contains several separately packaged one
serving items together such as variety pack cereal or a six pack of soda

PoP.
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) 'place the items needed to complete one breakfast lunch)
on a counter;

b) label all the items selected for the meal;
c) dispose of consumed items;
d) return remaining items to their respective shelves;'
e) upon returning a judgment item (e.g., peanuthutter) transfer

the item's picture from the refrigerator and/or cabinet shelf
to the door when the -pantit7 remaining in the container
falls below the line9 drawn on the jar and no other container
is on the shelf;

f) label items which need to be purchased at a grocery store
(i.e., transferred pictures) when asked, "What do you need
to buy when you go to the grocery store?"

Phase V: Teaching the function_and com onents of a su ermarket

S acquires the skills necessary to:

a) label the "purpose" for going to a supermarket' (i,- purchase
groceries);

b) determine that a shopping list and money are needed to purchase
groceries at a supermarket;

c) discriminate and label various components of a supermarket (e.g.,
"In/Out" door, shopping carts, food aisles, dairy case, check-out
lanes, etc.) as they appear on a video ta pel° of an actual store;

d) stop a video tape of the food aisles of a supermarket-when food
items appear on a television monitor which correspond to food
items on a shopping list.

Yart_1: Teachin the function su e market

5 acquires the skills necessary to label a grocery store11 as a place
-rilere one goes to buy fobd.

Part 2: Teashintheneedforashointe-prchases

S acquires the skills necessary to:

9
-A black line was drawn at a level where approximately one-fourth of

the contents remained in the container.

10_ ;

Video tapes were used to ease the transition from the classroom to
the supermarket and to add a visual referrent for classroom discussions
of a grocery store. In addition, the tapes eliminated the need to orient
S's in a detailed way to the components of a store when actual trips to
the supermarket were made. The authors would like to stress, though,
that the program can easily be impleMented without the use of video tapes.
Photographs,of the components of a supermarket to teach S's to discriminate
the actual component could precede purchasing trips.

11
T used the words supermarket and grocery store interchangeably

throughout the implementation of the program.
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a) label a shopping list as -ecessary for purchasing gro eries
at a supermarket;

b) label money as necessary for purchasing groceries at a super-
market.

Part 3: DiscrIminating the components of a su ermar_

S acquires the skills necessary to discriminate and label various
components of a-sUpermarket (e.g., "Iii/Out" doers, shopping carts
food aisles, dairy case, check-out lanes, etc.) as they appear on a
video tape of an actual store.

Part 4: Stop a video ta e at items on a02RELa_liet

S acquires the skills necessary to stop a video tape of the food aisles
of a supermarket when food items appear on a television monitor which
correspond to food items on a shopping list.

Phase VI: Generating aslistandcin-moneyix
purchases

S acquires the skills necessary to:

a) check off food items with a grease pencil on his/her grocery
shopping card that have been previously transferred to a refrig-
erator and/or cabinet door;

b) determine the amount of money needed to purchase the food items
checked off by utilizing the money calculating components of the
card.

.1art_ 1: Geli_o--inlist

Given various pictures of food items that .have been previously trans-
ferred by S to a refrigerator and/or cabinet door, S locates the same
pictured items on his/her grocery shopping card and makes an "X" next
to the item on the card.

Part 2: monejforgcery

A. T draws a line to the right of the amount in the monergauge
13

of the grocery shopping card needed to purchase the items $
has checked off. S takes the money and states that the line
indicates that she7he has enough to buy the items on the card.

12Two different summaries (A & B) of the skills in Part 2 are provided
for the reader. Section A describes the skills taught throughout most of
this program (data reported for Phase VI, Part 2 are based upon Section A).
Section B was begun at the end of the school year. Section A teaches the
students how to make purchases in a semi-independent way (T must always
determine amount of money), while Section B allows the student to use a
supermarket in a totally independent fashion (but' requires rudimentary
rational counting and numeral recognition skills).

1
3S places the rectangular strips on the money-gauge from left to --Aght.
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B. Given a grocery shopping card with variousjood items which
need to be purchased previously marked, S transfer the move-
able rectangular strips next to each marked food item to the
monev-gauge at,the top of the card. ,S then determines the
amount of money needed to purchase the marked food itema by:

_) labeling the numeral printed under the last rectangular
strip transferred to the money-gauge;

b) counting out one dollar bills and stopping at the numeral
labeled.

Phase VII: Purchasin food items at an actual su-ermarket
14

S acquires the skills necessary to secure food items, check out at check
out counter, and pay for items selected.

Part 1: .Securing food ite-s

Upon arriving at a community supermarket S:

a) determines the appropriate door to enter;
b) gets a shopping cart; and
c) secures all items checked-off on grocery shopping card.

Part 2: Check-out sequence

Upon determining that all food items checked off on the grocery
shopping card have been secured

a) proceeds to the closest open check-out lane and waits in line;
b) quickly places all items on the counter at appropriate time;
c) pushes cart out of lane after placing the items on the counter,

and returns to pay.

Part 3.: Payment segnence

Upon cue from the store cashier (checker) S:

a) gives cashier the money previously calcula ed through the
money-gauge on the grocery shopping card;

b) waits for change and receipt;
c) moves to end of checkout lane away from other customers,

and puts change:and receipt in purse, wallet or pocket;
d) picks up groceries and leaves through appropriate door.

Phas VIII: Re acin food it a u chased at a su ermarket and cture
corresponding to those items to the appyqpriate refxigerstor or cabinet
shelf.

S acquires the skills necessary to replace the food items purchased at

14The store used for the purchasing phase of the program was a full-
sized supermarket which was part of a Wisconsin-Illinois chain.
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the supermarket on the appropriate shelves of the ref igerator or cabinet
and to replace the pictures corresponding to those items.

Part_ 1.: Puttin -oceries/ ictures on a IS iate shelves

Upon arriving home from the supermarket S takes each item purchased
from the store and places it on appropriate cabinet or refrigerator
shelf. S then takes the pictures from the cabinet or refrigerator
door corresponding to the purchased foods and places the picture on
the shelf in front of the item.

Phase IX: Erasing checked-off food items and replacing moveable squares
to appro riate areas_of_the grocelmA2pping car4.

S acquires the skills necessary to re ove the sel-adhesive squares from
the money gauge and replace them next to the food items.

Part 1: R ac n the s uares and erasi checked-off food_items

S takes the self-adhesive squares from money-gauge at the top of
the grocery shopping card and places them next to the empty spaces
adjacent to the checked-off food items. S then takes a damp cloth
and erases the check marks on the items that were previously pur-
chased at the supermarket.
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METHODOLOGY

Students (Sb)

Six students were involved in this study. A11 six students were

classified as functioning within the severely handicapped range. The

students were enrolled in a self-contained classroom for the severely

handicapped within the Madison, WI Public Schools.

tion of each student is provided below.

SEX: Female

C.A. AS OF JANUARY, 1976: 15 years

I.Q.: Stanford Binet 40 (M.A. 4-7)

PPVT (M.A. 4-8)

LEVEL OF RETARDATION: Severely retarded

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS: XXX Chromosomal pattern with men
Schizophrenic

EDUCATIONAL SKILLS DESCRIPTION:

A detailed descrip-

al deficiency.

Low functioning, limited reading skills
(15 functional community sight words)
Limited math/money skills (all coin
recognition, counting skills to 20)
Unintelligible speech.

PLACEMENT HISTORY:
NATURAL HOME: In natural home since birth - 8/60
BOARDING HOME: Mendota State Hospital 3/69 - 2/70
SCHOOL: Madison Public Schools 2/68 - Present

-/

SEX: Male

C.A. AS OF JANUARY, 1976: 17 years

I.Q.: Not available

LEVEL OF RETARDATION: Severely retarded
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Low functioning, limited reading skills,
(10 functional community sight words)
Limited math/money skills (all coin
recognition, counting skills to 18)
Limited vocabulary.

PLACEMENT HISTORY:
NATURAL HOME: In natural home since birth - 5/58
BOARDING HOME: None
SCHOOL: Madison Public Schools 8/64 - Present

§

SEX: Male

C.A. AS OF JAIUARY 1976: 20 years

I.Q.: Attempts to determine I.Q. score according to Peabody Picture
Vocabulary and Standard I.Q. tests were undeterminable.

LEVEL OF RETARDATION: Severely

EDUCATIONAL SKILLS DESCRIPTION:

PLACEMENT HISTORY:
NATURAL HOME:
BOARDING HOME:
SCHOOL:

7etarded

Low functioning, limited reading skills
(20 functional comMunity sight words)
Limited math/money skills (all coin
recognition, counting skills to 15)
Unintelligible speech.

In natural home since birth - 12/55
None
Public school in Arizona 9/73 - 11/75
Madison Public Schools 12/75 - Present

4
SEX: Male

C.A. AS OF JANUARY, 1976: 17 years

1.Q.: Stanford Binet 30 (M.A. 2-9)

LEVEL OF RETARDATION: Severely retarded

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS: Dowm's Syndrome - Mongolism

EDUCATIONAL SKILLS DESCRIPTION: Low functioning, limited reading skills
(25 functional community sight words)
Limited math/money skills (all coin
recognition, counting skills to 20)
Unintelligible speech.
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PLACEMENT HISTORY:
NATURAL HOME: Home from 5/58 - 5/64
BOARDING HOME: Southern Wisconsin Colony 5/64 - 6/75

Madison Group Home 6/75 - Present
SCHOOL: Southern Wisconsin Colony 8/70 - 6/75

Madison Public Schools 8/75 - Present

§

SEX: Male

C.A. AS OF JANUARY, 1976: 17 years

I.Q : Stanford Binet 43 (M.A. 3-8)

LEVEL OF RETARDATION: Severely retarded

EDUCATIONAL SKILLS DESCRIPTION: Low functioning, limited reading skills
(20 functional community sight words)
Limited math/money skills (all coin
recognition, counting skills to 10)
Unintelligible speech.

PLACEMENT HISTORY:
NATURAL HOME: In natural home since birth - 11/58
BOARDING HOME: None
SCHOOL: Madison Public Schools 9/64 - Present

SEX: Male

C.A. AS OF JANUARY, 1976: 16 years

I.Q.: Stanford Binet 34 (M.A. 3-3

LEVEL OF RETARDATION: Severely retarded

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS: Down's Syndrome - Mongolism

EDUCATIONAL SKILLS DESCRIPTION: Low functioning, limited reading skills
(50 functional community sight words)
Limited math/money skills (all coin
recognition, counting skills to 50)
Unintelligible speech.

PLACEMENT HISTORY:
NATURAL HOME: In natural home from 7/59 - 6/66

BOARDING HOME: Southern Wisconsin Colony 6/66 - 6/75
Madison Group Home 6/75 - Present

SCHOOL: Madison Public Schools 6/75 present
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TABLE 1

GENEUTED_FOOD OST FOR N5E_I

Breakfast Foods Lunch Foods

SIZE: ESTIMjEri

nUANTITY ITEM

SIZE/ :I7TrT7T

UANTITY MICE

, Sliced I)reH 1' 'oaf A r-
:,) .) I. flicec: "Jr,ad li, loef

n 1

1,1!'I' S'dcLs . 2, luttpr !p-4 stici6
e

hi" 17 ilUn 1400 ?. T:', 1 ,.allon,.
I' '! r i' j

l'. Fr1.0- frni' . 0: i ., ''. rr?sh fruit i dozen
,

f
r'

. rro-en 0.J. J Oz. can 5. Frzen U.J. ',2 N. can
,

b. _As I dozen 1 ' 0. Eggs 1 dozen

7, PeEnut 11:tcr 17 oz, jar .)
ro

7, Peanut Butter 12 oz. jar

,, Jelly 1r 07, jar 5 1
.

n
u. Jelly 11) Oz. jar

Fro7en 00nuts 1: dozen
r,

.) Tuna Fish

51.caripkss,Frozen Toaster Sliced Cheese 16

waffles 1 paci,.age 151 Soda pop 6 pack cans

Syrup ;2 02. bOttle 1,7, Cookies 1/ package

C2rcal triebir Canneci Sotr,1 11 07. can

-. -
ensix-pac .5, 'Armed Spadhetti

lr
o-i. L

., ,1

Canned VejPZ7.1J1es ,i 0:. CE5

o1p'1'
e ,

A paC,

'!Ot d0j5 !;" pa!iye

etchup 12 o-,.. bottlnK

I).

1.00

.5J

.50

1.clo

1.50

1,00

.50

ro

k ror

1400
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Setting

Ins ruction took place in the student's classroom, in a kitchen at

the group home and in a large supermarket which was an outlet of a chain

serving Wisconsin and Illinois.

Materials

Specific _aterials necessary for various sections of the program are

described within each phase. Listed below is a compilation of required

materials:

.1. table;
2. consumable food items appropriate for lunch and breakfast (See

Table 1);
3. kitchen cabinet and refrigerator;
4. pictures of food items taped onshelves in front of each food;
5. prosthetic shopping aid (See Figure 1
6. grease pencils;
7. five 1-dollar bills per student;
8. paper towels;
9. scotch tape.

Tnstructional_Pro:ram

This section includes the teacher cues and student responses used to

teach supermarket shopping skills. Any implementation of the program

should fit cues and responses to individual needs. The written format

lacks the complex interaction unique to teachers and students. Appro-

priate reinforcement should also be geared to the characteristics of the

individual program. The cues and responses used in this program are pre-

sented here as a general guide to others interested in implementing a

similar program and to help clarify the actual process. They are, how-

ever, to be used and adapted appropriately and not implement rigidly.

In addition to the cues and responses a discussion of the correctional
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procedures is also provided. (Table 1 presents a list of the various food

items used in the progra ).

PHASE I: Discriminating ast foods from lunch foods

Part 1: LabelIng breakfast foods

Materials: Table with various consumable food items whIch can be
eaten for breakfast and/or lunch.

holds up one breakfast food item at a time and asks:

Teacher Cue Student_Response

1. "What is this?" 1. S verbally labels given food
item.

"Do you eat this for 2. "For breakfast."
breakfast or lunch?"

Part 2: Labeling lunch foods

7 holds up one lunch food at a time and asks:

Teacher Cue Student Response

"What i s this 1. S verbally labels given food
item.

2. "Do you eat this for 2. "For lunch."
breakfast or lunch?"

Part _3: _Labelin

lunch
items hich can be classified as breakfast and

For food items (#1-8 in Table 1) which can be eaten for either
breakfast and/or lunch, implement the following teaching proce-
dure:

T randomly holds up one food item at a time which can be eaten
for both breakfast and lunch and asks:

Teacher Cue Student Response

1. "What is this?" 1. S verbally labels given food
item.

2. "Do you eat this for 2. "Both"
breakfast or lunch?"
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Part 4: Discrimlna in breakfas foods from lune foods

T randomly holds up one breakfas 4nch food item at a time and asks:

eacher ue Student Response

1 "What is this?' 2. S verbally labels given food
item.

2. "Do you eat this for break-
fast or lunch?"

S correctly verbalizes whether
given food item is eaten for
breakfast or lunch.

P ASE Selecting food items needed for one breakfast or lunch

Materials: Table with various selected consumable food items which
can be eaten for breakfast and/or lunch.

Food items are arranged on table in f ont of S.

Part I: Selec in f- iesf one breakfas

Teacher Cue

1. 'Make one breakfast for
yourself.

Student Response

1. S selects desired brea fast food
items to make one meal and places
them in front of him.

2. "What are you having for 2. S states verbally breakfast food
breakfast?"

3. "Do you have enough to ea

4. 'Do you have too much?'

5 'Put them all back."

items chosen.

'Yes' response is correct if
has obtained enough food for
one breakfast meal.*

b, "No" response is correct if S
has not chosen enough food for
one breakfast meal.*

4a, "Yes" response is correct if S
has chosen too much food for one
breakfast meal.*

b. "No" response is correct if S
has enough food for one breakfast
meal.

S returns food items with others
on the table.

*Specified amounts of food for a given br akfast meal will be determined
by T. Each meal should include one drink and a main course.
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Selecting food items for one lynch

Food items are arranged-on a table in front of S.

Teacher Cue Student Res onse

1 "Make one lunch for your- 1. S selects desired lunch food
items to make one lunch meal,
and places them in front of h m.

self.'

2. 'What are you having for 2. S verbally states lunch food
lunch '

'Do you have enough to
eat?'

'Do you have too much
eat?'

items chosen.

"Yes' response is correct if S
has obtained enough food for one
lunch meal.*

3b. "No' response is correct if S
has not chosen enough food for
one lunch meal.*

4a. "Yes response is correct if S
has chosen too much food for one
lunch meal.*

4b. "Nof" response is correct if S
has enough for one lunch meal.*

5. "Put them all back.' 5. 5 returns all food items with
others on the table.

*Specified amount of food for a given lunch meal will be determined by T.
Each meal should include one drink, a main course, and, if desired a dessert.

Part 3: Selectina food or One br-akfat of_lun

Food items are arranged on table in front of S.

Teacher Cue

'Make one breakfas lunch

for yourself.'

Student Res onse

S selects desired breakfast/lunch
food items to make one meal, and
places them on table in front of
him.

2. 'What are you having for 2. S verbally states breakfas lunch
breakfast/lunchT food items chosen.'

'Do you have enough to
eat '

3a. 'Yes" response is correct if S
has obtained enough food for one
breakfast/lunch meal.*

b. "No" response is_ correct if S
has not chosen enough food for
one breakfast/ unch meal.*
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Teacher Cue Student Response

4. "Do you have too much
to eat?'

4a. "Yes' responte is correct if S_
has chosen too much food for one
breakfast/lunch meal.*

4b. 'No response is correct if 5 has
enoueh food for one breakfast/
lunch meal.*

i':Specified amounts of food for a elven hreakfast/lunch meal will be det
mined by T. Each meal should include one drink, a main course, and, if
desired, a dessert.

PHASE 111- Selection of food items or one_ breakfast or l_unch from arefinet
Materials: Kitchen cabinet and refrigerator with various selected
consumable food items. Pictures of actual food items taped on shelf
in front of each food item. Kitchen counter.

Part 1: Selectins food items for one breakfas from a refri.erator
and/or cabinet

Teacher Cue

'Go to the cabinet/refrig-
erator and get the things
you need to make one break-
fast meal.'

What are ycu hiving for
ast?

'Do you have enough to
Pat?

Put them all back."

Student Response

_E goes to the cabinet/refrieer-
ator and selects desired break-
fast food items to make one meal
and places them on counter in
front of him.

ver'oally states breakfast food
items chosen.

'Yes' response is correct if E
has obtained enough breakfast
food items for one breakfast meal.*

b. 'No' response is correct if S
has enough food for one breakfast
meal.*

S correctly returns all Lreakfast
food items to cabinet/refrigerator
shelves behind corresponding pic-
tures.

*Specified amounts for given breakfast meal will be determined by T. Each
meal should include one drink and a main course.

Part 2: .S_electing food i

cabine
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Teacher Cue

"Go to the cabinet/refrig-
erator and get the things
you need to make one lunch."

2. 'What are you having for
lunch?"

"Do you have enough to
eat?"

4. "Do you have too much
to eat?"

5
p them all back:

5-udent _Response

1. 5 goes to the cabinet/refriger-
ator and selects desired lunch
food items to make one lunch
meal, and places them on the cQinter
In front of him.

5 verbally states lunch food
items chosen.

"Yes" response is correct if S
has obtained enough food for one
lunch.*

b. "NO' response is correct if S
has not chosen food for one lunch
meal.*

ka. 'Yes' response is correct if S
has chosen too much food for ene
lunch meal.*

b. 'No" response is corn2ct if 5
has enough food for one lunch meal.

5. _s correctly returns all lunch food
items to cabinet/refrigerator
shelves behind corresponding
pictures.

*Specified amounts of food for a given lunch meal will be de ermined by
T. Each meal should include one drink, a main course, and, If desired,
a dessert.

?art_ 3: Selectinq food items for on
refrloerator_and/or cabinet.

Teacher Cue

'Go to the cabinet/refrig- 1.

erator and get all the things
you need to make one break-
fast/lunch meal."

'What are you having for
breakfast/lunch?"

"Do you have enough to
eat?"

breakfast or lunch from a

Student Respon_se

5_ goes to the cabinet/refrigera-
tor and selects desired food items
to make one breakfast/lunch meal,
and places them on counter in front
of him.

S verbally s_ates breakfast/lunch
food items dhosen.

3a. 'Yes' response is correct if 5
has selected enough breakfast/
lunch food items for one break-
fast/lunch meal.*
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Teacher_ Cue Student Response

b. "No' response is correct if S
has not selected enough food for
one breakfast/lunch meal.*

4. "Do you have too much 4a.

to eat?'

"Put them all -rk "

"Yes' response is correct if S
has selected too much food for
one breakfast/lunch meal.*

"No' response is correct f S
has selected enough food for one
breakfast/lunch meal.*

S correctly returns breakfast/
lunch food items to cabinet/
refrigerator shelves behind cor-
responding pictures.

*Sperified amounts for given breakfast/lunch meal will be determined by
T. Lech meal should include one drink, a main course, and if desired,
a dessert.

fAASE TrensfeTring_aktures_of consumed food_items to refri erator
and/or _cabinet door

Part 1: Transferrip ictures of consumed one-servin
canned soupl to refrigerator and/or cabinet door.

Materials: Kitchen cabinet and refrigerator; pictures of actual food
items taped to shelves in cabinet/refrigerator; various consumable a)
one-serving food items (e.g., tuna fish, canned spaghetti, soup, etc.);
b) bulk food items (e.g, variety pack cereal, sliced cheese, snack-
pack pudding, etc.); c) judgement food items (e.g., peanut butter,
jelly, syrup, etc.) placed behind corresponding picture on cabinet/
refrigerator shelf.

Teacher Cue Student Response

1. "Make one breakfast/lunch
for yourself.'

S goes to cabinet/refrigerator,
removes all desired food items
from shelves, and places them
on counter in front of him.

2. 'What are you having for 2 S verbally states all food items
lunch chosen for specified meal.

'Are you going to use all
the ?' (Name
chosen food items individ-
ually)

9

S verbalizes correct response.
a. "Yes' response is correct if S

has chosen a one-serving food
itcm.

'No' response is correct if S
has chgsen,a food item that is
not a one-serving item.



Teacher Cue Student Response

'How do you know that you 4. "There's no more left."
need to buy more _7" (S names food items that need
Name food items that need replacement individually)

replacement individually)

5. If S's response to Step 3
is ''yes T asks:

a. 'What do you do to show that a.
you need to buy more ?'

(Name food items that need
replacement individually)

Why don't you : _ e the
_picture?' (Name

food items that do not
naquire replecant indl I

ue,!ly)

T points to food items the
will not be replaced and as!,.s.
'What are you ving to do
with this food since there's
some left?"

7. 'What do you need to buy when 7.
you were going to the gro-
cery storer

'Move the picture." .2 then

moves the picture of consumed one-
serving food item(s) from shelf
to side of cabinetlrefrigerator

ints to food item nd
savs 'There's some left.'

'Put it back: ) replaces food
items on shelf behind corresponding
pictures.

S looks on cabinet/refrigerator
door, points to each item, and
verbally labels name(s) of pic-
tured food item(s) he has moved.

Part 2: Transferring _..ictures of cons_umed _bulk-food itmSILaL
yAriqIy_pack cereal to refri era or and/or cabinet door

1

Teacher Cue

"Make one breakfast/lunch
for yourself.'

'What are you going to
have for breakfast/lunch?'

Student Resopnse

S goes to kitchen cabinet/refrig-
erator and removes all desired
food items from shelves and places
them on counter in front of him.

2. .S verbally states all food items
chosen for specified meal.

'Will you have to buy more 3.

when you go to the a.

grocery store?' (Name
chosen food items individ-
ually)

ze:
"Yes" response is correct if A
:avserc:aliose n

item, or, if S sees that there
are onlyi two of a bulk 1tem(s)
left.
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4. Filow do you know that you
need to buy more _ .

(Name food items that need
replacement individually)

If S's response to Step 3
11(wsi T asks,

b. "No" response is cerrect if fo_
item does pot need replacement.

4. S points to needed bulk-food items
and states, "There are only two
left.

a. 'What do you do to show that,5e. 'Move the picture."- S then moves
you need to buy V' picture of needed one-serving and
(Name food items individually) bulk7food items from shelf to inside
(If S's response to Step 3 of cabinet/refrigerator door.
is 'NoL I asks,

b. "Why don't you move the
picture?' (Name food
items that will not be
replaced individually)

6. I points to food items that 6.

need not be replaced and asks,
'What are you going to do with
this food since there's some
left?'

7. 'What do you need to buy
when you were going to the
grocery store?'

points to food item(s) and
states, 'There's more than two
left.'

'Put it back.' S takes food
item(s) and returns it- back to

shelf behind corresponding
picture.

7. S looks on cabinet/refrigerator
door and names verbally pictured
food item(s) he has moved.

f2L-1_1: Transferring_oictures of consumed judgement items
eanut butter to re ri or cabinet door.

Teacher Cue

1. "Make one breakfast/lunch
for yourself.'

2. "What are you going to have
for breakfast/lunch

'Will you have to buy more
when you go to the

grocery store?' (Name

chosen foOd items individ-
ually)

Student Response

5 goes to kitchen cabinet/refrig-
erator, removes all desired food
items from shelf, and places them
on counter in front of him.

2. :S. verbally states all food items
chosen for specified meal.

S verbaliles correct response:

'Yes' response is correct if one-
serving food item(s) has been
chosen; there are only tNo of a
selected bulk-food item left; and/
or food in judgement item goes
below drawn line.
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1!0,1 J you !mow zha L you
need to buy ,flore
(Name j udemen t food i tems
tha t need re2lacemem t indi-
v LJC 1 y )

5 If Lis response to Step 3
is ' Yes T asks ,

b. No' response is correct i f the
' ood i tem (s) does not need
.-placement .

S points to 1 ine drawn on food
conta iner and says , I t 's below
the 1 ine

%The I do you do to show 5a -Hove the picture ,S moves
that you have to buy ,more p icturL of a 1 1 needed food items

!Mame food i toms from sl.c I f to ins ide of cabinet/
th=:t ncnd replacement indH refr i AGra tor door. .

1

:1-ly 'mi't you t.love the b S points to I ine drawn on food
?` 1 Name j udgemen t conta iner and says , ' There 's more

Teo; arms tha t wi 1 I not le f t .

be replaced ind iv idua 1 Ey)

T points to food i tem (s)
tha r. do not need to be re-
placed and asks Wha t are
you oiny to do wi th this
food s ince there 's more
le f t?'

t do you need
when ycu were goin
grocery store?'

o buy
to the

Put i t back.' S takes food item(s)
and replaces them back on she 1 f
behind correspond ing picture

7 S looks on side of cabinet/re, r ig-
era tor door and verb:11 1 y states
name (s) of pictured food item(s)
he has moved .

has 'f Tcchinj the junction and corn onents of su ermarket

Part I : Te?_qhi_ju ti.e_funct iorl of a sosrmarket

_To,acher Sue

%/herb do people gu when
they want to buy food?'

2. 'Who has jone to a jro-
cery s tore?'

Who ioes to the grocery
store wi th your parents or
fr lends?'

4. 'Who goes to the jroce
store by themse Ives?'

Student Response

e ry store

2. Jar i ous

3. vari us

var i ous
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"How often do you go to the
grocery store "

6 "We are going to learn how 6.

to go grocery shopping at
KOHL's. People go-grocery
shopping to buy food that
they need."

var ous

No response

'Why do people go to the 7 'To buy fo
grocery stonn?'

8. "What things do you find
in the grocery store?"

9. "If your mom sent you to
buy food, where would you
go?"

_Part 2: eathin the need for a

Pwchases

Teacher Cue

'Tood"; things to ea food

to cook- etc.

"Grocery store,"

o in a-- _mone to make

S_tudent Response

'When you have to go to 1. No response
the grocery store, there
are a few things you will
need to take with you. One

thing is a shopping list."

'What is one thing you have 2. 'A shopping list.'
to take with you when you go
to the grocery store?'-

No response'People write down on a piece
of paper the food they will
need-to buy. .

4. 'What do people write down
on a piece of paper?'

5. "What is this piece of
paper called?"

6. "When people go to the
grocery store they take
along their shopping lis s
so they can remember what
they need to buy.'

"The o_ they need to b

'A shopping list.'

6. No response

7 "Why do people take along 7. "So they can remember what they

their shopping lists with need to buy.

them when they go to the
grocery store?"

" 63
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8. 'llesides a shopping list,
people take along money to
the grocery store. They pay
for their groceries with this
money.'

'Besides a shopping list,
what else do people take
-with them to the grocery
store?'

dhat eo peop
their ma ey7'

No response

-Honey.'

with lC. Pay for their groceries. '

'Te -ic two thI'ijs people 11. 'Money and a shopping list.'
ta'e .dth l..hem to the gro-
cery store?'

?art 3: Discri inatiegethe components of a sepexmarket

Teaeher Cue

Todee e rc j oij to
wetch e vidc tape of Kohl's
erocery store;

Student_ Res onse

No response

2. 'Why do you go to Kohl's 2 "To buy groceries."
grocery store anyway?'

T sterts mechine and stops
picture when video show the
"in' and 'out' doors. "What
doewe use when we go in the
stcwer

S points to "in" door on the
screen and verbalizes "This one.'

4. T starts machine again and 4. 'To carry Food in.'
stope when the picture
comes to cart area.
"What are these for?'

The following two pro-
cedures (a,b) are inter-
changeably used until
video reaches check-out
lane.

a. T starts machine and stops
at different food items
(especially food items from
lists) 'What is this?-

7 eeerts Nechine. 'Stop
the Nechine whun y.pti see

'Name specific
Fold item)

5o. S watches video carefully and
correctly labels food item.

S watches screen end steps mach ne
when desired food item appears. S

then points to and labels Item
correctly.
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6. I stops machine at checkout o. 'Check out or 'Pay for the
!ane, when it appcar-: on the
screen. -AftTr we .J2t a
the food we nned to bu
Out dc c do?

'Where do you g) when you
need to chee: outr ;or

'Pav for groceries ,

-!ICA; "JO cj td,ich

chec -out to use?:

chock-ow: 'ene-
1-lie on the screen

zd behind soneone.

pOints

'What if no one's in liner where there is a checker:

_PHASE Generatlgo_a shopplaa_list and _dete mqui_tqL_amcery
purchases

Materials: Prosthetic device with grease pencil attached hung on
front of cabinet door, kitchen cabinet and refrigerator with various
selected consumable food items; pictures of actual food items taped
on shelf in front of corresponding food item; pictures of consumed
food items taped on cabinet/refrigerator door determined from Phase
IV; one dollar bills.

Pa r t lz: iera tJncshnppJglist

Teacher Cue

1. 'It's time to go grocery
shopping. What do we
need to buy?'

Student Res onse

looks at side of cabinet refrig-
erator_door and verbally s ates
name(s) of pictured food i em(s)
he has moved.

2 Get your shoppi-g S obtains prosthetic device arid
grease pencil from front of cab-
inet door.

'Now mark your shopping
list. Put an 'X' next to
each food item you need to
buy.

4. "What arc you going to
buy at the g'rocery store

Pa r t Do te rrn n

Teacher Cue

S points to and labels each food
item on cabinet/refrigerator door
and marks corresponding pictured
food items shown on device until
:11 needed food items are marked.

scans each coluln on device from
top to bottom starting at tha far
left column and verbally states
names of each marked food items.

Student_ftesaaaM

T draws a line with a grease 1. 5 takes money and puts It in

265
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pencil to the right- of
the amount on the money-
gauge of the grocery shop-
ping card which corresponds
to the total value of the
ems checked off on the

card. I says, "Here's the
money you'll need for shop-
ping (gives S one dollar
bills equalling amount
checked off on card).

2 7 points to the line
drawn on money-gauge and
says, 'What does it mean
when you get to this
line?'

Student Resupse

wallet or purse.

more money for shopping-
or 'Stop shopping.''

15
PHASE VII; I'urchasin food items at an actual_supe_rmarket

Materials: Various amounts of one-dollar bills; grocery shopping
card with items to be purchased chee'.ed-off.

Part: I: Securino_food_items

Teacher_ C_Lie

Once at the grocery, T
asks, "You want to go into
the grocery store. What
door should you use?"

2. 'Wh-t do you need to carry
all your groceries inV

3. Get one.'

Look aL your list. What's
the first thing you have
to buy?'

5 'Go find

'Did you 4et the

Student_ Res onse

I points to door marked 'IW
and verbally states, 'This one.'_ _

I and I enter-grocery store,
via ' UT door.

2 'A grocery (shoppin ) cart.'

15
,11 teacher cues in the three pa

fadeC to focilitete self-initizted

S obtains one grocery cert.

S takes device and looks for
first item marked with an
points to it, and verbally
states name of food item needed.

_S pushes cart up and down aisle
until he finds des-Fred food item
S. picks food item from shelf
and places it in cart.

' Yes.'

ts of this phase should eventually
tudent performance.

266
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Teacher _

'Now move the dot

. $_tudent ftesloonse

7. S takes dot(s) which corresponds
to item chosen frr'm device and'
places.it startic- 77t 0 and
going consecutively up the money
gauge in a left to right fashion.

Note: This procedure continues until all desired food items are obtained.

Part_2: Check-out _seaue_h_ce.

Tea_c_herCue

'Do you have all the things
you need?'

2. 'Now go check-out your
groceries.'

'Is all the food on the
belt7'

4. 'Push the cart through the
check-out lane.'

?art 1: Payment se uence

Teacher Cue

1 After checker states amount
of groceries. T says, ' Pay

the checker for your gro-
ceries.''

2. 'Wait for your change and
slip (receipt).'

'Now move to the end of
the check-out lane, and
put your change in your
pocket."

Pick up your groceries
and goY

Student. Response

looks at device, checks to see
if all needed food items 'are in

his cart, and says, "Yes."

S finds open check-out lane and
transfers food items f om cart
to belt.

S looks in cart and verbally states,
"Yes.'

S pushes cart through check-out._
lane to aisle, then returns to
pay for groceries .

Studen_t Response.

S gets out all given one dollar
bills and hands them to the
checker.

S holds hand out to checker and
waits for change and slip.

$ moves to the end of the chetk-
out lane and puts change and slip
(receipt) in wallet or pocket.

S picks grocery bag and leaves
via "OUT" door.

PHASE ylm lai urcha ed a a su ermarke and icturescn
corres ondin to those items to t _ appro_riate refri erator or cabinet

shelf.

r) 6 7
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Pa Pu ing_Aroceries/oic't_ures on_appropriate_shelves

Teacher Cue

Upon returning from super-
market to kitchen area, T
says, 'Put the groceries
away.

2. 'Hove the pictures bac;.: to
the shelves.'

Student Response

S places purchased food items on
appropriate kitchen cabinet/
refrigerator shelves.

S removes picture from side of
'cabinet/refrigerator door and
tapes it on shelf in front'of
corresponding purchased food

Mote: This procedure continues until all pictures are taped on shelf
in front of corresponding purchased food items.

3. 'Did you put everything
bac!CP

4. 'Did you put the pictures
back?'

5. 'Are the pictures in the
right place?'

'Throl,f the !)c,1 away.

fteterie's.

Th!:e, your '-)A)inj list

and put bac:: the dots.'

3 S. looks in grocery bag, sees
that it is empty and verbally
responds 'Yes' .

4. S looks on side of cabinet/refrig-
erator door and shelves and verbally
responds c)ies".

5. S looks at pictures and correspond
food items, behind pictures and
verbally responds 'Yes' . S

closes cabinet/refrigerator doors.

prusth

C irocery bag(s) and thr
It awey in treh conteiner.

ic jrease pencil, paper

L-,c

udent 7es_pons_e

1 _S obtains shopping list, takes
correct number of velcro_dots from
money gauge and places them next
to food itemCs marked with 'X'
on the device.

c.,te: This precPd.jrc cntirues until ell dots from 1-y 'JE,IJC are

o the device.cerrec'ly rc 'rccr r food items et-:xd lit.11 en
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2. 'Erase th " I 1.

'Put your pencil and
shopping list back.'

-258-

_P2C'T.:7D!

Studen_liespon_se

S takes paper towel and completely
erases all 'Vs" on dev ce.

c'ips grease pencil to device
and tapes shopping device to
fr-,.,nt of cabinet door.

In.i_tion of Instructior. Procedures

10 corre.ct_las_oons:es: were scored when the student performed de-

sired responses
16

following a teacher cue without any fUrther ve bel or

physical assistance. Verbal praise was used to consequate these desired

responses.

a. If S. emits the desired re ponse 7 v ll continue the response

chain by presenting the next teacher cue.

b. If S fails to emit the desired response, fo]lowthe instructional

procedure below.

2. Verbal F.rkt_22,0_: VP, presentec T indicated to that he/she

had load an arrair. cr examp!c if L: falls to select a beverage while

na:.,ing a ,neel a vc.rbal prompt nijht be 'Wow, if I ate that meal for lunch

I sure would 1rt thirsty!'

propriate responded to the ertal prompt, the original

cue was presented ajetn. -% (VP) was scored if $ performed the desired

respoAse following a verbal pranpt. If 5 still performed incor-

rectly, procedure 3 was implemented.

3. ModegJM. Modeling has been def ned as the trainin- technique

or operation of demonstrating a response or chain of responses to a

16 Desired response can typically be defined as a verbal or physical

approximation of the desired response in the task analysis. Often this

criteria was left to the discretion of the teacher.

2 9
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student and then directing the student immediately to imitate-the per-

formance. ModelIng was used to teach selected verbal and nonverbal re-

sponses.

a. If S imitates the model T scores (M) and continues the response

chain (i.e. , issues next teacher cue).

b. If S fails to imitate T's model procedure 4 was implemented when

appropriate. If priming was not appropriate (i.e., most verbal

responses) T continued modeling and using verbal prompts until

the situation demonstrated that it was no longer appropriate.

4. Priming (P): Priming is the procedure of guiding _S physically through

a response or response sequence. Priming can be used to teach selected

nonverbal behaviors.

Fading: Fading refers to a process of gradually reducing the strength

of the contrived st_muli controlling a esponse until the response is con-

trolled by more naturally occur-ing stimuli. Priming cues were faded by

gradually fading T's physical guidance, thus requiring S to perform more

of the responses unaided. Models were faded by gradually presenting a

less demonstrative model, requiring S to successively perfo m more of the

response without T assistance.

An example of how to apply the correctional procedure will be pro-

vided for selected parts of Phase I and Phase II. From the preceding

iscussion and from these examples it is hoped that it will be clear as

to how the p-ocedure is applicable to each step in the task analysis for

the grocery store p ogram.

Sqmpiejl: Phase I, Part_2, Step_ 2

Teacher cue

"Do you eat this.(i.e holds up a se ected lunch food) for breakfast

or lunc "

7 0
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S_tudeot_ Response

1. A correct response ) was scored if S responded "lunch".

a. If S an --red lunch' verbal praise was given and T pre-

sented the next cue.

If S failed to emit the desired response ans-iered

' 3reakfast' T presented procedure 2.

'\ verbal prompt was 'presented (e.g., 'You mean when I get

in the morning 1 can make this can of spaghetti for breakfast

a If 5 perForms desired response (i.e., now answeres ' lunch"

to the oriGInal T cue ) a (VP) was scored and the next T cue

was presented.

b. If 3 fails to perform the desired response after a verbal

praopt procedure 3 was used.

T models thc desired response (e.g., 'Oh spaghetti, I can eat

spaghetti for lunch! Do you eat spaghetti for brea: fast or

lunch?' )

a. If S imitetOs the model, is scored and the next I cue is

presented.

If fails to ImItate T may use procedure 4 (when dealing

with nonverbal responses). Priming is not appropriate for

this verbal response, therefore T nay continue modeling and

usinD or pts until I feels it is no lonyer appropriate.

:ample _ II ...rt 2, Step LI

Tep_ch.%e

no you hrv too iduch referr ing to the aMount of food S ha- selected

to or2pare on_ lunch fir her/himself)?"

St:udent_ 21cAponse

1. 'Yes' response was correct if 5. had chosen too much food for one

271
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lunch meal. Under these circumstances I would direct S to put

back some food until there was just enough for one lunch

me 'No' response was correctif S had sele ted just enough

food for one 'ireakfast meal.

a. If S answered correctly a (-0 was scored, the a swer was

verbally reinforced and the next T cue was presented.

b. If S failed to answ r appropriately, procedure 2 was imple-

mented.

T uses a verbal pr ipt [e. ',Are you sure you are going to eat

all this T names a food items S has selected) for one lunch?' ]

If E ipprnp ;:tely responds to the vrrbal prompt, I would

cue S te put OC'es sale food ur il there W25 just enough for

one lunch. (VP) was scored and appropriate response rein-

fnrced verbally.

b. If S failed to emit the desired respo se Followinj a verbal

prompt, procedure 3 was implemented.

T models the desired response ;e.g., 'Oh, you have too much for

just lunch! Look you are going to make a tuna fish sandwic

thati.s great! You have milk to drin'A and cookies for dessert,

that good 3ut you are joinj to make beans and corn. You

must put the beans or the corn back.' (T performs the action

while talking). I repeats original cue.

a. If S imitates the model, a (4) is scored and the next T cue

is pr sented.

b. If S faMs to imitate the model, T hlplement d pro edure

T physiccl'y prime5 throujk

hrLdr ;.r

L.

11. iS ho prce.

c%inw: ,-zeumpcny T assls':ioc

7 2
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.re t o much oo 311J that sonic food

WJGZ pu'c -fter priming T may repeat the original

cue. ) is scored if prTmin is necessary. T may continue

to prime and model until T feels it is no longer appropri7
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RESULTS

Instruction was begun during the second semester of the 1975-76 school

year. Thus, the program was implemented for only 16 weeks. The writers

intend to continue instruction during the next school term.

The numbe- of teaching trials necessary for each student to demonstrate

criterion performance throughout the various phases of the program are pre-

sented in Table 2. Of the six students involved in the program, students

5 and 6 completed all nine phases. Students 3 and 4 demonstrated criterion

perfo--ance during Phases I, II, III and IV. Instruction was interrupted

for Students 3 and 4 by the ending of the school year but will be continued

next term. In addition, Student 2 completed Phases I and II and Student

completed Phase I and Parts 1 and 2 of Phase II. As with Students 3 and 4,

the -nd of the school year interrupted the training but these students will

also contInue tohe instructed during the next school year.
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TABLE 2

(continued)

%MR OF TRIALS TO CRITEMON

Phase V Phese VI Phase VH Phase VH I Phase IX

Student Part

.1

Part Part Part I

2

1

Part

3

Part

1

Part

.

Part Part Part

:41

I

1

i

S
41

15 6 5 7

10 8 4 4 6S

0 77
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DISCUSSION

students students 5 and 6) acquired the skills necessary to in-

-- dependently generate a shopping list based upon the need to replenish

consumed or partially consumed foods, and to use the shopping list to

purchase these items at a large supermarket. Since the prosthetic

shopping device was used to teach these skills, it can be concluded that

it is an effective tool for teaching severely handicapped students to

shop at supermarkets. The conclusion that severely handicapped students

can use such a device to shop independently is especially interesting when

one considers the fact that basic atch-to-sample skills appear to be the

only necessary prerequisite f-- acquisition.

Prosthetic devices provide a viable method of circumventing the in-

ordinate amounts of time otherwise needed to teach community survival

skills to severely handicapped students. Faster rates of skill acquisi-

tion will enable severely handicapped individuals to enter into community

environments more quickly. However, simply shortening the time required

to prepare a severely handicapped individual for -ommunity living should

not be the terminal goal. It is our responsibility as teachers to con-

tinually expand the skills of our students. Reliance upon prosthetic de-

vices might create a situation where a severely handicapped person has so

many cards, books and gadgets that community interactions become cumber-

some if not embarrassing. For some students, the continued use of such

devices as the grocery shopping card used in this program may be a nec-

essity. But more sophisticated natural shopping skills should be taught

to students who can acquire them will no longer be dependent on prosthetic

aids.
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.,PPENDA X A

SAMPLE UT(' SHEET TOR PH/ISE I P:ATS

STU-

CENT
TUN:,

F I SH EGGS CHEESE

PEANUT
3UTTER COOK I E 0 J . POP SOUP BREAL- CEREAL

STU-

DENT
1

JELLY ! FRUIT

1

LUNCH

SYRUP H I PS

OAT-
J4EA L

CANNED
GOODS*

WA F-

LES P_WXON

I

1

] L t _

STU- I

DENT ; JI I LK DONUTS NNEP VEGET/I

SPAGHETT I .POT,TOE EA 1_0 , STEW, ETC .

CORRECT RESPONSE
- INCORRECT RESPONSE

REM/IRKS -

279
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.%CrENDIX 3

SAMPLE DATA SNEETS FOR PHASED II, III ANC IV

LtInc-''

,
1

r7T'L CSI17,Er,T RE"POMSC

pi VERVE.. rT'ri GENsRATING CoR77DT RESPONSE
p YER7:'!_ :7-1E7T !11-`1C,I: GOES NOT GENERATE CORRECT RESPONSE

MODEL FlSrErURE

telrr

D-ATS

7AmPLE C'TA SNEET FSR. MCF Vi

n7,!Ir7
I ;

s,TYRMT 7'171ECTLY

I FA I LS

SEVID7 I TO MRK
INC1RRSDTLY DEVICE

IS PL'nER IN wrif7 nEDCRIRES STUDENT'S RESPONSE

Q
U V
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i.PPENDIX C

SAMPLE DATA SHEET FOR PHASE VIII

REPLACES REPLACES'

STUDENT FOOD ITEMS PICTURE
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END

SYEET F071 P!!.; E fl

r!,
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1
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MAKING PURCHASES: A FUNCTIONAL MONEY-USE.
PROGRAM FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS1

Nick Certo and Barbara Swetlik2

University of Wisconsin and Madison Public'Schools

ABSTRACT

Ten severely handicapped students, enrolled in a Madison, WI

public school class _om, were taught various skills necessary to

use money to make purchas-- at a simulated classroom store and at

actual community stor instruction was divided into four major

task phases: discriminating and labeling coins; determining the

worth of a penny; counting pennies and making purchasea; making

Pu ch ses with pennies at simulated and actual stores. The i

plementation of the program spanned two school years. Based upon

the results, it was concluded that functional money skills were

acquired by the students, and that the program ean be used effi-

ly to teach money-cie e skills.

I
The development and dissemination of this program was supported

in part by Madison Public Schools Federal Contract No. OEC-0-74-7995,
in part by Grant No. 0EG-0-73-6137 to the University of Wisconsin-
Madison from HFW, BEH, Division of Training Programs, Washington,
D.C., and in part by Vocational Education Project 10-4818-S114 from
the Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruction.

2_
The authors would like to acknowledge the assistance of Pamela

Timm, Mary Kudia and Jan Carlson in the teaching of various parts of
this program.
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INTRODUCTION

Learning how to use money is one of the many necessar) practica1

skills that facilitates independent community living. Money skills

are frequently taught to trainable and severely handicapped students

in academic settings. However, instruction In this and other prac-

cal skills is often not begun until a student is 16 or 17 years old.

Because of the number of skills required to use money independently,

there is often insuficient t ie to teach these skills before a stu-

dent leaves school. This program represents an attempt to teach money

skills to much younger students.

One important aspect of this program was the early introduction

to making purchases. As soon as the students had learned to label

coins .and tell the -o ±11 of one penny, they began to make purchases

of one cent items. This was done so students would realize from the

beginning that money is used to buy things and to heighten their in-

terest in counting pennies. An attempt was made to include situations

which a student would encounter in actual community stores, e.g.,

buyinq items with and without price tags, choosing an item from

512,V al different items having the same price, and at times not

having enough money to make a desired purchase. Since stores, res-

taurants, etc., do not consistently follow the same format when

mirking the price of items, displaying goods, or arranging payment

procedures, the s'udents were taught alternative responses to facil-

itate crans,er to appropriate communi y environments.
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The longitudinal program goal was independent purchasing at

community stores. As a result, the students were weaned, as quickly

as possible, from purchasing responses initiated and maintained by

a teacher, to responses initiated by the student or by being in a

store. Another component of independent purchasing which is often

ignored, is the speed at which an individual counts money. The stu-

dents involved in this program were taught to count coins at a rate

which would insure they would not attract unnecessary attention from

unsympathetic clerks or from people waiting behind them.

Initially, the authors in ended to teach the students to make

purchases up to one dollar. However, an inordinate amount of time

(two school years), was necessary to complete instruction with pennies.

As a result this program only reports on purchasing items with pennies.

Extensions of the p_ chasing skills which include other coins have _1-

ready been implemented and will be reported when completed. It seems

that the time spent teaching this program was useful, since the data

from the extensions are indicating a faster rate of acquisition. The

program reported in this paper is an initial attempt to develop a

viable model which can be used to teach functional money skills to

trainable and severely handicapped students.
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Ii\SK ANALYSIS

Sor ing, matching, and labeling U.S. pennies, nickels, dimes,

quarters.

Part 1 Sortinct mon n um thiligs that are ncit money.

S correctly discriminates between objec -;_2 that are money (i.e.,

r.s. coins oC 1-25 denominations) and objects that are not money

acrics at _least three cues From T.

Part 2 - sorting one coil] from anothe

(hil cue Cr m T, S consistently places each coin she/he is given on

top of or near a smuple coin that has been provided and identified

by T according to the Following sequence:

Step So-ting pennies From nickels.

- Sorting pennies, nickels and dimes.

Step - Sorting pennies, nickels dimes and quarters.

Part :1
Sorting one coin from another fri m a group of mixed coins.

This part is the sarici as Port 2, following the same sequence of

steps, except that S is given all the coins that she/he is required

to sort at the start of each trial. in addition, the sample coins

are still provided. The chief difference, then, is that Sris'not

honded each coin tO _be sorted by T in succession.

Ste 1 - Sorting pennies from nickels.

Lg_p=1 Sorting pennies nickels and dimes.

- Sorting pennies nickels, dimes and quarters.

Part 4 - Matehi rig coins.

T holds up a coin (randomly diusen, determined by step - see below),

labels it and asks S to touch another coin that is the same. S

matches ihe coin by touching the one that is the same from an array

in front of S

Step.1 Mir :hing pennies and nickels.

Ici17112__
*ing pennies, nickels and dimes.

Step ag pennies, nickels, dimes -rid quarters.

Part : coins.

When asked fo the name,S cni leLtly labels the coin that T.is holding@

2 8 Pi
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,p 1 - Labeling pennies.

Stp2 - Labeling nickels.

Stpp Labeling pennies and nickelswhen presented randomly.

- Labeling dimes.

step_S - Labeling pennies, nickels and dimes when randomly
presented.

Step 6 Labeling qua.

Ste 7 Labeling penrdes, nickels,dimesand quarteilswhen randomly
presented.

Phase fi: lnd eating a penny's worth; discriminating between items
worth a penny and items worth more than one cent; counting one cent;
reading price tags; and purchasing items worth one cent.

Part 1 - labeling penn es.

or gesturally indicates a penny when T presents S with a
penny and the cue, "What is the name of this coin? Name this coin.
or other appropriate cue valiations.

Pa_rt 2 Labeling penny worth.

S labels or gesturally indicates that a penny is worth one cent
when T holds up a penny and asks, "How much is a penny worth? What
is this -orth':" or other appropriate cue variations.

Part - L-beling Jtems worth one cent.

S labels or gesturally iLdicates items that are worth one cent when
T says, "What can you buy with a penny? What costs a penny.2 Tell
me some things that are worth one cent, with and without a chart
displaying pictures of one cent items.

Part

Labeling items worth one cent with a chart.

Labeling items worth one c%nt without a chart.

- Purchasing an item worth one cent for an array containing
others worth more than one cent.one item worth one cent and

S takes one penny from T, .chooses the one cent item from the array,
and makeia purchase (Note: _S is only allowed to keep one item pur-
chased per session as a practical constraint__

Purchasing an item worth one cent from an array containing
two items worth one cent 'and others worth more than one cent.

2 8 8
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S asks for one penny from T, chooses a one cent item (al1 items
Tiave price tags) from the array, and makes a purchase (Note: _S. is

only allowed to keep one item per session as a practical constraint

Part_6 - IL-chasing an item worth one cent from an array containing
either one or two penny items, or determining that a penny item cannot
be purchased when there is no penny item in the array.

Same as Parts 4 and 5, except. that T alternates trials so that on
a given trial there is one penny item, two penny items, or no items
worth one cent.

Phase III: Labeling the worth of various amounts of pennies; connting
out a given number of pennies; counting a specified number of pennies
from a larger group; counting pennies at a specified rate; and counting
pennies through the use of worksheets.

-- 1 - Labeling worth of various amounts of pennies.

S labels or gesturally indicates the worth of pennies, varying
between 1 and 10 cents, after T verbally states the number of
pennies that have been placed in front of S.

5.-La2_1 labels or gestures worth of 1-50 in order of increasing
value.

s labels or gestures worth of 1-50 randomly presented.

Step 3 - S labels or gestures worth 6-100 in order of increasina
value.

Step_ 4 S labels or gestures worth of 6-lOt randomly presented.

Part _2 - Counting a given number of pennies.

When presented with a given number of pennies, S counts each penny,
labels the total, specifies the value of the amount counted, and
makes occasional purchases.

Step 1 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-5 in -7der
ot increasing value.

Step 2 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-5(4 randomly
presented.

Step 3 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 6-l0 0 in order
or increasing value.

Step 4 - S counts and labels _or gestures worth_ of 6-100 randomly
presented.

_Step 5 - .S counts and labels or gestures wor h of 1-100 randomly
presented.

289
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Pa 1_3 - Cnunting a given number of pennies at a specified rate.

When presented with a given number of pennies, S counts the pennies
at a specified rate.

Step 1 - S counts pennies from 1-50 in order of increasing value
at a specified rate.

Step 2 - S counts pennies from 1-5 randomly presented at a
specified rate.

Step_3 S counts pennies from 6-100 in order of increasin
value at a specified rate.

_Step 4 - S counts pennies from 6-100 Lan42EIK presented at.a
specified rate.

Step 5 - S counts pennies from 1-100 randomly presented at a
specified rate.

Part. 4 - Counting a number of pennies from a larger group.

S counts a number of pennies cued by T. from a larger group of pennies
..e., more than amount cued), specifies the value of the amount

counted, and makes occasional purchases.

Step 1 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-50 from a
larger group in order of increasing value.

Step 2 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-50 from a
larger group IarATIly presented.

Ste 3 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 6-100 from a
larger group in order of increasing value.

S counts and labels or gestures worth of 6-100 from
larger group randomly presented.

S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-100 from a
larger group randomly presented.

_Part 5 - Counting pennies from a larger group at a specified rate.

S counts a number of pennies cued by T from a larger group (i.e.
more than amount cued) at a specified rate.

Step 1 -S cottn- and labels or gestures worth of 1-50 from a
larger group in order of increasing value at a specified rate.

Step. 2 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-50 from a
larger group randomly presented at a specified rate.

Step 3 -. S counts and labels or gestures worth of-6-100 from a
larger group in order of increasing value at a specified rate.
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Step_4 _S counts and labels or gestures worth of 6-lOt frjn
larger group randomly presented at a specified rate.

Step 5 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-104t, from a
larger group randomly presented at a specified rate.

Part - Counting pennies _ a worksheet and writing the answer

S counts pennies (1-100 drawn or stamped (realistic replica ) on a
worksheet and indicates the amount counted by drawing a line to the
appropriate numerical value or writing this amount.

Step 1 - S_ counts an array of pennies randomly chosen from 1-100
drawn on a worksheet, then draws a line from the array to-its
corresponding numerical value.

Step 2 - S counts an array of pennies x ldomly chosen rom 1-100
drawn on a worksheet, then draws a line from the array to an
object containing a price tag whose value corresponds to the
amount counted.

S counts an array of pennies (randomly chosen from 1-100
drawn on a worksheet and indicates the value by writing down the
numerical component with the cents_.(or_decimal) sign_2KaiL.1.

Step_4 S counts an array of pennies randomly chosen from 1-100
drawn on a worksheet and indicates the value by writing down the
numerical component and the cents (or deeimal)_sian.

.S labels orgestur s the worth of a numeral written in
cents (or decimal) form (e.g., 84.., $.08) on a worksheet and, using
a stamp, marks the number of pennies which corresponds to this
value in the space provided.

Phase_TV: Labeling the price of items; choosing an item to buy; making
purchases at a simulated classroom store and actual community stores.

Part 1 - Labeling the worth of items with and without price tags.

S labels et gestures the worth of an item (randomly varied 1-100
with a price tag when I presents the'item and asks, "What is this
worth?" or "How much does this cost? For items without a price
tag,S presents the item to I and asks, PHow much does this cost?"

Step 1 - Labeling or gesturing the worth of items with price
tags.

Step2 Determining the worth of items without price tags.

Part 2 - Introduction to the function of grocery stores through the
use of a simulated classroom store.

1
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S determines that shei1e4d like to make a purchase (1-1U
7-
item). S takes money and goes to simulated classroom store; finds
appropriate area (department) where item is shelved; selects item
she/he has enough mil-my to purchase; locates check-out lane; pays
for item; and deterMines what to do with item purchased (e.g.,
consume it. store it,-share with another, etc.)

Par- - Making a purchase at an actual com unity store.

S takes money from his er classroom -bank" l-100); goes to a
community store; chooses w item; determines if he/she has enough
money; and, if so, purchases the item.

'Step). _S goes to a community store with T and makes a purchase.

Sten_2. $ goes to a community store with T, but enters store
and makes a purcha 6 without T.
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- MIHODOLOCY

' Students (Ss
.

Ten Ss were inv.olved in the program over

7.3 '9

Fr,

.

a two-year period. The,
0 4 a

program was taughtto seven Ss the first yoor Pour Ss of the original

sovenremainedt*vecond year and three additional Ss .:J.e.plded to the
ne?.

.

class. These three new Ss began instructiOn on the taSk during,the
-z.43

_
,

'.. , 0'
_ .,-,-,second year. °T1IR ten Ss were enrolled in a public -school program for

...7.

-trainable level retarded students. Ss ranged chronologica,age at,. 0_
.

the time they started the program from 6 years, 9 months to 11 years,
,v3

10 months (X =-8.4) prid in MA from 3 years, 6 months to 4 years,

6 months (57: = 4.3).

Psychological reports indicated that the Ss were functioning at

levels of retardation ranging from moderate to severe. Physical dis-
, -

abilities included:' visual impairments, cleft palate_ heart defect,

leg braces,and seizure patterns.

Most of the Ss had been enrolled in an education facility or day care

center since the age Gf 3. They were all ambulatory,.verbally, and

motorically :mitative, and had basic shills in reading, language, math,

and self-help. However
, they mtinifested---visffal and behavioral problems

tni -
and-had deficits in most cognitive, motor and language areas. In short,

these students needed school programs offering highly systematic and

intensive interVention.to foster t,heir skill development.

,Setting

The seven Ss involved in the program at a given time were divided

into two instructional groups (of three and four). Each group partici-

pated in the program for at least 20 minutes per day, two to three days

2 9
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per week. The groups were seated at tables on opposite sides of the

- 7M and were instructed by T and a university practicum student. In

addition, duri g the latter phases inst uction took place at a simulated

store in the classroom, and at stores in the community.

1`. ate mals

Verbal

various amounts of U.S. coins (pennies through quarters);

va-ious items for purchasing (worth 1-10M;pictures of items for

pur basing; simulated classroom store made of cardboard painted

white and red (6 feet x 3 feet 3 feet); money worksheets; and

containers for Ss' ba ks

3nverbal

same as verbal Ss with addition that "money-counters" explained

in instructional program sectio0are added.
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Instructional Program

phase_1: S acquires the skills necessary to sort and label
U.S. pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters.

Part 1 - Sorting money from things that are not money.

S correctly discriminates between objects that are money
i.e., U.S. coins of 1 - 250 denominations) and objects that

are not money across at least three cues from T.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - assorted number of U.S. pennies, nickels,
dimes and quarters; assorted objects that are not money,
such as candy, toys, clothing, canned food items and
classroom supplies, that Ss have previously labeled
(some of which are items S typically plays with); red
and white pieces of construction paper 8 x 11.
Nonverbal Ss - same as above, except that non-money
objects are those that Ss have demonstrated receptive
knowledge of by pointing to them when cued.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss Whether conducting baseline or teaching
trials,responses 1 through 5 should be recorded. Criterion
performance during teaching would be the correct occurrence
of responses 1-5 on three successive occasions. Baseline
would consist of presenting cues 1-5 for two consecutive
trials.
Nonverbal Ss - Data should be collected in the same
way as described above for verbal Ss with the exception
that nonverbal responses 1-4 shoula be recorded.

Sequence_of_Cues and_Responses for Verbal Ss:

Teacher Cues

T presents Ss with an 1.

assorted array of coins.
After Ss have examined
the coins T says, "This
is money. Touch (pick
up, give me) money."

Pointing at the array 2.

of coins T says,
"What are these
called?"

With the coins present
but no longer in front
of Ss, T places an
assorted array of

295

Student Responses

Each S touches (picks
up or gives T) some
of the coins in the
array when cued.

Money"

3. Each S labels each
item cued by I; each
S answers "No" to
second cue.
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Teacher_Cues

non-money objects in
front of S. After Ss
have examined the
objects, T points to
each object individ-
ually and says, "What
is this? Is this
money?"

4. T places an array of
coins and a separate
array of non-money
objects in front of
S and says, "We're
going to play a game.
Let's see if you can
beat me. When I say
'money', see if you
can touch this pile
(T touches coins)
before I do. When I
say 'not money', see
if you can touch
this pile before 1 do
(T touches mon-mOney
objects). Ready, go
(I randomly says
'money' or 'not
money' until each S has
had five trials
with each cue)."

S. T presents S with a
mixed array of assorted
coins and non-money
objects and says,
"Put all the money
here (points to a
white piece of
paper). Put all the
things that are not
money here (points
to a red pieee of
paper)."

Student Res onses

Each S touches _he array
of coins or the array
of non-money objects
as cued.

5 Each S places all coins on
the white paper and all
non-money objects on
the red.

Sequence of Cues and -es onses for Nonverbal_Ss:

Teacher Cues

1. T presents Ss with an 1. Each S touches, picks
assorted array of up or give T some of

296
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Teache es

coins. After Ss have
examined the coins I
says, "This is money.
Touch (pick up, give
me) money."

With the coins present
but no longer in front
of Ss, T places an
assorted array of non-
money objects in front
of Ss. After Ss have
examined the Zbjects,
T points to each object
individually and says,
"Point to (touch, give
me) (name of object).
Is this money?"

Same as cue 4 for
verbal Ss (above).

4. Same as cue S for
verbal Ss (above).

2.

Student Responses

the coins in the
array when cued.

Each S_ points to
(touches or gives T)
object cued; each S then
gestures "No" to the
second part of the
cue.

Same as response 4
for verbal Ss (above

4. Same as response 5
for verbal §s (above

Part 2 - Sorting one coin from another.

On cue from T, each S consistently places each
given on top of or near a sample coin that has
and identified by T according to the following

Step_l - Sorting pennies from nickels.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - six pennies and six nickels
Nonverbal Ss - same as for verbal Ss.

coin she/he is
been provided
sequence:

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching trials,
data should be collected for response 3. Criterion
performance for teaching would be three correct occurrences
of response 3, successively (i.e., sorting five pennies
and five nickels three times in succession). Baseline
would consist of the presentation of cues 1-3 on two
consecutive occasions.
Nonverbal Ss - Data collected same'as for verbal Ss
above.

Sequence of Cues and Res onses for Verbal Ss:

2 9 7
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Teacher Cues

1. T holds up a penny
and says to_S, "This
is (here is) a penny
(T then gives S the
penny for examination
before placing it in
front of 6)."

2. T holds up a nickel
and says to_S, "This
is (here is) a nickel

then gives S the
nickel for examination
before placing it in
front of 6 ."

3. T holds up another
penny or nickel (ran-
domly varied for 5
presentations of each
coin) and says, "This
is (here is) a penny/
nickel. Put it on
another penny/nickel
(T then hands S penny
nickel)."

Student Responses

1. S looks at penny T
is holding and examines
it when T gives it to
him/her.

Note: Continue until S has sorted
nickels, randomly presented.

S looks at nickel T
is holding and examines
it when T gives it to
him/her.

S takes penny/nickel
and places it on top
or next to the sample
penny/nickel.

five pennies and five

e uence Cues and Res onses for Nonverbal

Note: Cues and responses are the same as for verbal Ss
(see previous section

Ste 2 Sorting pennies, nickels and dimes.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Six pennies, six nickels, six dimes.

Nonverbal S Same as for verbal Ss.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching trials,
data should be collected for response 2. Criterion
performance for teaching would be three correct occurrences
of response 2 successively (i.e., sorting five pennies,
five nickels and five dimes, three times in succession).
Baseline would consist of the presentation of cues 1
and 2 on two consecutive occasions.
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Nonverbal_Ss - Data collected same as for verbal Ss above.

Sequence of Cues and Res.gonses for Verbal Ss:

Teacher Cues

T holds up a penny
nickel or dime) and
says to S, "This is
(or here is) a penny
(nickel or dime)."
T then gives S the
.cpin to examilTie before

placing it in front
Of S.3

T holds up an ther
penny (nickel or
dime, randomly varied
for five presentations
of each coin) and says,
"This is (or here is)
a penny (dime or
nickel). Put it on
another penny (dime or
nickel)." 7 hands S
the coin.

Student Res onses

S looks at penny
(nickel or dime ) and
examines it when
given to S by T.

S takes penny_(dime ,
or nickel) and pla-ces
it on top or next to
the sample penny (dime
or nickel).

Note: Continue until S has sorted five pennies, five
nickels and five dimes.

Step 3 - Sorting pennies nickels, dimes and qua ers.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Six penn es, six nickels, six dimes and
six quarters.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as for verbal Ss.

Data Collection:
Verbal_Ss - Same as in Step 2

Nonverbal Ss. Same as in Step 2.

Sequence of Cues and Res onses for Verbal Ss

Note: Same as Step 2, except that five trials with
quarters are randomly interspersed among the five for
nic*els, pennies and dimes.

3
Randomize the order of presenting each coin and the placement of each

coin in front of S. Placement could he varied in an easy-to-hard fashion
through manipulating the size dimension by first arranging the sample

nickel between the dime and penny, and .later producing other combinations
of the three coins. 299
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_Sequence. of Cues and Reb.onses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 2, except that five trials .with
quarters are randomly interspersed among the five for
nickels, pennies and dimes.

Part 3 - Sorting one coin from another from a group of mixed
coins.

This part is the
of steps, except
required to sort
sample coins are
is that S_ is not

same as Part 2, following the same sequence
that S is given all the coins that she/he is
at the start of each trial. In addition, the
still provided. The chief difference, then,
handed each coin to be sorted by T in succession.

Ste 1 - Sorting pennies from nickels.

- Sorting pennies, nickels and dimes.

Step 3 - Sorting pennies, nickels, dimes and quarters.

Materials (Steps 1-3
Verbal .Ss - Six pennies,

quarters

six dimes, six nickels, six

Nonverbal Ss - Same as for verbal Ss.

Data Collection (Steps 1-3
Verba.1 Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,data
should be collected for response 2. Criterion performance
for teaching would be three correct occurrences of
response 2, successively (i.e., sorting five pennies,
five nickels (Step 1), five dimes (Step 2),and five
quarter (Step 3), three times in succession). Baseline
would o ist of the presentation of cues 1 and 2 on
two consecutive occasions.

Nonverbal S

se

Same as for verbal Ss.

enc- of Cues and Res onses for yELI:11_L_fltm_1:12:

Teacher Cues

1. T holds up a penny
(nickel, dime or
quarter; type of
coins used dependent
upon step being
taught) and says to
S "This is (or here
is) a penny (nickel,
dime or quarter)."

300

Student Resp-nses

S looks at penny (dime,
nickel or quarter) and
examines it when T- gives
it to him/her.
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Teacher Cues

T then gives S the
coin to examine before
placing it in front
of S.4

2. 7 gives S an assort-
ment of Rye pennies
and five nickels (five
dimes, five quarters;
dependent upon step
and says, "Put (place,
stack) all the pennies
here (points to sample
penny), put (place,
stack) all the nickels
here (points to sample
nickel; repeat same
cue for dimes and
quarters when applicable)

Student Responses

2. S puts all coins
from the assortment
given on or near the
appropriate sample
provided.

e pence of Cues and _Res-onses for Nonverbal Ss (Steps 1-3):

Note: Same as for verbal Ss.

Part 4 - Matching coins.

T holds up a coin randomly chosen, determined by step - see
below),.labels it and asks S to touch another coin that_is the
same. $ matches the coin by touching the one that is the same
from an array in front of S.

Step 1 - Matchr g pennies and nickels.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Da° pennies, two nickels.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as for verbal S.

Data Collection:
_Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching data
should be collected for response 1. Criterion performan e_
during teaching would be five correct matching responses
for pennies and five for nickels, three times in
succession. Baseline would consist of the presentation
of cue 1 ten times (five times for pennies, five times
for nickels, randomly varied) on two consecutive
occasions.

4
Footnote 3 from Part 2 applicable.

3 1
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Nonverbal Ss - Same as verbal Ss.

Seguence of Cues and Reaponses for Verbal Ss:

Teacher Cues

1. T places a penny and
a nickel in front of
Ss, holds up a penny
(nickel, randomly
varied) and says,
"Here is (this is
penny (nickel).
Touch (pick up, give
me) another penny
(nickel)."

Student Responses

1. S touches ,(picks up
or gives T) the coin
cued from the array.

Se uence of Cues and Responses for Nonverbal -:

Note: Same as for verbal Ss.

Step 2 - Matching pennies_ nickels and dimes.

Note:Materials,dstacollection,cues-and responses
are the same as in Step 1 for both verbal and nonverbal
Ss with the addition of dimes.

Step 3 Matching pennies, nickels, dimes and quarters.

Note: Materials, data collection, cues,and responses
are the same as Step 2 for both verbal and nonverbal Ss
with the exception that quarters are added.

Pa t 5 - Labeling coins.

When asked for the name, S correctly labels the coin that 7
is holding.

Step 1 - Labeling pennies.

Materials:
. Verbal: $s_ - One penny.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as for verbal Ss.

Data Collection:
Verbal S_s - Whether during baseline or teaching,the
occurrence of response I should be recorded. Criterion
performance for teaching would be the occurrence of
response 1 on five occasions, three times in succession.
Baseline would consist of five presentations of cue 1,
two consecutive times.
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Nonverbal Ss - Same as for verbal Ss.i

Sequence of Cues and Responses for Verbal-Ss--

Teacher Cues Student Responses

1. T holds up a penny
and says, "What is
this called (What
is the name of this
coin? ,Tell me what
this is. )?"

Note: Repeat cue five times.

eiuence of Cues and Resionses for Nonverbal Ss

Student Responses

S points to (gives T
or touches ) - penny.6

1. S says, "penny."

Teacher Cues

1. T gives S a penny__
and says, "Point to
(give me, touch) a

.penny."

Note: Repeat cue 1, five times.

Ste 2 - Labeling nickels.

Note: Same data collection, cues,and responses as in
Step 1 for both verbal and nonverbal Ss. Material used
is one nickel. Substitute the word nickel for penny
in Step 1.

Step 3 - Labeling pennies and nickels when presented random

Note: Same data collection, cues,and responses as in
Step 1 for both verbal and nonverbal Ss. Materials
include one penny and one nickel. Randomly alternate
the words nickel or penny whenever penny occurs in
Step 1 until S has labeled each five times.

Step 4 Labeling dimes.

Note: Same as Step 1 except that the word dime should
be substituted whenever penny appears for both verbal
and nonverbal Ss.

5
The cues for nonverbal Ss who can sign words should be the same as

for verbal Ss throughout the program.

6The response here is very similar to that in Part 4. It was added
because the authors considered it necessary to verify that nonverbal
Ss could discriminate a particular coin solely on the basis of a verbal
cue. It should be noted that Part 4 also included a sample coin as an

additional cue.
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Step 5 - Labeling pennies, nickels and dimes when randomly
presented.

Note: Same as Step 1 except that the word nickel and
dime should be randomly interspersed with penny. S

should label each of these:three coins five times on
three consecutive occasions.

- Labeling quarters.

Note: Same as Step 1 except that the word quarter
replaces penny.

ata_Z - Labeling penny, nickel, dime and quarter when
randomly presented.

Note: Same as Step 1 except that the words nickel,
dime and quarter should be randomly interchanged with
penny. S should label each of these four coins five
times on three consecutive occasions.

Phase II: Ss are taught to label or gesturally indicate apenny's wort:
to maRe rudimentary discriminations between items worth a penny
and item$ worth more than one cent, to count by pennies, to read
price tags, and to purchase items with pennies.

Part 1 - Labeling pennies.

S labels or gesturally indicates a penny when T presents S
with a penny and the cue, "What is the name ofthis coinr
Name this coin." or other appropriate cue variations.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - One penny.

Nonverbal Ss - One penny.

Data_Collection:-
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,response I
should be recorded. Criterion performance would include

.

five correct occurrences of response 1 three times in
Succession. Baseline would consist of five presentations
of cue 1 on two consecutive occasions.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as for Verbal _Ss.

e ue'_ce o_ Cues and Res onses for Verbal Ss:

Student_ResponseeTeacher Cues

1. T holds up a penny 1. S says, "penny.
and says, "What is
the name of this coin
(What is it called.?

Name this coin
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Note: Repeat cue five times.

Se uence of Cues and Responses for Nonverbal Ss:

Part

Teacher Cues

1. T gives S a penny,
nickel, dime and
quarter and says,
"Point to (give me,
touch) a penny."

Note: Repeat cue five ti

- Labeling penny - worth.

es.

Student Res onses

S points to (gives 7
pr touches) a penny.

S labels or gesturally indicates that a penny is worth one
cent when T holds up a penny and asks, "How much is a penny
worth? Wha is this worth?" or other appropriate cue variations.

Materials:
Verbal _S_s - One penny.

Nonverbal Ss - One-penny and money counters.

Data_Collection:
V rbal_Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching;responses
1 and 2 should be recorded. Criterion would be five
correct occurrences of both responses three times in
succession. Baseline would consiSt of five presentations
of cues 1 and 2 on two consecutive occasions.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as verbal except responses 1 and 3
are recorded.

Se uence of Cues and Responses for Verbal Ss:

Teacher Cues Student Responqp1

1. T holds up a penny 1. S says, "penny."
and says, "What is
the name of this
coin (What is it
called? Name this
coin.

2. Holding a penny,11 2. S says, "one cen
says, "What is this
worth (How much is a
penny worth? How
much is this worth?)?"

The order of presentation of these cues should be randomly varied so
that cue 2 occurs before cue 1 on occasion! This would increase the

probability that S is responding to the essential words in the verbal
cue and not simply to the sequence in which they are presented.
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Note: Repeat each cue five times.

Sequence of Cues and ResponseS -for-Nonverbal Ss:
_ _

Par

Teacher Cues

1. T gives S a penny
nickel, dime,and

quarter) and says,
"Point to (give me,
touch) a penny."

2. T holds up a money
counter and says,
"This is a money
counter. It tells
you how much pennies
are worth. One
penny (T holds up
penny) is worth one
cent (T points to
one cent on the sam-
ple money counter)."8

Holding up a penny; T
says, "Point to (touch,
show me) how much one
penny is worth."9

Student Responses

S points to (gives T
or touches) a penny.

2. No response required.

- Labeling items worth one cent.

S touches (points to,
shows T) the one cent
symbol on his her
money counter.

S labels or gestotally indicates items that are worth one
cent when T says, "What can you buy with a penny? What costs
a penny.2 Yell me some things that are worth one cent." with
and without a chart displaying pictures of one cent items.

Step 1 - With chart.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Chart displaying pictures
one cent.

items worth

Nonverbal Ss - Chart displaying pictures of items worth
one cent.

8
Fade eventuagy.

9 Randomly vary the presentation of cues 1 and 3. See footnote 7 for
explanation of this constraint.
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Data Collection:
Verbal Ss Whether during baseline or teaching,response I
should be recorded. Criterion performance would include
labeling at least five items on the chart three times in
succession. Baseline would include the presentation of
cue 1 five times on two consecutive occasions.

Se

Nonverbal Ss - Same as for verbal Ss.

uence of Cues and Res onses

Teacher Cues

T holds up a chart
of one cent items and
says, "What can you
buy with a penny
(What costs a penny?
Tell me some things
that are worth one
cent)?"

for_Verbal Ss:

Student Responses

1.

Sequence of Cues and Responses

Teacher Cues

T holds up a chart
of one cent items and
says, "Point to (touch,
show me) things that
cost a penny (are
worth one cent)."

Step 2 Without chart.

Materials.
Verbal

for

1.

S names at least five-
items on the chart.

Nonverbal

'Student Res onses

points to (touches
or shows 1) at least
five items on the
chart.

- No mate ials necessary,

Nonverbal Ss - Pictures of the same one cent items that
appeared on the chart in Step 1; pictures of items that
are worth more than one cent.

Data Collection:

Verbal_Ss - Same as Step 1 except that chart is not used.

Nonverbal Ss -
replace the cha

-e as Step 1 except that the pictures

Se_uence of Cues and Res onses for V- bal S

Note: Same as Step 1 except that T does not present chart.
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5e uence_of Cues and Res prises for Nonverbal BS:

Note: Same as Step 1 except that T presents,S with
pictures See materials, this section instead of tbe

chart.

Part_ 4 - Purchasing an item worth one cent from an array
containing one item worth one cent and others worth more than

one cent.

S takes one penny from T, chooses the one cent item from the
arrayand makes a purchase (Note: S is only allowed to keep
one item purchased per session as a practical constraint

Materials:
Verbal Ss - One penny, at least five items with price
T-iiii7c3iie of which is labeled one cent

Nonverbal Ss - An assortment of pennies, nickels, dimes
and quarters, at least five items with price tags one

of which is labeled one cent).

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,responSes
1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 should be recorded. Criterion performance
would include five correct occurrence& of responses 1,
3, 4, 6 and 7 three times in succession. Baseline would
involve tbe presentation of cues 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 five
times on two consecutive occasions.

Nonverbal Ss - Data should be collected the same as for
verbal Ss except that responses 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 should

be recorded.

,auuence of Cues and Responses for Verbal Ss:

Teacher Cues

1. T holds out a handful
of pennies and says
to S, "We are going
to buy something.
What do you need
(What do you have
to have? )?"

Student Reaponses

"Penny, money"

Since number recognition up to or above 5 is a prerequisite skill

for this program, it was not considered necessary to teach the exElct

price tag values at this point. At this point price tags simply
function as cues for the gross discrimination indicating all one
cent items and all items that are not one cent.
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Teacher Cues

2. "Take one penny."11

T points to the items
in the array and says
"Which one can you
buy with a penny?"

T holds out his/her
hand and says, "That
will be one cent
please."

2

Student Resp_qape

S complies.

S names the penny-
item.

4. S gives T a penny.

5. "You had one cent. 5. No response required.
That was enough money
to buy the (T names
item purchased "

6. T points to each 6. "No"
remaining item and
says, "Does this
cost one centr

7. Pointing to the same "No"
item T says, "Can you
buy this with a penny?"

Note: Repeat until S has purchased five items.

Sequence pf Cues and Res onses for Nonverbal

Teacher_Cues Student_Responses

1. T places an assort- No response required.
ment of pennies,
nickels, dimes and
quarters in front
of S and says, "We
are going to buy
something."

"Take ( ick up one
penny

S takes picks up
one of the pennies
from the array.

11
-Cues 2 and should be faded to facil ate self-initiation of the
response.

12
Fade cues 2 and 3 to facilitate self-initiation of these responses.
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Teacher'Cues

T points to the items
in the array and
says, "Pick up (take,
buy) the one that
cost (is worth) one
cent.

4. T holds out his/her
hand and says, "That
will be one cent
please (one cent
please)."

You had one cent.
That was enough money
to buy the CT namep
itemhpurchased "

T points to each
remaining item and'
says, "Does this
cost one cent?"

Pointing to the same
item T says, "Can
you buy this with a
penny?"

Student Res onses

picks up the one cent
item.

4. S gives y one cent.

5. No response required.

Gestures "no"

7. Gestu TT TT

Note: Repeat until S has purchased five items.

Part _5 - Purchasing an item worth one cent from an array
containing two items worth one cent and others worth more
than one cent.

S asks for one penny. from T chooses a one cent item (all
items have price tags) from the array and makes a purchase
(Note: S is only allowed:to keep one item per session as
a practical constraint).

Materials:
Verbal Ss One penny; at least five items with price
tags (two of which are labeled one cent).

Nonverbal Ss - An assortment of pennies, nickels, dimes
and quarters; at least five items with price tags two
of which are labeled one cent),

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching responses
1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 should be recorded. Criterion performance.
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would include five correct occurrences of responses 1,
3, 4, 5 and 7 three times in succession. Baseline
would consist of the presentation of cues 1, 3, 4, 5
and 7 on two consecutive occasions.

Nonverbal Ss -Sameas for verbea Ss except that responses
2, 3, 4, 5, 7 are recorded.

Sequence of Cues and ResPonses for Verbal Ss:

Teacher Cues Student Responses

1. T holds out a handful 1. "Penny, money"
of pennies and says
to S_, "We are going
to buy something.
What do you need?
What do you have to
have?"

2. T holds out a hantifUl

of pennies and says,
"Take one.TT13

S complies.

3. T points to the items 3. S labels all penny
in the array and says, items.
"Which ones can you
buy with a penny?"

4. Pointing to the array 4. S chooses one penny
T says "Which (penny item.

item, thing that costs
a _penny)_ would you
like to buy?"

5. 7 holds out his/her 5. S gives T a penny.
hand and says, "That
will be one cent
please."

"You had one cent That 6. No response required.
was enough to buy the
(T names item
purchased_

7. Pointing to the same 7. "Yes" or "No"
item,T says, "Can you depending upon the
buy this with a-penny? item.

Note: Continue until S makes five purchases.

13
Verbal cues 2, 3 and 4 should be faded so that S initiates own

buying behavior.
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Sequence of Cues and Reeponses for Nonverbal Ss:

1. T places an assortment 1. No response required.
of pennies, nickels,
dimes, and quarters in
front of S and says, "We
are going to buy something."

2. "Pick up,(take) onp
penny."J-'I

pointe to the items in 3.

the array and says, "Point
to (touch, show me) the
ones that cost worth)
one cent."

_S picks up (takes) one of
the pennies from the array.

points to (touches or
shows I) the two one cent
items.

4. "Buy (pick up, take) one 4. S chooses one of the two one
that costs one cent." cent items.

T holds out his/her hand 5. S gives T one cent.
and says, "That will be
one cent please (one
cent please ).",

"You had one cent. That 6. No response required.
was enough money to buy
the(1 names item purchased).

T points to each remaining 7. Gestures "yes" or "no"
item and says,"Can you buy depending upon item T
this with a penny?" points to.

Note: Continue until S makes five purchases.

Part 6 - Purchasing an item worth one cent from an array containing
either one or two penny items, or determining that a penny item

nnot be purchased when there is no penny item in the array.

Same as Parts 4 and 5, except that Talternates trials so that on
some trials there is one penny item, some two and some no items
worth one cent.

Materjals:
Verbal Ss Same as Parts 4 and 5

Nonverbal Ss Same as Parts 4 and 5,

Fade cues 2. 3 and 4 to facilitate self-initiation.
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Data Collection:
Verbal Ss -
a. One item - use procedures from Part 4.
b. Two items - use procedures from Part 5.
c. No items - use procedures from Part 5; collect data

only on responses 1, 2, 3 and 7.

Nonverbal Ss Same as above.

Sequence of Cues and Res onses for verbal Ss

Note:

a. One item - use verbal cues and_responses from Part 4.
b. Two items - use verbal cues and responses from Part 5.
c. No item - use only verbal cues and responses 1, 2, 3 and

7 from Part 5.

S-quence_of_Cues_and Responses for _Nonverbal S$:

Note: Same as above, except use nonverbal cues and responses
from the respective parts.

Phase III: Labeling- the worth of various amounts of pennies; counting
out a given number of pennies; counting out a specified number of pennies
from a larger group; counting pennies at a specified rate; counting
pennies through the use of worksheets..

Part_l - Labeling worth of various amounts of pennies.

S labels or gesturally indicates the worth of pennies, varying
between 1 and 10 cents, after T verbally states the number of pennies
that have been placed in front-of S.

Step 1 S labels or gestures worth of 1-50 in order of increasing
value.

Materials:
Verbal Se - 1-5 pennies.

Nonverbal Ss - 1-5 pennies, money counters.

Data_Collection:
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,response 2
should be recorded: Criterion performance would be tbree
labeling responses for each amount from 1-50 three times
in succession. Baseline would consist of the presentation
of cues 1 and 2 three times for each amount from 1-54 on
two consecutive occasions.

3 13
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Nonverbal Ss Same as for verbal Ss.

euence of Cues and Res on es for Verbal _S

Teacher Cues

1. T places a design ted
amount of pennies
from 1-50 in front
of S and says, "What
is this are these)?"

2. "There are (number in
fron. of S ) pennies.
How much are they
worth (Howlany
cents n15

Note: Continue until S has
each amount from

Sequence of Cues_an0 Responses for

Teacher Cues

1. "Take out your money
counters."

9 y places a designated
number of pennies from
1-50 on the appropriate
circles on the money
counter and says,
"There are (number
ennies on counter

pennies? Point to
(touch, show me) how
much they are worth
(how many cents).

Student Responses

1. "Pennies, money"

T1 cen

responded three times or

Nonverbal

Student Responses

1. S places money counter
on flat surface.

2. S points to touches,
shows T) the number
directly above the
last penny placed
on the card.

Note: Continue until .S has responded
each amount from 1-50.

three times for

S labels or gestures worth of 1-50 randomly presented.

Materials:
Verbal S - Same as Step 1.

15If S answered incorrectly here, the authors found it beneficial to
have T count eacil penny and then restate cue #2. If S. was still
incorrecV 7 modeled the correct response.
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ame as Step 1.

Data_Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

Sequence of Cues_and Responses fox Verbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1 except that amount is randomly
chosen by T.

SAguenca_of Cues a:: Res o-ses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1 except that amount is randomly
chosen by T.

Step 3 S labels or gestures worth 6-10 in order of

increasin value.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - 6-10 pennies ,

Nonverbal_Ss - 6-10 pennies, money counters.

Data_Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except stimuli are 6-10
pennies.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except stimuli are 6-10

pennies.

e:uence of Cues and Res onses for Verbal'S

Note: Same as $tep 1; substitute 6-100 for 1-5

Se.uence of Cues and Res onses for Nonverbal S

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 6-100 for 1-50.

Step 4 - S labels or gestures worth of 6-100 randomly

preSented.

_tterials
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 3.

Nonverbal Ss Same as Step a

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 3.

Nonverbal S - Same as Step 3.
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Se:pence of Cues and Responses for Verbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 3 except that amount is randomly
chosen by T.

_Se pence_ of Cues and _Responses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 3 except that amount is randomly
chosen by T.

Step 5 S labels or gestures worth of 1-10 randomly
presented.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - 1-10 pennies.

Nimverbal Ss - 1-10 pennies, money counters.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except stimuli are 1-10
pennies.

Nonverbal S- - Same as Step 1 except stimuli are 1-10
pennies.

uence f Cues and Res onses for Verbal S

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 1-10(P for 1-50
presented randomly.

e Pence of Cues and Res onses for_Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step. substitute 1-10(P for 1-50
presented randomly.

2 - Counting a given number of pennies.

t%hen presented with a given number of pennies, S should count
each penny, label the amodnt specify the value of the
amount counted, and make occasional purchases.

Step 1 S counts and labels or gestures wo th of 1-5cP
in order of increasing value.

Mat-crisis:

Verbal _Ss - 1-5 pennies, items varying in price between
1 and 15 cents.

Nonvel7bal Ss 1-5 pennies, items varying in price
between 1 and 15 cents, money counters.
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Data Collection:
Verba _s Whether during baseline or teaching,responses
2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 should be recorded. Criterion
performance would include three trials each with an
item to purchase and without one to purchase for
responses2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 three times in succession.
Baseline would consist of three presentations of cues
l-7 with and without items to purchase on two
consecutive occasions.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as verbal Ss except record resp_ ses
3, 4, 5, 6 and 8.

e uence o- Cues and Res onses for Verbal Ss:

Teacher Cues

T takes one penny
from a pile of
pennies (1-5, depend-
ing on trial) that
has been placed in
front of S and asks,
"What is this?"

"Count the pennies."

3. "How much are they
worth?"

4. T points to the array
of items. Each item
has the same amount

Student Responses

1. "Penny,. money"

2. S counts pennies
withoutassistance
by pushing each
penny away from the
pile while simultan-
eously verbally
labeling each in
order of increasing
number (e.g., "one,
two, three..."). 16

3. S labels worth.

cents"

16T0 insure that S does not become stimulus bound to counting pennies
in a row on a flat surface the following are some suggested response
variations that could be implemented on alternate trials:
a. Counting in vertical rows
b. Counting in horizontal rows

c. Counting from one hand to another '

d. Counting from one hand to table

e. Counting by visually tracking without touching each coin

f. Counting each coin in the pile without moving them, i.e., touch each

g. Counting each as S takes the pennies out of a wallet, purse,or pocket.

3 17
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Teacher_Cues Student Responses

written on a price
tag. T says, "How
much are these
worth?"17

5. "Do you have enough 5. "Yes" or "No varies
money for one (Can according to items in
you buy one? Do you array.
have enough for one:

6. "Choose one."18

7. "That will be
cents please."D

6. S chooses an item.

7. S gives 7 amount_cued
and keeps item."

Note: Continue until S has had three trials with
purchasing and three without.

§22yence of Cues and Responses for Nonverbal S

Teacher Cues Student Res onses

1. "Take out your money 1. takes out money
counters."

T puts a number of
pennies within S's
view and says, "We're
going to count pennies
just like this (T
places each penny on
the circle on the
money counter starting
at the one-cent
circle)."

counter.

S observes T.

17
On some trials the value of all the items should equal the amount of

pennies S counted, on others the value of all the items should not.

18Cues 4, 5 and 6 should eventually be faded.

1Cues 6 and 7 were presented on those trials where the items were
worth more than the number of pennies S had counted, but only if S
answered cue 8 correctly. If S answera that be/she had enough ITIen
it was not true, T allowed S to attempt to make the purchase and fail
to help concretize the ramiTications of the enough/not enough concept
when making a purchase.

20
When the session is completed, it is suggested that S be allowed to

keep only one of the items purchased as a practical constraint.
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Teacher Cues

T gives S a designated
number oT pennies from
1-50 and says, "Count
them."

4. "Point to (touch, show
me) how much they are
worth."

T points to the array
of items. Each item
has the same amount
written.on a price tag.
T says, "Show me
(touch, point to) on
your money counter
how much these cost
(are worth). 1,21

6. "Do you have enough
money for one (Can
you buy one? Do you
have enough for one?

7 "Choose one."22.

Student_Responses

S counts the pennies
by placing each one
on a circle on the
money counter starting
at one cent and ending
when the last penny
is on the money counter.

4. 5 points to touches,
shows T) the number
above the last penny
placed on counter.

5. 5 touches (points to
shows T) the appro-
priate amount on
money counter.

6. Gestures "yes" or
"no" (varies with
items in array).

S chooses an item.

"That will be 8. S gives T amount
cents p1ease."77- Oued.24

Note: Continue until S has had three trials with
purchasing and three without.

Ste 2 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-50
randomly presented.

-bee footnote 17.

22
-Fade cues 4, 5, 6 and 7 eventually regarding self-initiation.

See footnote 19.

24See footnote 20.
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Materials:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step L

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

Data_Collection:
Verbal_Ss - Same as Step 1.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

e uence of Cues and Res-onses for Verbal S

Note: Same as Step 1 except amount to be counted-is
randomly presented.

Se uence of Cues and Res-onses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1 except amount to be counted is
randomly presented.

Step 3 - S counts and labels or gestures wor -100
in order of increasing value.

aterials:
Verbal Ss - 6-10 pennies, items priced between 1715(P.

NonVerbal Ss - 6-10 pennies, items priced between--1-15(P,
money counters.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except stimuliare 6-10

pennies.

Nonverbal Ss Same as Step 1 except stimuli ere 6-10

pennies.

ence of Cues and Res-onses -or Verbal

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 6-100 for 1-

.Senuence of Cues_and_Resnonses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 6-100 for 1-50.

Step 4 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 6-100
IanAgmlz presented.

Materials:
Verbal Ss Same as Step 3.

Nonverbal 55 - Same as Step 3
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Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 3.

NonverbalSs Same as Step 3.

Sequence of Cues and Responses for Verbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 3 except present 6-100 randomly.

Se uence of Cues and Res22nses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 3 except present 6-104: randomly.

Step 5 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-100
randomly presented.

Materials:
Verbal S - 1-10 pennies, items priced between 1-150.

Nonverbal Ss - 1-10 pennies, items priced between 1-15
money counters.

Data_Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except stimuli are 1-10
pennies.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except stimuli are 1-10
pennies.

Se uence of Cues and_Res onses_for Verbal

=Note: Same as Step 1 except 1-100 presented randomly.

uence of Cues and Res onses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1 except 1-100 presented randomly.

Part 825- Counting a riven number of pennies at a specified

When presented with a given number of pennie S should count
each_penny at a specified rate.

Step S counts pennies from 1-50 in order of increasing
value at a specified rate.

25Part
9 can be used as a drill for coin counting to increase S's

speed. It does not represent a higher level of skill development from
Part 8, and as such, it should probably be taught simultaneously with
Part 8.

26T should determine a proficient rate of counting for each S which
reTlects any limitations presented by the individual's handicapping
condition.

321
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Materials:
Verbal_Ss - 1-7 pennies.

Nonverbal Ss - 1-5 pennies, money counters.

Data Collection,
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teachin6 responses
2 and 3 should be recorded. Criterion perfoimance would
include counting each amount from 1-5 three times at a
specified rate and labeling the worth of the pennies
counted three times in succession. Baseline would
consist of presenting cues 1-3 on two consecutive
occasions.

Nonverbal S -ame as for verbal Ss.

Sequence_of_Ques and Res onses for Verbal Ss:

Teaeher Cues

1. 7 takes one penny
from a pile of
pennies (1-5, de-
pending on trial)
that has been placed
in front of S and
asks, "What is this

"We're going to play
a game. Let's see if
you can count all
these pennies before
I stop tapping the
table (T demonstrates
tapping). I won't tell
you when I'm going to
stop so you better
count real fast. If
you beat me - if you
count all the pennies
before I stop tapping,
then you can (speci
some possible rein-
forcer, e.g., free
time, S gets to tap
for another S, etc.
Get ready count.

27See footnote 16.

322

Student _Responses

1. "Penny, money"

2. S counts pennies
without assistance
by pushing each
penny away from the
pile while simul-
taneously verbally
labeling each in
order of increasing
number (e.g., "one,
two, three... 27
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Teacher_Cues Student Responses

After S finishes
counting T says,
"How much are they
worth?"

Note: Continue until S coun
three times.

Se uence of Cues_and Res

Teacher Cues

3. S. labels worth.

s each amount from 1-50

onses for Nonverbal Ss:

Student Responses

1. "Take out your money
counters."

T puts a number of
pennies (between 1-5)
in front of S and says,
"We're going to play a
game. Let's see if you
can count all these
pennies before I stop
tapping the table (T
demonstrates tapping).
I won't tell you when
I'm going to stop so
you better count real
fast. If you beat me -
if you count all the
pennies before I stop
tapping, then you can
(pecify some possible
reinforcer, e.g., free
time, S gets to tap
for another S, etc.).
Cet ready ... count."

When S finishes counting,
T says, "Point to
(touch, show me) how
much they are worth."

S takes out money
aiunter.

2. $ counts the pennies
by placing each one
on a circle on the
money counter, starting
at one cent and ending
when the last penny
is on the money counter.

3. _S points
shows T
above the last penny
on counter.

to (touches
the number

Note: Continue until S counts each amount irom 1-50
three times.

S-Lep 2 - S counts Tennies from 1-50 randomlz presented at
a specified rate.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

323
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Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

e uence of Cues and R s onses for Verbal Ss:

Note; Same as Step 1 except amounts 1-50 presented
randomly.

Sesuenceof f Cues and Res onses for Nonverbal

Note: Same as Step 1 except amounts 1-50 presented
randomly.

S_tep_S S counts pennies from 6-100 in order of increasin
value at a specified rate.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - 6-10 pennies.

Nonverbal Ss - 6-10 pennies, money counters.*

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except that amounts from
6-100 are used as stimuli.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except that amounts from
6-100 are used as stimuli.

uence of Cues and Res o _e- for Verbal :

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 6-100 for 1-50.

e n e of Cues and Res-onses for Nonverbal Ss.

Note: Same as Step 1; .substitute 6-100 for 1-50.

Step 4 - S counts pennies from 6-100 randomly presented
at a specified rate.

Materials:
Verbal Ss Same as Step 3.

Nonverbal Ss Same as Step 3,

Da a Colle on:

Verbal Ss - Sa e as Step 3.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 3.

4
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Se uence of Cues and Responses for_Verbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 3; randomize presentation of 6-10 .

Sesuenee of Cues and Res onses for Nonverbal S

Note: Same as Step 3; randomize presentation of 6-100.

Step 5 - S counts pennies from 1-100 randomly presented
at a specified rate.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - 1-10 pennies

Nonverbal_Ss - 1-10 pennies money counters,

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except stimuli pennies from 1-100
are used.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except stimuli pennies from
1-100 are used.

Se uence of Cues and Res onses for Verbal

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 1-100 for 1-50;
present randomly.

§guence_of Cues and Res onses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 1-100 for 1-50;
present randomly.

Part 4 - Counting a number of pennies from a larger group.

S counts a number of pennies cued by 7 from a larger group
of pennies (i.e., more than amount cued), specifies the
value of the amount counted,and makes occasional purchases.

Step 1. S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-50
from a larger group in order of increasing value.

Materials:
Verbal Ss -
1 and 150.

pennies, items varying in price between

Nonverbal Ss - 20 pennies, items varying in price between
1 end 150, money counters.

Data Collection:
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Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,responses
2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 should be recorded. Criterion performance
would include three trials each with an item to purchase
and without an item to purchase for responses 2, 3, 4,
5,and 7 three times in succession. Baseline would consist
of three presentations of cues 1-7 with and without items
to purchase on two consecutive occasions.

Nonverbal Sa - Same as for verbal Ss.

§fauence of Cues and Resionses for Verbal Ss.

Teacher Cues

1. T takes one penny
from a group of 20
that has been placed
in front of S and
says, "What is this?"

i:Count (175) cents."

"How much are they
worth?"

4. T points tO the array
of items. Each item
has the same amount
written on a price
tag. T says, "How
much are these worth?"29

"Do you have enough
money for one (Can you
buy one? Do you have
enough for one?)?"

"Choose one."30

-See footnote

ee fowtnote

30
ee footnote

16.

17,

18.

1.

Student Res onses

"Penny, money"

2. S counts pennies
without assistance
by pushing each
penny away from the
pile while simul-
taneously verbally
labeling each in
order of increasing
number (e.g., "one
two, three .. TT 2E}

S labels worth.

4. " cents"

"Yes" or "No" varies
according to items in
array.

6. S chooses an item.
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Teacher Cues

"That will be
cents please."11

Note: Continue until S has had
purchasing and three without.

Se uence of Cues and Res onses for

Teacher Cues

1. "Take out your money
counters."

T puts 20 pennies
within Sis view and
says, "Count 1-5

pennies."

"Point to touch,
show me) how much
they are worth."

4. T points to the array
of items. Each item
has the same amount
written on a price
tag. T says, "Show
me (touch, point to)
on your_ money counter
how much these cost
(are ,worth)."33

5. "Do you have enough
money for one (Can
'you buy one? Do you
have enough for one

"6 Choose one."34

315ee foo note 19.

32--See footnote 20.

ee footnote 17.

Student Res onses

S gives T amount
cued and keeps item.

three trials with

Nonverbal Ss

Student Res onses

1. _S takes out money
counter.

2. S counts the pennies
by placing each one
on a circle on the
money counter, start-
ing at one cent and
ending when the last
penny cued is on the
money counter.

3. S points to (touches,
shows T) the number
above the last penny,
placed on counter.

S touches (points to,
shows T) the appropriate
amount on money counter.

Gestures "Ye " or "No"
varies with i ems in
array

6. S chooses an item.

34 ade cues 4, 5 and 6 even ually regarding self-initiation.

327,
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"That will be
cents please."35

Student_Responses

7. S gives T amount
cued.36

§tcp.q - $ counts and labels or ges
a larger group randomly presented.

ures worth of l-5q from

Materials:
Verbal Ss Same as Step 1.

Nonverbal_Ss Same as Step 1.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss Same as Step 1.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

See ieijce_pJ Cues and Responses for Verbal

Note: Same as Step 1; present 1-5ct andamly.

Se uence of Cues and Responses for Nonverbal_Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1; present 1-547 randomly.

S counts and labels or gestures worth of 6-1047
from a larger group in order of increasing value.

Materials:
Verbal. S- e as Step L

Nonverbal Ss Same as Step 1.

Da:a Collection:
Verbal _Ss - Same as Step 1 except 6-104: are used as
stimuli.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except 6 -10(t. are used
_

as stimuli.

Sequence of Cues and Responses for_Verbal T-*

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 6-10ct: for 1 _

uence of Cues and Res a-ses for Nonverbal Ss.

_e footnote 19.

ee footnote

328
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Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 6-100 for

Step 4 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 6-100
from a larger group randomly presented..

Materials:
Verbal Ss Same as Step 1.

Nonverbal Ss - Sama as Step 1.

Data Collection.:
7erbal Ss - Same as Step 3.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 3.

Se'uence of Cues and Res onses for Verbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 3; randomize presentation of 6-100.

Se uence _f Cues and_Responses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 3; randomize presentation of 6-100.

St!II 5 - S cOunts and labels or gestures worth c;f 1-100
from a larger group randomly presentech

Materials;
Verbal Ss - Same as Step L

Nonverbal Ss - same as Step 1.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss Same as Step 1 except 1-100 are used as
stimuli.

Nonverbal Ss Same as Step 1 except 1-100 are used
as stimuli.

Se uence of Cues and Res onses for Verbal__

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 1-10(k for 1-50; randomize
presentation of 1-100.

e uence of Cues and Res onses for Nonverbal __.

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 1-100 for 1-50'
randomize presentation of 1-100.

Part 5 - Counting pennies from a larger group at a specified
rate.

329
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S. .counts a number of pennies cued by T from a larger group
more than amount cued) at a specified rate..

Step, 1 - S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-5t !
from a larger group in order of increasing value at a
specified rate.

Materials:
-Verbal Ss - 20 pennies.

Nonverbal Ss - 20 pennies, money counters.

Data Collection.
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,responses
2 and -3 should be recorded. Criterion performance would
include counting each amount from 1-5(t three times at a
specified rate and labeling the worth of the pennies
counted three times in succession. Baseline would
consist of presenting cues 1-3 on two consecutive
occasions.

Nonverbal Ss Same as for verbal Ss.

Se ue:e of Cues and Re

Teacher Cues

onses for Verbal '

1. T takes one penny
from a group of 20
that has been placed
in front of B and
asks, "What is this?"

'We're going to play a
game. Let's see if you
can count some pennies
before T stop tapping
the table (T demon-
strates,tapping). I

won't tell you when
I'm going to stop so
you better count real
fast. lf you beat me
if you count all the
pennies before I stop
tapping, then you can
(s ecify some ossible
reinforcer, e.g., free
time, S gets to tap
for another S, etc.
Get ready ... count
(1-5 ) cents."

37
See footnote 16. 330

1.

Student Res onses

"Penny, money

S counts amount cued
without assistance by
pushing each penny
away from- the pile
while simultaneously
verbally labeling each
in order of increasing
number (e.g., "one.
two, three ...").87
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Teacher

Af_er S finishes
counting T says,
"How much are they
worth?"

Student Responses

3. S labels worth.

Note: Continue until S counts _each amount from 1-5cb
three times.

!at.TEIce of .Cues and ksponses_ for Nonverbal

Teacher Cues

"Take out your money
counters."

2. T puts 20 pennies in
front of S and says,
"We're going to play
a game. Let's see if
you can count some of
these pennies before
I stop tapping the
table (T demonstrates
tapping). I won't tell
you when I'm going to
stop sb you better
count real fast. If
you beat me - if you
count the pennies
before I stop tapping,
then you can (speci
some possible rein-
forcer, e.g., free
time, S gets to tap
for another S, etc.
Cet ready ... count
(1-5) cents."

3. When S finishes
counting, T says,
"Point to (touch,
show me) how much
they are worth."

Student Res onses

1. S takes out money
counters.

2. S counts-the number
of pennies cued by
placing each one on
a circle on the money
counter starting at
one cent and endinguhen
the last penny (i.e.,
amount cued) is on
the money counter.

q points to touches,
shows T) the number
above the last penny
on counter.

.Notp: Continue until S counts each amount from 1
three times.
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Step 2 S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-50
from a larger group randomly presented at a specified rate.

Materials:
.Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

Nonverbal S - Same as Step 1.

-Data Collection:
Verbal Ss Same as Step 1.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

§fq.n2nce_of. Cues and RespmEes for Verbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1 except 1-50 presented randomly.

Sequence of Cues_and_Res onses for Nonverbal _Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1 except 1-50 presented randomly.

Step_3 - _S counts and labels or gestures worth of 6-100
from a larger group in order of increasing value at a
.specified rate.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1.

Nonverbal Ss. Same as Step 1.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except 6-10 are used as
stimuli.

Nonverbal Ss Same as Step 1 except 6-lO4 are used
as stimuli.

Sequence of Cues and Res onses for Verbal Ss:

Note: Same zs Step 1; substitute 6-100 for 1-50.

Secuen e of Cues and Res lses for Nonverbal Ss:

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 6-100 for 1-50.

Ste 4 S counts and labels or gestures worth of 6-100
from a larger group randomly presented at a specified
rate.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 3.

Nonverbal S same as Step 4
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Data Collection:
Verbal Sa - Same as Step 3.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 3.

,Sequence of_cues and Responses for Verbal

Note: Same as Step 3; randomize presenta ion of 6-100.

e-uence of Cues and Res-onses for NonverbalSs.

Note: Same as Step 3; randomize presentation of 67100.

Step_5 S counts and labels or gestures worth of 1-100
from a larger group randomly presented at a specified rate.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1,

Nonverbal Ss Same as Step 1,

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 1 except 1-100 serve as stimuli.

Nonverbal Ss Same as Step 1 except 1-100 serve as stimuli.

uence of Cues and Res onses for Verbal

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 1-100 for 1-50;
randomize presentation of 1-10$.

Sequence of Cues and Respmses for Nonverbal S

Note: Same as Step 1; substitute 1-100 for 1-50;
randomize presentation ef 1-100.

Part.6 - Counting pennies drawn on a worksheet and writing
the answer.

S counts pennies 1-1NO drawn realistic replica on a
worksheet and indicates the amount counted by drawing a line
to the appropriate numerical value or writing this amount.

Ste 1 - S counts an array of pennies (randomly chosen
from 1-100 drawn on a worksheet, then draws a line from
the array to its corresponding numerical value.

Materials:
Verbal Ss worksheets.

Nonverbal Ss Worksheets.
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Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,
responses 2, 3,and 4 should be recorded. Criterion
performance would involve the correct completion of
three worksheets three times in succession. Baseline
would involve two presentations of cues 1-4 for each
of the worksheets used-in this step.

Se

Nonverbal Ss Same as verbal Ss.

uence of Cues and Res onses

Teacher Cuee

'or Verbal Ss:

Student Res onses

1. T gives S a worksheet, 1. "Pennies, money"
points to the first
sefof pennies and
says, "What are these
(What is the Dame of
these coins?

"Count the pennies."

When S finishes counting
T says, "How much are
they worth?"

4. "Find (amount counted)
cents on this side
(side,opposite penny
array) and draw a line
to it."38

Note: Continue until S has

uence of .Cues and Res onses

-Teacher Cues

1. T hands each S a
worksheet, pointS
to the first set of
pennies and says,

38 Cues

S counts the first
set of pennies by
touching each in
succession while
verbally labeling
each one touched.

S labels worth of
amount counted.

4. line from
of pennies
to its

corresponding
numerical value
60.

draws
the set
counted

completed three worksheets.

for Nonverbal Ss:

Student Responses

1. S observes T.

3 and 4 should eventually be faded regarding self-initiation.

3 3
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Teacher Cues

"We're going to
count these pennies
just like you do on
your money counters.
This is how you do
it (T demonstrates
counting amount in
set)."

2. "Count the pennies.

"Point to touch,
show me) how much
they are worth?"

4. "Pind (amount_counted
cents on this side
side opposite array

and draw a line to
it."39

_Student Res onses

S counts amount in
first set by touching
each coin in order
of increasing value.

S points to numerical
value above,last coin
counted.

4. S draws line from the
set of pennies counted
to its corresponding
numerical value e.g.,
60.

Note: Continue until S has completed three worksheets.

Step 2 - S counts an array of pennies randomly chosen
from 1-100 drawn on a worksheet, then draws a line from
the array to an object containing a price tag whose value
corresponds to the amount counted.

Materials:
Verbal Ss Worksheets.

NOriverbalSs Worksheets.

Data Collection:
Verbal_Ss - Whether during baseline or teachinglresponses

. 2, 3, 4,and 5 should be recorded. Criterion performance
would include the correct completion of three worksheets
three times in succession. Baseline would involve two
presentations of cues 1-5 for each of the worksheets
used in this step.

Nonverbal Ss Same as verbal Ss.

Cues 3 and 4 should eventually b- faded regarding self-initiation.

3 5
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uence of Cues'Tld Responses for Verbal Ss:

Teacher Cues

Note: Cues and responses

4. T pointsto objects
onOpposite side from
penny sets and says,
"Look at the pricetags.
What can you buy with
(amountcounted
cents?"

Student Responses

1-3 are same as in Step 1.

"Draw a line to it."4°

Note: Continue

4. S names item which
corresponds in price
to amount counted.

5. S draws line from set
of pennies counted to
object which corresponds
in price.

until S completes three worksheets.

uence of Cues and R-

Teacher Cues

Note: Cues and responses

s onses'for Nonverbal

4. T points to objects
on opposite side 7-
from penny sets and-
says, "Look at the
pricetags. Point to
touch, show me) what

you can buy with
amount_counted)

cents."

"Draw a line to it."

_Student Responses

1-3 are same as in Step 1.

4. S points to (touches,
shows T) item which
corresponds in price
to amount counted.

Note: Continue until S completes

S draws line from
set of pennies counted
to object which
corresponds in price.

three work heets.

',Step 3 - S counts an array of pennies (randomly chosen
from 1-100) drawn on a worksheet and indicates the value

1:iy writing down the numerical component with the cents sign
-(or decimal sign) provided.

°Cues 3 4 and 5 should eventually be faded regarding self-initiation.

41Cues 3, 4 and 5 should eventually be fadedregarding self-initiation.

3 3
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Materials:
Verbal Ss worksheets.

Nonverbal Ss - Worksheets.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 2 except
2, 3, 4, and 5 from this step.

substitute responses

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 2 except substitute responses
2, 3, 4 and 5 from this step.

esuenceof Cues and Res onses fo

Teacher_ Cues

No e

Verbal Ss:

Student Res onses

Cues and responses 1-3 same as in Step 1.

4. T points to the space
provided on the work-
sheet between the
equalE and cent
signs' and says,
"Print (number counted
here."44--

"Say the whole thing."

4. S prints number in
space provided e.g.,
000

5. "(Number counted)
pennies equals
(:orresponding valu

Note: Continue until S. completes

Sequence_of Cues and_ Res

Teacher Cues

Note: Cues and responses

eents.-"

three worksheets.

onses for Nonverbal Ss

4. T points to the space
provided on the work-
sheet .Detween the
equal4 and cent or
decimal)" signs and

Student Responses

1-3 same ss in Step 1.

4. S prints number in
space provided (e.g.,
000 = 0 or 000 =

42Gradually fade equal sign so. that S is required to draw it.

430n some work4ieets the authors suggest using
designate cents i.e., $. instead of

a decimal format to

44Cues 3 and 4 h uld eventually be faded regarding self-initiation.

45 See footnote 4

463ee footnote 43!.
337
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Teacher Cues

says, "Print umber
counted) here. 7
"Point to show me,
touch) (number counted
pennies ... equals ...
(value of_amount
counted ) cents."48

Student_Responses

S points touches,
shows T) components
cued.

Note: Continue until S completes three worksheets.

Step 4 - S dounts an array of pennies (randomly chosen
from 1-10) drawn on a worksheet and indicates the value
by writing down the numerical component and the cents
(or decimal ) _gal..

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Worksheets.

Nonverbal Ss - Worksheets.

Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Same as Step 2 except
2, 3, 4 and 5 from this step.

subs _itute responses

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Step 2 except substi uJe responses
2, 3, 4 and 5 from this step.

uence of Cues and Res onses for Verbal

Teacher _Cues

Note: Cues and responses 1-3 same as in Step 1.

Student Responses

4. T points to the space
provided on the work-
sheet after the equal
sign49 and says, "Print
value of amount

counted cents here."

4. $ prints numerical
component;and cents
or decimal)50 sign

in space provided
e.g., 000 = or
000 =

47Cues 3 and 4 should eventually be faded regarding self-initiation.

"Occasionally vary the sequence
statement (e.g., "equals ...

49See footnote 42.

505ee footnote 43.

of Specifying the components of this
pennies ... cents, etc.).
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Teacher Cues

5. "Say the whole thing."51

_Student Responses

"(Number counteq)
pennies equals
(corres'onding value)
cents."

Note: Continue until S completes three workshee

§!guence of Cues and Res onses for Nonverbal

Teacher Cues

Note: Cues; and responses 1-3 same as Step 1.

Student Response!

4. T points to the space
provided on the work-
sheet after the equal
sign52 and says, "Print
value of amount

counted cents here."54

S. "Point to (show me,
touch) (number counted
pennies ... equals ...
(value of_amount
counted ) cents., 55

4. S prints numerical
component and cents
or decimal)53 sign

in space provided
(e.g., 000 = (P or

000 =

5. 1 points to (touches,
shows I) components
cued.

Notel Continue until S completes three worksheets.

Step 5 - S labels or gestures the worth of a numeraLuritten
in cents (or decimal) form (e.g., 80, $.08) on a worksheet
and using a stamp makes the number of pennies which corresponds
to this value in the space provided.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - Worksheets, penny stamp and ink pad.

Nonverbal Ss
counters.

91
-Cues 3 and 4 should

52See foOtnote 42.

53See footnote 43.

rksheets, penny stamp and ink pad, money

eventually be faded regarding self-initiation.

54Cues 3 and 4 should eventually be faded regarding self-initia ion.

55See footnote 48

3 9
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Data Collection:
erbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,responses

3,and 4 should be recorded. Criterion performance
includes the completion of three worksheets three times
in succession. Baseline would consist of two presentations
of cues 1-4 for each worksheet used in this step.

Nonverbal Same as verbal Ss.

ence and Re- onses for Verbal

Teacher Cues

1. T hands S worksheet, 1.

penny stamp,and ink
pad and says, "Let's
do these worksheets."

T points to one of the
numerical values
pointed on the work-
sheet (e.g., 84 or
$.08) and says, "How
much is this worth
(Read this. What
does this say?)?"

T points to blank
space after the equal
sign, adjacent to the
numeral labeled and
says, "Make a set of
or stamp out) (same

amount 5 labeled)
cents.

4. "Say the ihole thing."

Student_Responseg

takes worksheet,
stamp,and pad.

S labels valde
"eight cents")

g.

3. Using the penny stamp
and pad,S stamps out
the number of pennies
in the space provided
after the equal sign
which corresponds to
the numerical value
labeled (e.g., S
stamps eight pennies

4. S says, " cents
equals pennies.

Note: Continue until S completes

Sequence of Cues and Res onses

Teacher Cues

1. T bands S worksheet,
penny stamp,and ink
pad and says, "Let's
do these worksheets.

three worksheets.

Nonverbal S

Student Responses

1. S takes worksheet,
stamp;and pad and
takes out money
counter.

56Cues 2 and 3 should eventually be faded regarding self-initiation.
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Teacher Cues

Take out your-money
counters."

T points to one of the
numerical values printed
on the worksheet (e.g.,
80 or $.08) and says,
"Point to (show me,
touch) how much this is
worth.

T points to blank space
after the equal sign,
adjacent to the numeral
and says, 'Make a set
of (or stamp out)
(same amount S verified)
cents."57

4. "Point to (show me,
touch) (value indicated)
cente ... equals ...
(number sIgmped)
pennies. "

S points to (shows T,
tduches amount T cued
on his/hermoney
counter (e.g., 80).

3. Using penny stamp and
pad,:$_ stamps out the
number of pennies in
the space provided
after the equal_sign
which corresponds to
the numerical value
indicated (e.g., 8
stamps out eight
pennies).

4. 8 points to (touches,
shows T) components
cued.

Note: Continue Until S completes three worksheets.

Pbase IV: Labeling the price of items; choosing an item to buy;
making purchases at a simulated classroom store and actual community
stores.

Part - Labeling the wOrth of items with and without price tags.

S labels or gestures the worth of an item (randomly Varied 1-100)
177ith a' price tag when T presents the item and asks, "What is this
worth?" or "How much (373'es this cost?" For items without a price
tag, S presents the item to T and asks, "How much does this cost?"

a

aftp.1 - Labeling or gesturing the worth of items with price
tags.

Materials:
Verbal Ss - At least 15 items with price tags worth between
1-100.

NonverbalSs - Various items with price tags worth between
1-100, money counters.

57
Cues 2 and 3 should eventually be faded regarding self-initiation.

582
-See-footnote 50.
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Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,response I
should be xecorded. Criterion performance involves
labeling the price of each item correctly three times in
succession.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as Verbal Ss.

le_111Ece of Cues_ and Responses_for Verbal S-

Teacher ues

T places five items
in front of S and
allows S to examine
them. T then points
to each item and
says, "What is this
worth (How much does
this cost?)?"

Student_Res onses

S labels value (e.g.,
"six cents"

Note: Continue until S labels all fifteen items.

21,1pence of Cues and Re-_ onses

Teacher Cues

1. T places five items
in front of 5 and
allows S to examine
them. T then points
to each item and
says, "Show me (point
to, touch) on your
'money counters how
much this is worth
(costs)."

Note:. Continue until S has
fifteen items.

for Nonverbal_Ss:

Student Responses

1. 'S shows T: (points to,
touches) the numerical
value on his/her money
counter Which corresponds
to the value of the
item 7 touched.

indicated the value of all

2 - bete- ining the worth of items without price tags.

aterials:
Verbal Ss - At
between 1-104..

least 15 items without price tags worth

Nonverbal Ss -Sameas uLverbal Ss, and index card with
"Please tell me how much this cos s." written on one side.

3 4 2
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Data Collection:
Verbal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching,response 2
should be recorded. Criterion performance involves the
execution of response 2 correctly three times in succession.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as for verbal Ss.

uence of Cu -adRsonses for VerbalS:

Teacher _Cues

1. T places five items with-
out price tags in front of
$ and allows S to examine
Them. T holds up an addi-
tional Item with a price
tag and says: "This (name of
item) has a price tag. It
costs (labels value). These
(points to items in array)
don't have price tags. If
you want to buy these you
have to ask me how much they
cost."

"Choose an item and ask me
how much it costs."

Student Responses

1. No response required.

S chooses an item and
asks T what it costs.

Note. Continue u til S asks worth of all fifteen items.-

Seouence of Cues and Responses_ for Nonverbal Ss:

Teacher Cues Student Response

1. Sme as for verbal Ss. 1. Same as for verbal Ss.

2.. T gives S card with the 2. S takes card.
question, "Please tell me
how much this costs."
written on one side.

"If you want to buy an
item without a price tag,
you need to give me this
card to find out how much
it costs."

4. "Choose an item and give
me the card to find out
how much it costs."

3. No response required

4. S chooses an item and
gives card to T.
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Part 2 - Introduction to the function of grocery stores through
the use of a simulated classroom store.

S determines that she _e would like to make a purchase (1-104
item). S takes money and goes to simulated classroom store; finds
appropriate area (department) where item is shelved; selects item
she/he has enough money to purchase; locates check-out lane; pays
for item; and determines what to do with item purchased (e.g., con-
sume it, store it, share with another, etc.).

Matorials:
Verbal Ss - Funnies varying between 1-10; a container to
serve as S's "bank;" classroom store made of cardboard;
items witiT or without price tags on shelves and countertops.

Nonverbal Ss - Same as verbal Ss.

Data Collection:
Verhal Ss - Whether during baseline or teaching trials,the
following responses should be recorded
a. When purchasing an item with a pri e tag: 2, 3, 4,

8, 9, 10;
b. When purchasing an item without a price tag:2,

7, 8, 9, 10.

S's name should appear in the column at the left on the
data sheet, ,and the responses listed in either a or b should
be written across the top rows. Criterion performance
would include three consecutive correct occurrences of all
the responses listed in a, and b when appropriately cuod
(i.e., T should randomly intersperse trials where S
selects items with a price tag and items without price
tags until criterion is reached for each). Baseline would
consist of the presentation of cues 1-10 for three successive
trials.

Nunwrba 1 Ss The procedure is the same as for verbal Ss
except for the following:
a. For items with a price tag,record responses 2, 3, 4, 5,

8, 9, 10, 11.
b. For items without a price tag,record responses 2, 3, 4,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.
Present cues 1-12 for baseline trials.

Se uence of Cuos and Res onses for Verbal Ss:

Teacer Cues Student_Resoonses

1. "We're going to a store 1. No response required.
to buy some varies).

a. rWhat do you need to 2. "Money, pennies or coinsr
buy some (varies )'"



Teacher Cues

b. or, "What do you use
to huy some (varies)?"

"Get your money "
59

4. a. "Find some (e.g.,
candy) you want to buy."
b. or, "Look for some
(e.g., candy)."
c. or, "Get the
candy) you want.

g.,

5. If the item selected has a
price tag,T should say:
a. "Look at the price tag;
how much does name of
item) cost?"

6. if the item does not have
a price tag: "Does this
have a price tag?"

7. "Co ask the clerk how
much it costs."

"Count your money. Do

you have enough?"

9. if the correct answer is
yes, say: "Buy the name
of item ."

Student Res-onses

3. S takes money from "bank".

4. S searches for and selects
The item.°

cents"

6. "No "

S complies.

"Yes"oend'; varies with item
selected.

9. S goes to check-out area;
gives clerk the money; waits
for change, if appropriate;
keeps item at end of trans-
action.

10. If the correct answer is Don 10. S. selects another item.
ask S to find another item.

Note: Repeat cues 5-10 as applicable to new items selected;
continue until S makes three purchases.

59Cues 2 and 3 should eventually be faded so that S initiates response
3 solely on the basis that she/he needs to make a purchase at a store.

60
Additional cues to help orient S to the area of the store where a

particulat item is displayed may be necessary initially. T should make
sure that S occassionally must ask the clerk for an item that is kept
behind the counter area to facilitate the acquisition of this common
purchasing-related response.

61
Since independent purchasing is one of the major goals of the pro-

gram, cues 4-10 should eventually be faded, so that S initiates all the
necessary responses without T's cues.
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es and Resionses for Nonverbal

Student Responses

No response required.

Teacher Verbal Cues or Si ns

"WeTre going to a store to
buy some varies)."

a. "Show me what you need 2. S takes money
to buy some (var4es_ ).' Ti-isTbank".

b.eiCo get what you use
to buy some varies 162

e at the simulated class
' om storejsays:
a. "Show me some
candy) you want to buy."
b.oePoint to some
p_a_qx) you want to buy."

c.arTick out some (p.g.,
candy) to buy."

4. PTake out your money 4. S complies.
counters."

rom her

S selects an item from
the meral category
cued."

If the item has a price tag, 5.

"Point to the price tag. Now
point (touch, show me) how
much the (e.g., candy) costs
on your money counter."

If the item does not have a
price tag: "Does this have
a price tag?"

7. 'Show the money counter to
the clerk to find out how
much the -.g. candy) costs."

1 points to the price tag;
S points to the corres
pcading amount on the
money counter.

6. Gesturafly indicates "no'
(i.e., shakes head, signs
"no

7 ! shows clerk money counter
and item, and waits until
clerk indicates the cost.

After either cue 5 or 6and 7, 8.

say, "Count your pennies on
the money counter."

counts the pennies by
placing them on the
appropriate number on
the money counter.

62
Cue 2 should eventually be faded so that S initia es the response

after cue 1.

63
Additional cues to help S find where in the store the cued items

are located may be necessary at first. T,should make sure that S_ must
sometimes go up to the clerk and indicate through pointing that ihe/
he wants an item which is behind the counter.
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Teacher Verbal Cues or siaaa student Responses

"Point to (show me, touch)
where 'x' is on the money
counter (T is referring to
'x' clerk-Made on card to
indicate item's value).."

10. "Do you have enough to buy
the e candy)?"

11. If the correct answer is
xtE, say: "Buy the
(name of item).

9. S. points to

10. S_ gesturally indicates
.37es" or "no" appro-

priately.

11. S goes to check-out area;
gives the clerk the money;
waits for change if
appropriate; keeps item
at end of transaction.

12. If the answer is no, ask
64

12. S selects another item.
S to select another item.

Note! Repeat cues 4-12 as applicable to new item selected;
continue until S completes three purchases.

Part_3 - Making a purchase at an actual community store.

S takes money from her/his "bank" (l-104); goes to a community
store; chooses an item; determines if she/he has enouch money;
and, if so, purchases the item.

Step 1 - S goes to a community store with T and makes a purchase.

Note: Same as Part 2 for both verbal and nonverbal Ss, except
that T assists S in traveling to the store.

Step 2 - S goes to a community store wdth T, but enters store
and makes a purchase without T.

Note: Same as Step 1, except that T waits outside store until
S completes transaction.

64
-Cues 3-11 should eventually be faded so that S eventually initiates

all the necessary purchasing responses without beini first cued by T.
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RESULTS

Summary of Criterion Performance

A summary of the criterion performance of each S in Phases I-IV is

presented in Table I. Ten Ss were involved in the program over a two-

year period. The program was taught to seven Ss Ss 1-7) the first year.

Four Ss Ss 4-7) remained in the me class the following year and

three new Ss Ss 8-10) were added to the class.

During the first year of instruction, all seven Ss reached criterion

on all parts of Phases I and II and Parts 1-5 of Phase III. Attempts

to teach Phase III, Part 6,and all of Phase IV were not made because

of the impending end of the school year.

Instruction continued the following year with Ss 4-7. All 4

reached criter on on Phase III, Part 6; on Phase IV, Parts 1 and 2, and

on Part 3, Step 1. Thus, by the end of the year, Ss 4-7 were able to

go to a simulated classroom store or actual community store with T;

choose an item to buy; determine if he/she had enough money; and, if so,

purchase the item.

Instruction began on the program with the three new Ss 8-10)

during the second year. S8 reached criterion on Phases I and II, Parts

1-5. S reached criterion on all parts of Phases I and II and on Phase
-9

III, Parts 1.-6. Sio reached criterion on all the phases and parts that

_sl 7 had the year before, namely all parts of Phases I and II, and Parts

1-5 of Phase III.

pecific_ Performance Information

Figures 1-3provide information regarding the savings in the number

of teaching trials needed to attain criterion performance across related
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tasks within steps. Figure 1 depicts the performance of Sio on the

sorting, matching and labeling tasks (pennies, nickels, dimes and

quarters ) of Phase I, Parts 3-5. Although required seven teaching
510

trials to reach criterion on the sorting task of Part 3, teaching the

matching and labeling tasks were unne essary since S performed without
-10

error during baseline trials.

Figure 2 represents the performance of during four tasks invol-

ving labeling the worth of varying amounts of pennies in Phase III,

Part 1. required nine teaching trials to attain criterion on the

first set of pennies in Step 1 (10-5(P, presented in order of increasing

value). Once criterion was reached in Stop 1, S4 was given the oppor-

tunity to perform the three tasks in Steps 2-4 and performed without

error during baseline trials.

Similar results are depicted in Figure 3 for Figure 3 represents

the performance of ,S45 on five tasks in Phase III, Part 2, which involve -

counting pennies and indicating their worth. required 8 teaching

trials to reach criterion in Step 1, but did not require any teaching

t ials for Steps-2-5.

The inclusion of these-figures is only an example of the data

collected. They were chosen to highlight trends in the data related

to the potential efficiency of the instructional sequence.
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PHASE

Parts

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF CRITERION STUDENT PERFORMANCE

FOR ALL PROGRAM PHASES

Note: The performance of the students in the second-year program is enclosed in double lines.

X indicates S achieved criterion.



Baseline

PHASE I - Parts 3-5 -

(Discriminating Between Coins)

Part 3 - Sorting Coins

Teaching

Part 4

Matching Coins

Baseline

Part 5

Labeling Coins

Baseline

3 9 10

Trials

1 2

_Figure). - This figure shows the performance of ho under the baseline and teaching conditions of

Phase I, Parts 3-5. The dotted line represebts criterion performance for Paths 3-5 sorting, matching,

and labeling tasks (penny, nickel, dime, and quarter).
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Mg III - Part 1 S

(Labeling Worth of Pennies)

,Step_ 1

- 5 (increasing value)

f3a.q1ine Teaching

- 5(12 (rariimi

presented

Baseline

t

;r,,

Stql

Bit (in-

creasing valile)

Baseline
_

,..
.

§Le_Ti

61: - lk (random-

ly presented)

Baseline

a-.

___ _ 4_4 4 _t f

123 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2

Trials

Figure 2 - This figure shows the performance of under the baseline and teaching conditions of Phase III,

Part 1. The dotted line represents the criterion performance for the Part 1 tasks of labeling the worth of
pennies.



PHASE I.II Part_.2 §46

(Counting Pennies; Labeling Worth)

Stepl - 1C-4 (increasing value)

Baseline

Step 2 Step3 SteR 4 Step 5

5(t (random- 6ct -1k (in- 4 -100(ratm- 10-10gadom-

ly presented) creasing vale) ly presented) ly presented)

Teaching Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline==M=. = ==== = ... == ... .10.

5

4

3

1

alP

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3

Trials,

1-4 (11--11P-1

1 2 3 1 2 3'

Figure 3 - This figure shows the performance of 1% under the baseline and teaching conditions of Phase III,

Part 2. The dotted line represents the criterion for these trials.
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DISCUSSION

Skill Acquisition

Basic money skills were acquired by all ten studen s, although the

extent to which the skills were acquired varied in degree within and

between students. A number of comments should be made in explanation

of the results that were reported above.

The real success of the program will be in the completion of the

final step, teaching the.Ss to go alone to a store and make a purchase.

Because of the young age of the Ss; their lack of experience using public

transportation or walking unassisted to stores; the end of the school

year- and the considerable time required to be spent in one-to-one

teaching situations outside of school, instruction was not initiated

on the final step of the program. This step, howev will be imple-

mented with Ss 4-7 dur,ne the subsequent school year. Despite the

fact that formai instruction was not initiated on the final step of

the program anecdotal information indicated that the necessary skills

may have been acquired, at least in one case.. A mother reported that

her son could, at the end of the school year, enter a store and make

a purchase alone while she waited outside. Also, though no data was

collected, Ss were taken to stores during the year-on an informal basis.

Instructional Time

if progress appears slow for _Ss 4-7 during the second year, it

should be,noted that in addition to completing Phase III of this program,

T also began instruction with these _Ss on nickelsa nickel's worth;

equating a nickel and five pennies; counting nickels and pennies;

and making purchases with nickels and pennies.
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By looking at Table 1, one can see a pattern developing in the

amount of material which was accomplished in a single year. Eight of

the ten Ss who had had no appreciable experience with money before,

completed the program through Part 5 of Phase III. There may be a

number of factors which contributed to the slower progression of Ss

8 and 9 through the program. First, these students were the youngest

in the group and did not begin instruction at the start of the year,

as did the other eight S Instead, time was spend informally de on--_

strating to them how money may be used as a medium of exchange to

buy things) before they began sorting coins. Also, §.s 8 and 9 did not

demonstrate as many math skills as did the other Ss. There are many

math skills involved in the program--sorting objects in sets, numeral

recognition and identification (for pric tags), writing numerals, ra-

tionally counting a given number of objects, counting a number from a

larger group, and more and less (enough, not enough, more than enough).

Although these skills may be taught in the context of the program, the

slower movement of Ss 8 and 9, who could not initially demonstrate

mastery of all of these skills may indicate that they should be taught

before, matleast simultaneously with, this program.

Sequence_Efficiency

From the.data presented in Figures 1, 2,and 3, it can be concluded

for the particular parts or steps depicted, that the instructional

sequence is well organized to facilitate acquisition while minimizing

error. In addition, since skills in all phases of the program were

acquired,it appears that the total instruCtional sequence represents

a potentially useful tool for teachers interested in prov ding instruction

on this crucial community survival skill.

5 9
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Concluding Comments

Frequently, teachers wait to teach functional money skills until

trainable and severely handicapped students are older than those

instructed within the context of this program. It is the authors'

contention that the demonstration of skill acquisition, through the

implementation of this program, raises the possibility that functional

money skills can be taught to younger trainable and severely handicapped

students. Furthermore, it is the authors' contention that the time

required to teach this program, coupled with the myriad of skills

necessary for independent community living, makes it incumbent upon

teachers to incorporate tasks, such as those contained in this program,

into curricula for younger trainable and severely handicapped students.

REFERENCES

Arithmetic curriculum for the mentally handicapped. Sisters of St.

Francis Assisi, St. Coletta Schools, Milwaukee, WI: Cardinal

Stritch College, 1960.
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APPENDIX A

TEACHING SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS TO FUNCTION AS

DISHWASHERS IN SIMULATED AND NATURAL WORK SETTINGS

by

RICHARD SCHWARTZ1

I
T
h
ispaper is an abbreviated version of a paper submitted in partial

fulfillment of tile requirements for the degree of Master of Science from
the Department of Studies in Behavioral Disabilities at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 1976.
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CHAPTER II

TASK ANALYSIS AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Phase I. eaching Ss_to 4rr_411se for the 0 eration of to operate an

automatic commercial dishwashin -chine in a ublic hi h school.

In Phase I, Part 1, five Ss, some of whom had received training in

u-ing the Madison Metro bus system in a previous program (Certo,

Schwartz & Brown, 1975), were taught additional skills to facili-

tate independent travel from a bus stop to the job setting.

In Phase I, Part 3, time was allowed for Ss to actually take a bus

at a central location the Madison city square) to and from the job

setting. Ss were also trained to take buses from their homes -10

the central location.

When Ss and T met at a bus stop near the work facility, Ss were

taught to cross a two-lane street, walk approximately 300 yards to

the cafeteria entrance, walk to the work area, put away various

nonwork-related items and take a position at a work st tion.
3

Part 1 - TeachlnSsto enter the work facil±t and re.are for work

in es onse to verbal cues rovided b

T's Verbal Cues

a!PIA
1. "Cross the street."

S_Ts Actions

§122R
1. S looks in both directions and

crossed the street safely (in
the judgment of 7).

2. "Go to the cafeteria. 2. _S_ walks down tile sidewalk and

enters the cafeteria.

"Co the work area. S walks through the cafeteria
and enters the work area.

3-For a more detailed description of the task the reader is referred

to the Work Area Model A presented in Appendix B.

2



T's Verbal Cues

Steps
4. "Put away your thin

S's A tions:

Steps_

4. S puts away various npnwork
related items he has'brought
(e.g., hangs up coat, puts
away lunch, radio) in personal
Storage area.

5. "Work on silver" or
"Work on bowls" or
"Work on plates & trays"or
"Work on dishloading" or
Work on stacking."

S goes to the appropria e work
station.

Part 2 Teachin s to_perform each com onent of a six cornorient

dishwashing task in res onse to verbal cues provided by T.

Com onent

Teaching Es to_prepare

washer.

Work Station A 0 nsists of a service window through

which trays from the eating area are passed and placed on

a conveyor belt. S is required to clear the silver from

the tray it passes and place the dirty silver in a rinse

bowl. then shakes the loose food from the silver and

places them in a silver are carrier which consists of

containers for spoons, knives and forks respectively. Mhen

the containers are full, S takes the silverware tray to the

Aishloader, returns and epeats the ask until all the

trays are cleared or the work period ends.

ilverw- e be_p_kEed in a dis

Verba ,ues Sis Actions

Steps
1. "Gel the siiverwar rinse 1. S secures a large metal bowl

bowl." from the cart.
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l'c Verbal Cues S's Actions

S eps Steps
2. "Squirt some soa_ into 2. S places the bowl,in the

lbe bowl." sink, picks up the soap
container from the counter
and squirts an appropriate
amount (in the ,iudgment of
T1 into the bowl,

"Turn on the hot water.

4. "Check the temperature.

5. "Fill the bowl."

-Turn off the water.

3. S lifts the faucet handle
up so that hot water flows.

-Take the o--71 o ,-

station."

8. "Get the silver carrie "

9. "Cet the extra silver
containers.

10. "Start tile top conveyor
belt."

10.

11. "Start the garbage dis-
posal."

11.

12. "Clear the silver." 12.

3 6

S checks the temperature -by
placing one hand under the
faucet while moving the
handle with the other until
the water is "hottl (in the
Judgment of T).

S places the bowl in the
Water flow until the bowl is
filled to the appropriate
level (in the Judgment of T).

S pressed the faucet handle
dowm so that the water ceases
to flow.

S takes the bowl to the work
station and places it in the
appropriate spot.

S gels the silver carrie
from the: cart and places it
_in:the appropriate spot
th-i-work area. S adds con-
tainers to the carrier if
necessary.

S gets extra containers .
from the shelf and pots
them in the appropriate
spots in the work area.

$ presses the appropriate
conveyor belt start button.

S turns the garbage di posal
lever on.

S takes the silver off eaci-
tray as they pass _n the
conveyo
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T's Verbal Cues S Action

Steps
13. "Shake the silver."

§Ift2t. .

13. S places the silver in the
soapy water, shakes the loose
food off and then leaves the
silver in the bowl.

14. "Put the silver into the 14. _S picks out a handful of
silver carrier." knives and places them in

the knife container. S.

repeats the action with
spoons and forks.

15. "Take the silver ea rier 15. S takes the silver carrier
to the dishloader." .7ihen full rin the udgment

of T1 to the person loading
disfies.

16. T repeats cues 12=15 unll 16. S repeats actions 12=15 until
all trays are cleared or the al trays are cleared or the
work period ends. work period ends.

Component B

Teachis_to:r!pare bowls to 1

Work Station Fi conslts of a top conveyor belt which carries

trays from Work Station A. S_ clears the bowls from the

ys as they pass and serapes excess food from the bowl

into a trough )f running water therflows to the garbage

"sh as-'

dispo al. Af er scraping the bowl clean, inses the

bowl in soapy water, and stacks it on a pla _ c tray. When

the tray is full, S_ places the tray _ 'o the bottom conveyor

bell which carries the bowls to the dishloader. S repeats

these tasks until all available trays are cleared or the

work period -Ads.



T's 'erbal Cues Sis Actions

Steps .Ste.ps:

1. "(el he rinse bowl 1, S gets a large metal bowl
for the bowls:" from the shelf.

,quirt some soap into
the bowl."

"Turu ou the hot water."

S places the bowl in the Fink,
picks up the soap container
from the counter and squirts
an appropriate amount- fin the
judgment of 11 into the bowl.

S lifts the faucet handle up
so that the waler flows.

4. -Check the temperature." 4. S cheeks the temperature by
placing one hand under the
faucet while moving the handle
with the oiher until the water
is "hot" (in the judgment of T.).

S lets the water run until the
bowl is filled to the appro-
priate level (in the Judgment
of Tl.

urill the bowl.

"turn

7,,ra

wor

the wai e r. "

_ the bowl to ihe
station.

a plaF ic t ay.

"CO a scraper.

S pressed the faucet handle
down SO that ihe water ceases
to Clow.

7. S takes the bowl to the Irk

station and placeF it in the
appropriate spot.

8. .S secures a plastic tray from
the cart and places it in the
appropriate spot in the work area.

S secures a scraper from the
shelf and places it in the app
priate spot in the work area.

10. "Clear the h(-1s." 10. S takes all Ihe bowls off ea
tray as they pass.

11. ape the bowls."

12. "Ninse the b 41: "

11. S picks up a scraper and a
bowl and scrapes (one motion top
to bottom ) excess food into the
1:rough.'

12. S rinses the bowl in the soapy
water.
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Steps
13.

T's_Verbal_ues

Stack the bowls."

14. "Put the tray on the
conveyor."

-351-

S's Actions

Steps
13. S stacks the bowl on the

plastic tray.

14. S'places the tray when full
in the judgment of T) on the

bottom conveyor belt.

15. T repeats cues 10-14 urribl 15.
all the trays are put on
the conveyor or the work
period ends.

S repeats actions 10-14 until
all the trays are cleaned or
the work period ends.

Com onent C

j_s_pp_rlates to llel_placed rh the dish-

washing machine.

Work Station C consists of a top conveyor belt which carries

trays from Work Station B. $ is required to clear the

dishes from the trays as they pass and scrape the excess

food from the plate onto a trough of running water that

flows into a garbage disposal. After scraping the plates

_S then stacks them on a plastic tray. When the tray is

full (in the judgment of T) S places the

plates on the bottom conveyor belt which

to the person loading dishes. S repeats

tray full of

carries the plates

this task until

all the trays are cleared or the work period is over.

T's Verbal Cues

Steps

1. "Cet the plastic
tray

"Cet a scraper."

S's Actions

Steps
. .

1. S_ secures a plastic tray from
the cart and places it in the
appropriate spot in the work
station.

2. S secures a scraper from the
shelf and places it in the appro-
priate spot in the work station.
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T's Verbal Cues S's Actions

Steps
3. "Clear the plates."

4. "Scrape the plate.

Steps
3. S takes the plates off each

.ray as they pass.

4. S picks up a scraper and scrapes
one motion top to bottom) the

excess food into the trough.

5. "Stack the plates. 5. S_ stacks the plates on a
plastic tray on the counter.

6 "Clear the paper." 6. S_ clears the paper off each
tray and places it in the
paper receptacle.

ar the trays. S takes the plastic trays off
the top conveyor belt and
stacks them on the counter.

8. "Put the trays on the
conveyor." 8. S places a full load (in the

judgment of 7) of trays on
the bottom conveyor belt.

9. T repeats cues 1-8 until 9. S repeats actions 1-8 until
an the trays are cleared all the trays are cleared or
or the work period ends. the work perird ends.

Com onent D

Teachi load dishes into the dishwashin machine

Work Area D consists of the bottom conveyor belt which

carries bowls, plates and traya to the dishioader.

required to start the dishwashing machine and load the

dishes to be cleaned until all the dishes are loaded or the

worl- period ends.

fliLpta

T's Verbal.Cues

Steps

STs Actions

1.1. "Turn on valve A. S opens valve A all the way out.

.). "Turn on valve B. 2. S opens valve B all the way out.

3. "Turn on valve C." 3 . S opens valve C all the way out.
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T's Verbal Cues

Steps
4. "Take the hose out of

the machine.

"Drain the hose."

"Pot the hose-away

7. 'Close the drain.

"Open the hot water valve."

"Turn off the hot water
valve."

10. "Close door #1,"

11. "Close door 42.

12. "Turn on the steam valve."

13. "Turn the start lever
to ON.

14. "Push start button #1."

15. "Push start button 2.

16. "Fill the soap dish."
(if red light is o- ) T
repeats the cue if reiT
light goes on.

389

S's Actions

StepP
4. S pulls,the hose out of

the dishwashing machine.

S holds the open end of the
hose over the floor drain
with one hand and raises the
other end as high as possible,
allowing the water in the
hose to flow out.

S surls the hose up and
places it on top of the
dishwashing machine.

7. S pushes down on the dram
lever so that it reads "closed."

8. S opens the hot water valve
all the way out.

9. S turns the hot water valve
all the way in when water
reaches the food trap trays
in the dishwashing machine.

10. S takes door #1 off the cart
and secures it to the dish
washing machine.

11. S takes door #2 off the cart
and secures it to the dish-
washing machine.

12. S opens the steam valve all
ihe way out.

13. S turns the start lever to

14. S pushes start button

15. S pushes start button

1.

2.

16. If the red light above the
soap container is on, S_

secures the cup, fills with
soap and then pours the soap
into the soap container until
the red light goes off. S
repeats the action if red
light goes on.



l's Verbal Cues S's Actions

Steps Steps
17. "Turn on the fan." 17. S turns on the overhead fan.

18. "Put the guide on the 18. S starts the bottom conveyor
dishwasher." belt.

19. "Start the bottom con 19. S starts the bottom conveyor
veyor belt."

20. "Load the big trays." 20. S places the large metal
trays face down on the dish
washing machine.

21. "Load the pla ric trays." 21. S places one tray sideways in
each space between the prongs.

"Load t e silver "

23. "Load the bowls.

24. "Load the dishes."

S places the silver carrier
in the middle of the dish
washing machine.

23. S places the
together and
the prongs.

bowl trays close
face clown on

94. S 1aces two dishes_in a
parrallel line every other
space between the prongs.

Comp n nt E

Teaching_ to remove the dishes fron the dishwashing

machine al__ tp stack the dishes appropelz_.

Work Area E consists of the dishwashing machine fr m which

clean dishes are received, a cart on which to stack bowls,

which to stack trays, a cart on which to stack

plates, and a silver shelf. S is required to remove the

clean dishes from the dishwashing machine and stack them in

-0 appropriate places.
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T's Verbal Cues

Steps
1, "Stack the trays.

2. "Stack the bowls."

3. "Stack the plates."

4. "Put away the silver.

T repeats cues ]-4 until
all the dishes are stacked
or the work period ends.

Actions_

StQr's
1. S removes trays from the

dishwashing machine and stacks
them on the appropriate cart.

removes bowls from the
dishwashing machine and stacks
them on the appropriate cart.

3. S removes plates from the
dishwashing machine and stacks
them on the appropriate cart.

S removes the silver carrier
from the dishwashing machine
and places it on the silver
shelf.

S. S repeats responses 1-4 until_
all the dishes are stacked or
the work period ends.

Component_F

TeallIng Ss to stga_the dishwashing machine and to clean

and maintain the work:area.

The w rk area consists of the five lork Stations and cleaning

requires that _S turn ff the dishwashing machine, clean it,

and clean the work area.

T's Verbal Cues

Steps
1. "Take the silverware

rinse bowl to the dis--
washing machine."

"Take the rinse bowl for
the bowls to the dish-
washing machine."

"Stop the top conveyor
belt."

S's Acti

Steps_

1. S takes the silverware rinse
bowl to the dishwashing machine
and places it face down.

2. S takes the rinse bowl for
the bowls to the dishwashing
machine and places it face
down.

S stops t e top conveyor belt.

4. "Turn off the steam valve." 4. S closes the steam valve.

371
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'Os Verbal Cues Actions

Steps Steps
S. "Open the drain. S. S raises the drain lever Su

that it reads "open."

6. "Turn off the overhead 6. S tu -s off the overhead fan.
fan."

7. "Turn the stop lever to
A9FF."

"Push stop button

"Push stop button

10. "Close valve A."

11. "Close valve B."

12. "Close valve C%"

13. "Take off do

14. "Take off deor

15. "Put the hose in the
(PshWashing machine."

If

s turns the stop lover to OFF.

S_ pushes

9. S pushes

10. S closes

11. S closes

stop button 1.

stop button 42.

valve A all the way in.

valve B all the way in.

12. S closes valve C all the way in.

13. S removes door
it on the cart.

1 and places

14. S removes door #2 and places
it on the cart.

15. S uncoils the hose from the
top of the dishwashing
machine and places it inside.

16. "Turn on the rinse valve." 16. _S opens the rinse valuve all
the way.

17. "Rinse the dishwashing 17. S rinses the dishwashing
machine." machine by hosing the belt from

left to right.

18. "Turn off the rinse valve." 18. S_ closes the rin e valve.

19. lin the hose.' 19. .5 holds the open end of the
Hose over the drain and raises
the end connected to the dish-
washing machine so that the
water flows.

29. "Put the hose away."

"Take out the d trays."

20. S curls the hose and places it
on top of the dishwashing
machine.

s removes the food trays from the
dishwashing machine and places
them face down in the sink.
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l's Verbal Cues S's Actions.

Steps

S opens the faucet and rinses
rhe food off the trays and
into the sink tray.

Steps
29. "Rinse the food trays.

"Put the trays back in the 23. S replaces the food tra
dishwashing machine."

"Wipe off the count

"Turn off
disposal."

e garbage

94. S.takes a rag from the sink
and wipes off Work Areas A,
13, C and returns the rag.

S turns the garbage disposal
off.

Par - achin to serform each com anent of the six corn

dishwashina task without_verbales by_T.

This °art is essentially the same as Part 2

except that each of th- six individual component skills

are integrated into an uninte rupted response chain which

is initiated by _S's reactions to the demands of the task

Phase I--

orient

(e.g., presence of a tray of dirty dishes), rather than

T verbal cues. To eliminate urnecessary redundancy, the

six component skills are not reiterated for this part. A

gradual Fadim procedure

f Ss to arran e

used to 4ithdr T's cues.

eration of and too erate an

automatic_commercial dishwashin machine in a .ublic h h sThool

under the supervision of regular em-loeesaneularcafeteria

supervisors.

Part 1 - Tea i to en er the

work.



T's V_--bal _Cues

Steps
1. "Cr(ss -he street.

iT
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to the cafeteria,

to the work area.

"Put away your t_ ngs,

"Work on silver" or
"Work on bowls" or
"Work on plates & trays" or
"Work on stacking."

S's A ions

S looks in both directions
and crosses the street safely
(in the judgment of T).

S walks down the sidewalk and
enters the cafeteria.

3. S walks through the cafeteria
and enters the work area.

S puts away various nonwork-
related items he nas brough
(e.g., hands up coat, puts
away lunch, radio ) in personal
storage area.

S goes to the appropriate
work station.

Part 2 - Teachi_ 6 Ss to perf rm each component of a five compon

dishwashing task in response to verbal cues provided by T.

Com onent A

Teachina -e silverware

Work Station A consists of a windo-

be laced in a dishwashe

through vhich trays are

passed from the eating area and placed on a conv(vo: belt.

S is regyired to clear the ilver from the tray as it

passes and place the dirty silver

then shakes the loose food

in a rinse bowl. S

from the silver and places

them in a silverware carrier which consists of containers

for spoons, knives and forks respectively. When the con-

tainers are full, S takes the silver are tray to the dish-

loader, returns and repeats the task until ell the trays

are cleared or the work period ends.

374
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T's Vorb 1 Cues

Steps
1. frGet the silverware

rinse bowl."

"Squirt some soap into
the bowl."

"Turn on the hot water."

4. "Check the temperature."

5. "Fill the bowl."

6. "Turn off the water.

"Take the bowl to your
work station."

8. "Get the silver carrier.

"Get extra silver con-
tainers."

10. "Start the top conveyor
belt."

U. "Start the garbage
disposal.-

12. "Clear the silver."

ction-

Steps
1. S secures a large metal bowl

from the cart.

S places the bowl in the sink,
picks up the soap container
from the counter and squirts
an appropriate amount (in the
judgment of T ) into the bowl.

S lifts the faucet handle up
so that the hot water flows.

4. S checks the temperature by
placing one hand under the
faucet while moving the handle
4ith the other until the water
is "hot" (in the Judgment of T

S places the bowl in the water
flow until the bowl is filled
to the appropriate level (in
the judgment of T).

6. S presses the faucet h ndle
down so that the water ceases
to flow.

7. S takes the bowl to the work
station and places it in the
appropriate spot.

8. S.. gets the silver carrier from
the cart and places it in the
appropriate spot in the work
area. S. adds containers to
the carrier if necessary.

S gets extra containers from
the shelf and puts them in
the appropriate spots in the
work area.

10. S presses the appropriate
conveyor belt start button.

11. S turns the garbage disposal
lever on.

12. S takes the silver off each tray
as they pass on the conveyor.
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T's Verbal Cues

Steps
13. 1 the silver

Steps
13. S places the silver in the

soapy water, shakes the loose
food off and then leaves the
silver in the bowl.

14. Put the silver into the 14. S picks out a handful of
knives and places them in the
knife container. S repeats
the action with sp ons and

forks.

silver carrier."

15. "Take the silver carrier 15. S takes the silver carrier
to the dishloader." 17ihen full (in the judgment of

T) to the person loading dishes.

16. repeats cues 12-15 until 16. S repeats actions 12-15 until
all trays are cleared or the all trays are cleared or the
work-period ends. work period ends.

Com onept

Teachir

w -hin machine,

Work Station B consists of a top conveyor belt which carries

trays from Work Station A. S clears the bowls from the

trays as they pass and scrapes excess food from the bowl

into a trough of running water that flows to the garbage

disposal. After scraping the bowl clean, S rinses the b_ .1

in s-apy wat._, and stacks it on a plastic tray. When the

- tray is full, S places the tray onto the bottom conveyor

belt which carries the bowls to the Oshloader person or

epeats these tasks until all available traysobject.

are cleared or the -k period ends.
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_Verbal. Cues _ Acti

Ste Stcp1
1. he rinse bowl for 1. S gets a large metal bowl

the bowls. from the shelf.

"Squirt some soap into the 2. S. pia es the bowl in the sink,
picks up the soap container
.from the counter and squirts
an appropriate amount (in the
Judgment of T ) into the bowl

bowl."

"Turn on the hot water."

4. "Check the temperature.

"Fill

"Turn off the er."

S lifts the faucet handle
so that the water flows.

up

4. S checks the temperature by
placing one hand under the
faucet while moving the handle
with the other until the water
is "hot" (in the JudgMent, of 11.

5. S lets the water run until
the bowl is filled to the
appropriate level (in the
Judgment of T

7 "Take the bowl to the 7

1-irk station."

"Cet a plas_ic tray. 8.

"Get a scraper." 9.

10. "Clear the bowls." 10.

11. "Scrape the bowls." 11.

12. "Rinse the bowls. 12.

S presses the faucet handle
down so that the water ceases
to flow.

S takes the bowl to the work
station and places it in the
appropriate spot.

S secures a plastic tray from
the cart afid places it in the
appropriate spot in the work
area.

S secures a scraper from the
shelf and places it in the
appropriate spot in the work
area.

S takes all the bowls off
each tray as they pass.

$ picks up a scraper and a
bowl and scrapes (one motion
top to bottom) excess food
into the trough.

S rinses the bowl in
soapy water.
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Verhal_Cue_s -ms

LIU! L"I2.0
13. -Stack the bowls. 13. S stacks the bowl on the

plastic tray.

14. "Put the tray on the
conveyor.

15. T repeats cues 10-14
until all the trays are
put on the conveyor or
thework period ends.

14. S places the tray when full
in the judgment of 1) on

the bottom conveyor belt.

15. S repeats actions 10-14 until
ail trays are cleaned or the
work period ends.

Com onent C

Teaching Ss to pre are a.itgito

1.2111MJElLtILIP.

Work Station C consis s of a bop conveyor belt which carries

trays from Work Station 13. S is required to clear the

dishes from the trays as they pass and scrape the exc:ess

food from the plate onto a trough of running water that

flows into a garbage disposal. After scraping the plates S

then stacks them on a plastic tray. When the tray is full

(in the judgment of T ) S places the tray full of plates on

the bottom conveyor belt which c;-,:ries the plates to the

person loading dishes. S repeats this task until all the

trays are cleared or the work period is over.

T's verbal Cues

Steps
1: "Get the plastic tr

et a scraper.

S.'e_ Actions

Steps
1. S'secures a plastic tray from

the cart and places it in the
appropriate spot in the_ _work
station.

378

$ secures a scraper from the
shelf and pIRces it in the
appropria e spot in the work
station.
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StQ
"Clear the lates."

4. "Scrape the pl.',

S. "Stack the plates."

"Clear the paper.

7 "Clear the trays.

"Put the trays on the
conveyor."

ctions

Stets.

3. $ takes the plates off each
tray as they pass.

4. S picks up a scraper and
scrapes (one motion top to
bottom) the excess food into
the trough.

S stacks the plates on a
plastic tray on the counter.

8 clears the paper off each
tray and places it in the
paper receptacle.

7. S takes the plastic trays
off the top conveyor belt
and stacks them on the
cou-ter.

S places a full load (in the
Judgment of T) of trays on
the bottom conveyor belt.

T repeats cues 1-8 until 9. S repeats actions 1-8 until
all the trays are cleared all the trays are cleared
or the work period ends. or the work period ends.

Com onent D

to load d_ish_ the dishwashing machine.

Work Area D consists of the bottom conveyoi belt which

-ies bowls, plates, and trays to the dishloader. S is

required to load the dishes to be -leaned until all the

dishes are loaded or the work per

T's Verbal Cues

iLtEL
1. "Load the big tiilys."

,'Ioad the plastic trays.

od ends.

S's Actions

Step
1. S places the large metal

trays face down on the dis
washing machine.

S places one tray sideways
in each space between the
prongs.
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T'syerbal_Cues

.eps

3. 'Load the silver.

4. "Lc d the bowls.

1oad the dishes.

Comlon

TT

it E

chin Ss to remove the dishes from the dishwashina

iatel

Work 2\i:ea E consists of the dishwashing machine flout which

clean dishes are received, a cart on Aich to stack bowls,

a cart on which to stack trays, a cart on which to stack

plates, and a silver shelf. S is required to remove the

clean dishes from the dishwashing machine _rid stack them

iu the appropriate places.

S's Actions

Steps
3. $ places one silver carrier in

the middle of the dishwashing
machine.

4. S places the bowl trays close to-
gether and face down on the prongs.

_S places two dishes in a paral-
lel line every other space
between the prongs.

machine and e dishes

7111 1 Cues

Steps
1 "Sta e trays."

's

Steps
1. _S removes trays from the dish-

washing machine and stacks
them on the appropriate cart.

"Stack the bowls." 2. S removes trays from the dish-
washing machine and stacks
them on the appropriate cart.

3. -Stack the plates. 3. S removes plates from the dish-
washing machine and stacks them
on the appropriate cart.

4. "Put away al- silver. 4. S removes the silver carrier
from the dishwashing machine
and places it on the silver shelf.

5. T repeats cues 1-4 until 5. S_ repeats responses 1-4 until.all
all the dishes a-re stacked the dishes are stacked or the
or the work pe 'od ends. work period ends.
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Part 3 TeachinSs to .erform each of the actions required in

1 and - -ithout_cues from T exce

visors work. area assignment.

This part is essentially the same as Part 2 except that each

of the five component skills are integrated into an unin-

terrupted response chain which is initiated by 5's reactions

to the task, rather than Tts verbal cues. To eliminate un-

necessary redundancy, the five component skills are not

reiterated for this part. A gradual fading procedure was

used to withdraw Tis cues.

rk su e_
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Tg--- Ilf: chiJg Ss to irrmlge Ior the.uperation of and to o erate

an automatic_commercill dishwashin ine in a ublic cafeteria.

In Phase TIT, Part 1, T pro. ided individual instruction for each S.

1N'hen S and T met at a bus stop, S. was taught to walk 1/4 mile to the

calt, e/ia entranee, walk the wr_ k area, put away various lonwork-

4
related items and take a position in the work area.

Ss to prepate to_qpe ate thrt_ 1 Teaching

I 's V--bal Cues_

Ste2!
1. t- work. "

-Co tL the work area.'

-Put ur things.

"Cc to the window.

Iirt 2 Teac

lwashind machine.

S's Actions

Steps

1. S walks down the Sidewalk in
The direction of iThe work

facility.

3

S enters the work facility
and walks to the work area.

puts away various nonwork-
related items he has brought
(e.g., hangs up coat, puts
away lunch, radio).

4. S. takes a position at the
service window.

er'--n each comuone ive comuorient

dishwashincr tasi response to_verbal cues from T.

fn ffiase 11-1-_ Part 2, T provided individual instruction for each

I-he

The work area consisted of a service window thiough which

ere passed -111 the cafeteria. S was required to cleat

s usiii g the garbage disposal and appropriate rac s wash

ems, put them away, and elect-- up the work area.
5

4_
For i

to the vr-',

5

'ailed description of the task the reader is referred
B presented in Appendix C.

r a --_talled description of the task the reader is referred

t'arK olet Model B presented '.11 Appen x C.

282
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Com onent_ A

TeachInc / Ss to ELtpare silverware lasses

tea servers lates bowls salad dishes

and

T's Verbal _Cues

be_placed in as machine
6

S's Actions

at2.1 Steps
1. "Cet the silverware rinse 1. S secures a large metal bowl

bowl," from the sink.

"Pour some soap into the
bowl.

"Turn on the hot water."

"Check -empel turp.

-rill the bowl.

"Turn ofF the wate-

"Put the bowl Hex- to the
window. "

S picks up the soap con-
tainer from the shelf and
pours an appropriate amount
in the judgment of T) in
the bowl.

turns the handle labeled
" to the right so that

hot water flows.

4. S checks the temperature by
placing one hand under the
faucet while moving the
handle with the other until
the water is "hot" (in the
judgment of T).

5. S places the bowl in the
Water flow until the bowl
is Filled to the appropriate

6 . S turns the handle labeled
-1711" to the left so that
the water flow ceases.

7. S places the bowl to the
left of the service window.

8 "Get the silver ca 7ier." I. S. gets the silver carrier
from the shelf and places
it next to the silverware
rinse bowl.

6

It should be noted that the action is the same forIlasses, cups,
coffee pots, tulip cups and tea servers in the first category and plates,
bowls, salad dishes and trays in the second. The teachimg procedures
presented here for glasses are the same ror the entire category with the
exception of the verbal cue (e.g., "glass" changed to "cup"). The
teaching procedures for plates are the same for the entire second
category, similarly the verbal cue changes.

3
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TT --bal Cues 5T Actions

Steps
"(ler a rack with prongs." 9. S secures a rack with prongs

and places it to the right
of the garbage disposal.

10. Get fla 10. S secures a flat rack and
places it to the right of
the garbage disposal.

11. -Clear --e silver." 11. S takes the silver off the
tray in the service window.

12. "Shake the silver."

13. -Pm the silver iii the
silver carrier.

12. S_ places the silver ill the
soapy water, shakes the loose
food off and then leaves the
silver in the bowl.

13. S picks out a handful of
knives and places them in the
knife section of the carrier.
S repeats the action with
torks, spoons and soup spoons.

14. hut the silver car Icr 14. ,t-7, pnts the silver carrier
in the flat rack. (when full in the judgment

of T1 in the rack.

1. 'Clear the isses. 15. S takes the glassess off
the tray.

10. -Fmply the glasses.

17. !Zack the aim-sob."

-Clear the plates.-

lo. -Rjune the plates.

20. "Rack the plates.

21. "Turn on
disposal.

10. S empties the g1as. into
the garbar-e disposal.

17. S places the glas9 upside
down in the flat rack.

18. 8 takes the plate off t e
tray.

19. S holds the plate --e

hand and operates the rinse
faucet by squeezing with the
other hand so that the spray
rinses the food off the
plate into the garbage
disposal.

20. S places the plate in rack
with 'prongs.

a/bage 71. S turns the garbage disposal
switch to ON.

8 4
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T' Verbal Cues

22. "Turn off the garbage
disposal."

23. Repeats cue 9-14 until
all trays are cleared
or the work period ends.

Steps
22.

S'- Actions

When the garbage is shredded
(in the judgment of T)
turns the garbage disposal
to OFF%

23. S repeats actions 11-14 until
all trays are cleared or the
work period ends.

Component B

TeachingjE_12_2perate the dishwashing machine.

T's Verbal Cues

Steps
1. "Open the drain. 1.

"Close the drain."

3. "Turn oh-the rinse
water valve."

4. "Turn off the rinse
water valve."

4.

"Fill the soap dish" 5.

(if buzzer sounds).
T repeats the cue if
buzzer sounds.

6. "Open the doo 6.

7. "Put the rack in the
machine."

7.

"Close the door." 8.

"Turn on the machine." 9.

S pushes the drain lever to
wopen."

When no water is flowing from
the drain, S pulls the drain
lever to "closed."

S turns the rinse water valve
all the way out.

When water begins flowing from
the drain, S turns the rinse
water valve all the way in.

S secures the measuring cup,
fills the cup with soap, and
then pours the soap into the
soap container. $ repeats
the action if buzzer sounds.

S pushes up on the dish-
washing machine door handle
so that the door opens.

S pushes the rack into the
machine.

S pushes down on the didh-
washing machine door handle
so that the door closes.

$ presses the start button.
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T's Verbal Cues s Actions

1Ltza
10. "Open the door "

11. "Take the rack out
of the machine."

Com onent C

Teachin o stack

T's Verbal Cues

§Z.R!
10. When the red light above

the start button goes off,
S pushes up on the dish-
washing machine door handle
so that the door opens.

11. 8 pulls the rack out of the
dlshwashing machine.

he items Lha have_been washed.

Step

1. "Put away the coffee
pots."

S's Actions

Steps
1. 8 removes the coffee pots

from the rack and places
them on the shelf.

2. "Put away the tea servers." 2. S removes the tea servers
from the rack and places
them on the shelf.

"Put away the glasses "

4 "Put away the cups."

5. "Put away the tulip
cups."

6. "Put away the plates

7. "Put away the bowls

8. "Put away the salad
dishes."

9. "Put away the trays."

386

S removes the glasses from
the rack and places them
in the bin.

4. S removes the cups from the
rack and places them in the
cup bin.

5. _S removes the tulip cups
from the rack and places
them on the shelf;

6. 8 removes the plates from
the rack and places them on
the shelf.

7 8 removes the bowls from the
rack and places them on the
shelf.

S removes the salad dishes
from the rack and places
them on the shelf.

9. S removes the trays from the
rack and places them on the
counter in the cafeteria.



T's Verbal Cues

Steps
10. "Put away the silver."

Component D

S's Actions

Steps
10. When the silver is dry, S

picks out a handful of
knives and places them in
the silverware tray. S re-
peats= the action for forks,
spoons, and soup spoons.

Teaching Ss to carEy_needed items from the work area to the cafete

T's Verbal Cues

Steps
1. "Take the cups to the

cafeteria."

2. "Take the glasses to
the cafeteria."

"Stack the trays."

S Actions

Steps
1. S carries the cups to the

cafeteria and stacks the
cup bin next to the coffee
vendor, returning with the
empty bin as a replacement.

2. S carries the glasses to the
cafeteria and stacks the
glass bin next to the ice
water vendor, returning with
the empty bin as a replace-
ment.

S removes the trays from the
counter and stacks them next
to the counter.

4. "Take the silver to 4. S takes the silverware tray
the cafeteria." to the cafeteria and fills

the cafeteria silverware tray,
placing knives, forks, spoons,
and soup spoons in the-appro-
priate sections. S returns
the silverware tray to the
shelf.

5. "Take the utensils to
the cafeteria."

38=7

5. _S takes the utensil tray to
the cafeteria. Utensils
such as kitchen knives,
ladles, spatulas, mixers,
etc. are placed in the drawer
under the counter. Tea ser-
vers are placed next to the
hot water vendor.
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Com anent E

Teachin Ssto clean u he work area.

T's Verbal Cues _S's Actions

a2U
1. "Get a clean rag."

2. "Rinse the work area.

"Turn off the rinse
faucet."

"Wipe off the w- k
area."

Stepp
1. S secures a clean rag from

the box under the sink.

2. S turns on the rinse faucet
and sprays water from the
service window on the left
to the dishwashing machine
on the right.

3. S turns off the rinse faucet.

4. S wipes the work area with
left to right strokes from
the service window to the
dishwashing machine so that
all metal is wiped and the
excess water runs into the
garbage disposal or the
sink.

Part 3 - Teaching Ss_tp_perform.each of the actions re-uired in

Parts 1 and 2 without cues from_T.

This part is essentially the same as Part 2 except that each

of the five individual component skills are integrated into

an uninter upted response chain which is initiated by S's

reactions to the task, rather than T's verbal cues. To

eliminate,unnecessary redundancy, the five component skills

are not reiterated f this part. A gradual fading procedure

was used to withdraw T's cues.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Students1

The seven _Ss i._. S S
-=-2'

ranged in chronolog-

ical age (CA) from 18 years, 1 m nth to 21 years, 7 months (R CA = 20.2).

IQ scores ranged from "not measured" to 94 (X IQ = 44). Ss' medical re-

cords listed such medical diagnoses as: pre-natal brain injury, no-func-

tional hearing, central receptive aphasia secondary to brain damage,

Down's Syndrome, congenital heart defect, pharyngitis, otitis and asthma

in infancy and unknown etiology. Psychological descriptors inolUded:

skills seem to be commensurate with his ability; poor gross motor coor-

dination; poor fine motor skills; works very slowly; lacks the necessary

judgement to make adequate decisions to ganize work tasks, attempt so-

lutions to job problems, and to set simple standards for jobs; and demon-

strates no functional academic abilities in a work setting. _Ss were

enrolled in the Madison Wisconsin Public Schools in a self contained

class for trainable level mentally retarded students in a self contained

school for moderate through profoundly handicapped Ss.

Instructional Materials and Arrahgement

Phase Teachin o arran _he o eration of and to --erare an

tomatic commencial dishwash n machine in a ublic hi h school.

Part Teachin Ss to enter the pja...qs_4Lf!silaynstir
work.

Part 2 - Teachin erfor each com anent six con onent dieh-

wash ask in res onse _o verbal cue rovided b Ale teacher.

Part_3 TeachIng Ss to perform each com-onent of asxcomionent dish-

washin/rask without verbal cues

L.

f om the teacher.

r a more detailed description of students see Appendix A.

389
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Materials

The following materials were used in Phase 1, Part 1, Part 2 and

Pa-- 3: bowls, plates, metal trays, plastic trays, silver-knives,

forks and spoons counercia1 dishwashing machine and work area, pans,

soap, water, scrapers, silver carriers, rags.

Arrangement

Six Ss were stationed in the various work areas (see Appendix B

for a more detailed description of the work area).

Phase 11 Same as-Phase I.

Phase arran :e for the oieraton of and o -erate

an automatic commercial dishwashin machine in a -ublic cafeteria.

Part 1 - Teaching Ss to enter Aleyork facilitan

work.

Part 2 - Teaching Ss to perform each component of a_five component

dishwash±ng task in response to verbal cues from T.

Part 3 - Teachin Ss to perform each com-onent ve comionent

dishwashing task without verbal cues from T.

Materials

The following materials were used in Phase III, Parts 1, 2 and 3:

racks, soap, plates, trays, silver carrier, prong racks. flat rack,

coffee pots, bowls, silver, trays, tulip cups, utensila rags, rinse

bowl, tea server, salad bowls, pans, commercial dishwashing machine and

work area.

Arran ement

Ss worked in a public cafete-ia or a more detailed description

of the work area see Appendix C).
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r±al and Criterion S ecificetions

Phase 1, Parts 1, 2, and 3; Phase II, Parts I, 2, and 3; and Phase

III, Parts 1, 2, and 3, were taught successively. However, Components

A-F cf Phase I, Parts 2 and 3; Componen A-E of Phase II, Parts 2 and

3; and Component§ A-E of Phase III Parts 2 and 3 were not necessarily

taught in order, since the task requires the components to be perfo -ed

c-icurrently and the actions required in one component are independent

the a tions requi _d in other components. T recorded each S's per-

formance of each action in each step2 in each component, until each:S

performed each action correctly on two consecutive occasions. A trial

consisted of a student performing all the actions required in each step

of each component in sequence. Two consecutive trials in which an S

performed all the actions required in each step of each component co/-

rectly was considered criterion for Phase I, Parts 1, 2, and 3, Compo-

nents A-F Phase II, Parts 1 2, and 3, Components A-E; and Phase III,

Parts 1, 2, and 3, Components A-E.

When each S performed all the actions required in each step of each

component co rectly in two consecutive trials, the performance of each

S was assessed in sessions rather than in trials. A period of five

minutes during which the teacher recorded the Ss' incorrect actions

and intervened with the prctscribed teaching procedures constituted a

session. Criterion for Phase 1, Parts 2 and 3, Components A-E; Phase

II, Parts 2 and 3, Components A-E; and Phase III, Parts 2 and 3, Cempo-

2
The word "step" refers to T's verbal cues and _S.'s actions numer-

ically listed for each part of the task analysis. Refer to the section,
Program Design and Task Analysis, for a detailed listing of all the
steps associated with each part.

3 9 1
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nents A-C, was met when each student performed at competitive rates

with no incorrect actions or teacher intervention for two consecutive

sessions.

Measurement Design

Measurements of S actions were observed under the constraints of

the design schematically outlined below.

Phase

P4rt

Steps 1-4 trials to criterion)

Part 2

Component A

Steps 1-15 trials to criterion)
Steps 12-15 (sessions to criterion

Component B

Steps 1-14 (trials to criterion)
Steps 10-14 (sessions to criterion)

Component C

Steps 1-8 trials to c erion)
Steps 3-8 (sessions to criterion)

Component D

Steps 1-24 rials to cr terion)
Steps 20-24 sessions to criterion

Component E

Steps 1-4 trials to criterion)

Steps 1-4 sessions to criterion)

Com onent F

Steps 1-25 (trials to criterio

Part 3_ (Same as Part 2)

392
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Phase II

Part 1

Steps 1-4 (trials to cr erion)

Part 2

Com onent A

Steps 1-15 (trials to criterion)
Steps 12-15 (sessions to criterion)

Com onent B

Steps 1-14 rials to criterion)
Steps 10-14 (sessions to criterion

Com onent C

Steps 1-8 (trials to criterion)
Steps 3-8 (sessions to criterion)

Com onent D

Steps 1-5 (trials to criterion)
Steps 1-5 (sessions to criterion)

Component E

Steps 1-4 (trials to criterion)
Steps 1-4 (sessions to criterion)

Part _Same as Part 2)

Phase III

Part 1

Steps 1-4 (trials to criterion)

Part 2

Com onent A

Steps 1-22 (trials to c- erion)
Steps 9-22 (sessions to criterion)

Component B

Steps 1-11 (trials to criterion)
Steps 6-11 (sessions to criterion)

9 3
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Component C

Steps 1-10 (trials to criterion)
Steps 1-10 (sessions to criterion)

Component D

Steps 1-5 (trIals to criterion)

Component E

Steps 1-5 _als to criterion

Part 3 Same as Part 2)

Phase_I: Teachin

Teaching Procedures

o arra- e for the o- and to o erste an

automatic commercial dishwash n achine ublic hiah ltr1Ral.

Part 1 - Teaching Ss to enter .the_physicAl_plant 4ad_pEtpsrp_for

the dishw_a_lhing_taSk_in the_ work area.

Step 1 - When S and T were standing at a corner bus stop, T

said to S, "Cross the street." If S responded correctly,

7 presented the cues required to perform the actions in

Step 2. If S responded incorrectly, T repeated the cue,

"Cross the street." if S responded correctly, I presented

the cues required to perform the actions in Step 2. If S

still responded incorrectly, _T repeated the cue, "Cross

the street," and modeled the ect action. If S imi-

tated the action, T presented the cues required to perform

the actions in Step 2. If _S still responded incorrectly,

T repeated the cue, "Cross the s eet" and physically

gui ed (primed) S through the correct action.

These procedures were followed until each S crossed the

894
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street appropriately in response to the verbal cue pre-

sented by T on two consecutive occasions.

It should be noted that all five Ss were present at the

bus stop, but that only one S at a tIme was provided in-

uction while the remaining Ss watched.

The teaching procedures used to teach the actions required in

Part 1, Steps 2-5 were the same as those used to teach the

actions required in Step 1 with the exception that different

verbal cues were presented and different actions were required.

art 2 - 1:_qAcIll_g_e_q_pgIf_orm each component of a five comionent

dIshwashng task.

Component A - Teachin Ss to re areillverware to be laced

in a dishwashin machine.

Step 1 - When an S stood in Work Station A in response to T's

verbal cue (see Phase I, Part 1, Step 5), T said, "Get

the silverware rinse bowl." If S responded correctly, T

presented the cues required to perform the actions in

Step 2. If S resn aded incorrectly, T repeated the cue,

"Get the silverware rinse bowl." If S responded correctly,

7 presented the cues required to perform _he action in

Step 2. If S still responded incorrectly, T repeated the

cue, "Get the silverware rinse bowl," and modeled,the cor-

rect action. If _S imitated the action, T presented the

cues required to perform the actions in Step 2. If $

still responded incorrectly. T repeated the cue, "Get the

silverware rinse bowl," and physically guided (primed) S

through the correct action.

3
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These procedures were followed until each S could secure

the silverware rinse bowl correc ly in response to the

verbal cue presented by T on two consecutive occasions.

The teaching procedures used to teach the skills required in

Component A, Steps 216 and all the steps of Components B-F

were the same as those used to teach the actions required in

Step 1 with the exception that different verbal cues were pre-

sented and different actions were required.

Part 3 - Teachin

1 and 2 withou

(Phase I, Part 1 S e

orm each of _the actions re uired in Parts

om T exce t for_work area asaignments

When each S walked from the bus stop to the work area, put away

various nonwork-related items, went to the work station assigned

and began working T intervened with the teaching procedures

descfibed in Parts 1 and 2 only if an S performed an action in-

correctly. These procedures were followed until each S secured

the silverware rinse bowl c rrectly in respbnse to the cues pre-

sented in the work area without verbal cues from T on two con-

secutive occasions. Different situational cues elicited appro-

priate beginning work actions or interventions by T, i.e., the

procedures described in Phase I, Part 2, Step L.

Phase II: Teachin to arra he o eration of _and to 0 'erate_ an

automatic commercial dishwashin hine in a ublic hi-h school

under the su ervision of regt_ILatreular_ cafeteria

supervisor.

Part_ 1 - Teach cal lant and re are for the

dishwashing task in the work area.

396
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Step 1 - When S and 7 were standing at a corner bus stop,

said t S "Cross the street." If S responded correctly

T presented the cues required to perform the actions in

Step 2. If 5 responded incorrectly, T repeated the cue,

"Cross the street." If S still responded incorrectly, T

repeated the cue, "Cross the street," and modeled the

correct action. If S imitated the action, T presented

the cue required to perform the actions in Step 2. If S

still responded incorrectly, T repeated the cue, "Cross

the street" and physically guided (primed) S through the

correct action.

These procedures were followed until each S crossed the

street appropriately in resPonse to a verbal cue presented

by T on two consecutive occasions.

It should be noted that only one S was present at the bus

stop. The teaching procedures used to teach the act ons

required in Part 1, Steps 2-5 we e the same as those used

to teach the actions required in Step 1 with the exception

that different verbal cues were presented and different

actions were required.

Part 2-- Teachin to erform eaclico onent of a five com onent

dishwashing task.

Com onent A - Teaching Ss to prepare silverware to be placed

in a dishwashing machine.

Step 1 - Wben $ stood in Work Station A in response to the Work

supervisor's verbal cues (see Phase I, Part 1, Step 5) T

said, "Get the silverware rinse bowl." If S responded

397
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correctly, T. presented the cues required te perform the

actions in Step 2. If S responded incorrectly, T re-

peated the cue, "Get the silver:are rinse bowl." If $

still responded incorrectly, 7 repeated the cue, "Get

the silverware rinse bowl" and modeled the correct action.

If S still responded incor: ctly T repeated the cue, "Get

,the silverware rinse bowl" and physically guided (primed)

S through the action.

These procedures were followed until each S could secure

the silverware rinse bowl correctly in response to the

verbal cue from T on two consecutive occasions.

The teaching procedures used to teach the skills required in

Component A, Steps 2-16 andall the steps of Components B-E

were the same as those used to teach the actions required in

Step 1 with the exception that different actions were required.

Part 3 - Teachin Ss to er-orm each of the actions reuIred in

Parts 1 and 2 without cues from T exce he work su e--

visor's work area as i-nment (Phase I Part 1 Ste 5

Phase III: Teachin o_a an e for the o e ation_of and too erate an

=achine in a_cafeteria concession.

Part 1 - Teachin Ss to enter the h

dishwashin task in_the work area.

n S and T were standing at a corner bus stop, T.

said to S, "Go to work." If S responded correctly, T: pre-

sented the cues required to perform the actions in Step 2.

If S responded incorrectly, T repeated the cue, "Go to

automatic commerci 1 dishwashin

a-- and the

098



work." if S responded co rectly, T presented the cues

required to perform the actions in Step 2. If $ still

responded incorrectly, 7 repeated the cue, "Go to work"

and modeled the correct response. If S imitated the ac-

tions, 7 presented the cues required to'perform the ac-

tions in Step 2. If S still responded incorrectly, 7

repeated the cue, "Go to work" and physically guided

(primed) S through the correct action.

These procedures were followed until each S went to work

appropriately in-_esponse to _he verbal cue presented by

T on two consecutive occasions.

It should be noted that each S received individual instruc-

tion. The teaching procedures used to teach the actions

required in Phase III, Part 1, Steps 2-4 were the same as

those used to teach the actions required in Part 1 with the

exception that different verbal cues were preSented and

different actions were requried.

Part_2. - Teaching. Ss _to perform each com onent of a five cqmponent

dishwashing. task.

.g2mpslalLi -:reachin Ss to re are silverware t be placed

in a dishwasher.

§_pApLi, When an S stood in the work area, 7 said, "Get a rack

with prongs." If S responded correctly, 7 presented the

cues required to perform the actions in Step 2. If S.

responded incorrectly, I repeated the cue, "Get a rack

with prongs." If S responded correctly, I presented the

399
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cues required to perform the actions in Step 2. If S

still responded incorrectly, _T repeated the cue, "Get

s rack with prongs" and modeled the correct action. If

S imitated the action, T presented the cues required to

perform the actions in Step 2. If _S still responded in-

correctly, 7 repeated the cue, "Get a rack =ith prongs

and physically guided (primed) S through the correct ac-

tion.

These procedures were followed until S could secure the

-rack with prongs correctly in response to the verbal cue

presented by T on two consecutive occasions.

It should be noted that each _S received individual instruc-

tion. The teaching procedures used to teach the actions

required in Phase III- Part 2, Component A, steps 2-23

and all steps of Components B-E were the same as those

used to teach the actions required in Step 1 with the

exception that different verbal cues were presented and

different actions were required.

Part 3 - Teachin Ss _to perform each of the actions required_in

Parts 1 and 2 :hout cues from

When S walked from the bus stop to the Work Area, put away

various nonwork-related items and began working, T intervened

with the teaching procedures described in Parts 1 and 2 only

if S could secure the rack with prongs correctly in response to

the cues in the work area without verbal cues from T on two

ionsecutive occasions. Different situational cues elicited

4.0 0
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appropriate beginning work actions or interventions by

i.e., the procedures described in Phase III, Part 2, Step 1.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

In order to assist the reader in interpreting the results, some

qiaiifications of the instructional design should be considered. Ini-

tially, it was intended in Phase I that each student was to be taught

the dishwashing skills in a public high school under the supervision of

the teacher. Subsequently, it was intended in Phase II that each student

was t- be taught the dishwashing skill while integrated with the.regular

emptoyees in the actual work setting in the same public high school.

Then it was intended in Phase III that each student was to be taught

the dishwashing skills in a commercially operated cafeteria concession.

Unfortunately, this successive strategy could not be followed

exactly due to, at least, the following reasons:

1. Time consuming procedures necessary to acquire the sanction

and approval of all the involved parties, .e., school admin-

istration, cafeteria workers, parentalpermisslon, and classroom

teachers. Thus, the period of time available for the study.

November through March, did not allow all students to enter

Phase II, and the students described in Phase III were not

trained in Phase II. However, training is planned to resume

at the inception of the new school year.

2. The immediate vocational placement of a student (Phase III,

S_) in a commercially operated cafeteria concession. In order

to keep the use of this training site, this student, part of a

previous pilot study, was placed immediately in the work facility

described in Phase III.'
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3. Time limitations concerning the work facilities. The use

f the work facility as a training site in Phase I required

training to take place in off hours, or when the regular

employees were not working. This limited the training

time to periods of two hours duration twice weekly.

4. Other time demands nthe teacher. The teacher also taught

in several other vocational and pre-vocationsl training

sites involving other public school students during the

school week.

The results are reported in both a general and specific form. The

general format is provided as an overall summary of the data from the

various phases of the program. The specific format extends the utility

f this information by presenting an approximation of the teaching time

required and difficulty level of each particular part of the program.

These data are represented by the,total number of trials (or sessions_

to criterion or the total number Of correct responses per trial (or

session) recorded for each student..

General Criterion Performance

Table 1. presents the criterion performance for each of the seven

students in the program. Students 1-6 achieved criterion for all

parts of Phase I. StudentS 4 and 5, also achieved criterion for

all parts of Phase II, and students 3 and 7 demonstrated criterion

performance during Phase III (See Table 1).
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Specific Criterion Performance

The data reported in this section detail the total number of

trials (sessions) each student required in order to demonstrate cri-

terion performance for each part of the three program phases. As such

it depicts the information presented In Table 1 in a more specific form.

Phase I

As can be discerned from Table 2, studen 1 through 6 required

three teaching trials to attain criterion perfOti nce in Part 1.

In Part 2, Component A, these students reqUired three to five

teaching trials and two to three teaching sessions to attain criterion

performance. Students 1 through 6 required twe, to three teaching trials
1

and two teaching sessions to attain criterion performance for Component

B. In Component C these students required two to four teaching trials

and two teaching sessions to attain criterion performance. The six stu-

dents required two to four teaching trials and two teaching sessions to

attain criterion performance on Component D. In Component E students 1

through 6 required two to three teaching trials and two to three teach-

ing sessions to attain criterion performance. The six students required

from two to four teaching trials to attain criterion performance on Com-

ponent F.
1

In Part 3, Component A, all six students reqUired two teaching

trials and two teaching sessions to attain crierion performance. Stu-

dents 1 through 6 required two teaching trials Sand two teaching seabions

to attain criterion perfor -nce on Component B. In Component C these

I 1

students required two teaching trials and two tOaching sessions to

attain criterion performance. Students 1 through;6 required two to

three teaching trials and two teaching sessions to attain criterion
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performance in Component D. In Component E the six students required

two teaching trials and two teaching sessions to attain criterion per-
,

formance. Students 1 through 6 required from two to four teaching

trials to attain criterion performance on Component F.

phase TI

As can be discerned from Table 3, students 4 and 5 required two

teaching trials to attain criterion performance in Part 1.

In Parts 2 and 3 Component A-E both students needed only two

teaching trials and two teaching sessions to attain criterion per-

formance.

Phase III

'As can be discerned from Table 4, students 3 and 7 required two

teaching trials to attain criterion performance in Part 1.

-- Part Compenent A, both students required from three to four

teaching trials and two teaching sessions to attain criterion perfor-'

mance. Students 3 and 7 required two teaching trials and two-teaching

sessions to attain criterion performance on Component B. In Component

both students required two to three teaching trials and two teaching

sessions to.attain criterion performance. Students 3 and 7 required

three. to four teaching trial- to attain criterion per o: ance in Com-

ponent D. Two to three teaching trials were required by the students

to attain criterion performance on Component E.

In Part. 3, both students attained criterion performance in Compo-

nents A-E in two teaching trials and two teaching sessions.

Speçtfic Trial (Se sion) Per ormance

The data presented in this section correspond to the total number

of correct responses performed by each student across the parts of the
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various phases. These data are reported by individual trials (sessions)

for each part of the program. This section represents the final break-

down in terms of specificity of the data presented in this chapter.

Since these data are listed in a detailed form in each of the tables in

this section, the narrative will focus upon highlighting general trends.

Phase I

Inspection of Tables 5 through 10 shows that Parts 1 and 2 of Phase

I required more trials (sessions) to achieve criterion than Part 3. With

the exception of one or two components (these components varied per stu-

dent ), criterion was demonstrated on the first two required trials of

Part 3.

Phase II

Inspection of Tables 11 and 12 forstudents4 and-5, respectively,

shows.that Part 1 required more teaching trials than Parts 2 and 3.

Both students reached criterion within the first two trials of Parts

2 and 3.

Phase III

Inspection of Tables 13 and 14 for students 3 and 7, respectively,

shows that Part 2 required more teaching trials than Parts 1 and 3.

Both students reached criterion within the first two trials of Parts 1

and
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TABLE 1

sunmAay OF STUDENTS CRITERION PERFORMANCE
ACROSS PHASES I, II AN1) III

PHASE I PHASE II PEASE III

PARTS PARTS

I

PARTS

X

X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X X

X x X

Si X X X
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TABLE 2

TOTAL TEACHING TRIALS (SESSIONS) REQUIRED POR CRITERION PERFEINCE:

PHASE I; PARTS I, 2, and 3; COMPONENTS A-P

RASE I

Part/ Part 2 Part 3

k

t

Students Cmnponents Components Components

A AABBCCDDEEF lAABBCCDDEEF
x y xxx

1

!

3

5

3

5

3

3

5

4

4

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

4

x - teaching trials to criterion

y - teaching sessions to criterion

,
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TABLE 3

TOTAL TEACHING TRIALS (SESSIONS ) REQUIRED FOR CRITERION PERFORMANCE:

PHASE II; PARTS 1, 2 AND 3; CORPONENTS A-E

PHASE II

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

Students Components Components Components

A AADBCCDDEE lAABBCCDDEE
x_y y_xyxyxy XXyXyXXL

3

2222222222 22222222222

2222222222 22222222222

x - teaching trials to criterion

y - teaching sessions to criterion



TABLE 4

TOTAL TEACHING TRIALS (SESSIONS) REQUIRED FOR CRITERION PERFORANCE:

PRASE III; PARTS 1, 2 AND 3. COMPONENTS A-E

Part 1

Students Components

A
x

PHASE III

Part 2

Components

Part 3

Components

AABBCCDE 1AABBCCDDI
2c_ x x x

2 4 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 z

2 3 2 2 2 2 2

x teaching trials to criterion

y - teaching sessions to criterion
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TABLES

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERFORMED BY STUDENT 1 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION):

PHASE I; PARTS 1, 2 AND 3; COMPONENTS A-F

S PHASE

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

Trial
x
/Session Components

A

1 4

5

5

4

5

Components Components

AARBCCDDEEP lAABBCCDDEEFxyxyxyx }Tx yx x xy xy X y xyxLx

9 2 9 0 8 0 22 0 3 0 20 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 24 0 4 0 24

12 0 14 0 8 0 24 0 4 0 25 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 24 0 4 0 25

12 0 14 24 4 25

15

15

25

x - teaching trial to criterion

- teaching session to criterion

The final numeral listed in each column for each part represents the total number of correct

responses possible in any one trial session). This convention is employed in all tables presented in

this section.
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TABLE 6

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERFORMED BY STUDENT 2 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION):

PHASE 1; PARTS I, 2 AND 3; COMPONENTS A-F

- PHASE I

Partj Part 2 Part 3

Trial
x
/Session Components Components COmpOnents

A A ABBCCDDEEP 1A ABBCCDDEEFx L2Lir J.L.L2L x y x x x y xjrxjj x x

9 0 8 0

12 0 14 0

12 14

15

5 15

7 0 12 0 4

8 0 24 0 4

8 24

0 23 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 24 0

0 25 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 24 0

25

- teaching trials to c iterion

teaching sessions to criterion

415

4 0 25

4 0 25



TABLE 7

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERFORMED BY SrUDENT 3 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION):

PHASE I; PARTS 1, 2 AND 3; COMPONENTS A-F

- PHASE I

Part 1 Part 2

Trial /Session Components Components

Part 3

Components

AABBCCDDEEF lAABBCCDDEEF
y x yc xx y XjLX yx y x xx y x y x

1 4 12 0 12 0 6 0 16 0

2 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 24 0

15 14 8 24

4 0 22

4 C 25

25

5 15 0 14 0 8 0 22 0

5 15 0 14 0 8 0 24 0

24

4 0 25

4 0 25

- teaching trials to criterion

y - teaching sessions to criterion
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TABLE 8

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERFORMED BY STUDENT 4 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION);

PHASE 1; PARTS 1 2 AND 3; COMPONENTS A-F

IPHASE

Part 1
x

Part 2 Part 3

Trial /Session Components Components

AAB_BCCODE_E

Components

lAABBCCDDEEF
x x 1

5 3 9

3 0 14

0 5 0 16 0

0 8 0 24 0

4 0 22

4025

3 5 15 0 14 8 24 25

15

5 15 0 14 0 8 0 22 0

1 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 24 0

4023

4 0 25

24 25

x teaching trials to criterion

y - teaching sessions to criterion

419 4 0



TABLE 9

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERFUMED BY STUDENT 5 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION):

PHASE I; PARTS 1, 2 AYD 3; COMPONENTS A-F

S - PHASE I

Part 1

Trial /Session Components

Part_2

Components

Part 3

Components

AASBCCDDEEF lAABBCCDDEEFxy_xy X y x jTXY X X XX y y x_

6 0 12

2 5 13 0 14

5 15 14

4 15

x - teaching trials to criterion

0

0

5

8

8

0

0

18

24

24

0

0

4221

4 0 25

0 25

5

5

15

15 0

14

14

0

0

8

8

0

0

24 0

24 0

y - teaching ses4ons to criterion

421

4 0 25

4 0 25

422



TABLE 10.

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERFORMED BY STUDENT 6 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION);

PHASE I; PARTS 1, 2 AND 3; COMPONENTS A-F

S PHASE I

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

Trial /Session Components
x y

Components Components

AABBCCDDEEF lAABBCCDDEEF
x Y XLXY_3j Ly x x Ly_Ly_Ly_ll)._LL-L

1 3 6 2 9 0 7 0 19 0 3 1 18 5 15 0 14 O. 8 0 22 0 4 0 23

2 . 5 13 0 1407 0 22 0 4 0 22 5150 14 0 8 0 22 0 4 0 24
1

IN

0
o

3 5 15 0 14 8 24 4025 24 25 H

4

5

15 8 24 25 24 . 25

x teaching trials to criterion

y teaching F.psions to criterion

423 424



TABLE 11

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERFORMED BY STMENT 4 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION):

PHASE II; PA1TS 1, 2 AND 3; COMPONENTS A-E

S - PHASE II

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

Trial /Session Components Components Components

AABBCCDDEE 1AABBCCDDBEuLy_L=u.rai L x x J XJ x

l 3 15 0 14 0 8 0 5 0 5 0 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 5 0 5 0

1

2 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 5 0 5 0 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 5 0 5 0
4
0
H
I

5

x - teaching trials to criterion

y teaching sessions to criterion

425

. . .

426



TABLE 12

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERFORMED BY STUDENT 5 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION):

PHASE 11; PARTS 1, 2 AID 3; COMPONENTS A-E

S = PHASE 11

Part 1x Part 2 Part 3

TrialjSession Components Componnts Components

1

2

3

AAS8CCD0EE 1AABBCCDDEE
x x y x x

3 15 0 14 0 8 0 5 0 5 0 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 5 0 5 0

5 15 0 14 0 8 0 5 0 5 0 5 15 0 14 0 8 0 5 0 5 0

5

x - teaching trials to criterion

y - teaching sessions to criterion



TABLE 13

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERYORMED BY SUNNI 3 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION):

PHASE III; PARTS 1, 2 AND 3; COMPOSES A-E

Part 1

- PHASE III

Part 2

,Trial
x
/Session Components Components

1 4

2 4

3

4

Part 3

Components

AABBCCDE 1AABBCCDE

17 0 11 0 9 0 2

21 0 11 0 10 0 5

22 10 5

22

x - teaching trials to criterion

y teaching sessions to criterion

429

4 5 22 0 11 0 10 0 5 5

5 5 22 0 11 0 10 0 5
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TABLE 14

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONSES PERFORKED BY STUDENT 7 FOR EACH TRIAL (SESSION ):

PHASE III; PARTS 1, 2 AND 3; COMPONENTS A-E

PHASE III

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

Trial /Session Components Components Components

A A C D E
x

lAABBCCD
x x x

E_
x x

1

2

4

4

4

20

22

22

0

0

11

11

0

0

10

10

0

0

2

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

22

22

0

0

11

11

0

0

10 Q

10 0

5

5

5

5

x - teaching trials_ to criterion

y - teaching sessions to criterion 432
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

Implications for Skill Acquisition

This program was implemented to teach Severely handicapped stu-

dents to function as dishwashers in simulated and natural work settings.

It was designed to demonstrate dishwashing skill acquisition with se-

verely handicapped students and utilized a task analysis and teaching

procedure developed from utilizing the Job Skills Inventory. It can

be concluded from the results presented that most of the severely

handicapped students Included in this investigation acquired the skills

necessary to function as dishwashers in simulated work settings and

some of those students also acquired the necessary skills in natural

work settings. However, due to time and other practical constraints

cited in the results section, this demonstration does not extend across

all seven students in the s_udy.

Six of the students did acquire the skills necessary for simulated

dishwashing at a public high school work setting (Phase l). In addi-

tion, students 4 and 5 acquired dishwashing skills in a public high

school work setting when incorporated into a line task with nonhandi-

capped workers (Phase II). Finally, students 3 and 7 performed the

various dishwashing skills at a private cafeteria under typical com-

petitive employment conditions. Although it appears that the program

can be used to teach competitive dishwashing skills to severely handi-

capped students, further implementation of the programmatic components

of Phases II and III with additional students is considered necessary.
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Implications for Job Skills Inventory

Since the components of the task were based upon information se-

cured through the use of the Job Skills Inventory strategy (Belmore

and Brown, in press), it appears tenable that this strategy can pro-

vide useful programmatic information which can facilitate the acquisi-

tion of vocational skills. A firm conclusion, though is not possible

within the constraints of the design of this investigation. In order

to clearly assess the relative effectiveness of the inventory, a

second procedure, generated through a different approach, would need

to be employed concurrently wIth a second population. Based upon the

results of this study it seems that the Job Skills Inventory strategy

(Belmore and Brown, in press) is at least as useful as other currently

employed job assessment techniques w th severely handicapped students.

Implications for Instructional Sequence

The instructional sequence appears to be an efficient vehicle for

teaching dishwashing at least with the students included in the study.

Further invest gations should include systematic collection of detailed

information, as delineated on the Job Skills Inventory, on at least the

following: identifying and utilizing natural incentives; developing

high rate work behaviors while maintainIng quality; increasing inde-

pendent work behaviors; and increasing duration and frequency of work

sessfons.

Summary

In SUMMary, it Can be concluded that the incorporation of the in-

fo ---tion- isolated through the use of the Job Skills Inventory (Bel-
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more and Brown, in press), into an instructional sequence utilizing

a task analysis format represents in combination a potentially power-

ful approach to the instruction of viable vocational skills with

severely handicapped students. The generality of this conclusion can

only be extended through the use of this combined approach with addi-

tional severely handiCapped students, and across different vocational

tasks; It is the -le es contention that the results of this inves-

tigation indicate that such extensions are appropriate.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STUDENTS

Student 1

History

A. Sex: Male

B. CA as of January, 1976: 18 years, 2 months

C. IQ: 42 (WISC - Full Scale)

D. Level of retardation: ...on the Wechsler (he ) scored overall

in the trainable range."

Medical Diagnosis: "Pre-natal brain injury"

F. Psychological descriptors: "severely retarded; noted problem in

the area of speech; skills appear to be corensurate with his

ability."

O. Placement history:

1. Natural home since birth.

2. Madison Public Schools since 1964.

Student #2

A. Sex: Male

B. CA as of January, 1976: '18 years, 1 month

C. IQ: 94 (Hiskey-Nebraska)

D. Level of retardation: Grade levels - FIAT

Mathematics 1.7 Reading Comprehension 2.0

Reading Recognition 1.5 Sellng 1.1
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E. Medical Diagnosis: "Central receptive aphasia secondary to brain

damage. Occasional suggestions of autistic behavi-- " .one

month old he developed meningitis and whooping cough. He had

recurring otitis media throughout infancy and early childhood.

He has a severe bilateral loss and no functional hearing. He was

born with a unilateral cleft lip (repaired)."

F. Psychological descriptors: "...short term visual memory skills

were poor. He evidenced poor gross motor coordination ... fine

motor skills were poor he was hyperactive."

G. Placement hi--ory:

L. Natural home, 1958-1962

2. Various boarding homes since 1962

3. Madison Public Schools since 1962.

Student #3

History

A. Sex: Male

B. CA as of January, 1976: 21 years, 1 month

C. IQ: 48 (WISC Full Scale)

D. Level of retardation: "moderate range of mental retardation."

E. Medical Diagnosis: "Down's Syndrome, congenital heart defect."

F. Psychological descriptors: "works very slowly trouble with all

bur the simplist, routine work assig. ents." "...lacks the necess_

judgment to make adequate decisions to organize work tasks, attempt

solutions to job problems, and to set simple standards for jobs."

...demonstrates no functional academic abilities in a work setting.

G. Placement history:

1. Nat-ral home, 1954-1973
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2. Goup holua ainee 1973

3. Columbia "'linty Special Education 1959-1973

4 Madison Public Scheels since 1973

A. sex: Female

Student #4

B. cA as of JanuY, 1976: 21 years, 6 months

C. IQ: 42 (FEVT)

D. Level of retardation: 5.8 "recommend placement in a trainable

clsss-"

E. Medical Diagnos "Dow-Ws Syndrome, "hearing loss in left ear.

F. psychological desscripcors: "test results (Bender) indicate a

possible neuro lOgical Problem. 1 ..does not have left to right

pro0ssiOn firmly established. She can differentiate printed

mat '=1_ as ta color fol7M and shape. She cannot place angles or

relate to fig!. e backgraurld pictorial materials."

Placem nr hiscerY:

1. Natural home since birth.

2. Madison pub1t Sch004 since 1960.

ent #5

Ela2LY

A. sex: Female

B. CA as 0f JannarY, 1976: 4 years, 7 months

C.

D.

E.

IQ: 49 (WA1S)

Level -etardation:

Medical DiagnOS

toning in the severely retarded range."

"Do8 Syndrome" "chronic ear infections"
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F. Psychological descriptors: "she did not understand most of the

examiner's conversationalquestions well enough to respond to them.

She is able to print some words, is relatively good in numbers and

likes music."

C. Placement history:

1. Natural home, 1955 to 1973

2. Croup home since 1973

3. Dane County Special Education, 1960-1973

4. Madison Public Schools since 1973.

Student #6

History

A. Sex: Male

B. CA as of January, 1976: 21 years, 0 months

C. IQ: 34 (Binet)

D. Level of retardation; "Lippe- limits of the eeverely retarded range.

E. Medical Diagnosis: "treated for repeated bouts of pharyngitis,

otitis and asthma in infancy.

F. Psychological descriptors: 7...very shy, slow moving, emotionally

rather flat and depressed ... "primary difficulty that he

had no confidence in himself."

G. Placement history:

1. Natural home, 1955-1973

2. CroUp home since 1973

3. Madison Public Schools since 1959
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Student #7

Uistory

A. Sex: Male

CA as of January, 1976: 19 years, 6 months

C. IQ: VIQ not on norm

PIQ 55

FSIQ not on norm (WISC)

D. Level f retardation: "slightly above the trainable range."

E. Medical Diagnosis: Unknown etiology.

F. Psychological descriptors: "ungainly walk and poorly coordinate."

If
would give a one-word answer ... no spontaneous speech." "If

he was not sure of himself nor bow to do whatever was asked of him,

he would simply sit there with his head and eyes lowered."

G. Placement history:

1. Natural home, 1956-1973

2. Group home since 1973

3. Madison Public Schools since 1962.
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APPENDIX B

WORK AREA MODEL A

service

window
paper

71.2r222-yl

water

scrapers
sliver soap

extra

Lisilver tray

sink

sink

cleanup
materials

clean

trays

bowls

plate

cart

soa plates

garbae dis o al

trays

bowl cart_

tray

cart

=M.
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Public
walk
area

A
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APPENDI

WORK AREA MODEL B

Glass
storage (b)

Garbage
disposal
and sprayer

Counter top .

Service
Window

Counter
tau

Sink (a)

Sink (b)

Counter
top

Doorway
(locked)

Machine switches

Domain
of

Dishwasher

Racks for
paper goods

Refrigerator
(large double
door unit)

Dishwashing
machine
(single rack
unit)

Counter
top

Ice
machine

Glasses
storage (a)

Dish s orage_.
racks

Doorway to
food ser-
vice area

Storage of trays,
napkins and silver

S art of cafeteria line
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APPENDIX D

MATERIALS

Phase I, Parts 2 and 3; Phase II, Parts 2 and 3

bowls pans
plates soap
metal trays water
plastic trays scrapers
silver-knives, forks, and spoons silver carriers
commercial dishwashing machine clean-up rags

and work area

Phase III, Par s 2 and 3

rack silver-knives, forks, and spoons
soap trays
plates tulip cups
trays utensils
silver carrier rag

prong rack rinse bowl
flat rack tea server
coffee pots salad bowls

bowls pans
commercial dishwashing machine

and work area
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE DATA SHEET: PHASE I, PART 1

Date Name

- correct

Steps

1. Cross street

2. Go to cafeteria

3. Go to work area

4. Put away your
things

5. Work on silver

6. Work on bowls

7. Work on plates
and trays

8 Work on dish
loading

9. Work on stacking

m - model p - prime
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APPENDIX F

SAMPLE DATA SHEET: PHASE 1, PART 2, COMPONENT A

Date Name

m - modelt - correct

Steps

1. Silverware
rinse bowl

2. Squirt soap

3. Hot water

4. Check temperature

5. Fill bowl

6. Turn off water

7. Take bowl to W.S.

8. Get silver
carrier

9. Extra si1ver
containers

10. Start top
conveyor

11. Start garbage
disposal

12. Clear Silver

13. Shake silver

14. Put silver in
carrier

15. Take to dish-
loader

p - prime
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APPENDIX G

SAMPLE DATA SHEET: PHASE I, P _T 2, COMPONENT B

Name

t - correct m - model p - prime

St9,Pt!

1. Get rinse bowls

2. Squirt soap

3. Turn on hot water

4. Check temper-
ature

5. Fill bowl

6. Turn off water

7. Take to W.S.

a

B. Get plastic tray

9. Get scraper

10. Clear bowls

11. Scrape bowls

12. Rinse bowls

13. Stack bowls

14. Put tray on
conveyor

4 7
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